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Editor’s Preface

The first number of The New Educational Review is the fourteenth issue of our 
journal since the start of its foundation in 2003�� This number opens the fifth year 
of our functioning in the pedagogical space of central Europe�� In this issue there 
are mainly papers from: Poland, Italy, Norway, Hungary, the Czech Republic and 
Finland, because our journal is open for presentation of scientific papers from all 
over the world�� I am happy to inform our Readers that The New Educational Review 
has been nominated to the international data base EBSCO as well as it has been 
selected by the Editorial Development of Thomson Scientific in Philadelphia for 
coverage in the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI)�� 

In the present issue the editorial board have proposed the following subject 
sessions: Special Pedagogy, Social Pedagogy, Technology of Education, Pedeutol-
ogy, Axiological Aspects of Pedagogy, Educational Systems, Psychology of Gender, 
Motivation and Intelligence, and Chronicle��

In the first subject session there are papers connected with the subject of “Special 
Pedagogy”�� Ewa Jarosz presents a review of the most representative and frequently 
quoted studies in the literature, which were focused on the relationship between 
child abuse and disability�� The author of the paper proposes a picture – a kind of 
systematization of the main directions of research into the subject�� Ewa Wysocka 
shortly characterizes the compiled research survey focusing on disabled people’s 
conceptions of their own everyday life and of social attitudes towards impairment 
with regard to the following categories: self-perception, perceiving environmental 
attitudes toward a visible disability, emotional and behavioural reactions to the 
patterns of behaviour displayed by the environment, assessing one’s own relations 
with other people, making an overall evaluation of society’s approach to disability�� 
Maciej Karwowski describes a new instrument to measure creativity potential – 
especially creative imagination�� In the author’s opinion this instrument, called TCI 

Stanisław Juszczyk
Editor in Chief
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– Test of Creative Imagination, looks effective, culture-fair, reliable and valid, 
which makes it useful for an individual diagnosis of creativity as well as for scien-
tific studies�� Iwona Chrzanowska shows the effectiveness of the middle school 
education of mildly disabled students in the inclusive system�� She tries to find an 
answer to the following questions: “To what extent will the mentally disabled be 
able to adapt to learning conditions – learning in an ordinary class in a mainstream 
school?” What kind of problems might they face?” 

In the subject session “Social Pedagogy” Albert-Lőrincz Enikő, Kádár Annamária, 
Lukács-Márton, Kovács Réka Rózália in their research consider the quality of life 
not only in connection with health but also as concomitant of harmonious social 
adaptation�� In their opinion the subjective experience of the quality of life is aware-
ness of life, well-being, comfort, which may equally refer to the cognitive side, 
which can be measured by the frequency of experienced positive emotional states, 
by how often one is happy, content�� Anna Brosch explores what role the cell phone 
plays in lives of youth and what its impact on teens’ social relationships is�� They 
text at school, at the cinema or at home�� For those with poor social connections, 
the cell phone offers a unique advantage: it confers instant membership in a com-
munity�� Eila Jeronen, Majatta Kaikkonen, Anja Lindh, Oulun Yliopisto show the 
results of their empirical research concerning students, teachers and parents about 
the conceptions of environment and health and the Finnish health education��

In the subject session “Technology of Education” Carmello Cannarella and 
Valeria Piccioni show that the introduction of innovation and its implementation 
both at the company and territorial levels are linked to many variables among 
which Word of Mouth (WOM) can play a critical role and for small communities 
it can act as a privileged source of information determining, in many circum-
stances, the innovation diffusion particularly in rural areas�� On the basis of 
a survey conducted in a rural area in Central Italy, they present the modalities 
through which WOM flows are concretely articulated�� Monika Pilch and Jerzy 
Stochmiałek describe the use the information and communication technologies 
in the process of educating adults�� They draw attention to the great importance 
of the media in human functioning in the physical, psychic and social sphere as 
well as their great potential in breaking of the boundaries of time and space in the 
education of an adult�� Walentyna Wróblewska emphasizes the concept of the 
analysis of student self-education from the perspective of the subject undertaking 
the process in the context of the effects of university and changes of reality�� Her 
proposed analysis is of a teaching character based on cognitive theories of the 
development of personality�� Małgorzata Muszyńska describes the ideas of part of 
integrated education within which it is possible to solve the problem of support-
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ing the development of interpretative abilities used in 9–10 year-old children’s 
education on the basis of metaphors�� This idea results from broadening the theo-
retical interests of a pedagogue and is related to an alternative shape of primary 
education�� Krystyna Kamińska indicates cases of moving the schooling obligation 
to the age of six and presents law conditions and educational problems related to 
this obligation��

In the subject session “Pedeutology” Joanna Bulska focuses on the important 
facet of the quality of teaching and education – inevitable process, the teacher’s 
work evaluation, which is an important issue of pedagogical theory and practice��

The subject session “Axiological Aspects of Pedagogy” contains a paper by Alicja 
Żywczok, who points at the sense-productive meaning of the life affirming attitude 
in the development of a young person�� She argues that the true respect for life and 
its essential mysteries is a natural way of counteracting criminality as well as dif-
ferent forms of life negation, and upbringing in the affirmation of life may be 
a preventing measure against human degeneration�� 

The subject session “Educational Systems” contains a contribution by Elsa 
Löfsnes, who describes two in-depth research projects on Norwegian teachers’ 
didactic thinking and planning, revealing that there can be pitfalls when trying to 
reach the many good but complex goals for education�� She states that as we strive 
to create good school for everybody, we must accept that there are many challenges 
connected with that goal fulfilment�� 

The last subject session contains contributions from the psychology of gender, 
motivation and intelligence�� Eugenia Mandal presents research into shyness from 
the perspective of gender and gender identity and she states that gender differ-
ences and differences between people of different gender identity in experiencing 
shyness include: frequency, causes, consequences (physical, emotional, cognitive, 
behavioural) and strategies of coping with shyness�� Ivan Pavlas deals with the issue 
of achievement motivation in adolescents and presents the research into the level 
of the structure of this motivation�� He focuses on finding out the total and partial 
scores in achievement motivation, including the description of each dimension 
both in boys and girls�� Małgorzata Wójtowicz-Dacka describes the qualitative 
determinants of intellectual functioning in adolescents�� From her research it 
follows that the intellectual functioning of adolescents while solving a certain type 
of cognitive tasks should be estimated both on the basis of quantitative and 
qualitative ratings and the effectiveness of the intellectual functioning of an 
individual depends on cognitive tasks, psychometric intelligence and the preferred 
style of thinking�� 
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In the issue “Chronicle” one can find a review of “Upbringing�� Concepts-Proc-
esses-Contexts�� Interdisciplinary Approach” edited by Gdańskie Wydawnictwo 
Psychologiczne in Poland, written by Milena Gucma�� 

We hope that this edition, like the previous ones, will encourage new readers 
not only from the central European countries to participate in an open interna-
tional discussion�� On behalf of the Editors’ Board I would like to invite repre-
sentatives of different pedagogical sub-disciplines and related sciences to publish 
their texts in The New Educational Review�� 



Special 
Pedagogy





Disability and Child Abuse:  
an Introduction to Study Review1

Abstract

The paper presents a review of the most representative and frequently quoted 
in literature studies which were focused on the relationship between child abuse 
and disability�� Although these studies have been undertaken intensively only since 
1990, researchers are sure that the connection between these two phenomena is 
clear and indeed it is sofisticated�� The author of the paper proposes a picture – a kind 
of systematization of the main directions of research into the subject�� The research 
tendencies that were revealed in the overview done by the author on the basis of 
the content of the most representative in periodical child abuse literature Child 
“Abuse and Neglect. The International Journal”, are illustrated with examples of 
studies and theirs outcomes�� This proposition of the systematization may be useful 
for researchers by inspiring them to undertake their own investigations�� In turn, 
developing empirical and theoretical analyses of the problems concerning child 
maltreatment, in the context of children’s or parents’ disability, may prove benefi-
cial for intervention practice�� The paper is particularly addressed to researchers 
from countries where the subject has not been studied so far, has been neglected 
or the field of connections between disability and abuse has not been considered 
as an important one (eg�� to Polish researchers)�� 

Key words: disability, abuse, child abuse, study review

1 Some parts of this paper were presented at the international conference “Special Pedagogy 
– theory and reality” , Świnoujście–Copenhagen, 25–27 September 2007��

Ewa Jarosz
Poland
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Introduction

There is a relationship between disability and child abuse - claim contemporary 
researchers – moreover, connections between them, have indeed a multifaceted 
character�� 

The review of the world contemporary literature on child abuse, based on the 
contents of prestigious international journals which are focused on the issue of 
child abuse ( i��e�� “Child Abuse and Neglect. The International Journal” and “Child 
Abuse Review”, and some other available sources, e��g�� “Journal of Disability Policy 
Studies”), which has been done in this analysis, revealed various issues on which 
empirical studies were undertaken in last decades�� An attempt to organize them 
into some dominating directions of research that has been done, just to propose 
some kind of systematization, was the aim of our review�� So, we intended to iden-
tify areas and directions of investigations carried out by researchers from various 
countries�� Special kind of motivation was brought by the picture of the subject in 
Polish literature; very few have considered connections of disability and child abuse 
within the family�� The overview of the native literature, which I conducted2, 
revealed that rather few publications that tackled the issue can be found in it��� 

2 The sources on which I based my studies include: the bibliographic references in an 
internet portal developed by Nobody’s Children Foundation, the contents of “Dziecko Krzyw-Dziecko Krzyw-
dzone” (” (Abused Child) and “Niebieska Linia”, (Blue Line) the most representative of the Polish 
journals dealing with the problem of child abuse; and other periodicals, monographic and 
collective publications��

� The mentioned publications include e��g�� : D�� Majnartowicz, Problemy wykorzystywania 
seksualnego dzieci i młodzieży z upośledzeniem umysłowym, “Problemy Rodzinne” 1995, 
no�� 6; D��Mejnartowicz, O tym się mówi – problem wykorzystywania seksualnego osób z 
upośledzeniem umysłowym, “Bardziej Kochani” 1999 no�� 3; J��Maćkowicz, Przemoc wobec 
dziecka w rodzinie, “Problemy Opiekuńczo-Wychowawcze” 2004, no�� 5, J�� Maćkowicz, Nauc-
zyciele wobec problemu dziecka krzywdzonego w rodzinie: komunikat z badań, “Nowa 
Szkoła” 2005, no�� 8, E�� Pisula��, Rodzice a niepełnosprawne dziecko, „Niebieska Linia” 2003, no�� 4 
(27), K ��Kubiak, Niepełnosprawność to źródło przemocy czy siły?, “Niebieska Linia” 2003, no�� 4 
(27), Ochrona dzieci niepełnosprawnych w Wielkiej Brytanii, “Niebieska Linia” 2003, no�� 4 (27), 
A�� Staręga, Przemoc wobec osób niepełnosprawnych, “Niebieska Linia” 2003, no�� 4 (27)�� I can also 
point out a few other publications dealing with the issue, such as Problemy zaniedbywania, 
maltretowania i wykorzystywania seksualnego dzieci niepełnosprawnych by Starowicz D��, Staro-
wicz Z��, (in:) Profilaktyka zespołu maltretowanego dziecka, ed�� J��Kordackiego, Łódź 1994�� Certain 
references to Polish research and publications related to sexuality issues for youth with disabil-
ities are presented by Danuta and Zbigniew Lew Starowicz (…op��cit��)�� There is also an important 
paper by Anna Piekarska, entitled Krzywdzenie dziecka z zaburzeniami rozwojowymi. Przegląd 
zagadnień teoretyczno-badawczych oraz zastosowanie taksonomii krzywdzenia dziecka, published 
in the periodical “Dziecko Krzywdzone” 2007, no��2 (19)
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The main research directions

The examination we conducted revealed that concerning the connections 
between disability and child abuse it is possible to specify some fundamental direc-
tions of research:

I.  The range of child abuse among the population of children with 
disabilities
This direction seems to dominate over the empirical studies which are being 

conducted�� The main subject of these examinations (although not all) is usually to 
establish to what extent disability determines the increased risk of child abuse�� This 
area of research has been particularly popular in the United States, where 22 exten-
sive research projects, focusing on the range of abuse of children with disabilities, 
have been undertaken since 1992�� The examples are the projects in the USA, by 
Sulivan and Knutson (1998 and 2000)�� These epidemiological and comparative 
studies were carried out in Nebraska, and they revealed the fact that children with 
disabilities are maltreated by their parents 3��4 times more often than children 
without disabilities�� In another study which was the case study of child abuse reports 
made to CPS (Child Protective Services), conducted by Westat Inc, determined that, 
overall, the estimated incidence of maltreatment among children with disabilities 
was 1��7 times greater than the estimated incidence in children without disabilities�� 
There were also other nationwide comparative studies, conducted in the USA, which 
reveal the fact that the rate of abuse among children with disabilities is 1��7 times 
higher than among children without disabilities (Crosse, Kaye & Ratnofsky, not 
dated��; Elvik et al��, 1990)�� The studies conducted by Crosse and other researchers 
(nd) indicated that 21��3 out of 1000 children without disabilities were maltreated 
by their parents every year, whereas in the group of children with disabilities, 35��5 
out of 1000 children suffered from maltreatment�� At the same time it should be 
noticed that due to encountered methodological difficulties, and the character of 
the statistics and collected data on which research has been based it is difficult to 
measure the real incidence of child abuse (Mitchell & Buchele-Ash, 2000)�� Hence, 
some researchers opt for a retrospective study, a strategy which involves examining 
adults with disabilities, and looking back into their childhood, analyzing their child 
maltreatment experiences and thus attempting to measure the real incidence of the 
phenomenon (Wald & Knutson, 2000; Kvam 2000; Lindsay, et al��, 2001)��

II.  Type of disability and forms of child abuse and neglect
Among examples of studies aimed at exploring the relationship between the type 

of child abuse and type of disability, we can point to the research conducted by 
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Knutson et al�� (2004), into the differences between disciplinary choices of mothers 
of profoundly deaf children and mothers of normally hearing children�� The studies 
undertaken by Sullivan and Knutson (2000), or those conducted by Crosse et al�� 
(n��d��), in which their authors made an attempt to identify the type of abuse most 
frequently experienced by children with disabilities, not taking into account the type 
of disability, should also be mentioned�� The fact worth notifying is that the findings 
from the two studies were not consistent with one another�� Crosse et al�� (n��d��), for 
example, found that the most common form of maltreatment of children with dis-
abilities is emotional abuse, followed by physical abuse, sexual abuse, and neglect�� 
Sullivan and Knutson (2000), however, estimated different likelihood of maltreatment 
of children with disabilities, regarding emotional abuse as the most likely form, fol-
lowed by neglect, physical abuse, and considering sexual abuse to be the least likely 
form of maltreatment�� Their previous study of child abuse recorded by hospitals in 
Nebraska revealed that the most common form of abuse for children with disabilities 
was neglect, but it was also found that more than half of those children experienced 
various forms of maltreatment (Sullivan and Knutson 1998)�� However, when exam-
ining the impact of disability type on child abuse, the findings of Crosse et al�� and 
Sullivan and Knutson’s investigations brought the same results�� The studies examined 
the following types of disability: mental retardation, speech/language impairments, 
emotional disturbance, learning disabilities, physical health impairments, and hear-
ing and visual impairments�� They indicated that of all types of disabilities, those 
manifested emotional and behavioural disorders, showed the highest prevalence rate 
of abuse�� Both of these studies also found that the disabilities which place children 
at greater risk of abuse include: speech/language impairments, mental retardation, 
physical health impairments, and learning disabilities�� Sullivan and Knutson even 
estimated the risk of a particular form of maltreatment in relation to the type of 
disability�� For example, the researchers found that children with behavioural disorders 
are 7 times more likely to be neglected and physically abused, and 5��5 times more 
likely to be sexually abused than children with other disabilities�� Mentally retarded 
children are 4 times more likely to experience all forms of maltreatment than children 
without disabilities�� The risk of all types of maltreatment for children with orthopedic 
problems and learning disabilities is “only” twice higher when compared with chil-
dren without disabilities (Sullivan & Knutson, 2000)�� 

Some studies suggest that the risk of maltreatment for children with disabilities 
can be determined by the severity of their disability�� For instance, it has been 
revealed in the studies conducted by Benedict et al�� (1990), that children with 
a mild disability may be at a greater risk for maltreatment than those with a more 
severe disability, since parents, as the researchers explain it, have some expectations 
of their children, who are not able to meet them ��
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III.  Characteristics of disabled children as victims of abuse 
Many researchers maintain that one of the factors which places children with 

disabilities at risk for abuse is the fact that they very often lack knowledge or 
understanding of the situation, they lack the knowledge concerning improper and 
indecent behaviour towards them as abuse�� Not rare are situations when even if 
they recognize their parents’ behaviour as wrong, they might not try to defend 
themselves against them, for fear of losing parents’ favour and affection�� It is also 
noticed that the self-defense of a disabled child is very often impossible due to the 
degree and kind of the child’s disability (Wolcott (1997) quoted after: The risk and 
prevention…, ; Bennett & Baladerian, 2005)�� Other researchers, such as Hobbs et 
al�� (1993), Schor (1987, or Sinanson (1993), emphasize that certain characteristics 
which children with disabilities display can contribute to increased risk factors 
related to their abuse�� They include the child’s communication problems; motor 
impairment; partial or complete social isolation; increased psychological and 
physical dependence on parents; specially developed need for affection and accept-
ance; intensification of behavioural disorders, difficult to accept in the social 
environment, and coming as a consequence of suffering from disability; hindered 
perception and evaluation of various situations they face and behaviours they 
encounter (quoted after Piekarska, 2007)�� 

The examples of the direction of research considering the characteristics of 
abused children with disabilities are also studies of gender differences�� These are 
e��g�� a study conducted by Sullivan and Knutson (1998) who tried to measure 
gender preferences among abused disabled children; a study exploring the gender 
influence on forms and incidence of maltreatment among children with disabilities, 
by comparison with children without disabilities carried out by Sobsey, Randall 
and Parrill (1997)��

Other examples of this direction are: examinations aimed at estimating the 
child’s peak age of vulnerability to abuse, and studies focused on describing the 
influence of race on the phenomenon of abuse among children with disabilities 
(Crosse et al��, n��d��; Sullivan & Knutson, 1998; Sobsey et al�� 1997; Wolcott 1997)��

IV.  Abuse risk factors for children with disabilities
In consequence of different examinations, we can say that many factors related 

to family, the welfare system and societal variables, have been found responsible 
for the increased abuse risk among children with disabilities (Burrell et al�� 1994; 
Mitchell & Buchelle-Ash, 2000; Sobsey, 1994; Steiberg & J��R��Hylton, 1998)�� 

In general, the usual abuse risk factors for disabled children are not in any way 
different from the ones related to the general population of children�� However, 
some of the factors apply particularly to children with disabilities; which means 
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that they operate more intensively (Bennett and Baladerian, 2005)�� For instance, 
according to Burrell et al�� (1994), such factors as stress, family financial resources 
and social support are particularly significant determinants of abuse risk among 
children with disabilities�� Benedict et al�� (1992) observed that such a factor is nega-
tive perception of stress situations, which was frequently revealed in the families with 
disabled children which have been reported to the services because of abuse�� 

A considerable number of researchers cling to the view that disability of a child 
itself causes increased stress in a family (e��g�� Outstread 1974 quoting after Lew-
Starowicz & Lew-Starowicz , 1994; Rogow & Hass 1999; Jones et al��, 1995; Tomison, 
1996; Connell et al��, 2007 )�� On the other hand, there is a group of experts who 
claim that it is not so much the stress caused by the child’s disability, but the lack 
of social support and inappropriate financial means necessary to meet the disabled 
children’s specific needs, that are of the higest importance here (Sobsey, 1994; 
Steiberg & Hylton, 1998; Tomison 1996)�� 

The studies conducted by Sobsey (1994) and Wolcott (1997) demonstrate that 
there are also other risk factors, such as negative social attitudes and beliefs towards 
disability, which are responsible for the increasing risk of abuse of children with 
disabilities�� The interpretation of the role of negative attitudes towards disability is 
different�� Some authors think, that this situation can decrease the child’s value in 
the parents’ eyes, but also among professionals, who are less willing to help the 
child or are not eager to intervene because of the difficulties to help in this situa-
tion�� Others think that negative social attitudes might be internalized by disabled 
children themselves, and make their self-esteem lower and not worthy of someone’s 
help (Sobsey , 1994)��

V.  Characteristics of parents and families abusing children with 
disabilities
The research into this area concentrate mainly on identifying which family 

members abuse disabled children most often�� The example can be the examinations 
carried out by Sobsey (1994), Crosse et al�� (n��d��), or Sullivan and Knutson (2000), 
which explicitly prove that mothers are the most frequent offenders�� An exception 
is sexual abuse of disabled children within the family�� In this case the most com-
mon type of perpetrator was a man�� As far as other features of parents and families 
are concerned, Sobsey (1994) and Wolcott (1997) in their studies point to parents’ 
addiction problems�� The examinations conducted by Sobsey (1994), Sullivan and 
Cork (1996), Jones et al�� (1995), and those carried out by Bennet and Baladerian 
(2005), revealed that there are also other features of parents perpetrating abuse, 
which are significant factors in the abuse of children with disabilities�� They include 
parents’ childhood abuse experiences, low impulse control, poor ability to cope with 
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problems, low level of psychological competence, low self-esteem and their own dis-
abilities�� The research projects undertaken by Rycuss and Hughes (1998), and by 
Burelli et al��(1994) show that the risk of maltreatment in children with disabilities 
may be higher if parents view their child as “different”, unlike, or worse than any 
other child, and if they “mourn” the loss of a “normal” child, or if they see the 
disability as an embarrassment or perceived punishment��

VI.  Specific character of aid 
Domestic violence against children with disabilities poses a problem which is 

particularly difficult to deal with and prevent (Olivan-Gonzalvo, 2005; Lightfoot 
& LaLiberte, 2006)�� In this area numerous barriers have been pointed out, which 
hinder approaching the cases, and decrease the effectiveness of provided aid(Bennett 
&Baladerian, 2005; Kendal-Tackett, et al��, 2005)�� The main obstacle is the restricted 
possibility to recognize the features of maltreatment in children with disabilities�� 
It results from such factors as: limited possibility to identify and assess the symp-
toms of maltreatment, which very often resemble behavioural patterns and the 
characteristics related to disability; communication problems of disabled children, 
which require using specific communication methods, and for example “interro-
gating” the child; or disability in general, which makes communication itself 
impossible�� The list mentioned above should also include two other determinants 
such as the dominance of medical approach with regard to both society’s and 
professionals’ interest in disabled children, and to the character of provided help; 
and generally limited access to the population of children with disabilities (Parme-
lee, Howard, Beckwith, 1984; Elvik, et al, 1990; Benedict et al, 1990; Kvam, 2000; 
Cederborg & Lamb, 2006)�� 

The barriers encountered in the process of providing special aid, in the cases 
under examination, arise also as a consequence of low competence in the specific 
character of the particular disability type, which is displayed by the services pro-
tecting children from maltreatment�� In their studies Bennet and Baladerian (2005), 
and Kendall-Tackett et al�� (2005) demonstrate that difficulties in finding a backup 
caregiver for a disabled child might considerably restrict the professional’s possibil-
ity to recognize the problem of child maltreatment within the family�� There is also 
research evidence which proves that children with developmental difficulties and 
physical health disabilities are placed at higher risk for maltreatment recurrences 
(Connell, et al�� 2007; DePanfilis & Zuravin, 1999)��

VII.  Parents with disabilities and child maltreatment 
Studies concerning the issue of disabled parents who abuse children (children 

in general) are definitely less common than the research examining the risk of 
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abuse for children with disabilities�� Empirical studies of the topic focus mainly on 
estimating the risk of child maltreatment (violence and neglect) perpetrated by 
parents with disabilities�� For instance, the studies conducted by Llevellyn et al�� 
(2003) aimed at measuring the incidence of child abuse perpetrated by parents 
with disabilities, which had been reported to child protective services in Australia�� 
In their research Seagull and Scheurer (1986) investigated the phenomenon of child 
abuse by parents with intellectual disabilities�� Other examples are the studies 
conducted by Bishop (2003) or Llewellyn et al�� (2003)�� Lindsey et al�� (2001) exam-
ined the most dominating form of abuse experienced in childhood by intellectually 
impaired parents who abuse their children�� 

VIII.  Approaching the cases involving disabled parents who abuse their 
children 
Examples of this direction of research are studies exploring the possibilities for 

providing effective help for disabled parents who abuse their children�� These are 
American studies carried out by Nam, Meezan and Danzinger (2006), investigating 
involvement of parents who abuse their children with child protective services; 
and examining the intellectual level and learning abilities of mothers, as a deter-
minant of the involvement��

IX.  Consequences of abuse among children with disabilities
As far as this direction of research is concerned, authors usually tried to find out 

whether children with disabilities suffer more negative consequences of abuse than 
their non-disabled counterparts�� Sullivan and Knutson (2000) in their research 
investigated the effects of maltreatment and neglect on children’s school perform-
ance and attendance, comparing disabled and non-disabled children�� The findings 
showed that the effects were worse in the group of children with disabilities�� Some 
other researchers, e��g�� Cruze et al�� (1988), proved in their studies that the impact 
of maltreatment (in this case of sexual abuse) was more devastating on disabled 
than non-disabled children��

X.  Development of disabilities as a result of child maltreatment 
The research question within this area is mainly: are the children experiencing 

maltreatment (violence and neglect) placed at increased risk for disability? The 
early studies of Chotiner and Legh (1976) showed that 58 % of the children who 
had been victims of abuse in their families consequently displayed the symptoms 
of mental retardation (quoting after Lew-Starowicz & Lew-Starowicz, 1994)�� Other 
researchers, such as Sandgrund (1974) or Eppler (1977), also concluded that the 
effect of abuse and neglect was mental retardation�� Many research studies investi-
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gate the contribution of neglect of young children to the development of their 
intellectual disabilities ���

Conclusion

It seems that when specifying and characterizing the need for expanding research 
into problems concerning the relationship between disability and the phenomenon 
of child abuse within the family, it should be primarily considered to identify the 
necessary directions of the subject investigation�� It is due to the fact that every 
society is characterized by its individual distinctive features as far as the subject 
problems are concerned (disability and child maltreatment), since they are deter-
mined by social and cultural contexts, characteristic of a given society and country, 
within which the problems appear�� The research tendencies (areas and directions) 
presented in the article reveal certain possibilities in the field of the subject inves-
tigation, and can stimulate researchers’ imagination and encourage ideas��

Another fundamental issue, alongside the problems concerning areas and direc-
tions of empirical research, is specifying the methodology and tools of such 
empirical studies�� Since the range of issues concerning methodological solutions 
used in the research is broad, it should be examined separately�� Therefore, the 
author of the article will only signal the fact that the preliminary analysis proves 
that empirical research is dominated by epidemiological studies, which either are 
based on incident studies or involve identifying prevalence of the problem within 
a population�� Sometimes researchers concentrate on identifying disability features 
among (identified) maltreated children (e��g�� Sullivan and Knutson 1998; and Sul-
livan and Knutson, 2000), or within the group of children who experience paren-
tal physical punishment (e��g�� Youssef et al�� 1998)�� It happens that research involves 
measuring the incidence of the problem of maltreatment among the population of 
disabled children in general, or in comparison with the rate of occurrence of the 
phenomenon in the population of non-disabled children�� There is also research 
which involves examining population groups of disabled children and their fami-
lies, as well as conducting comparative studies of two population groups: children 
with and without any disabilities�� One can also come across research aimed at 
distinguishing various types of disabilities within the population of maltreated 
children��

� I suggest a paper on this issue E�� Jarosz, “Zaniedbywanie dzieci w rodzinie – znaczenie 
zjawiska i zasady interwencji w świetle współczesnej wiedzy”, Wychowanie na co dzień 
2007, no. 9.
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Moreover, it is worth noticing that research can be conducted in two ways: it 
can involve examining the actual present experiences reported by the population 
groups, or be based on retrospective studies (e��g�� Wald and Knutson 2000; Lindsey 
et al�� 2001; or Embry, 2001, quoted by Kendall-Tackett, et al��, 2005)�� Occasional 
longitudinal case studies are conducted (e��g�� Elmer, 1977; Taitz 1981)��

Considerably less common qualitative research, based on individual case analy-
sis, is being undertaken alongside quantitative studies (e��g�� Elmer, 1997; Roberts 
and Ellis, 1979; Weinberg 1997)��

Developing empirical and theoretical analyses of the problems concerning child 
maltreatment, in the context of children’s or parents’ disability, may prove benefi-
cial for intervention practice, which undoubtedly fosters reflection among research-
ers and intensifies their research attempts�� It concerns, for instance, the commonly 
signalled difficulties in identifying the problem, and an evident need for improving 
detection of maltreatment among disabled children and defining the features of 
the phenomenon�� It is an example of an issue which poses a serious challenge for 
researchers�� Similarly, other difficulties identified in the course of research, such 
as problems concerning intervention in case of child maltreatment related to dis-
ability, generate “demand” for further studies and analyses��

In the light of the peculiar meta-analysis of the current research findings, we 
can conclude that:

• Disability creates a higher risk of child maltreatment
•  Maltreated children with disabilities have a lower chance of receiving help which 

they need
•  Research into the relationship between disability and child maltreatment needs 

to be intensified and developed
•  Research into the relationship mentioned above has a direct effect on improving 

the character and the range of intervention measures, and the reach and scope 
of help provided for disabled children who are victims of maltreatment within 
the family

Taking into consideration the above conclusions, we can recommend that Polish 
researchers, both those who investigate the problem of child maltreatment, and 
those examining the issue of disability (especially among children), take into 
account the relationship between disability and child maltreatment, which has 
already been scientifically proved, when focusing on intensifying the development 
of the subject studies��
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Experiencing Life and Problem-Solving 
Strategies from the Perspective of Disabled Youth 

vs Disabled Adults

Abstract

The article is a short report compiled on the basis of the survey research focus-
ing on disabled people’s conceptions of their own everyday life and of social atti-
tudes towards impairment��

The survey examined the ways of experiencing life, with regard to the following 
categories: self-perception; perceiving environmental attitudes towards visible 
disability; emotional and behavioural reactions to the patterns of behaviour dis-
played by the environment; assessing one’s own relations with other people; mak-
ing an overall evaluation of the society’s approach to disability��

The author also presents three main theoretical theses regarding shaping social 
attitudes towards the disabled, as well as outlines the leading strategies which people 
with disabilities employ in order to cope with critical situations�� These are construc-
tive and destructive strategies, related to young people’s approach to life – a positive 
attitude (encouraging development) and a negative one (hindering development)��

Key words: disability, experiencing life, problem-solving strategies, self-identi-
fication, social attitudes, emotional reactions, generalized convictions 

Introduction

Nowadays, impairment is no longer a “neglected” issue, since society is becom-
ing more and more aware of the problems of disabled people�� However, there are 
no doubts that the current situation cannot be regarded as optimal�� Furthermore, 
the disabled form a peculiar group of people mainly because of the fact that they 
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are “stigmatized” by a syndrome of unjust and undeserved suffering, resulting from 
the deficits they display, whose symptoms and effects point to their irreversible 
character�� A disabled person often has a lower self-esteem, experiences many 
negative emotions related to being labelled as different, and finally, copes with 
a significantly larger number of difficult situations, which disturb the person’s 
psychosocial functioning�� It consequently leads to difficulties in adjusting to the 
surrounding reality and crating one’s own identity��

 While maintaining contact with the disabled, non-disabled people experience 
a number of inner cognitive and affective conflicts (Sieradzki 1996, p�� 84), which 
lead to a tendency to avoid or restrict contact with people with disabilities, as well 
as take actions against them, aimed at restricting their rights (behavioural aspect)�� 
Due to their objective though different deficits, people with disabilities have to 
meet higher expectations than the rest of the society, and it requires significantly 
more effort�� Therefore, they “do not deserve compassion, but admiration and 
recognition” (Szczepański 1992, p�� 243), and first of all social support and stimulat-
ing their aspirations for self-realization��

 Attitudes and behaviours of people without disabilities towards the disabled 
(stigmatizing the disabled and labelling them) certainly affect the quality of func-
tioning of people with impairments, which means they determine the way the 
disabled experience their own life��

Life being experienced by disabled youth and disabled adults 
– empirical examples

 The survey research was conducted in the years 2006–2007�� Data was collected 
by means of the auditorium questionnaire, which was circulated in the Salesian 
Education and Care Centre in Tarnowskie Góry, and in the Radzionków School of 
Occupational Adaptation no�� 2, and also through a questionnaire distributed via 
e-mail, and directed to post-primary and secondary school students, and disabled 
adults�� The research subjects were people with physical, mainly motor and sensory 
impairment, and with a mild mental disability�� The survey examined the ways of 
experiencing life, with regard to the following categories: self-perception; perceiv-
ing environmental attitudes towards visible disability; emotional and behavioural 
reactions to the patterns of behaviour displayed by the environment; assessing one’s 
own relations with other people; making an overall evaluation of the society’s 
approach to disability, and problem-solving strategies��

 The first variable examined in the survey was self-identification among the 
disabled, who label themselves as different, and the positive or negative evaluation 
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attached to it (Table 1, Fig�� 1)�� The survey findings show that the negative evalua-
tion of one’s own impairment (0��81) predominates over the positive one (0��25)�� The 
results underscore a degree of ambivalence which has been observed in the char-
acter of the evaluations made by the respondents (disabled youth)��

Table 1. Self-identification among the surveyed, who label themselves as 
“different” (Ny = 114, Na = 51)1

Response category

Disabled youth Disabled adults
Positive

evaluation
Negative 

evaluation
Positive

evaluation
Negative 

evaluation
n % n % n % n %

Yes (Y) 13 11.40 15 13.16 11 21.57 0 0.00
Rather yes (y) 10 8.78 36 31.58 8 15.69 6 11.76
Rather not (n) 35 30.70 22 19.30 15 29.41 16 31.37
No (N) 56 49.12 41 35.96 17 33.33 29 56.87
A ratio of (Y+y) : (n+N) 0.25 0.81 0.59 0.13
Total 114 100.00 114 100.00 51 100.00 51 100.00

The survey findings show that a more positive evaluation has been attached to 
self-identification among adults with disabilities (Y:N=0��59), which proves that it 
is more common for them rather than for disabled youth to perceive their excep-
tional personal value, which results from the necessity to cope with the problems 
arising as a result of the deficits the disabled display�� Hence the incidental negative 
evaluation within the group of adults (Y: N=0��13)��

1 Ny – disabled youth, Na – disabled adults
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It seems more interesting, however, how the surveyed youth justify their self-
evaluation�� The justification the respondents provide is not varied, but it seems to 
be significant in the context of their general life situations, since it brings some 
additional meaning�� 

 Their positive self-evaluation is most often related to common egalitarian prin-
ciples, and regarding their difficult life experiences as a developmental mechanism, 
which accounts for the fact that the disabled feel more mature and emotionally 
richer, better prepared for life, cause fewer educational problems, and display pro-
social behaviour more often than their non-disabled peers�� Special attention should 
be paid to the response category related to lack of negative self-evaluation, which 
has been justified by “being in the circle of people with disabilities”�� It might 
implicitly indicate that experiences of the disabled outside their own environment 
are completely different��

Justification of positive self-evaluation:

–  I have more life experiences, which makes me more mature and more emotional
–  I feel equal to other people
–  because I do not hurt others
–  because I’m wise and I know what I’m allowed to do and what I mustn’t do
–  because I don’t use vulgar language
–   because I’m in the group of people like me

  The justification of a negative self-evaluation is grounded mostly on the process 
of rationalizing the quality of being different, regarding it as an obvious fact which, 
in a natural way, restricts the possibility for self-realization that non-disabled 
people have�� The negative self-evaluation results also from the fact that people with 
disabilities realize their being different from the non-disabled, regarding themselves 
as helpless and unable to manage, labelling themselves as weak and worse, tending 
to compare themselves to people without disabilities in the context of their own 
achievements and failures, in various kinds of activities and spheres of life (e��g�� 
sport achievements, school situations)��

Justification of negative self-evaluation:

– because I can’t manage in life
– because due to my disability I can’t achieve what non-disabled people can
– because I’m disabled, and it makes me different from others
– because others are stronger
– because they are better at what they do
–  other people are better than me in various kinds of activities, such as sport, foreign languages
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Adults with disabilities justify their self-identification in a slightly different way 
than disabled youth, which results from their different life situation and relatively 
more positive self-evaluation�� The justification of a positive self-evaluation pre-
dominates within this group of respondents, whereas negative self-identification 
comes down mainly to a set of deficits, naturally linked with impairment (e��g�� Since 
the accident I’ve been different from others, I display deficits, which healthy people 
do not have, my disability imposes limits on me, I cannot take up various activities). 
The justification of a positive evaluation can generally be classified into four cat-
egories: emotions; intellect and action – which can be specified as deeper empathy 
and sensitivity to other people’s problems, greater readiness to offer help to others, 
a relatively superior intellect (education and knowledge) - and the category related 
to acknowledging the natural right to treat people with disabilities “as the same as 
others “ and , as those who, likewise people without disabilities, “differ from others” 
in their individual features, which is determined by the norm of social justice and 
other (different from disability) criteria for evaluating people��

 Justification of positive self-evaluation:

– higher education and knowledge
–  I don’t have any reason to feel as if I was worse than others, because I am just like other 

people
–  I do not experience “being different” in my everyday relations with people
–  I do not classify people into two categories: “the better” or “the worse”, we all perceive the 

world in a different way
–  I am as good as others
–  thanks to my illness I can understand other people better
–  I am more sensitive to other people’s problems
–  I am more ready to offer help to other people 

The way the disabled respondents perceived other, non-disabled, people’s 
responses to their “difference”, regarded here as something negative, was the vari-
able analyzed in the examination of the mechanism of positively or negatively 
evaluated self-identification among people with disabilities (Table 2, Fig�� 2)�� It can 
be implicitly regarded as a rate of negative stigmatization, which could justify 
inducing the phenomenon of self-stigmatization (Goffman 2005)�� 

The survey results prove that the most frequent response category, concerning 
the perception of social reactions to disability, was related to rejection of negative 
evaluation (Ny, n=95, 83��33%; Na, n=46, 90��2%)�� It seems to portend well for social 
attitudes to impairment, as well as determination of proper social and emotional 
development of people with disabilities��
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Table 2. Perception of social responses toward “difference” 
(Ny = 114, Na = 51) 

Negative evaluation
Disabled youth Disabled adults

n % n %

Yes (Y) 7 6.14 0 0.00
Rather yes (y) 12 10.53 5 9.80
Rather not (n) 44 38.59 19 37.25
No (N) 51 44.74 27 52.95
A ratio of (Y+y) : (n+N) 0.2 0.11

Total 114 100.00 51 100.00

Comparing the ways disabled youth and adults perceive social responses to 
impairment, a relatively lower rate of negative evaluation of the responses can be 
observed among adults (Y : N = 0��11) rather than in the group of disabled youth 
(Y : N = 0��2)�� On the one hand, it points indirectly to adults’ ability to cope with 
the problems related to the social responses to impairment, and at the same time 
it underscores the difference between the two groups in the attitude they take 
toward their being different (negative evaluation of one’s impairment prevails 
potentially within the group of disabled youth)��

And again, it seems that greater importance is attached to providing justification 
of the particular evaluation, and mainly to the criteria it is based on�� There is 
a variety of justification of environmental negative responses to disability, but it is 
related mainly to the description of their manifestation forms (flippant treatment, 
mockery, laughter)�� Sometimes the character of justification refers to general beliefs 
of the environment, concerning disability (devaluation, restricting rights, regard-
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ing “privileges” for the disabled as unfair), or frequently to the negative assessment 
of other characteristics (being different in various spheres), which are, or are not 
at all, linked with disability (different religion, faith)��

Justification of negative evaluation of social responses (disabled youth):

–  they don’t treat me seriously, often laugh at what I say and do, etc. – and of course I ignore 
it

–  because I’m disabled, I don’t follow fashion, I’ve got my own style, my own opinions, 
I don’t do what others tell me to , I am myself – they say I’m “different”

–  I think it is like that because within the environment the disabled are placed in the 
margin

–  people hold disapproving attitudes towards people with disabilities; sometimes, they even 
think that we do not deserve our privileges

–  because I’m of different faith 

Similarly, the lack of negative social responses to impairment was justified in 
numerous ways�� At the same time, the justification is the basis for the positive 
perception of social responses to people with disabilities�� Generally speaking, three 
categories of justification have been reported in the survey�� The first, most common 
type, referred to personal experiences related to functioning in the group of people 
with disabilities (special school), or in the environment which is to a large extent 
“integrated” (the education and care centre for the disabled)�� Furthermore, the 
positive perception can result from the fact that social interactions and activities 
among the disabled have been naturally limited, as a consequence of encountering 
psychosocial and physical barriers (conscious and unconscious ones)�� The second 
category of justification referred directly to a positive self-evaluation – assessing 
one’s own characteristics, competence, skills and abilities, and also displayed pat-
terns of behaviour�� Unfortunately, this category was rather incidentally reported 
by the surveyed�� The third type of justification was grounded on general abstract 
egalitarian and ethnic principles, which underpin equal treatment of all people, 
regardless of any unintentional differences between them�� One more category is 
worth mentioning, which was reported by the disabled respondents�� It was related 
to the disabled person’s inner scale of disability assessment�� It means limiting the 
quality of being normal to mental health, which proves intolerance and entails 
regarding as normal only those categories of impairment which are not connected 
with mental diseases or retardation�� It should be emphasized here that the collec-
tion of survey data comes from people with physical or sensory disabilities, who 
“feel normal, because they are not mentally sick”��
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Justification of lack of negative evaluation (disabled youth):

–  because I do not differ from other people, I do the same things and I behave like others, 
I normally talk to other people (in the environment of the disabled )

–  because they have no reason for that (they are disabled, too)
–  because I’m in such an environment that I don’t have to be afraid, I have a very nice 

company in which there are also disabled people- my friends are understanding and 
tolerant (“integrated” environment)

–  I get on well with my friends and colleagues at school, because we are friends and nobody 
in our class is worse (the group of people with disabilities)

–  because other people like me, I share everything with others, and I help other people
–  because I can solve my own problems
–  other people say that I’m well-behaved and that I’m a good pupil, but some people think 

I’m stupid
–  I think everyone is equal, and there aren’t better or worse people, and others treat me just 

like this, they regard me as equal to them
–  I have many acquaintances who I get on with
–  others try to treat me as if I was a person without any disability
–  everyone is the same, created by God
–  because I’m a normal person – I have a healthy psyche and mind

Justifying their negative evaluation of social responses to impairment, disabled 
adults point virtually to the natural differences in treating the disabled, which are 
determined by differences in upbringing, which consequently manifests itself in 
the general tendency among people without disabilities to distance themselves 
from the disabled, as a consequence of limited, and hence unnatural, contact with 
people with impairments (e��g�� feeling a sense of distance and reserve, fear of 
contact)�� However, disabled adults experience it very rarely (n = 5, 9��8%)�� Reactions 
of people without any disabilities have been reported as natural by most of the adult 
respondents (n = 46, 90��2%), which proves that the responses are not related to 
stigmatizing the disabled as being different; e��g�� people treat me as their equal, my 
family and friends behave in a natural manner towards me, I usually feel normal in 
relations with other people, my family and friends don’t find my disability disturbing. 
It should be emphasized that the justification provided by the surveyed refers 
mostly to their close friends and family, which might in an indirect way indicate 
that their social relations are considerably reduced��

Emotional reactions of the disabled respondents to being labelled as “different” 
(Table 3) constitute a variable which examines the prevalence of such experiences 
among disabled youth, and the ways they handle them�� It is possible to discern 
a certain conflict between the self-perception and ways of perceiving social 
responses to impairment�� The majority of the surveyed describe their own reactions 
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to the negative responses from society, which means that they experience them 
(though the experiences are varied in intensity)�� It can be reaffirmed by the fact 
that the respondents’ earlier evaluations were made in the context of their function-
ing among people with disabilities and in the environment in which disability was 
normalized�� The survey data illustrated in Table 3 point to the fact that the evalu-
ation criterion has been expanded to cover the “global” environment��

Table 3. Emotional reactions to being labelled as ”different” 
(Ny = 114, Na = 59)2

Type of reaction
Disabled youth Disabled adults

n % n %

I rebel because I think it’s unfair 16 14.04 9 15.25
I accept it because it’s true that I’m different 15 13.16 7 11.86
I accept it because I think it’s my fault that other people 
treat me like that 2 1.75 0 0.00

I feel resentment at the way I’m treated 10 8.77 0 0.00
I try to show others that I’m not any different from them 67 58.77 32 54.24
Other people do not treat me as if I was “different” 4 3.51 11 18.65
Total 114 100.00 59 100.00

The variety of reactions reported in the survey includes (disabled youth): protest 
and variously justified acceptance, which occur in considerably high percentage 
(each of the two types constitutes 14%), less common feeling of resentment (9%), 
and prevailing emotions which stimulate self- development, aimed at proving one’s 
own worth to society (approx�� 59%)�� It can be stated that expressing protest and 
taking action toward changing a social image prevail among the reported reactions 
(approx�� 73%; which portends well for the development of this group, and certainly 
determines an increase in its maturity)�� The less frequent (approx�� 24%) but sig-
nificant reactions, which are purely emotional, such as acceptance and passive 
resentment, hinder activity, which portends badly for development�� It should be 
emphasized that only 4 of the surveyed did not report any of the reactions pointed 
out above (3��5%)��

The survey results indicate that there are certain, although minor, differences 
between disabled youth and adults in the context of experiencing emotions and 
reacting to various social responses to impairment�� Acceptance of being labelled 

2 The estimated number of responses exceeds the number of respondents, since some of the 
interviewed mentioned more than one category of response
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as different constitutes a slightly lower percentage of the responses among adults 
than within the group of youth (11��86%)�� Actions aimed at changing one’s own 
social image have also been reported less frequently by the adults surveyed 
(54��24%)�� However, it was more often that disabled adults claimed consistently that 
they did not experience being treated as different (18��65%), which corresponds to 
the previous declarations of the respondents, who underlined their sense of normal 
social functioning�� One can believe then that adults are more aware of the way they 
are treated by other people, as well as their reactions to social responses��

The next variable which examined social functioning of people with disabilities 
was the type of their social environment (Table 4)��

Table 4. Prevailing type of social participation of disabled youth and disabled 
adults (Ny = 114, Na = 51)

Type of environment
Disabled youth Disabled adults

n % n %

Comprised only of the disabled 25 21.93 0 0.00
Dominated by non-disabled people 21 18.42 7 13.73
Diversified environment 68 59.65 44 86.27
 Total 114 100.0 51 100.0

The survey results (disabled youth) indicate that a diversified environment 
proves to be a prevailing type (approx�� 60%), which obviously results from the fact 
that people with disabilities function within the family and school environment 
(the education and care centre for the disabled)�� It should be noticed that the 
surveyed who reported functioning within the environment comprised only the 
disabled, form a considerably high proportion (approx�� 22%) of all the respondents�� 
They identify with this group and feel more emotionally tied to it�� It consequently 
limits social interactions and diversified experiences, which facilitate proper 
development, and thus determine social adaptation��

Similar tendencies concerning a prevailing type of social participation are dis-
played among disabled adults�� The survey results show the highest proportion of 
those who function in a diversified environment, that is the one comprised of both 
people with and without disabilities (86��27%)�� There is also a considerable percent-
age of the surveyed who reported functioning within the environment comprised 
predominantly people without disabilities (13��73%)�� A noticeable difference, 
revealed in the survey, refers to the last category, that is the environment comprised 
only of the disabled�� Functioning in this kind of environment has not been reported 
by any of the disabled adult respondents�� It is obvious due to different life situations 
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the two groups are in, which are determined mainly by career�� It seems, however, 
that it is not the only crucial criterion�� It can be concluded that disabled adults are 
more tightly integrated into the social world; they are better at maintaining and 
managing their social relations; and they display a greater level of social maturity 
and higher ability to cope with other people’s potentially negative responses to 
impairment�� One should believe that in the course of the development of the 
disabled certain barriers connected with maintaining and managing social relations 
have been removed, and thus a range of social and emotional identifications among 
people with disabilities has been developed��

The last variable which investigates how disabled youth experience their life was 
related to generalized and thus fixed beliefs and convictions concerning social 
attitudes to people with disabilities (Table 5)�� 

Table 5. Generalized convictions concerning social attitude to people with 
disabilities (Nm = 123, Nd = 71)� 

Type of conviction
Disabled youth Disabled adults

n % Scale 
grade n % Scale 

grade

Legal and social discrimination 24 19.51 3 11 15.49 3
Indifference 31 25.20 1 16 22.54 2
Social isolation 23 18.70 4 4 5.63 6
Unnatural behaviour towards the disabled 14 11.38 5 25 35.21 1
Negative behaviour and emotional reactions 
(laughter, mockery)

29 23.58 2 6 8.45 5

Other (e��g�� problems faced in the labour 
market)

2 1.63 6 9 12.68 4

 Total 123 100.00 – 71 100.00 –

* * *
And again, the survey results reveal the varied character of the convictions 

reported by the disabled youth�� The most frequent response categories were indif-
ference (approx�� 25%) and negative social behaviour (approx�� 24%)�� Discrimination 
and a tendency to isolate the disabled from society, constitute a slightly lower 
proportion of the reported convictions (approx��19%), which results partly from an 

� The estimated number of responses exceeds the number of respondents, since some of the 
interviewed mentioned more than one category of response��
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inability to maintain relations with people who display various visible deficits 
(unnatural behaviour, approx�� 11%)��

When it comes to the most common generalized beliefs and convictions con-
cerning social attitudes to people with disabilities, reported by disabled adults, the 
most frequent response categories were: unnatural behaviour towards the disabled 
(35��21%), and social indifference to problems connected with disability (22��54%)�� 
Discrimination (e��g�� mockery, laughter) and a tendency to isolate the disabled from 
society constitute a slightly lower proportion of the reported convictions (8��45%, 
5��63% respectively)�� However, the survey results reveal that a new category of 
problems has been reported by disabled adult respondents, as a consequence of 
their greater awareness of their own rights�� The response category can be defined 
as the conviction concerning insufficient state assistance (12��68%), which provides 
the basis for social marginalization of the disabled (e��g�� low social benefits; lack of 
health care; lack of subsidies for part-time students in higher education, language 
courses and other forms of education and training). This response category points 
to evolution of problems which people with disabilities have had in the course of 
their development, as well as to changes in the way they perceive the obstacles 
which hinder the process of their social adaptation and self-fulfillment�� The percep-
tion changes result from the transformation in the approach to problems, from 
egocentric and individualist, prevailing among youth, to a more pro-social, based 
on seeking systematic solutions to problems of the disabled, characteristic of 
adults��

Problem-solving strategies: the perspective of disabled youth 
vs disabled adults

The main determinant of development and social adaptation among people with 
disabilities is undoubtedly the way they cope with everyday life problems�� One can 
mention here two strategies concerning acting in a problem situation: resignation 
and attack�� A rating scale for problem solving has been constructed on the basis 
of the concept put forward by Krystyna Ostrowska (1998, Wysocka 2006, 2007), 
who described two main strategies: attack and withdrawal (either having a positive 
or negative impact on both action directions and potential developmental effects)�� 
According to the adopted classification, the range of ways of coping with difficult 
situations includes: a) constructive actions ( the main objective- achieving solutions 
to problems), which means self-reflection, self-improvement, developing interests 
and passions, and physical activity; b) direct escape, passivity, keeping one’s mind 
off problems (defence mechanisms, withdrawal, maintaining emotional distance), 
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passivity, seeking refuge in entertainment, the company of other people and 
dreams; defusing tensions by means of intoxicating substances; suicide thoughts; 
c) indirect active escape, seeking substitute solutions (defence mechanisms, substitut-
ing, maintaining intellectual distance), which means taking action directed at other 
people, seeking refuge in religion and ideologies, and in thoughtless conformism; 
d) social support (seeking direct help from others), received from friends, parents, 
teachers and other authorities (adults)��

The survey results provide a basis for the following hierarchy of coping strate-
gies, which were reported by disabled youth and adults with disabilities (Table 6, 
Fig�� 3)��

Both youth and adults opt for seeking constructive ways to solve their own 
problems and cope in crisis situations (scale grade 1), which means taking actions 
aimed at reaching direct solutions to problems�� The next coping strategy is seeking 
direct social support from significant others (scale grade 2)�� Another strategy 
relatively frequently reported by the disabled respondents was seeking indirect, 
substitute solutions – active escape (scale grade 3)�� Withdrawal or self-destructive 
actions - direct escape, passivity, keeping one’s mind off problems – constitute the 
lowest proportion of the reported strategies (scale grade 4)�� 

The survey results indicate that the majority of those questioned declare that 
they adopt strategies directed at seeking constructive solutions, which proves their 
considerable personal maturity (constructive actions), or a properly functioning 
system of social support in their life�� It also signifies the fact that the bonds within 
the structure of social participation remain undisturbed (social support)��

Table 6. Problem-solving strategies (Ny = 113, Na = 51) 

Strategy

High 
results 

(H)

Low 
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(L)
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n % n % n % n %
Constructive 
actions 88 77.88 25 22.12 3.52 1 46 90.20 5 9.80 9.20 1

Indirect escape, 
active 79 69.91 34 30.09 2.32 3 39 76.47 12 23.53 3.25 3

Social
 support 85 75.22 28 24.78 3.04 2 44 86.27 7 13.73 6.29 2

Direct escape,
passivity 47 41.59 66 58.41 0.71 4 9 17.65 42 82.35 0.21 4

In the context of differences between disabled youth and adults, it can be con-
cluded that a progressive tendency toward employing positive coping strategies 
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has been observed�� Although a similar hierarchy of coping strategies was reported 
by both young and adult respondents, what still the two groups differ in is their 
preference for the specific strategies�� Adults more frequently adopt constructive 
strategies and a system of social support, which is conclusively more developed 
(greater social integration), as well as active substitute strategies, which help them 
maintain distance from their problems�� They very rarely apply a passive and 
developmentally destructive strategy, focusing on emotional forms of coping with 
problems��

Final thoughts

Providing the disabled with chances for full development and autonomy (self-
determination within the social norm limits), which condition their proper indi-
vidual and social functioning, is not possible without extensive implementation of 
the idea of integration, based on introducing changes in social attitudes towards 
disability, through eliminating the factors that contribute to social ostracism and 
exclusion, which translates into transformations in the attitudes of people with 
disabilities toward their own impairment (normalizing disability)��

The survey results concerning experiencing life and coping strategies reveal 
certain positive developmental tendencies, in relation to perceived attitudes toward 
impairment among people without disabilities, as well as to the attitude the disabled 
take toward their own disability, and also in the context of the ways of coping with 
problems related to life and disability�� This in turn shows positive tendencies within 
the sphere of social adaptation and opportunities for integrating the disabled into 

Fig. 3  Problem-solving strategies – disabled youth vs disabled adults  
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��Experiencing Life and Problem-Solving Strategies

the social environment�� Particular emphasis should be placed on system solutions, 
which - especially in adults’ belief - remain an enormous and insurmountable 
obstacle in the path of adaptation and integration of people with disabilities��

 Translated by Iwona Mrozińska
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Measuring Creativity Using the Test of Creative 
Imagination (TCI).  

Part 1. Presentation of a New Instrument to Measure 
Creative Potential

Abstract

There are many controversies with the psychometric approach to study human 
creativity�� Many scholars doubt it is possible to discover something as delicate as 
creativity using standardized tests (e��g�� Baer, 1993/1994, Hocevar, 1981)�� However, 
research shows that creativity tests are valid, reliable and predictive (Plucker, 1999, 
Plucker, Runco, 1998, Plucker, Renzulli, 1999)�� The article presents a new instru-
ment to measure creative potential – especially creative imagination�� This instru-
ment called TCI – Test of Creative Imagination – looks effective, culture-fair, 
reliable and valid, which makes it useful for an individual diagnosis of creativity 
as well as for scientific studies�� 

Key words: creativity, creative potential, creative imagination

Introduction

The conviction that creative imagination is one of the most significant abilities 
for the effective use of creative potential is not a recent phenomenon�� In contem-
porary times, one should ascribe sources of recognition for creative imagination 
and intensive interest in it to anecdotal accounts (the famous example of Albert 
Einstein travelling on a ray of the sun), as well as to the well-controlled experimen-
tal research conducted especially in the field of the so-called creative cognition, 
the most eminent representatives of which are Ronald Finke, Thomas Ward and 
Steven Smith (1992)�� These creators of geneploration not only noticed the signifi-
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cance of the ability to transform objects in mind, or visualization, but in a series 
of inventive experiments they also drew us nearer to understanding the obstacles 
a creative mind encounters – we are dealing here especially with the discouraging 
influence of indicators and suggestions that leads to fixations��

About the test of creative imagination

The Test of Creative Imagination is a tool created by Janusz Kujawski in the 
mid-1990s�� A test sheet is an A4-size sheet of paper with 16 elements divided into 
four four-element sets – straight lines, dots, curvy lines and semicircles�� In the top 
part of the sheet there is a box for filling one’s first and last name or a pseudonym 
(in case when the test research is conducted anonymously), age and grade�� The test 
sheet looks as follows��

After the researched people are given the test sheets, the moderator slowly reads 
out the following research instructions:

In front of you please find a sheet of paper with 16 figures drawn on it. These 
are four straight lines, four dots, four curvy lines as well as four semicircles. Please, 
try to use these elements to draw as many schematic drawings as you can that 
represent something that does not exist but in your opinion should exist. These 
might be new appliances, medicines or inventions, but also schematically expressed 
ideas and so on. The subject matter of these drawings is not limited, so you can 
draw whatever you like, provided it is something that does not exist. You can use 
all the sixteen elements or fewer in your drawings, but you cannot use more than 
the given sixteen figures in each of the drawings. Please, try to draw as many such 
pictures as you can and make sure they are as original as possible. We will not rate 
your artistic abilities, which fact means the drawing does not have to be nice, but 
it is about the idea. Please, sign each picture and make a short description what 
the thing presented in it could work for. You have 30 minutes for this task.

Good luck!

It is recommended that the moderator did not provide any examples of products 
or suggest anything to the participants�� For example, if there is a question: “So what 
are we supposed to draw?” the moderator should answer: “Something that could 
be useful and should exist, but it does not exist now��” 
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Experiences in using the Test of Creative Imagination (TCI) clearly indicate that 
it is not difficult to suggest a certain train of thought to the researched people by 
e��g�� prompting the idea of some minor technical improvements to existing appli-
ances or improvement of characters of bad people, as it later gets reflected in the 
whole statement style of the researched, hence bearing solutions in form of lowly 
creative auto-plagiarisms��

During the course of one of the TCI research tests, a moderator, when asked 
what could be drawn, drew a picture representing, as she described, a “real gentle-
man” adding facetiously that unfortunately there are no real gentlemen and it 
would be nice if there were�� The effect of such a suggestion was a series of drawings 
presenting “tacit women,” “long-haired bold” and a whole lot of other creations in 
a similar convention, but not too creative and clearly along one line�� 

When one of the researched people runs out of paper within the thirty minutes 
devoted to the test, the next sheet can of course be given out to him or her�� 

We collect the works of the researched after the period of 30 minutes��
At this point, it is worth posing a question about theoretical sources of the Test 

of Creative Imagination�� It is in a sense a problem of the theoretical accuracy of 
this test�� According to the views of the creator of the test, Janusz Kujawski, creativ-
ity is a phenomenon that takes place in a number of contexts – connected with the 
creator, the work, the process and the recipient�� In this conception, should we 
consider the recipient as a representative of social context, it might seem that we 
are dealing here with the classical division into four paradigms of creativity (PPPP)�� 
The views of the author of the TCI on the creative process can vividly be described 
by the statement of “moving into chaos��” According to Kujawski, the immanent 
element of any creative process, independently of the area of creation, is a stage of 
chaotic struggle against a problem the result of which should be its redefinition, 
or “arrangement” of its constitutive elements and perception of sense in the seem-
ingly senseless whole�� And so, one might risk an interpretation that the key to 
creative activity in line with Kujawski’s concept is a properly understood insight 
into character personality��

The Test of Creative Imagination seems to be the tool that fits well with the views 
of the author on the course of a creative process�� The researched people, having at 
their disposal a set of sixteen elements at the outset of the situation, are put in a 
problematic situation which might be solved in many ways, yet our attention 
should be especially drawn to two frequently used strategies�� Strategy one, let us 
call it a “product strategy” or a “particular creation strategy”, consists in that the 
researched wonders what he or she can create out of the given elements and then 
aims at presenting this thing with the use of the given dots, lines, semicircles and 
curved lines�� One should clearly highlight that as a matter of fact such an act 
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happens “beyond the material,” because the constitutive elements of the test that 
are stimuli are not used at the stage of generating solutions�� They are only some-
thing of the sort of limitation set for the researched person who has to express his 
or her idea in a relatively simple and schematic form��

The second strategy, referred to as a “processual strategy,” seems to run in 
accordance with a different model�� Observations of many test-solving people, with 
the inclusion of their meta-cognition (thinking out loud), indicates that some of 
the researched people solve the test in a different way�� First of all, these people use 
one or a dozen or so of the given objects, create a schematic picture and only in 
the next step do they give it a name or interpret it�� One will most likely not exag-
gerate by stating that these phases correspond to the phases of generation and 
exploration – key moments singled out in the theory of geneplore by Finke, Ward 
and Smith (1992)�� One may also state that the yet not interpreted picture is 
a sample structure that will head towards the aim by means of being given a name 
and sense�� Using the language of Kujawski, one might state that the researched 
person who draws something while not being all certain what it will be is at the 
“chaos” stage, and the moment of interpretation of the created drawing, giving it 
a sense, is just “going through the chaos��”

It is hard to state which of the two highlighted strategies for solving the test is 
better, just like it is impossible to state whether there are other test-solving 
approaches so far unnoticed�� However, it seems that the processual strategy might 
be more interesting from the point of view of contemporary creative process theo-
ries, as it enables a deeper analysis of the exploration phase�� On the other hand, 
the advantage of the creation strategy may lie in its high independence from the 
provided material and through this, equally strong visualization or engagement of 
ideational abilities�� Independently of these doubts, one may risk a statement that 
the process of solving the Test of Creative Imagination engages the same cognitive 
processes and seems to demand those same abilities as the actual creative activity, 
which should be considered a fundamental value of the creativity test��

Discussing the theoretical concept that underlies the Test of Creative Imagina-
tion, one should pose a question about plausibility of the name of the tool�� After 
all, it seems to prove the thesis that it is a test that measures creative imagination��

This view seems to be quite simple to substantiate, yet it is more difficult (or even 
impossible at points) to prove that the TCI does not measure anything but imagi-
nation, namely to convince the readers about its variable accuracy�� Also the way 
of assessing the test, where one stresses fluency, elaboration and visualization as 
well as originality of thinking, makes it closer (with respect to assessment) to clas-
sic Guilford tests that after all measure thinking characteristics�� On the other hand, 
it seems that despite significant progress that has taken place in the cognitive 
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psychology of creativity over the last tens of years, there is still a lack of scientific 
consensus as to the clear separation of cognitive processes as well as that of their 
role in, for example, creative activity�� For example, ascribing some intellectual 
operations, such as transforming, explicitly to imagination or thinking, is unclear�� 
It seems that transformative abilities are rather a certain function of imagination 
and visualization and it is these that are engaged in solving the TCI to the greatest 
extent�� On the other hand, one should not disregard a different problem, namely, 
the question of the researched generativeness that seems to be very strongly con-
nected with the fluency of thinking or the calculated within the B scale elements 
of elaboration or flexibility (as it seems that these may be treated both as indicators 
of flexibility and finishing touches)�� 

Therefore, when assuming such a standpoint, one might oppose the statement 
that the Test of Creative Imagination measures not only the elements of creative 
imagination, but also some aspects of creative thinking – especially its fluency, 
flexibility and originality�� Among the intellectual operations engaged in solving 
the TCI, a special role seems to be ascribed to transforming, but also – synthesiz-
ing, completing the structures and insight��

Scoring

Assessing the test takes place on three scales: A, B and C�� Scale A measures 
fluency or a number of pictures drawn in accordance with the requirements of the 
test�� In other words, all drawings qualify and count, except for those that: (1) are 
composed of more than 16 elements (NB: unless there exists justified suspicion 
that the extra element was added through inattention, and eliminating it does not 
significantly change the drawing itself); (2) were not signed, meaning it is not 
known what the picture represents; (3) portray completely imitative things or ideas, 
for example, a drawing portraying a table, signed “a table��”

Scale B measures transformative abilities as well as elaboration and extent of 
drawing visualization�� The results within the B scale are calculated in the following 
way:

B = ∑(le1�� + lst��)/N, where:

B – result in the B scale (raw result);
Lel�� – number of elements used in a single drawing;
Lst�� – number of sets used in a single drawing;
N – number of qualified drawings��
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In other words, in scale B the raw result is calculated by summing up the number 
of sets and the number of elements used in order to create a single drawing�� Then 
we add up the partial sums obtained for all drawings, and divide it all by the 
number of drawings��

Therefore, the result in the B scale may fall between 2 and 20 points�� Two points 
are assigned to a drawing created with the use of a single element (1 element + 1 
set = 2 points), and twenty points are given to a drawing composed of all elements 
(16 elements + 4 sets = 20 points)��

It is important to highlight that the elements placed on the testing sheet should 
suffice in presenting any picture in a schematic mode�� In principle, even dots seem 
needless, as a dot may be obtained by shortening a line, but were added to open 
up greater possibilities of combining various elements��

Scales A and B are objective, meaning it seems that there is no way of obtaining 
different results within them by two people who assess the test, and as such they 
seem reliable to the utmost��

It is also worth drawing attention to the fact of the complementarity of scales 
A and B�� Due to the limited time devoted to doing the TCI, it seems that the 
people who put finishing touches to their drawings (obviously within the frames 
of possibility when having 16 elements) are in an unfavourable position due to 
thinking fluency�� 

Scale C serves the role of assessing the originality of created works�� As opposed 
to the previous two scales, it is to a certain extent a subjective scale, though detailed 
guidelines connected with the way it is used do give hope that it will be possible 
to make this scale objective as well��

Originality is assessed on the 5-point Likert scale (1, 1��25, 1��5, 1��75, 2)�� 
Because of the fact that the calculation of results in the TCI takes place separately 

for each of the scales, it seemed necessary to examine their inter-correlation�� With 
this end in view, Pearson r correlation coefficients were calculated for scales A, B 
and C for the sample of N=263 people��

Table 1. Inter-correlations between TCI scales

scale A (fluency) scale B (elaboration, 
transformativeness) scale C (originality)

scale A (fluency)
r

1��0000
– 0��4300 0��12

p 0��0001 0��04

scale B (elaboration, 
transformativeness)

r – 0��4400
1��000

0��09
p 0��0001 0��17
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scale A (fluency) scale B (elaboration, 
transformativeness) scale C (originality)

scale C (originality)
r 0��18 0��16

1��00
p 0��04 0��02

Above the diagonal: Pearson r correlations; below the diagonal: partial correlations with a controlled 
influence of scale three

In the situation where there is no control over the influence of individual factors, 
we observe statistically significant negative relations between fluency as well as 
elaboration and transformativeness (scale A and B)�� We can also see statistically 
significant, though weak, correlations between fluency and originality (scale A and 
C)�� There is a lack of statistically significant relationship between the elaboration 
(transformativeness) and originality of thinking�� Not too strong, yet significant 
correlations make one question the legitimacy of the way of summing up of the 
results in individual scales initially proposed by the author of the test�� On account 
of negative correlations between scales A and B, summing up will rather lead to 
neutralizing and averaging of differences than exposing strong and weak points of 
the researched person�� It seems, therefore, that profile analysis whereby the results 
in each of the scales are analyzed separately, is a better recommendation�� 

We observe much more interesting results in case of partial correlations�� When 
we examine the correlations in pairs between the two scales, while controlling the 
influence of the third, we notice that we are dealing with significant relations 
among each of the scales and though average correlation among them is low 
rpart=0��26, the relations between scale B and C are especially interesting��

Negative correlations between the results for scales A and B are not surprising 
due to the time constraints�� The people creating more complicated drawings devote 
more time to these and draw fewer of them as a result�� Yet those who are smoother 
idea-wise will most likely run out of time for perfecting their drawings�� On the 
other hand, it is worth paying attention to another possible explanation�� Well, not 
out of the question is a possibility that it is not so much the time factor as the 
specific creation style while doing the TCI that stands behind result diversity�� It is 
possible that the really generative people go very clearly for the number of drawings 
and their originality (whereas one that is understood as originality of ideas 
expressed more by way of signing the drawings than drawings themselves)�� Because 
of the above, we can see statistically significant relations between fluency and 
originality, and clear negative relations between fluency and elaboration (trans-
formativeness)��

At such a general level of analysis, without controlling the fluency of drawings, 
it appears that the relation between elaboration (transformativeness) and original-
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ity is statistically insignificant�� Different is the situation when we do control the 
influence of fluency, namely when the results in scale A are treated as constant – it 
then proves that we are dealing with a not-so-strong yet statistically significant 
correlation between the elaboration of drawings and their originality�� 

Not so strong, yet statistically significant relations, observed at the level of 
partial correlations seem simple to interpret and should generally be considered 
as a result that is not as surprising and coherent with other results and theoretical 
deliberations�� Well, this may prove that in reference to the three scales of the Test 
of Creative Imagination we are dealing with significant specificity that indicates 
their generic distinctness, and the significant relations between them confirm the 
existence of a certain pool of common variability that may serve as an argument 
in favour of a thesis of common processes engaged in solving creative problems��

A separate question worth touching upon while discussing the reliability of the 
Test of Creative Imagination is consistency of assessments by those who assess the 
originality of the TCI�� For this very purpose, 9 competent assessment judges, 
specifically trained in originality assessment (scale C) were rating originality of the 
drawings�� 300 randomly chosen drawings created as part of the TCI were prepared 
and each specialist assessed 100 of them�� And so the first 3 judges assessed 100 
drawings (1 to 100), next group of 3 did the same in case of the next group of 100 
drawings (101-200), and the last 3 specialists examined drawings 201 to 300�� Fifth-
year pedagogy students, trained in the rules of assessing the TCI became competent 
judges�� 

A 7-point scale was used within the frame of originality assessment, end results 
being described (1 – non-original, 7 – original)�� 

Correlations between originality assessments can be found in Table 2:

Table 2. Originality assessment – specialist assessment coherence

Correlations 
between judges r p Mean r α W

1–2 0��40 0��00001
0��49 0��73 0��471–3 0��42 0��00001

2–3 0��66 0��00001
1–2 0��56 0��00001

0��50 0��75 0��391–3 0��39 0��00001
2–3 0��55 0��00001
1–2 0��39 0��00001

0��41 0��55 0��291–3 0��40 0��00001
2–3 0��45 0��00001
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As the table shows, correlations between the first three specialists are statistically 
significant, though not too high�� This results, however, from the fact that the first 
competent specialist differed in assessment from the other two, as upon removing 
this one, scale reliability increases from α = ��73 to α = ��79�� 

Also in the next case, it proves that the relations are not accidental in character, 
but only moderately strong�� A mean r Pearson correlation coefficient between the 
assessments of originality by the next group of three specialists amounts to 0��5, 
although Cronbach α indicates moderately high scale reliability�� 

Discussion

The short description of TCI presented in this article makes some conclusions 
possible�� Firstly, it is worth mentioning that because of its nonverbal character TCI 
is well-prepared for measuring creative imagination rather than verbal abilities�� 
Secondly, one of the biggest advantages of this test is a possibility to use it among 
different age groups or even cultures, because it looks culture-fair�� The third con-
clusion is the fact that TCI is rather simple in realization and, at the same time, 
relatively reliable, only the originality scale is in part subjective�� Of course it should 
be also stated that TCI is rather difficult to be done, because it requires high crea-
tive abilities – subjects need to create a project of something that does not exist�� 
Such construction of the task is more difficult than more often used questions of 
“what – if?” or tasks where subjects need to fill something in�� Future research is 
needed to evaluate a new instrument quality, especially its’ validity comparing with 
other functioning tests and questionnaires developed to measure creativity and 
creativity correlates�� The identified strategies also require verification in research��
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The Effectiveness of the Middle School Education 
of Mildly Disabled Students in the Inclusive System

Abstract

Following the tendencies showed in international documents we have given the 
disabled people in Poland access to open education�� These activities are done in 
agreement with the ideas which have been promoted by special pedagogy for years, 
that is: the normalization and improvement of the quality of disabled people’s lives�� 
The changes were started by the Regulation of the Ministry of National Education 
of October 4, 1993 which opened up integrated education in mainstream schools 
classes to disabled students�� Another regulation, introduced on February 15, 1999, 
implemented the educational reform which gave every child regardless of the type 
or degree of disability the right to education in mainstream schools and which 
made schools responsible for facilitating it�� 

Since that time the literature on special pedagogy has taken more and more 
interest in the notion of inclusive education��

The researchers of this phenomenon keep asking the same question: ‘To what 
extent will the mentally disabled be able to adapt to learning conditions – learning 
in an ordinary class in a mainstream school? What kind of problems might they 
face?

Keywords: mainstream school, special educational needs, mental retardation, 
effective in education, middle school in Polish educational system

The year 1999, which was the year in which the reform of the system of education 
in Poland was implemented, brought not only system changes but also normative 
changes in the scope of the possibilities of educating disabled students�� Following 
the tendencies showed in such international documents as: the Lisbon Strategy (The 
Lisbon Strategy…, 2002), the Bologna Declaration (Joint declaration…, 1999), the 
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Copenhagen Declaration (The Copenhagen Declaration…, 2002), the announce-
ment: Equal opportunities for disabled people – The European Action Programme 
(the so-called Anti-Discrimination Directive) (Directive 2000/43/EC, 2000), the 
Madrid Declaration (The Madrid Declaration, 2002) and many more, we have given 
the disabled people in our country access to open education�� These activities are 
done in agreement with the ideas which have been promoted by special pedagogy 
for years, that is: the normalization and improvement of the quality of disabled 
people’s lives�� The changes were started by the Regulation of the Ministry of National 
Education of October 4, 1993 (Regulation on principles…, 1993) which opened up 
integrated education in mainstream schools classes to disabled students�� Another 
regulation, introduced on February 15, 1999 (Regulation on changing…, 1999), 
implemented the educational reform which gave every child, regardless of the type 
or degree of disability, the right to education in mainstream schools and which made 
schools responsible for facilitating it�� 

Since that time the literature on special pedagogy has taken more and more 
interest in the notion of inclusive education�� Interestingly, there is a growing ten-
dency to replace this term with the term ‘integration’ although there is no absolute 
agreement among educators that both terms mean the same�� A�� Maciarz (1999), 
or M�� Chodkowska (2003) claim that the terms are not precisely equal in meaning�� 
The authors explain that inclusion is an internal process on which the group 
members decide themselves�� It cannot be introduced from outside, nor can it be 
formalized or decreed�� It is also necessary that newly-introduced people (the ones 
who are being included) should adjust to the norms and requirements already 
existing in the group�� The fact is that the whole process of inclusion is supposed to 
be natural without any need to employ special means, without modifications or 
changes in the living conditions and lifestyle of a group in which individuals are 
included��

The researchers of this phenomenon keep asking the same question: ‘To what 
extent will the mentally disabled be able to adapt to learning conditions – learning 
in an ordinary class in a mainstream school? What kind of problems might they 
face?

The first thing to consider is class size�� In segregative education provided by 
special schools for the mildly mentally disabled the maximum number of students 
in one class is 16 (Regulation on the recognition… 2001), the reason being that 
there is a need for increased individualization of the teacher’s work with a student�� 
Furthermore, the pace at which different sudents work might vary widely�� 
A similar coefficient of intellectual ability does not necessarily indicate identical 
perceptive abilities, analytical and synthetic talents, ability to generalize or dif-
ferentiate, etc�� Secondly, students might find it difficult to adapt to new conditions, 
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which is related to mental disability by definition�� Mental disability negatively 
influences the ability to internalize social norms�� Starting with understanding the 
norms, then being able to apply them (procedures) and believing that they are right 
and that it is necessary to accept them not because it is an external social obligation 
but because it comes from one’s inner need�� Another crucial problem is teachers’ 
qualifications�� The teachers working in mainstream schools do not have enough 
knowledge of the specificity of the development and developmental difficulties of 
mentally disabled children and adolescents��

They receive this knowledge during a training course which lasts several tens of 
hours (normally 30 hours) and it is devoted to special pedagogy as one of the many 
courses students complete during pedagogical studies�� Worryingly, at present this 
situation is even less favourable�� In June 2007, the Ministry of Science and Higher 
Education defined new educational standards for the faculty of pedagogy, which 
do not contain the above-mentioned issues as part of the syllabus necessary to be 
covered by pedagogy students�� It is impossible to understand this decision and it 
seems both illogical and inconsistent when related to the 1999 educational reform, 
and consequently the vision of a growing number of disabled students in main-
stream schools�� While it is not obligatory to include the topics which concern 
developmental difficulties of the disabled in vocational and academic syllabus, 
hopefully, the people who make decisions in self-governing schools about the 
teaching and content-related sense of the designed tertiary education syllabuses 
will make sure that these topics are present in teaching programmes�� But even so, 
considering the teaching content necessary to be covered in a special pedagogy 
course (eight subdisciplines), only 3–4 didactic hours will be left for issues con-
nected with the education of mentally disabled people�� It all points to the conclu-
sion that providing teachers with important skills and sufficient knowledge to 
facilitate effective teaching will be no easy task�� The above-mentioned problems 
and difficulties do not cover the subject completely; yet, they definitely inform us 
about dangers and make researchers ask questions about the real effectiveness of 
teaching disabled students in ordinary classes of generally accesssible schools��

Another argument for doing research into that subject matter were the results 
of middle school examinations (conducted since 2002) of the group of students 
with mild intellectual disabilities, published by the Central Examination Commis-
sion�� It was with some surprise that I learned the results obtained by students both 
in the humanities test and mathematics - science test which I am now going to 
compare with the exam results received by sudents without any disorders or 
developmental dyslexia�� In the 2002 humanities test mildly mentally disabled 
students got the mean score of 34��8 points (out of 50) whereas the score of intel-
lectually-abled students was: 30��17�� In the following years the scores were respec-
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tively: in 20041: 28��6 as opposed to 27��01, in 2005: 29��6 to 33��18 and finally in 2006: 
34��7 to 31��39�� The results of the mathematics-science test reveal a similar tendency�� 
In the year 2002 the mean score of mentally disabled students was: 37��75 while the 
score obtained by the students with intellectual norm was: 28��16�� And again, in the 
next years, the scores were as follows: in 2004: 28��1 to 24��5, in 2005: 27��9 to 24��26, 
and in 2006: 28��5 to 23��9�� The analysis of the scores for particular competences 
assessed in the humanities test leads to the conclusion that mentally disabled 
students compare especially unfavourably with their intellectually-abled peers 
when we look at reading and reception of culture texts; the differences in scores 
for creative writing, however, are not that striking (it is particularly evident in the 
last two cycles of the research)�� As far as the mathematics-science test is concerned, 
students with mental disabilities tend to receive higher scores for such competen-
cies as: searching for and using information, describing facts, relations and depend-
ences, and applying knowledge in problem solving�� On the other hand, the scores 
are lower when we analyze the ability to use procedures and terms�� The test results 
obtained by mentally disabled students do not seem logical�� It is really hard to 
explain why their ability to use terms and procedures is much lower than that 
displayed by intellectually-abled students while the score for problem solving skills 
– which requires the knowledge of procedures – is higher��

It must be added that the Students with Special Educational Needs Committee, 
formed in co-operation with the Central Examination Commission in order to 
adjust the examination sheets and conduct tests and exams for students with 
special educational needs2, decided that only the examination sheets were to be 
adjusted while the standards of examination requirements for students with mild 
intellectual disabilities were to be left unchanged�� The Education of Mentally 
Disabled Students Subcommittee pointed out that the structure of the exam ought 
to make allowances for students’ level of thinking, therefore, be characterized by 
clear test layout (the right graphic arrangement of texts on a page); legible, simple, 
short sentences; suitable selection of literary texts; a variety of types of text-tasks 
(gap-filling, picture-word replacement, chart filling, underlining the right answer, 
diagrams and graphs); short writing tasks; giving short and simple instructions 
written in a plain language which can be understood by a student; allowing students 
50% extra time for giving answers; or a teacher reading out instructions to students 

1 The data of the Central Examination Commission do not provide detailed information 
about the 2003 scores of disabled students, hence their absence in the comparison��

2 The committee formed in cooperation with the Central Examination was divided into four 
subcommittees dealing with the matters related to blind and visually impaired students, students 
with mild mental disabilities, students with cerebral palsy and students with specific learning 
difficulties��
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if necessary�� Hopefully, most of these recommendations are taken into considera-
tion during the preparation of examination sheets for the rest of the sudents, the 
ones without any developmental disorders included�� It seems unbelievable that 
exam instructions could be intentionally written in a language which is not com-
prehensible to students or that all the exam tasks have the same form (e��g�� only 
multiple choice tasks) as it does not conform to the basic rules of the creation of 
tools for measuring school achievements�� Similarly, it is inconceivable that the 
graphic layout of the test for students without any developmental disorders could 
be unclear or illegible�� Logically speaking, the things distinguishing both tests from 
each other should be: extra time given for completing tasks and the possibility of 
reading instructions by the teacher in case of intellectually disabled students��

The question is whether the recommendations of the subcommittee actually 
influenced not only the form of the examination sheets but also the requirements 
standards – against the specific suggestions for leaving them unchanged��

It is also worth mentioning that the results presented by the Central Examination 
Commission do not take into consideration the form of teaching�� In consequence 
of this, the group of mildly mentally disabled students comprises those who attend 
special schools, integrated schools, mainstream schools and students who receive 
individual teaching��

When assessing the effectiveness of the education in the inclusive system, i��e�� 
the education of mildly mentally disabled students of mainstream schools, without 
the support and facilitation system, it is necessary that this group of students should 
be excluded from the whole population of mildly mentally disabled students whose 
exam results were published by the Central Examination Commission�� It is quite 
possible that among numerous forms of teaching mentally disabled students are 
forms which give very good results and those which fall short of our expectations�� 
I strongly believe that the issue which raises serious doubts is the effectiveness of 
teaching in an ordinary class of mainstream school, hence the proposal for the 
assessment of this population which is a continuation of the research into the 
efectiveness of the inclusive teaching of mentally disabled students I conducted in 
previous years�� While in my earlier publications (I�� Chrzanowska, 2006) I presented 
the results of the inclusive teaching of primary school students, now it is time to 
focus on the school performance of middle school students��

The assessed group consisted of 31 second-graders with mild mental disabilities 
attending mainstream middle school��� The measuring tool used for the assessement 

� The research conducted as part of the M��A�� thesis written under my tutelage by M�� Wysza-
tycka, Efektywność kształcenia osób upośledzonych umysłowo w stopniu lekkim w klasach zwykłych 
gimnazjalnych ogólnodostępnych�� The Faculty of Special Pedagogy�� The University of Łódz��The Faculty of Special Pedagogy�� The University of Łódz�� 
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was the competence test prepared by the Institute of Competence Assessment in 
Wałbrzych�� The humanities test examines five competences: the knowledge and 
understanding of terms, reading comprehension, logical thinking, practical use of 
knowledge and creation�� The scores obtained by the assessed students range 
between 13��4 and 33% of the maximum score�� The lowest score is that for the 
competence of creation: 13��4% followed by the score for logical thinking: 25%, 
reading comprehension and practical use of knowledge: 32��4% and the knowledge 
and understanding of terms��

It must be pointed out that the test used for measuring the competence in 
humanities was prepared in accordance with the curricular framework of general 
teaching for both mainstream education and special education of the mildly 
mentally disabled�� I intentionally used the test originally designed for students with 
normal intellectual development, the idea being that, indirectly, it might verify the 
results obtained by the Central Examination Commission and how these results 
correspond to the objectives of testing and examining�� Understandably, it is difficult 
to do any research, especially scientific research, into the effectiveness of teaching 
without any established starting conditions or when they exist only in theory, not 
in practice��

Let us now go back to the results of the research conducted under my tutelage�� 
The results presented here will be compared with the data from the same year 
(2006) collected by the Central Examination Commission�� Noticeably, there is a 
considerable difference between the comparable competences – reading compre-
hension (in my assessment) and the reception of cultural texts (in the Central 
Examination Commission test)�� Students from ordinary classes of mainstream 
middle school obtained the score of 32��4% whereas 77��9% was the score achieved 
by all the students with mental disabilities assessed in 2006 by the Central Exami-
nation Commission�� The difference of over 45% definitely does not stand within 
the statistical error limits��

As far as the mathematical-science test is concerned the results are fairly similar�� 
The competences of middle school second-graders which were assessed in that test 
were as follows: the knowledge and understanding of terms, calculations, reading, 
logical thinking and practical use of knowledge�� The students assessed in my 
research obtained the scores ranging between 17 and 25��9% of the maximum score 
bracket�� The lowest scores are for logical thinking, then comes reading comprehen-
sion: 22��9%, and finally calculations�� When comparing analogous competences 
such as the knowledge and understanding of terms and calculations (according to 
my research) and the ability to use procedures and terms (according to the research 
of the Central Examination Commission) the scores range from 22��5 and 25��3% 
of the maximum score to 37��1%�� Next competence is practical use of knowledge 
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(in my research) and applying knowledge in problem solving (according to the 
research of the Central Examination Commission) and here the scores are 17��31% 
and 44��2% respectively�� In this case, similarly to the difference pointed in the 
humanities test, we cannot treat it as statistical error�� While in the former compe-
tence there is a difference of over 10% in the latter it is over 25%��

What might such a discrepancy in the scores mean?
The first explanation is that there are significant differences in the effects of 

teaching mentally disabled students depending on the form of teaching�� The assess-
ment carried out by the Central Examination Commission revealed the scores 
obtained by all the mentally disabled students regardless of the form of teaching, 
whereas in mine only the mentally disabled students from ordinary classes of 
mainstream schools participated�� However, the findings of my assessment of the 
same subject in the group of primary school pupils do not seem to validate this 
explanation�� There are no statistically significant differences in the school knowl-
edge and skills resources of students with mild mental disabilities who are educated 
in special schools and in ordinary classes of mainstream schools (I�� Chrzanowska, 
2005)�� There also remain the mentally disabled students who are either educated 
in integrated schools or who receive individual teaching�� Yet, these students would 
have to get the score of almost 100% for the assessed competences to level the low 
score obtained by the students educated in mainstream and special schools (pro-
vided that the tendency showed in my findings for primary schools is true)�� There 
is a remote chance of that happening statistically speaking and, what is more, when 
predicting the number of students to be assessed�� Considering the four forms of 
teaching the largest group is still that of students attending special schools and then 
students in ordinary classes of mainstream schools�� Students with mental disabil-
ities who attend integrated schools or receive individual education are fewest in 
number�� 

The second explanation for the above-mentioned discrepancy are different 
criteria used for measuring the school achievements of mentally disabled students�� 
In the research conducted under my tutelage the test for the assessment of com-
petences of mainstream middle school students was administered for the simple 
reason that in order to analyze a mentally disabled student’s real chances of edu-
cational success in an ordinary class, as A�� Maciarz and M�� Chodkowska interpret 
the idea of inclusion, the student has to adapt to the conditions and circumstances 
existing in this environment�� Since the reform animators assumed that there was 
no need to vary the curricular framework (depending on the degree of the student’s 
intellectual ability) I believe that there is also no necessity to vary the content of 
the measuring tools for the assessment of the realization of this framework if we 
want to assess the effectiveness of school education�� In case of the research con-
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ducted by the Central Examination Commisssion, however, the tool is adjusted to 
the abilities of disabled students��

The results of the research conducted under my tutelage concerned 31 students 
while the research of the Central Examination Commission – 9000�� The findings 
are strikingly different and in a way impossible to compare directly�� While the 
research groups were different as regards the form of teaching, the tools used in 
the assessment fulfilled the same necessary condition, namely they conformed to 
the curricular framework and the time allowed for completing the test��� I strongly 
believe that the arguments for the credibility of the results of my assessment pre-
sented in this article are convincing and valid�� Still, it would appear that the only 
solution is the assessment of the effectiveness of teaching mentally disabled students 
by seperating all the groups as regards different forms of teaching�� Only when that 
is done will it be possible to determine which educational proposal of the Polish 
educational system is the best for these students��
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Study on Adolescents’ Awareness of Life. Comparative 
Study between the Projection of Hungarian Adolescents’ 

Awareness of Life of Transylvania and Hungary

Abstract

In our research the quality of life is always used in connection with health, and 
we consider it as concomitant of harmonious social adaptation�� The subjective 
experience of quality of life is awareness of life, well-being, comfort, which may 
equally refer to the cognitive side, to how much one is satisfied with his/her life, as 
well as to the affective side, which can be measured by the frequency of experienced 
positive emotional states, by how often one is happy, contented�� 

The perceived quality of life could be defined depending on more factors and it 
is related to health behaviour and the success of adaptation�� The present research 
analyses to what extent satisfaction with life, attitude to future, sense of control, 
relationship with parents/friends, contentment with achievement, effectiveness of 
self-realization and psycho-somatic well-being affect the quality of life of adoles-
cents living in different geographical, socio-cultural milieus�� 

We consider our hypothesis justified, according to which the contemporary 
adolescents are not characterized by positive awareness of life, and this negatively 
affects the past-present-future integration, mostly the attitude towards future, the 
struggle for inner control, the psycho-somatic functioning, in all the adolescents’ 
quality of life��

The examined adolescents more or less possess the inner and outer (psychic) 
conditions for harmonious adaptation, if they choose values that really constitute 
the basis for a healthy way of life, but we should not forget those endangered 
adolescents who in case of the absence of proper intervention may struggle with 
adaptation problems, or may become deviant�� The development of school mental-
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hygiene, the introduction of proper preventive programmes is therefore vital for 
them��

Keywords:: adolescents, awareness of life, social adaptation, prevention

I. Theoretical background

1.  Quality of life, awareness of life, adolescents’ satisfaction with life
The notion of the quality of life was introduced by sociologists in the 1960s as 

the basic index of ’good society’�� Today the quality of life is considered the central 
notion, the core of welfare states (Berger, Schmidtt, 2000)�� Besides social and 
economic indicators quality of life comprises subjective elements as well�� This 
means that a person estimates and grades his/her own situation or the situation of 
his/her society subjectively, this decision may be conscious or according to feelings�� 
(Hegedüs, 2001) 

According to the definition of the quality of life used by Kopp and Kovács, 
‘quality of life related to health analyses how a person grades and to what extent 
he/she is satisfied with his/her actual roles (his/her activities and way of life) 
comparing to what he/she considers possible and ideal’�� Another similar definition 
of quality of life emphasizes the adaptation ‘quality of life related to health is the 
total of those physical and psychological characteristics that determine whether 
a person is able to and enjoys his/her activities and way of life ’�� (Kopp and Kovács 
2001, p 12��)

In our research quality of life is always used in connection with health, and we 
consider it as concomitant of harmonious social adaptation��

The subjective experience of quality of life is awareness of life, well-being, 
comfort, which may equally refer to the cognitive side, to how much one is satisfied 
with his/her life, as well as to the affective side, which can be measured by the 
frequency of experienced positive emotional states, by how often one is happy, 
contented�� 

There are numerous researches (Bulling et al�� 2001) and surveys done among 
secondary school student population that proved that dissatisfaction with life is 
incident to risk behaviour – smoking, alcohol- and drug addiction�� Further 
researches (Topolski et al�� 2001, quoted by Örkényi, Koszonits 2004) showed that 
on the one hand adolescents abstaining from unwholesome behaviour grade their 
life more favourably than drug addicts, on the other hand adolescents living with 
several risk behaviours consider their quality of life as worse than those living with 
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only one risk behaviour�� The survey accomplished by Huebner et al�� (2004) showed 
a negative correlation among the perceived quality of life and depression, anguish, 
solitude and psychosomatic symptoms��

Adolescents’ subjective quality of life shows a correlation with factors such as 
self-appreciation, family functioning, parental encouragement, control, discussion 
of problems, attitude to relationships with fellows and school (Kökönyei, Aszmann, 
Szabó, 2002)�� Besides this the quality of parent-child relationship, family composi-
tion, emotional encouragement, characteristics of residential district and life 
happenings, personality features may also be decisive, as shown by Huebner et al�� 
(2004)�� 

Adolescents may be satisfied or dissatisfied with the most different parts of life, 
but the question may arise: is satisfaction in close relationship with the capacity of 
self-accommodation, adaptation? According to Örkényi and Koszonits (2004) 
dissatisfaction employs capacity of self-accommodation and gives a chance to the 
appearance of the symptoms�� The authors mentioned analysed the subjective qual-
ity of life related to school and home of 7–15-year-old adolescents�� The results 
showed that dissatisfaction with scenes of life is incidental to worse physical and 
emotional state�� 

Flow-researches (Csikszentmihályi 1997) analyse the effect of different life-
contexts in connection with the perceived quality of life (friend, free-time, work)�� 
The research done by Csiszentmihályi on 1000 adolescents did not show any cor-
relation between the levels of pecuniary standing and subjective well-being��

The results of the research done by Bettina Pikó (2002) with the participation 
of 560 secondary school students show that health awareness, the capacity of 
competent behaviour, satisfaction with life, future-orientation play an important 
role in the formation of adolescents’ health-behaviour�� The young who can be 
characterized by future-orientation are more satisfied with their way of life, the 
formation of their career�� They are less inclined to adapting self-destructive strat-
egies and are more attentive to nourishment, compliance with the security measures 
at work and during free time�� 

On the basis of the above-mentioned researches we can state that the perceived 
quality of life could be defined depending on more factors and it is related to health 
behaviour and the success of adaptation�� 

The present research analyses to what extent satisfaction with life, attitude to 
future, sense of control, relationship with parents/friends, contentment with 
achievement, effectiveness of self-realization and psycho-somatic well-being affect 
the quality of life of adolescents living in different geographical, socio-cultural 
milieus�� 
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The methodology of research

The aim of research:
We take the following concept as our starting point: the trustee of social progress 

is the spiritually healthy youth, who are capable of adaptation�� That is why we have 
to be attentive to the formation of the next generation’s quality of life and awareness 
of life��

The aim of our research is the study of social adaptation as well as the com-
parison of its distinctiveness in case of Hungarian adolescents from Transylvania 
and from Hungary�� On the basis of all these how can adolescents’ quality of life be 
characterized? 

The comparison between countries makes it possible to understand this spiritual 
distinctiveness which is connected with the specific social and political situations 
of life�� 

The present study is part of this research and, because of size-limits, it analyses 
only the quality of life and certain factors related to it�� 

Hypothesis of research: 
•  The majority of the contemporary adolescents cannot be characterized by 

positive awareness of life, which affects their attitude, experience, psychoso-
matic functioning negatively and it is injurious to their quality of life��

•  Quality of life is determined by the specific situation of life (ethnic fate)�� 

Selection of sample: 
The sample pattern is composed of 14–18 year-old adolescents from Romania 

and Hungary�� The examined people were chosen in such a way as to represent the 
different geographical and social milieus of Transylvania�� The survey was done in 
the towns and villages with secondary schools of the following counties: Bistrita, 
Bihor, Satu-Mare, Alba, Harghita, Cluj, Covasna and Mures��

The sample from Hungary was chosen accidentally from the counties of Pest 
and Heves�� We asked 182 adolescents in Romania and 186 in Hungary about the 
problems examined by us�� Budapest is not represented in the sample because the 
adolescents from Transylvania also come from rural milieus or from small towns, 
county seats�� 

We would like to mention that we chose this generation because our previous 
researches showed that this is the decisive age for the adolescent to choose the road 
to a healthy life or the path of deviance�� 
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Method of research: 
The self-filling questionnaires of the survey were done in classrooms�� The par-

ticipation was voluntary�� Data processing, statistic calculations were made with 
SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences) with the help of the following meth-
ods: frequency distributions, mean, independent sample t-test, correlation, Chi-
square test�� 

At the description of mathematical instruments we refer only to those instru-
ments that assured the exploration of the presented data�� 

We compiled questionnaires and attached standard questionnaires as well for 
the scientific investigation of the quality of life�� We studied the following dimen-
sions:

•  State- trait anxiety (State-Trait Anxiety Inventory, STAI-T) STAI is a self-fill-
ing questionnaire for measuring the strength of anxiety�� (Perczel, Kiss, Ajtay, 
2005) The inner consistency value of the STAI-T scale used by them for 18 
questions in our research is 0��848 (Cronbach Alpha), which can be considered 
good��

•  The index of the awareness of life was based on information gathered from 
the following areas: life-satisfaction, sense of perspective, sense of control, 
performance-satisfaction, and psychosomatic symptoms�� The value of inner 
consistence is 0��825 (Cronbach Alpha), which is acceptable�� 

We particularly analysed Self-realizing variable that was measured by 7 questions�� 
The inner consistency value in case of self-realizing factor is 0��530 (Cronbach 
Alpha) 

We also analysed the relation of life satisfaction to social relationships, sense of 
being accepted, and to anxiety�� 

II. The presentation of research results

For the characterization of the quality of life we considered in the whole research 
the relation of life awareness to successful social adaptation, as well as a person’s 
value orientation�� Because of length limits we are going to present in the following 
the relation between the awareness of life and social adaptation and certain per-
sonality traits�� 

1.  The presentation of the demographic characteristics of the sample
The sample used in the survey was made up by a total of 368 teenagers from the 

schools of different townships of Romania and Hungary�� We aimed at covering a 
larger geographical territory�� 
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The distribution of the sample according to countries: there were 186 adolescents 
from Hungary taking part in the survey (50, 5%) and 182 adolescents from Tran-
sylvania (49, 5%)�� We consider that the data of Transylvanian adolescents can be 
compared with the data of the adolescents from Hungary�� The distribution of the 
sample according to sex: 29,3% of the surveyed sample were male (N=108), and 
70��7% female (N = 260)�� We chose equal numbers of persons (108) from the two 
categories at the comparison according to sex�� 

The distribution of the sample according to age: Characterizing the surveyed 
sample according to age, we can state that the mean is 16��04, 04, the minimum age: 
14, the maximum: 19, distribution: 1,149�� (cf�� Figure 1. The kurtosis of pattern 
according to age)

We set up two age categories during data processing, the first category compris-
ing the 14–16-year-olds (N = 239), the second category comprised the 17–19-year-
olds�� (N = 129)�� We used equal numbers of elements at the comparison in order to 
eliminate distorting factors��

2.  The analysis of the awareness of life factor
Analysing the factor of the awareness of life we studied life satisfaction, sense of 

perspective, sense of control, satisfaction of achievement, acceptance by fellows, 
friends, the quality of these relationships, inclination to anxiety and to psychoso-
matic symptoms��

In the course of our life conscious or unconscious experiences are always pro-
duced by inner and outer stimuli�� These life-experiences move on the different 
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grades of the scale of psychic comfort-discomfort�� They can be of same emotive 
colour from pleasant to traumatic�� It depends on how the person appreciates and 
experiences the happenings, and his/her inner events�� The appearance of these 
experiences will determine the person’s awareness of life and his/her quality of 
life��

A positive health attitude is conditioned by the positive awareness of life, effec-
tive skills of conduct, optimum health consciousness, health culture, personal 
effectiveness, learned ingenuity, struggler attitude, social participation, in other 
words harmonious adaptation�� Adaptation difficulties injure the quality of life, 
namely the individual’s subjective experience that is connected with health�� 

The quality of life is always related to the person’s particular situation, it depends 
on age, state of health, expectations towards life, and situation of life�� 

The physical comforts, sense of perspective and control, satisfaction with 
achievement, self-expression, personal development and unfolding, acceptance by 
the milieu, and the relationship with them, psycho-somatic situation, social activ-
ity, and entertainment all belong to the reference values that are the basis of esti-
mating the quality of life�� These conditions can assure emotive, social health, and 
satisfaction of life��

2.1.  The conformation of the awareness of life according to countries
We can state about the whole population participating in the survey that 31%of 

the adolescents can be characterized by positive awareness of life, 34% of them are 
moderately contented with their lives, that is they have mixed awareness of life, 
and 29��6% struggle with the negative awareness of life�� We received the following 
dispersion in point of the studied countries�� (cf�� Figure 2��a�� The frequency of aware-
ness of life in Transylvania, Figure 2��b�� The frequency of awareness of life in 
Hungary)
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It can be pointed out that dispersion is equal between the adolescents from 
Transylvania (positive 31��9%, mixed 40��1% and negative 28%) and from Hungary 
(positive 30��1%, mixed 38��7%, negative 31��2%) in case of all the three experience-
categories (positive, negative and mixed awareness of life)�� We noticed only mini-
mal differences among certain categories�� The only difference is that the proportion 
of those with the positive awareness of life is higher (31��9%) in case of Transylva-
nian adolescents and lower with those having the negative awareness of life (28%) 
compared with adolescents from Hungary (30 and 31%), which cannot be consid-
ered a significant difference��

The mean values of the two populations are very close�� There is a difference in 
case of standard deviation�� (cf�� Table 1�� Mean values of awareness of life consider-
ing country of origin)

Table 1. Mean values of awareness of life considering country of origin

Awareness of 
life

Country Total Mean Standard Deviation

Hungary 186 47��92 9��439
Transylvania 182 47��67 7��839

The differences among personal values of the Hungarian adolescents are greater�� 
Because of the lack of significant correlation (p = 0��77) the data are only of 
informative value�� Our hypothesis, according to which we will find a difference 
between the Transylvanian and Hungarian adolescents, was not confirmed�� Our 
hypothesis was based on the fact that a minority life situation results in a specific 
motivation structure, as it was proved by one of our researches in 2005 studying 
adolescents’ motivation structure�� However, this difference is not reflected in the 
awareness of life�� 
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We noticed a significant difference between boys and girls concerning the aware-
ness of life (p = 0��006), the girls are more contented with their lives than the boys��

Consequently we can state that considering the awareness of life only one third 
of the adolescents living in the examined Central-Eastern European region is 
contented with their life, which may have a negative effect on the formation of 
health attitude and the lack of psychic comfort may damage the quality of life�� 
These data show us that adolescents have to be helped in the process of adaptation, 
setting their expectations to reality, raising the level of their self-knowledge�� Since 
the awareness of life – according to the drafting in the theoretical background – is 
on the one hand the result of subjective evaluation, it may be changed into positive 
after the re-evaluation of attitude, which can have a positive effect on the quality 
of life��

2.2.  Differences between values of the actual formation of life considering 
countries
The results of the survey draw attention to the fact that in the examined two 

regions a total of 10��3% of the adolescents feel that they are totally contented with 
the actual formation of their life�� 78��8% usually feel good, 7��9% usually do not feel 
good, 2��2% are unhappy and 0��8% consider life senseless�� The endangered group 
is formed by 10% of discontented adolescents; they are those who may follow the 
path of deviance, so organisation of prevention would be of the utmost impor-
tance��

We did not find significant differences between the Transylvanian and Hungar-
ian samples, considering the satisfaction with life, either�� As it is shown in figure 
3��a�� and 3��b�� the Transylvanian adolescents are more contented with their life than 
the adolescents from Hungary�� The proportion of adolescents who are totally 
satisfied (11%) and of those who usually feel good (81��3%) is higher In case of the 
Hungarian adolescents there are more who say that they usually do not feel good 
(3��2%), those who are unhappy (1��1%) and those who consider life senseless�� 
Independent sample T-test shows that the correlation is not strong enough 
(p=0��077) in order to consider the regional difference significant�� (cf�� Figure 3��a�� 
Satisfaction with the actual formation of life-Transylvania, Figure 3��b�� Satisfaction 
with the actual formation of life- Hungary)

There is a significant difference (p = 0��003) between the sexes in evaluating the 
actual formation of life; girls are more contented than boys�� These data correspond 
with those research results of the literature which found that girls are more con-
tented with their relationships with friends, school life, and themselves than boys 
are�� (cf�� Table 2�� The mean values of satisfaction with the actual formation of life 
considering sex)
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Table 2. The mean values of satisfaction with the present formation of life 
considering sex

Satisfaction with the present 
formation of life

Sex Total Mean Standard Deviation

Male 108 46��11 6��929
Female 108 49��08 7��679

There is a valid correlation between satisfaction with the actual formation of life 
and the awareness of life (r = 0��411, p = 0��000)�� The more positive the awareness 
of life is the more contented is the adolescent with his/her life�� That is why adjust-
ing expectations and evaluation of situations to reality is of great importance�� The 
surveying of adequate situation, the realistic estimation of personal possibilities 
may evoke contentment and positive awareness of life�� (cf�� Table 3�� Correlation 
between awareness of life and satisfaction with life)
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Table 3. Correlation between awareness of life and satisfaction with life

How much is 
he/she contented 
with his/her life

Awareness of life

How much he/she is 
contented with his/her 
life

Pearson correlation 1 ��411(**)
Significance �� ��000
Total 368 368

Awareness of life

Pearson correlation ��411(**) 1
Significance ��000 ��
Total 368 368

** Correlation significant at 0��001 levels��

As a consequence we can state that we did not find a significant difference 
between the groups of Transylvanian and Hungarian adolescents in case of satisfac-
tion with life�� Considering sex, girls are more contented�� The positive awareness of 
life is incidental to high satisfaction with life�� However, we have to pay attention 
to adolescents who are not contented with their life, that is the group of the endan-
gered who need help��

2.3.  Differences of future expectations considering countries
The distribution of evaluating the relation to future shapes similarly to the 

evaluation of current formation of life�� The number of the endangered is close to 
10%�� The experience of the present and past determines future expectations�� 10��6% 
of the surveyed adolescents hopes that future is promising�� 82��3% hope for the 
good, 6��8% think that future is not promising and 0��6% are totally hopeless�� (cf�� 
Figure 4��a�� Future expectations- Transylvania, Figure 4��b�� Future expectations – 
Hungary)
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It becomes obvious after having analysed our data that Transylvanian adolescents 
admit in greater proportion that they have confidence in the future, and they 
consider the future as promising�� None of them admits to being hopeless consider-
ing the future�� Half of the adolescents from Hungary (52%) marked the answer: 
hope for the good�� Lacking a significant correlation (p = 0��324) the data are only 
informative, they mark tendency�� We did not find a significant difference between 
boys and girls as what regards future expectations��

Analysing the correlation between the satisfaction with life and relation to the 
future the level of significance is high (p = 0��0007), so there is a strong correlation 
between the two factors: the more contented the adolescent is with his/her life, the 
more positive future picture he/she projects�� (cf�� Table 4�� Correlation between 
satisfaction with life and future picture)

Table 4. Correlation between satisfaction with life and future picture

Experiences
How much is 

he/she contented 
with his/her life

How he/she 
considers his 

future

How much he/she is 
contented with his life
 

Pearson connection 1 ��462(**)
Significance �� ��000
Total 368 368

How he/she considers his/
her future
 

Pearson connection ��462(**) 1
Significance ��000 ��
Total 368 368

** Correlation significant at 0��01 levels��
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We can state that those adolescents who are contented with the current forma-
tion of their life have confidence in the future�� Satisfaction with life, and sense of 
perspective contribute together to the successful, harmonious adaptation, marking 
the positive quality of life�� The endangered group is represented by those who do 
not have confidence in the future because of their present negative awareness of 
life and of their dissatisfaction with their past�� 

2.4.  Differences of the ability to influence fate (sense of control) 
considering countries
A healthy way of living presumes that the individual feels he/she can influence 

his/her fate with his/her activities and decisions�� The lack of the sense of control 
may turn over the individual’s equilibrium and may lead to adaptation difficul-
ties��

The vast majority of the surveyed adolescents, 81��3% feel that they are capable 
of influencing their fate, and 11% consider that they are masters of their fate�� The 
proportion of the endangered adolescents who feel that they are totally defenceless 
is 0��5%, and who can hardly influence the decisions concerning them is 7��1% The 
scale of the sense of control according to countries (cf�� Figure 5��a�� Ability to influ-
ence fate – Transylvania, Figure 5��b�� Ability to influence fate – Hungary)

We did not find a significant difference considering the studied countries (p = 
0��554) between Transylvanian and Hungarian adolescents, regarding the sense of 
control�� We could only notice that the mean value in Transylvanian adolescents is 
higher, that is, there are more who speak about a stronger sense of control�� 

Most of the adolescents feel that they are total masters of their fate or are capa-
ble of influencing it (Hungary 51��3%, Transylvania 48��7%)�� There are less than 20% 
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of those who feel that they are not capable of influencing their fate, or who do not 
have any influence on the decisions affecting them�� There is only one adolescent 
of the questioned belonging to the category of totally defenceless�� It is important 
to state that most adolescents cannot be characterized by drifting��

We supposed, for the sake of the positive quality of life, that those adolescents 
who are capable of influencing their fate have positive future perspectives�� The 
significant correlation between the two factors (p = 0��001, r = 0��172) can be seen 
in Table 5�� The more sense of control the adolescent possesses, the more positive 
future perspective he/she has, and vice versa�� One of the important conditions of 
spiritual health is to feel that we master our own life, and we can influence our fate�� 
(cf�� Table 5�� Correlation between sense of control and future perspectives)

Table 5. Correlation between sense of control and future perspectives

Experiences How he/she considers 
his/her future

How much he/she can 
influence his/her fate

How he/she considers 
his/her future

Pearson connection 1 ��172(**)
Significance �� ��001
Total 368 368

How much he/she can 
influence his/her fate

Pearson connection ��172(**) 1
Significance ��001 ��
Total 368 368

** Correlation significant at 0��01 levels��
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The analysis of the data attracts our attention to the fact that those who say that 
they hardly have any influence on the decisions affecting them, still hope for the 
good (65��2%)�� These adolescents would definitely need the enforcement of self-
realization and positive attitude considering future�� 

Consequently, we can state that a specific life situation is not reflected in expe-
riencing control�� The sense of control is related to future perspectives�� Adolescents 
having a stronger sense of control see more positive future perspectives, which has 
a self-reinforcing effect that serves the effective adaptation�� The way the adolescent 
experienced his/her past and present may strongly influence his/her future��

2.5.  The differences of values of satisfaction with achievement considering 
countries.
Satisfaction with achievement plays an important role in the formation of self-

image�� Only that adolescent may feel good who feels that he/she can perform 
according to his/her abilities�� 

37��9% of the surveyed adolescents are usually contented, 45% are moderately 
contented and 2��2% are totally contented, discontented 2��5%)�� 

We did not find a significant correlation between the adolescents from Transyl-
vania and Hungary (p = 0��068) considering satisfaction with achievement, either�� 
(The mean value at Transylvanian adolescents is higher��) Distribution is shown by 
the following figures�� (cf�� Figure 6��a�� Satisfaction with achievement-Transylvania, 
Figure 6��b�� Satisfaction with achievement – Hungary)

It is striking that the totally and usually contented are more numerous in case of 
both regions�� There is 15% at the negative side in both countries�� In this case the 
issue is that the adolescents weigh their possibilities and realizations adequately, or 
that they set the scale too low, and say that the reached achievement satisfies them�� 
They rather beautify reality in order to avoid endeavour and sense of failure��
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We consider it important that there is a positive valid correlation between sat-
isfaction with life and sense of competence with achievement-contentment (p = 
0��001)�� The more the adolescent is contented with his/her life the more he/she is 
satisfied with his/her achievement�� The sense of competence is a vital element of 
the quality of life��

Consequently, we can state that there is no significant difference between ado-
lescents considering the country of origin�� Further research may decide whether 
the surveyed adolescents really perform according to their level of capabilities, or 
they lower their pretensions in order to avoid a sense of failure�� 

2.6. Differences in relations to parents, friends, peers considering countries
According to the data in the literature, the awareness of life is much affected by 

the quality of relationship with parents, friends and peers�� The adolescents could 
choose out of three possibilities for the evaluation of the quality of relationships�� 
The 100% distribution of the answers- considering the whole studied population�� 
(cf�� Table 6�� How satisfactory he/she considers his/her relationships)��

Table 6. How satisfactory he considers his/her relationships

How satisfied with 
the relationship Not at all Beneath the 

mean Very

Parents 3��0% 34��1% 62��9%
Friends 0��5% 26��6% 72��8%
Peers 2��7% 65��7% 31��6%

According to the data we can state that the adolescents having been inter-
viewed have the best relationships with friends (72��8%) followed by the relation-
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ship with parents (72��8%) and the relationship with peers (31��6%)�� Only 3% of 
the interviewed adolescents consider the relationship with their parents as 
unsatisfactory�� The dissatisfaction with relationships with peers is also infini-
tesimally low�� These data indicate that the social conditions of a proper quality 
of life are given��

We found a significant correlation between the relationship with parents and 
country of origin considering the differences between countries (p = 0��03) 
(cf�� Figure 7��a�� How satisfactory is the relationship with parents – Transylvania, 
Figure 7��b How satisfactory is the relationship with parents – Hungary)

The adolescents from Hungary are more contented with the relationships with 
their parents than their Transylvanian peers�� In case of total satisfaction the Hun-
garian adolescents are more numerous�� 41��8% of the Transylvanian adolescents 
consider their relationship with parents moderate, and 2��2% are not satisfied with 
this relationship�� In case of the Hungarian adolescents, 26��5% consider their 
realtionship with parents mean and 3��8% are not satisfied with it at all��
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There is a significant correlation between the satisfaction with life and quality 
of relationship with parents, as well (p = 0��000, r = 0��225)�� The higher the value the 
adolescent reached regarding satisfaction with life, the more contented he/she is 
with the relationship with his/her parents�� 

Family and social relationships play an important role in the social dimension 
of the quality of life related to health, since they reflect the acceptance by the milieu�� 
The basis of self-effectiveness is the feedback that certifies the acceptance by the 
milieu��

Adolescence is a period of conflicts with parents, when the primary condition 
of solving the crisis of time of life is emotional independence and the development 
of adequate relationships with peers�� Its condition is given in the pattern analysed 
by us�� Breaking away with parents can happen smoothly only in case of a good 
relationship�� If the parents than accept the adolescent he/she becomes mature 
sooner and finds his/her way easier�� The following table shows that the sense of 
acceptance affects the formation of personal acceptance and experiencing the sense 
of control in a positive way�� (cf�� Table 7�� The ability of influencing fate and the 
correlation of acceptance by father, mother and friends)

Table 7. The capability of influencing fate and the correlation of acceptance  
by father, mother and friends

To what 
extent 

he/she is 
accepted by 
the father

To what 
extent 

he/she is 
accepted by 
the mother

To what 
extent 

he/she is 
accepted by 

friends

How much 
can he/she 
influence 

his/her fate

To what extent 
he/she is accepted 
by the father

Pearson connection 1 ��493(**) ��164(**) ��117(*)
Significance �� ��000 ��002 ��024
Total 368 366 368 368

To what extent 
he/she is accepted 
by the mother

Pearson connection ��493(**) 1 ��176(**) ��169(**)
Significance ��000 �� ��001 ��001
Total 366 366 366 366

To what extent 
he/she is accepted 
by friends

Pearson connection ��164(**) ��176(**) 1 ��162(**)
Significance ��002 ��001 �� ��002
Total 368 366 368 368

How much can 
he/she influence 
his/her fate

Pearson connection ��117(*) ��169(**) ��162(**) 1
Significance ��024 ��001 ��002 ��
Total 368 366 368 368

** Correlation significant at 0��01 levels
* Correlation significant at 0��05 levels��
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According to the data in the table we can state that a valid correlation can be 
shown regarding the correlation between acceptance by parents and positive future 
perspectives�� Adolescents who are accepted by parents have significantly more 
positive future perspectives (acceptance by the father r = 0��177, p = 0��024, accept-
ance by the mother r = 0��169, p = 0��001)�� The same tendency can be observed in 
case of acceptance by friends and future perspectives, that is (r = 0��169, p = 0��002) 
those adolescents who are accepted by friends have more positive future perspec-
tives and vice versa��

As a conclusion we can state that adolescents consider their relationship with 
friends as the most positive�� The majority are contented with their relationship 
with parents as well, which is the condition of healthy development�� There is 
a significant difference considering the country of origin and satisfaction with the 
relationship with parents�� The adolescents from Hungary are more contented with 
their relationship with their parents�� We showed a valid correlation between the 
awareness of life and relationship with parents, the more discontented the adoles-
cent is with his/her life, the more satisfactory his/her relation with parents is�� It can 
be ascertained that there is a valid correlation between the degree of parental 
acceptance and the capability of influencing fate�� Those adolescents who are 
accepted by parents and friends are more hopeful towards the future than those 
who are not accepted by the person important for them�� 

2.7.  The differences of psycho-somatic symptoms and inclination 
to strait-trait anxiety considering countries
The adolescent often notices physical symptoms of different kinds�� The most 

frequent of these are – concerning the whole population (Transylvania and Hun-
gary) – a sense of pressing in throat and stomach caused by anxiety, sweating 
(44��8%), state of irritation (26��9%), headache (22%), fears (18��8%), attention dis-
turbance (16%) and returning stomach -ache (11��4%)�� These symptoms are usually 
connected with stress, which can be explained during adolescence with a problem-
atic relationship with the milieu, difficulties of adaptation�� The occurrence of 
psycho-somatic symptoms go together with the normal development of adoles-
cence, because in this period physical experiences and changes are followed by 
increased attention�� These symptoms are rarely of organic origin and do not influ-
ence every day activities�� They may disappear together with the acquisition of 
handling emotions�� We have to help adolescents to recognize and express their 
feelings, so that these should not turn into physical symptoms�� 

We learned about the whole population that there are no constant psychosomatic 
symptoms in case of 94% of the adolescents; only 6% of them experience this 
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regularly�� It is a warning signal that almost half of the interviewed complain about 
tiredness and anxiety�� 

In case of psychosomatic symptoms we did not find a significant correlation (p 
= 0��690) considering countries�� The informatory data are illustrated by the follow-
ing figures�� (cf�� Figure 8��a�� Inclination to psychosomatic symptoms – Transylvania,, 
Figure 8��b�� Inclination to psychosomatic symptoms – Hungary)�� We can read theWe can read the 
figures that are the proportion of those who struggle with psychosomatic symp-
toms: 5–6% in both regions��

Our data match the research results received by Huebner et al�� (2004), according 
to which there is a negative correlation between satisfaction with life and inclina-
tion to psychosomatic symptoms�� (p = ��000, r = 0��273)�� Satisfaction with life goes 
together with an inclination to psychosomatic symptoms, and vice versa�� The more 
discontented the adolescent is with his/her life, the more inclined he/she is to 
psychosomatic symptoms�� (cf�� Table 8�� Awareness of life and inclination to psy-
chosomatic symptoms)
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Table 8. Awareness of life and inclination to psychosomatic symptoms

Connection indexes
How much he/she 
is contented with 

his/her life

Psycho-somatic 
symptoms

How much he/she is 
contented with his/her life

Pearson connection 1 ��273(**)
Significance �� ��000
Total 368 367

Psycho-somatic symptoms 

Pearson connection ��273(**) 1
Significance ��000 ��
Total 367 367

** Correlation significant at 0��01 levels��

We were also curious about the fact, to what extent an inclination to strait-trait 
anxiety characterizes the examined Central and Eastern European adolescents�� It 
was ascertained that 33% of the surveyed adolescents (Transylvanian and Hungar-
ian altogether) can be characterized by a strong inclination to strait-trait anxiety, 
a further 33% have a mediocre inclination to strait-trait anxiety, and 34% are not 
characterized by it at all��

It was also calculated that a low number of points obtained in the category of 
satisfaction with life (dissatisfaction) correlates positively with the inclination to 
strait trait anxiety�� This is true inversely as well; satisfaction goes with low strait-trait 
anxiety�� (cf�� Table 9�� Correlation between awareness of life and anxiety)

Table 9. Correlation between awareness of life and anxiety

correlation Awareness 
of life

State-trait 
anxiety

Awareness of life

Pearson correlation 1 ��880(**)
Significance �� ��000
Total 368 368

State-trait anxiety 

Pearson correlation ��880(**) 1
Significance ��000 ��
Total 368 368

** Correlation significant at 0��01 levels��

The two regions show the following picture considering state-trait anxiety�� 
(cf�� Figure 9��a�� Level of state-trait anxiety – Transylvania, Figure 9��b�� Level of state-
trait anxiety – Hungary)
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In case of both regions there is hardly any difference among the three categories; 
they are distributed uniformly in the surveyed population, those who cannot be 
characterized by anxiety, those who are anxious beneath the mean and those who 
have strong anxiety�� In order to improve the quality of life adolescents’ anxiety level 
has to be lowered with the help of suitable health-improving programmes�� 

Table 10. Mean values –inclination to state-trait anxiety considering countries

Inclination to 
sate-trait anxiety

Country Total Mean Standard 
deviation

Hungary 186 37��51 6��642
Transylvania 182 37��16 6��241

There is no significant difference (p = 0��613) between the two populations 
analysing the inclination to state-trait anxiety and country of origin, as it is proved 
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by mean and standard deviation values�� (cf�� Table 10�� Mean values –inclination to 
state-trait anxiety considering countries)

Consequently we can state – considering the whole population – that only 6% 
experience psychosomatic symptoms regularly�� The most frequent of these are: 
anxiety (44��8%), tiredness (44��8%), irritation (26��9%), headache (22%), fears 
(18��8%), disturbance in attention (16%) and returning stomach-ache (11��4%)�� In 
case of psychosomatic symptoms we did not find a significant correlation consid-
ering the countries�� Dissatisfaction with life goes together with psychosomatic 
symptoms, according to this, the more dissatisfied the adolescent is with his/her 
life, the more inclined he/she is to psychosomatic symptoms�� It was also ascertained 
that positive awareness of life goes together with low state-trait anxiety�� 

2.8.  Differences between categories of self-realization considering 
countries
On the basis of data processing it can be stated that most of the surveyed ado-

lescents (Transylvanian and Hungarian altogether) (43%) can be characterized by 
mean self-realizing effectiveness, 33% by effective self-realization and 24% is 
characterized by a lack of self-realization�� Puberty is the age of searching, the age 
of trying the barriers�� The difficulty of self-realization supports this tendency of 
development�� We found the following dispersion considering the analysed regions 
(cf�� Figure 10��a Self-realization – Transylvania, Figure 10��b�� Self-realization – Hun-cf�� Figure 10��a Self-realization – Transylvania, Figure 10��b�� Self-realization – Hun-0��a Self-realization – Transylvania, Figure 10��b�� Self-realization – Hun-��a Self-realization – Transylvania, Figure 10��b�� Self-realization – Hun-
gary)��

In case of self-realization we found a significant difference with the help of 
independent sample t-test (p = 0��007) according to the adolescents’ country of 
origin�� As it is shown in Table 10, the mean values of Transylvanian adolescents 
are higher, and standard deviation is lower (cf�� Table 11�� Mean values – self-reali-
zation considering countries)��
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Table 11. Mean values – self-realization considering countries

Self-realization

Country Total Mean Standard
Deviation

Hungary 186 10��42 2��170
Transylvania 182 10��97 1��693

 There is a significant difference (p = 0��007) between the two sexes, regarding 
self-realization�� Boys reached higher mean values concerning self-realization�� The 
personal differences (the standard deviation) are higher with girls�� In case of boys 
the assertion of their own will, the show of self-power is much more important at 
this age (cf�� Table 12�� The mean values of self-realization considering sex)��

Table 12. The mean values of self-realization considering sex

Self-realization

Sex Total Mean Standard 
deviation

Male 108 11��22 1��774
Female 108 10��29 1��977

Consequently, we can state that the majority of the adolescents (43% uncertain 
self-realization, 24% lack of self-realization) are not contented with their own 
self-realization�� In case of self-realization we found a significant difference (p = 
0��000) in the adolescents’ country of origin; Transylvanian adolescents have 
stronger self-realization than their Hungarian mates�� It is possible that living in 
minority has the message that in order to stay on the surface you must struggle�� 
Assertive self-realization can be acquired��
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2. 9.  Synthetic conclusions
Our analyses did not confirm the hypothesis that a specific life situation deter-

mines the awareness of life�� Our previous researches demonstrated the specific 
motivation structures of nationality life, but this is not reflected in the awareness 
of life�� The expectations always act upon possibilities, and the person will be 
content or discontent according to this�� The quality of life is not a passive reflection 
of vital conditions�� The examined country regions have a similar historical-geo-
graphical character�� The socio-cultural differences may not be so decisive as to be 
reflected in the adolescents’ awareness of life�� The characteristics due to nationality 
may appear as distinctiveness of deeper psychological strata and can be pointed 
out by other research methods��

In case of the comparison of the adolescents from Transylvania and Hungary 
we found a significant difference only in self-realization and the relationship with 
parents�� The adolescents from Hungary are more contented with the relationship 
with their parents, considering self-realization; the Transylvanian adolescents have 
stronger self-realization��

In case of both regions the quality of the relationship with parents represents a 
significant source of energy�� The proper social support is the pre-condition of a 
positive quality of life��

The Transylvanian adolescents reached higher mean values in the following cat-
egories: sense of control, satisfaction with achievement, social adaptation, acceptance 
by father and mother, and self-realization�� As regards the awareness of life, satisfac-
tion with life, sense of perspective, relationship with parents and friends, acceptance 
by friends and peers, the adolescents from Hungary reached higher mean values�� 
Considering the psychosomatic state and state-trait anxiety the mean values are also 
higher in Hungarian adolescents�� These differences because of the lack of significant 
correlation- are only informative, they may help in indicating preventive work��

We consider our hypothesis as confirmed, according to which the contemporary 
adolescents are not characterized by positive awareness of life, and this affects 
negatively the past-present-future integration, mostly the attitude towards the 
future, the struggle for inner control, the psycho-somatic functioning, in all the 
adolescents’ quality of life��

The examined adolescents more or less possess the inner and outer (psychic) 
conditions for harmonious adaptation, if they choose values that really constitute 
the basis for a healthy way of life, but we should not forget those 10%–30% endan-
gered adolescents who in case of absence of proper intervention may struggle with 
adaptation problems, or may become deviant�� The development of school mental 
hygiene, the introduction of proper preventive programmes is therefore vital for 
them��
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Text-messaging and its Effect on Youth’s Relationships

Abstract

The cell phone has evolved from a luxury for businesspeople into an important 
facilitator of many users’ social relationships�� For those with poor social connec-
tions, the cell phone offers a unique advantage: it confers instant membership in a 
community�� Wireless technology expands telephone applications by empowering 
people on the move to use it anywhere and anytime�� 

Mobile phones have steadily become technology that fewer people want to do 
without�� This may be especially true for the younger set�� They are texting at school, 
at the cinema or at home�� This paper explores what role the cell phone plays in 
their lives and what its impact on teens’ social relationships is��

Key words: cell phone, text-messaging, SMS, gratifications of cell phone use, 
loneliness, social connectedness

Introduction

In the 20th century new information technology is part of the new social and 
human environment�� The growing availability of mobile telephones, personal 
computers, and the Internet, as well as the expansion in the range of services they 
offer, could lead to changes in the lives of average citizens, especially teenagers, 
who often tend towards conformist attitudes��

In the age of new information and communication people spend more time at 
home compared to earlier generations – isolated from other people and deprived 
of opportunities for civic dialogue�� The potential impact of these new technologies, 
as they enter youth’s daily lives, to change the range of activities they pursue, the 
way they perform old activities, their relationships with peers, and their personal 
welfare, is a principal social problem�� These technologies are being used in a wide 
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variety of ways to make everyday activities more efficient, more convenient, or just 
more fun�� 

Today’s teens have embraced the wireless world�� This is a generation strongly 
attached to its mobile phones, which are changing youth culture and social inter-
action�� The mobile phone serves adults as a communication tool, whereas for young 
people it has become a new means of expression and identity�� For teens the cell 
phone is like clothes that they wear and it has become a complete reflection of who 
they are and what they are all about�� Mobile phone producers are regularly intro-
ducing cell phones designed especially for kids with decorative face plates, phones 
with which you can take pictures, and cell phones that glow in the dark, record 
audio and video, play games, e-mail and text-message your friends, and make it 
possible to listen to your favourite music via mp3��

The mobile phone is now ubiquitous, and mobile-phone technology to access 
the Short-Message Service (SMS), also known as text-messaging or texting, has 
become a common way for young users to communicate�� SMS is an ideal way for 
initiating contact with the other sex because it offers intimacy and distance at the 
same time�� The sender of a text message does not risk to lose face if their expres-
sions of sympathy are not reciprocated by the receiver – not as this is the case in a 
face-to-face encounter (Goban-Klas, 2005, pp�� 248–249)�� According to Kunz Heim 
(2003, pp�� 77–106) the SMS has become “billet doux” of the 21st century�� 

The increasingly widespread use of text-messaging has led to the questioning of 
the social effects of this novel communication medium�� So far there has been small 
number of qualitative studies of teenagers’ use of text-messaging, so little is known 
about the impact of texting on social interaction amongst regular users, nor on the 
long-term consequences of text-massaging on the development and maintenance 
of these relationships�� 

The telephone invented in 1876 at the turn of the 20th century was reducing the 
isolation of farm families and helping extended families keep in touch (Fischer, 
1992)�� Today wireless technology, miniaturization and new pricing plans are 
changing the telephone’s capabilities, how it is used, and the types of people who 
use it�� A major consequence is that the telephone has become a more personal 
device, even a fashion accessory, rather than a household appliance used in com-
mon by a family�� 

Current research on the popularity of the cell phone worldwide includes studies 
on its function and uses, as well as the symbolic aspect of the cell phone in various 
countries�� A study about cell phones use in Japan (Ito et al, 2005), for example, 
reports that teens use these devices to carve out a sphere of privacy in a country 
where family relationships, architectural styles, and living arrangements otherwise 
constrict it�� Young people have very few places in which they can have private 
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conversations with peers and lovers, thus the mobile phone has become a device 
for teens to construct a “place” for private communication that is not monitored 
by adults�� 

One of the central questions animating much social science research on the 
social impact of new technology is the specific impact it has on social relationships�� 
Some authors believe that online communication hinders adolescents’ well-being 
because it displaces valuable time that could be spent with existing friends (e��g��, 
Kraut et al��, 1998; Nie, 2001; Nie at al., 2002)��

Adherents of this displacement hypothesis assume that the Internet motivates 
adolescents to form online contacts with strangers rather than to maintain friend-
ships with their offline peers�� Because online contacts are seen as superficial weak-
tie relationships that lack feelings of affection and commitment, the Internet is 
believed to reduce the quality of adolescents’ existing relationships�� Some studies 
investigate direct linear relationships between Internet use and one or more 
dependent variables, such as social involvement, depression, or loneliness (Matei 
& Ball-Rokeach, 2001)��

Conversely, other authors suggest that online communication may enhance the 
quality of adolescents’ existing friendships�� Adherents of this stimulation hypoth-
esis argue that more recent online communication technologies, such as IM, encour-
age communication with existing friends�� McKenna & Bargh (1998), for example, 
found that regular use of electronic mail and participating in user groups had 
improved the lives of some users, particularly those who experienced difficulties 
with face-to-face communication (e��g�� those who are socially anxious or lonely)�� 
Also Wellman and Guila (1999) argue, that interpersonal ties can be maintained by 
mediated connections via communication technologies such as the telephone��

Taking it into account a similar pattern may be evident among cell phone users, 
but a recent online survey revealed that cell phone owners declaring a generalized 
preference for texting on their cell phones were both lonelier and more anxious 
than those who preferred talking (Reid & Reid, 2005)�� The texting interface presents 
the user with an asynchronous medium similar to email, allowing time for com-
position and reflection, and the opportunity to manage the way users construct 
and present themselves in their messages�� 

Reid & Reid (2005) suspect that it is the combination of these two features – the 
sociability of the chat room coupled with the psychological distance of electronic 
mail – that lends texting a special, but paradoxical, appeal to a significant number 
of users��

In Thurlow’s (2003) recent study of text messages, only about one-third of mes-
sages accomplished functional or practical goals – the remainder fulfilled a com-
bination of friendship maintenance, romantic, and social functions associated with 
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highly intimate and relational concerns�� Text messaging therefore seems to provide 
an opportunity for intimate personal contact, at the same time offering the detach-
ment necessary to manage self presentation and involvement�� There is a clear but 
untested assumption emerging that young people are slaves of a growing text mes-
saging culture��

Material and method

The research was done at the end of 2006 on 153 pupils aged 13-16 from one of 
the high-junior schools in Dąbrowa Górnicza�� The respondents filled in an 
anonymous questionnaire composed of 12 semi-opened items with the possibility 
of completing them with a free commentary�� The questionnaire examined patterns 
of SMS use among teens, mainly motives for using it�� Based on the literature review 
(Leung, 2001; Leung, Wei, 2000), a list of 22 gratification items was created�� Next 
questions concerned how frequently they communicate via SMS, people they sent 
messages to, mobile phone ownership and other background information on 
mobile use such as text/talk preferences, mobile phone etiquette, phonebook 
contacts, language usage in text messaging, experiences with texting problems, and 
the use of texting in relationship development and maintenance�� 

The examination of the level of social skills was realized by “The Sense of 
Alienation Scale” (Kmiecik-Baran, 1993), based on the Seeman’s theory of aliena-
tion (Seeman, 1959; Seeman, 1975), which encompassed the following aspects of 
the sense of alienation:

1��  the normlessness/social structure (N) – a sense of lack of identification with 
existing social norms/a sense of identification with existing social norms;

2��  the meaninglessness/a feeling of meaning (M) – lack of belief in the existence 
of clear and coherent values/the conviction that there exist clear and coherent 
values; 

3��  the powerlessness/resourcefulness (P) – a conviction that what happens to 
us is not dependent upon our behavior/ a conviction that it is dependent 
upon our behavior;

4��  the self-estrangement/autonomy (S–E) – a sense of separation from one’s own 
convictions and ideals/a sense of integration with one’s own convictions and 
ideals; 

5��  the loneliness/integration (L) – a sense of separation from significant oth-
ers/a sense of relation with others,

6�� the global level of alienation feeling (LAF) – an aggregate score, obtained 
by summing up of individual components��
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In this scale, the respondents reported on the quality of their interpersonal 
relationships by agreement with positively and negatively worded statements on a 
four-point scale from ‘1’= strongly agree to ‘4’ = strongly disagree�� ANOVA statis-
tical model, independence test Chi-square (X2) and coefficient of contingency (C) 
were used in the data analysis��

Results

Of the sample, 76 (49��7%) were males and 77 (50��3%) were females�� Out of all 
the respondents, 92��8 % had their own cell phones�� They had owned cell phones 
for periods ranging from one month to four years�� Most of the respondents recalled 
that they had received their first mobile phones to use in case of emergency�� 
Although they now use their mobile phones for many other more personal types 
of communication�� Many kept a mobile phone close at all times, even sleeping with 
it�� Mobile phones were more than a means of communication for young people 
– they functioned as an alarm clock and an address book as well�� Teenagers sent 
and received a high amount of text messages�� Among the owners of cell phones 
39��9% were heavy SMS users, and admitted to sending above 200 text messages 
monthly, while only 2��6% were non-users�� 

Sense of alienation 
A major focus of the survey was to explore what the effect of text-messaging on 

the user’s relationship maintenance was�� Related to this issue, the first hypothesis 
is posed as follows:

H1: There is a difference in the mean of global level of alienation 
feeling and in the means of all its aspects between those who send over 
200 text messages per month and those who send 200 and less text mes-
sages per month.

The first step in the analysis of the obtained material was a comparison of the 
means within each of the categories of alienation feeling with the use of the vari-
ance analysis (ANOVA) to look for differences between these two groups of users�� 
As shown in Table 1 the heavy users had a significantly higher level of normless-
ness�� This result suggests that those respondents who preferred texting as a means 
of communication tend to ignore existing social norms�� The variance analysis also 
revealed significant differences between the level of meaninglessness and texting 
frequency, which indicates that heavy SMS users are unconvinced of existing 
values which are worth living or acting for�� 
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Table 1 Differences between users on account of texting frequency
< 200 text messages 201 text messages < 

F Sig.
M SD M SD

N 5��014 1��752 5��873 2��070 9��50 ��002**
M 5��014 1��752 5��648 2��008 6��658 ��010*
P 5��648 1��965 5��296 1��831 1��159 ��283
S–E 5��732 2��000 5��634 2��037 ��005 ��943
L 5��296 1��908 5��394 2��265 ��067 ��796
LAF 5��380 1��915 5��746 1��969 1��88 ��172

*p<0.05; **p<0.01

From what the respondents replied, it turns out that teens send text messages to 
their friends and they also respond in text, and the only people who call them are 
their parents�� Texters also reported feeling more comfortable saying some things 
through text, so they often used mobile phones to transmit messages that otherwise 
may cause embarrassment if they are delivered face-to-face�� Thus texting seems to 
afford them an opportunity for uncontrolled social contact�� The results have shown 
that excessive usage of text-communication can cause a generation of crisis of norms 
and values��

However, there were no significant differences between the other components 
and frequency of using SMS as well as with the global level of alienation��

Gratifications of SMS use
The next issue of the research was to establish the specific motivational driving 

forces underlying texting usage, as well as the general commitment to mobile 
technology as a constitutive component of personal life�� Based on the results of the 
component factor analysis of text messages motive statements, three highly reliable 
gratification indices were created��

Social utility consisted of four items that reflected the motives of using text-
messages to relieve boredom (41��8%), to gossip or chat (58��8%), to express affection 
(45��8%) and keep in touch with friends (45��8%)�� Young people in this study used 
SMS to exchange moment-by-moment experiences in their daily lives with special 
partners, and thus to have a more continuous sense of connection with friends and 
lovers�� For teens, a friend is still mostly defined by spending time and doing things 
together, but friends also provide emotional support – opportunities to discuss 
problems�� Text messages also could be seen as a way of killing time – a teenager 
can expend hours sending and receiving messages during a boring evening or 
during a trip��
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Fashion and status consisted of three items�� It marked the use of the cell phone 
to look fashionable (48��4%), cool (54��9%) and stylish (33��3%)�� For teenagers owner-
ship of a “correct” type of mobile telephone is a subject of relevance�� Nevertheless, 
having an appropriate device is not enough, because it should be personalized to 
express the personal style and way of life and create an individual phone by combin-
ing downloadable ring tones, logos, pictures, and games, as well as different external 
elements��

Mobility and immediate access included three items: being always available 
regardless of location (38��6%), providing immediate access to others anywhere 
anytime (46��4%) and discretion (50��3%) which allowed teens to avoid parents’ 
control�� Youth communication is regulated by peers or adults depending on the 
place and the time of day, and access to mobile media takes a central role in man-
aging and inflecting that control�� Short messages let them communicate during 
homework, dinner, television shows without the embarrassment of revealing 
a possible romantic liaison, or at hours of a day when other family members are 
likely to be asleep�� Moreover, text messages can be returned discreetly during class, 
on public transportation, or in restaurants, all contexts where voice communication 
would be inappropriate�� 

Based on the above review, the second hypothesis explores the relationship 
between major gratifications of cellular phone and a sense of alienation��

H2: The global level of sense of alienation and the levels of its com-
ponents depend on motives for using text messages.

While there was some worry that excessive mobile usage would increase social 
isolation, the results showed that it is quite otherwise�� As Table 2 shows social 
utility, such as expressing affection and keeping in touch, were very significantly 
correlated with all the components of alienation�� Teens used SMS as a means of 
social interaction revealed a lower level of a sense of alienation in all its aspects 
whereas users who sent text-messages for gossiping or reliving boredom had higher 
levels of two components of alienation – the normlessness and the meaninglessness 
as well as the global level of alienation feeling��

Otherwise teens who were less socially connected treated the cell phone as 
a fashion accessory to look fashionable, cool or stylish and extract social compen-
sation from the cell phone – they can strap a cell phone around their neck to 
become a member of a community instantly, whether they actually use the phone 
or not�� Moreover, teens who do not use SMS may feel excluded by peers�� 

By focusing on the positive aspects of SMS use the most popular reason for 
doing it was convenience�� Mobility and immediate access allow teens to be con-
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stantly available and thus keep in touch with friends�� This gratification significantly 
correlated with those components which were associated with social skills��

Surprisingly, the teens who sought for discretion in using text-messages had a 
higher alienation level in all its aspects and these dependences were statistically 
significant�� Apparently, a need for discretion arises from a lack of intimate contact 
in direct communication, so a text message might ameliorate the experience of 
loneliness��

The content of messages 
Thanks to SMS, youth have created their own, private language to communicate 

through short text messages of 160 characters�� This limit of each text message encour-
aged abbreviation and the development of a code between those who text regularly��

The content of the messages ranged from in-depth chat about significant issues 
(43��4%) and school events (32��7%), to lightweight notification of their current 
activities and thoughts (49%), gossip (27��5%) or simply chat (58��2%)�� For couples 
messaging it became a means for expressing feelings giving a sense of private 
contact with a loved one��

Many of the messages exchanged between this close peer group or between couples 
included messages that informants described as “insignificant” or “not urgent��” Some 
examples of messages in this category are communications such as “I’m tired,” “I guess 
I’ll take a bath now”, “Hello, I’ve just arrived�� Are you coming?”��

Text-messages often bore more resemblance to a code than to a standard lan-
guage�� A text filled with code language expressions was not necessarily accessible 
to an outsider�� 

Significant numbers of youth have used instant messages for serious kinds of 
communication such as telling their friends unpleasant things or starting and 
ending relationships��

Conclusions

These results support all the hypotheses�� The heavy SMS users were different 
from other group of users in two components of alienation feeling�� The results also 
point out the relation between the gratifications of mobile messaging and a sense 
of alienation�� There have been revealed some significant dependences�� Firstly, the 
research has shown that using text-messages to maintain contact affects individual 
social skills�� Otherwise, the respondents who sent text messages because of the 
trend and desire to be fashionable tended towards a higher level of the alienation 
feeling��
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But there is no doubt that a text message was seen as a cheap, effective, and 
convenient way of communicating, as a way of maintaining socially�� Mobile phones 
create new kinds of bounded places that merge the infrastructures of geography 
and technology, as well as techno-social practices that merge technical standards 
and social norms��

Teens text constantly because doing so allows them to connect to friends in 
a way no other communication technology does at present: they can have a private 
one-to-one real-time conversation with a friend and, at the same time, ‘hang out’ 
with many friends and feel part of a group�� Thus, text-messaging satisfies two major 
needs in adolescent identity formation—maintaining individual friendships and 
belonging to peer groups�� Therefore, SMS fulfils social important functions that 
make it popular – first, connects young people to peers and extends their oppor-
tunities to communicate and second, helps teens define their social identities�� 
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Investigating Students’, Teachers’ and  
Parents’ Conceptions about Environment,  

Health and Health Education

Abstract

In 2004, the Finnish school system got a new curriculum and it has been used 
in comprehensive schools since 1st August 2006�� The national framework curricu-
lum forms the basis for drawing up local and school curricula�� A new school 
subject is health education starting as an independent subject from the 7th form 
(age 12–13)�� At the primary level, it is incorporated into other subjects�� Health 
education needs therefore to be part of pre- and in-service teacher education 
programmes�� The paper reports on the results of a project where the conceptions 
of teachers, pupils and parents on environment, health and health education have 
been investigated�� The study is a qualitative case study in which a total of 42 teach-
ers, 102 pupils and 53 parents participated voluntarily in the research�� The result-
ant data was collected using questionnaires and theme interviews in autumn 2002 
and in spring 2004�� The data was analysed by using inductive content analysis 
methods�� 

Key words. Health education, health, environment, primary level education, 
Finland. 

Introduction

In many countries in Europe, including Finland, the past 10 years have witnessed 
major changes in both the primary and secondary curriculum�� In 1994, the Finn-
ish school system got a new curriculum and now again a new curriculum has been 
in use in comprehensive schools since 1 August 2006�� This latest curriculum 

Eila Jeronen, Marjatta Kaikkonen,  
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framework for years 1–9 defines the aims and key contents of different subjects 
and thematic entities, and provides guidelines concerning student evaluation�� The 
objective is a uniform basic education, i��e�� a continuum through years 1–9�� For the 
first time, student welfare as well as cooperation between home and school has 
been included in the curriculum�� A new school subject is health education, which 
will be taught as an independent subject starting in the seventh form�� Before this 
time, health education was incorporated into other subjects such as environmen-
tal and natural sciences, biology, chemistry, physics, and physical education�� The 
national framework curriculum forms the basis for drawing up local curricula, 
which is usually done by municipalities�� (National Board of Education, 2004��) 
Based on the local situation teachers design a curriculum for their schools and 
pupils taking into account pupils’ needs and teaching, studying and learning pos-
sibilities in the area�� 

These changes in comprehensive and secondary education have major implica-
tions for pre- and in-service teacher education�� Until now, Finnish universities and 
their departments of teacher education have devised and carried out their cur-
ricula autonomously�� Teacher education at the University of Oulu has been based 
on the paradigm of teacher professional development (Niemi, 1990)�� According 
Niemi, the teacher professional development is a holistic growth and development 
process�� There can be found three core areas: cognitive, personal and social growth 
(Pickle, 1985) where core concepts are metacognition (Letiche, 1988), reflection 
and experiential learning (Dewey, 1933; Ojanen, 1990)�� In this study, the term 
‘metacognition’ has been understood as consciousness of cognitive acts and think-
ing, learning and knowing processes�� The term ‘reflection’ includes, for instance, 
observations on how teachers become conscious of their conceptions and how and 
why they change their action�� During the experiential learning cycle, teachers 
bridge the gap between theory and practice, developing their own teaching theory 
and metacognitive thinking skills�� 

The paper reports on the project that is investigating the conceptions of students, 
teachers and parents on environment, health, and health education�� We are par-
ticularly interested in the kinds of themes and topics that should be included in 
health education curricula at the primary level��

Background

Recently there has been lively discussion on people’s welfare, health and health 
habits in Finland�� Children’s and youth’s health has improved during the last 
decades and many infectious diseases have decreased�� However, some pupils think 
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that their own health is poor�� Finnish researchers argue health has no value for 
youth and no influence on young people’s behaviour (Korhonen et al., 1998, 
pp�� 9–11)�� When promoting health, it is important to increase possibilities to take 
responsibility for personal health (WHO, 1996)�� Achieving physical, mental and 
social welfare requires that a person and society should be able to become aware 
of their own hopes and needs, to change environment or to cope with it (Vertio, 
1992)�� Finnish school laws emphasise the welfare and health promotion as a basic 
function of school�� Researchers have shown that school-based health education is 
capable of producing positive effects on beliefs, attitudes, and behaviour (Downie 
et al��, 2000, p�� 111; Vertio, 1992, 126)��

The most commonly quoted definition of health is that presented in the Con-
stitution of the World Health Organization (WHO): “Health is the state of complete 
physical, mental and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or 
infirmity”�� The definition involves a distinction between health negatively defined 
and health as a positive state�� The traditional approach to health education has a 
negative focus�� It is aimed at prevention rather than addressing positive health�� 
(Downie et al��, 2000, p�� 34��) Both positive and negative health is to be seen as 
having interconnected physical, mental and social elements�� 

There are several reasons why school is a key arena for health promotion�� First, 
it is better to encourage young people to adopt healthful lifestyles than to try to 
change unhealthy behaviour patterns in adults�� Secondly, the risk factors for disease 
in adulthood often originate early in life�� Thirdly, schools provide a unique oppor-
tunity to augment other influences on health-related behaviour with properly 
planned programmes of health education�� Modern approaches to curriculum 
development in health education have emphasised the principle of the spiral cur-
riculum, issues being dealt with in appropriate ways at appropriate ages�� (Downie 
et al��, 2000, pp�� 110–111��)

Views about what constitutes health education and how topics related to health 
should be taught have changed considerably during the three decades, as have teach-
ing-studying and learning conceptions�� Researchers, teacher educators and teachers 
have re-conceptualized teaching and learning processes and developed a basis of 
teacher education from an objectivist toward a constructivist theory�� They have 
moved teaching processes from fact teaching to concept and action learning�� They 
have strived to move the role from persons, who furnish all the answers and control 
the content, to facilitators who provide a structure that launches student exploration 
and help and guide students during learning processes�� They have also tried to move 
the role of students from information receivers to knowledge constructors�� (Davis et 
al��, 1993��) This kind of work is becoming more and more important also in Finland 
because constructivism forms the basis for the new curricula��
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There is evidence from earlier studies that their environment affects the ways 
how people think and behave (Allas, 2001)�� It has also been stated that both teach-
ers’ knowledge and understanding (Cook, Eiler & Kaminaka, 1977) and attitudes 
and beliefs about health and health education (O’Connell, Shannon & Sims, 1981) 
are important factors that determine how they feel about teaching a particular 
topic�� The study by O’Connell et al. indicated the importance of teacher education 
programmes in influencing teachers’ attitudes to teaching health-related topics�� 
However, there is little evidence in the literature about teachers’, pupils’ and parents’ 
conceptions of environment, health and health education especially in primary 
level education��

The study

This research is focused on the development of curricula in primary schools and 
in teacher education�� It is qualitative and belongs to the didactic, instrumental, and 
collective case study methodology�� The research approach is phenomenography 
(cf�� Marton, 1981; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p�� 437��) The study aims to describe and 
interpret the conceptions of environment, health and the health education of 
students, teachers and parents�� The study started in autumn 2002�� Altogether 102 
students, 42 teachers, and 53 parents participated voluntarily in the research (Table 
1��)�� The teachers were those who participated in the In-Service course of Health 
Education and they taught in different comprehensive schools in Northern Finland�� 
The students studied at the primary level in the training school of the University 
of Oulu and the parents were the parents of these pupils�� 

Table 1. The research participants 

Participants Teachers (n)
Students (n) Parents (n)

Forms Total

Year 1-2 3-4 5-6
2002 13 22 13 34 69 43
2004 29  10 11 12 33 10
Tootal (n) 42 28 24 46 102 53

The study had two aims: 
1��  to investigate students’, teachers’, and parents’ conceptions on environment, 

health and health education��
2��  to develop curriculum in health education for primary education and teacher 

education at a local level��
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The research focuses on the following questions:
1��  What kinds of conceptions do students, teachers and parents have about the 

environment?
a�� What kinds of conceptions do they have of a good environment?
b�� What kinds of conceptions do they have of a bad environment?
c�� What kinds of conceptions do they have of an ideal environment?

2��  What kinds of conceptions do students, teachers and parents have about 
health? 
a�� What kinds of conceptions do they have about health at a general level?
b�� What kinds of conceptions do the members of the groups have about the 

state of their own health?
3��  What kind of content should be included in health education at the primary 

level?

Method

The research material was gathered using questionnaires and theme interviews 
in autumn 2002 and in spring 2004�� The interviewer asked all the respondents the 
same questions based on the questionnaires�� All the responses were at first recorded 
precisely and after that they were recoded�� The data was analysed by using induc-
tive content analysis methods (Berg, 1988)�� Although preliminary research ques-
tions were posed beforehand, the research was also held open for new insights and 
questions arising from the empirical world�� The data was allowed to `speak for 
itself´, trying not to impose a priori theoretical concepts and compel the facts to 
fit into the categories set beforehand (Eisenhart & Howe, 1992)�� 

Findings

The findings about environment and health are described first and after that the 
findings of curricula in health education are presented��

Good environment
Conceptions of the students. Cleanliness and pleasantness was identified by all 

1–2 formers (aged 7–8) to be the most important features for a good environment�� 
Some students said that space, their own backyard and playthings, light and warmth 
were important�� Their reasons were such as “it is nice to be”, “it is funny”, “[I] can 
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play”, and “[I] do not hurt myself ”�� In addition, one student mentioned nature, 
flowers and another one plants to be important�� 

Cleanliness and pleasantness were also stressed by the most of 3–4 formers (aged 
9–10)�� They emphasised fresh air, unpolluted environment, and nature, especially 
forests and trees�� Some students mentioned safety and peacefulness to be especially 
important�� One student explained that baskets are necessary, another said that 
polluting industrial plants are hazardous�� In addition, a student said that rural 
milieu is valuable�� 

Half of the 5–6 formers (aged 11–12) stated that services, especially schools and 
shops are important�� Four students stressed cleanliness, safety and pleasantness as 
features of a good environment�� Three students mentioned trees�� A couple of stu-
dents wrote about drinking and criminality�� They expressed their opinion that pubs 
and dark places do not belong to a good environment and they were afraid of drunks 
and criminals�� One student suggested that a big backyard where they can do differ-
ent kinds of things is important; another said friends were essential��

Conceptions of the teachers. About half of the teachers valued clean, many-sided, 
green and “original” nature�� 14 teachers mentioned safety to be important�� Pleas-
antness, lightness, and hygiene were thought to be typical features of a good 
environment�� They also stressed facilities, especially possibilities for recreation and 
hobbies but also other services such as schools, health centres, chemist’s, youth 
centres, old-age homes, markets, restaurants, swimming pools, ice rinks, sawdust 
tracks, and skiing countries�� Four teachers discussed traffic arrangements�� They 
stated that a good environment would be safe if traffic routes were well planned 
and services good and if there were no pollutions such as noise, dust and heavy 
traffic�� Some teachers also wrote about health, peacefulness, and aesthetic features�� 
One teacher mentioned ventilation of houses and another that the life of society 
should be based on the conception of sustainability�� Six teachers remarked that 
needs of different groups should be taken into account in a good environment�� 
Some teachers also stressed that the balance between psychic, physical and social 
environments is important�� Three teachers thought that a society is good if people 
are reliable and familiar with each other�� One thought that a rural environment is 
good; another valued the neighbourhood of the city centre�� Responsibility (2), fair-
ness (1) and privacy (1) were also features mentioned by the teachers�� 

Conceptions of the parents. Half of the parents suggested that nature, facilities 
and the traffic safety were central features of a good environment�� The facilities 
listed by them were generally the same as those mentioned by the teachers�� Some 
of them considered cleanliness, fresh air and an unpolluted environment to be 
important�� Two of the parents combined peacefulness with a good environment�� 
One stated it is important that there are many kinds of social groups in a living 
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area�� Another thought that social relations develop best in a small society�� In addi-
tion one stressed individual responsibility and another said that a district police-
man guarantees their safety�� 

Bad environment
Conceptions of the students. All the 1–2 formers mentioned litter, disorder and 

dirtiness as features of a bad environment�� Some students stressed that darkness 
and a lack of plants and space are typical of a bad environment�� One student argued 
that pollution is hazardous�� Another answered that an environment is bad if you 
do not have anything to do or if there are fences in the area�� In addition, one student 
thought that environment is bad if someone teases you��

The 3–4 formers were of the opinion that a lack of living nature and a lack of 
care of forests were typical of a bad environment�� They knew that cars and factories 
cause problems because pollution produces smells and harmful environmental 
poisons�� Most of the 3-4 formers associated litter, dirt and pollution with a bad 
environment�� One student said that an environment was bad if there were no 
facilities in the area�� 

Most of the 5–6 formers connected dirtiness, filthiness, disgust and the mess 
caused by poverty and misery with a bad environment�� Four students also men-
tioned a lack of facilities�� Three students said that slums were the most dangerous 
places to live in�� One student commented on the strangeness of a place, another 
that homelessness was a sign of a bad environment�� 

Conceptions of the teachers. All the teachers wrote that the vicinity of industry 
as well as a lack of infrastructure and workplaces caused a bad environment�� Cities, 
downtown and outlying districts were also mentioned to be bad areas�� Thirteen 
teachers connected physical, psychic and social insecurity with a bad environment�� 
Twelve teachers stated that a noisy, restless, busy, stressing and quarrelsome envi-
ronment was dangerous both in physical and psychic welfare�� These teachers also 
said that a lack of freedom, carelessness and strangers prevent cosiness�� In addition, 
nine teachers wrote that a polluted, dirty and uncared-for environment would be 
bad�� Some teachers took into account poor traffic arrangements and some also 
mentioned a lack of space (6) and a lack of nature (4) and facilities (4) as charac-
teristics typical of a bad environment�� In addition, two teachers discussed asocial-
ity and criminality��

Conceptions of the parents. All the parents connected insecurity, violence, 
vandalism, restlessness, noise problems and alcoholism with a bad environment�� 
Four parents were of the opinion that an environment cramped for space as well 
as a spoiled environment with no action possibilities was bad�� Two parents thought 
that a bad environment is polluted, dirty and uncomfortable�� One parent disliked 
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“concrete houses where problem teenagers and adolescents live”, another restau-
rants and bars�� 

Ideal environment
Conceptions of the students. Four 1–2 form students said that their ideal environ-

ment would be a big house in a garden or in a forest�� Some students wanted to have 
a sunny, warm, clean and cosy home�� Two students stated that an ideal environment 
would be one where they can play and have different kinds of jobs to do�� Two stu-
dents wished there were a shop, a school and walking routes but no big roads�� 
A small girl said that there should be no criminals and nothing to be scared of��

Most of the 3–4 formers said that a natural and unpolluted area would be their 
ideal environment�� They wanted to get rid of factories, long lines of cars and rub-
bish�� Four students mentioned forests and a couple of students a river, a lake or 
birds belonging in their ideal environment�� Ten students mentioned facilities and 
seven their hobbies for example, they listed youth centres, ice skating stadium, 
cinemas, sawdust tracks, and skiing areas�� One student considered friends and 
another playgrounds for pets to be important�� 

The 5–6 formers stated that it was very important that there were shops, librar-
ies, youth centres, swimming pools and other places for physical exercises�� Four 
students said that their ideal environment would be an area in good condition�� Its 
waste management should be arranged and the area should be clean�� One student 
said that their home environment was ideal with its nature and houses�� However, 
they had a wish that: “There should be more fish in the lake��”

Conceptions of the teachers. Nine teachers mentioned services and five teachers 
considered nature with forests and lakes or a sea to be important parts of their ideal 
environment�� Some teachers stressed peacefulness, security and cosiness�� Parks, 
play fields, nature paths and walking routes were also mentioned�� Three teachers 
dreamed of rural areas with one-family houses�� Two teachers described their ideal 
environment to be “a Finnish dream – a one-family house on a lake shore in 
downtown”�� 

One teacher had a hope that inhabitants would value their living area and take 
care of it�� Another stressed that in her ideal environment inhabitants should see 
that benefits of nature and human society would be more important than benefits 
of selfish individuals�� A teacher discussed social solutions and stated that they 
ought to be based on research and on the concept of sustainable development�� 
Some teachers wrote that old architectural buildings have to be saved and modern 
buildings should be planned beside them�� Five teachers stressed safe traffic arrange-
ments�� A teacher said that people of different ages should be taken into account in 
all decisions�� 
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Conceptions of the parents. Many parents thought that an ideal environment 
should be safe, peaceful, clean and cosy�� Nature and space belonged in it�� Some 
parents mentioned facilities such as schools, health centres and shops as part of 
their ideal environments but not restaurants or pubs and that these should be 
placed in downtown areas�� The parents said that safe and good traffic systems were 
important�� In addition, the parents said that common responsibility for children 
should be a natural part of their ideal environment��

Conceptions of health 
Conceptions of the students. About one third of the students thought that health 

was the opposite state of illness�� The 1–2 formers identified that a healthy person 
does not have any diseases or bad feelings�� Over half of the students thought that 
a healthy person was brisk, active and moving�� Nearly one-third of the students 
emphasised the sense of good feelings�� One boy said that happiness and gladness 
are important in health�� 

About half of the 3–4 formers associated diseases, medicine, child health centre, 
hospital, ambulance, and doctor with it�� Most students of the 5–6 forms thought 
that healthy ways of living, good general condition, good welfare, and good life 
belong to health�� Some students associated health with a safe and peaceful life, 
peace of mind, taking care of him/herself, empowering, and reasonable action�� 
Three students considered the concept from the social point of view emphasizing 
cooperation, participation, and taking others into consideration�� Only seven 5–6 
formers considered health as a lack of illness or health care and public health 
service�� (cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & Lindh, 2003��)

Conceptions of the teachers. Most teachers stressed the versatile multiplicity of 
health�� In addition to physical, mental and social health one teacher mentioned 
spiritual aspects�� The others found a healthy lifestyle to be essential�� Only one 
teacher considered health as the opposite of illness�� (cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & 
Lindh, 2003��)

Conceptions of the parents. The physical and mental dimensions of health were 
emphasised by over half of the parents�� Seven parents thought that good physical 
condition was the basis of life�� Two parents thought that social relationships were 
significant�� They wrote that humane, tolerant and understanding attitudes and 
behaviour towards others, the working and acting capacities were important in 
everyday life�� They also stressed the control of self and time�� They said that a bal-
anced life, harmonious rhythm of life, and healthy lifestyle promotes personal 
welfare and health�� In addition, two parents associated safety with health�� (Cf�� 
Jeronen, Kaikkonen & Lindh, 2003��)
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Conceptions about one’s own health
Conceptions of the students. The majority of the students felt that their health 

was good�� This was especially the case of younger pupils who considered themselves 
healthy and they had good feelings and a happy mind�� Only four pupils from the 
1–2 form said that sickness or their own behaviour set a limit to their health�� 
Likewise, most 3–4 formers felt healthy�� One felt her state of health was normal 
and another felt poorly because of cold�� The 5–6 formers explained their good 
health by a lack of illness and good, active feelings and having the strength to live�� 
Five students felt that they were in poor condition because of continuous head-
aches, tiredness, hard schoolwork or insufficient sleep�� (Cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & 
Lindh, 2003��)

Conceptions of the teachers. Most teachers regarded their health as good�� Teach-
ers felt healthy and they emphasized a sense of welfare and vitality�� Some com-
plained about small physical troubles resulting from ageing, rushing, stress, and 
tiredness�� A few teachers mentioned that noise and rushing reduced their job 
satisfaction�� One of them thought that she moved and took outdoor exercise too 
rarely�� Another felt tired because of a lack of sleep�� The importance of physical 
exercise was emphasized�� (Cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & Lindh, 2003��)

Conceptions of the parents. About one third of the parents felt fine because of 
sufficient exercise, a healthy diet, sufficient rest and good social contacts�� Some 
parents felt their health was relatively good, moderate or normal�� Some suffered 
from tiredness, pain and stress�� Others complained of a lack of physical exercise 
and bad eating habits�� Two parents felt their health was poor�� One explained this 
feeling by bad illness in the family, another by high blood pressure�� One mother 
underlined the importance of a balanced life, regularity, and home, work, and 
friends�� (Cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & Lindh, 2003��)

Contents of health education
Conceptions of the students. Many students appreciated topics related to healthy 

ways of living, nutrition, physical exercise, illnesses and diseases�� More than a half 
of the 1–2 formers and 5–6 formers hoped that health science would contain top-
ics associated with nutrition, food culture and eating habits�� Also some 3–4 form-
ers thought these themes were important�� The older students and some 1st formers 
were aware of the significance of exercise�� Many students hoped that health care, 
nursing and first aid would be taught�� Many 3–4 formers emphasised teaching 
about the reasons for and the effects of illness�� They suggested that the prevention 
of diseases and accidents should be taught�� Some stated that teachers should guide 
students towards a healthy lifestyle�� A young student mentioned the importance 
of empowerment�� Furthermore, several students thought that the importance of 
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rest and sleep, dressing, washing and personal hygiene should be taught�� Four 
students from the 3-6 forms mentioned searching for help in dealing with problems 
and difficult situations�� (cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & Lindh, 2003��)

Many students discussed the question from the social point of view�� Five 1–2 
formers thought that things such as considering others and preventing bullying 
should be discussed�� Two 5–6 formers thought that treating the causes, conse-
quences and prevention of violence should be covered during lessons�� Nine students 
appreciated teaching the physiology, growth and development of human being�� 
Some older students mentioned alcohol, tobacco and drug education�� Environ-
mental aspects were also discussed�� A few 1–2 formers paid attention to the cir-
cumstances of the classroom�� Three 5–6 formers emphasised the influence of clean 
nature on people’s and animals’ welfare�� (Cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & Lindh, 2003��)

Almost all the students emphasised the significance of the preconditions of 
a healthy life and the teaching of healthy ways of living�� They commented mainly 
on healthy and balanced foods, the grounds of nutrition, taking care of physical 
condition as a result of sufficient physical exercise and rest and things connected 
with clothing, hygiene and cleanliness as being necessary�� Four students also 
appreciated the significance of tobacco, alcohol and drug education and responsi-
ble sex education�� Furthermore, the importance of interests should be emphasised�� 
Three respondents emphasised handling mental welfare and balance�� How to sup-
port healthy self-esteem, how to understand the importance of human dignity, how 
to take other people into consideration, how to face differences and how to prevent 
bullying in school are themes that should be discussed during lessons�� One par-
ticipant suggested aspects of physiology and another first aid to be taught�� A student 
mentioned the responsibility for nature�� The students would also like to have 
consumer education (e��g�� the effects of different products on nature and informa-
tion about additives)�� (Cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & Lindh, 2003��)

Conceptions of the teachers. The teachers stressed that students should learn facts 
related to physical, mental, and social welfare�� Furthermore, students should be 
taught the significance of rest, sleep, personal hygiene and physical exercise in 
health�� Accidents and first aid should be also discussed during lessons�� Many teach-
ers mentioned the importance of the conditions of healthy life, healthy ways of 
living and healthy habits�� Six respondents valued topics associated with food and 
nutrition�� Three teachers suggested that students should know about the responsi-
bility for their own health�� A teacher also mentioned ergonomic circumstances�� 

All the teachers noted that attitudes to health-related factors and self-esteem 
were central in health education�� People with a high level of self-esteem were aware, 
as individuals, of their capabilities to be socially competent�� Human relationships, 
working in peace, harmony and consideration of others should be discussed�� 
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Students need good communication and social skills to develop and maintain 
healthy personal relationships�� Some teachers recognised the importance of alco-
hol, drug and tobacco education especially in the fifth and sixth forms�� Common 
illnesses should also be dealt with in health education, particularly prevention and 
cure�� Some teachers emphasised the significance of environmental factors to health�� 
Students should, for example, recognise conditions that make their living safe�� 
Some teachers mentioned biology and the development of people�� One teacher 
suggested teaching about the relationships between noise and hearing�� Another 
wanted sex education, mainly with information about puberty�� (cf�� Jeronen, Kaik-
konen & Lindh, 2003��)

Conceptions of the parents. The majority of the parents appreciated teaching 
about the right eating habits, personal hygiene, cleanliness and the importance of 
physical exercise�� The significance of rest and sleep should be dealt with�� The 
parents thought that alcohol, drugs and tobacco education and the effects of risky 
behaviour should be included in lessons�� The parents of older students mentioned 
the importance of sex education including the effects of puberty�� Some parents 
wanted matters related to human relations and mental health to be taught�� 

Accepting differences, self-knowledge, self-approval, respecting the life of self 
and others, bullying, attitude and tolerance education was also mentioned by the 
parents�� Students should learn the importance of family, friends and hobbies�� Some 
parents emphasised that students should get information about social and health 
services and first aid so that they could act in problematic situations�� They should 
learn how to set personal goals and to make decisions connected with a healthy 
life�� A few parents mentioned the importance of the environment�� They commented 
that it is necessary to learn to estimate environmental things in relation to the 
quality of life and health�� (Cf�� Jeronen, Kaikkonen & Lindh, 2003��)

Discussion 

An important outcome of the study has been the information gained about the 
understanding that students, teachers and parents have about environment and 
health and about what contents should be found in health education�� These issues 
are important in the context of planning and reconstructing school environments 
and curricula of health education�� One of the main results of this research is that 
people’s conceptions of environment (cf�� Allas, 2001, p�� 106) and health partly 
change in the course of growing up (cf�� Jakonen et al��, 2001, p�� 117)�� Adults exam-
ined the concepts of environment and health more holistically and paid attention 
to physical, mental and social dimensions��
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Both the children and adults expressed the opinion that an unpolluted environ-
ment and clean and pleasant nature were important for them, supporting the 
findings of Jeronen and Kaikkonen (2002)�� They younger students discussed more 
features that could be interpreted to have connections with safety and many-sided 
action�� The older students and adults especially valued different kinds of services��  
The parents were more worried about insecurity, violence, vandalism, restlessness, 
noise problems and alcoholism than other groups�� 

One third of the younger pupils understood health in the same way as it had 
been determined by WHO (1946)�� Another third emphasised the sense of good 
feeling�� The older pupils mentioned that healthy ways of living, rest and sleep, good 
general condition, wellness, and good life belong to health�� Jakonen et al�� (2001, 
p�� 115) also identified that some pupils determined health via a lack of an illness, 
a handicap or a symptom, some via good general condition and wellness�� Adults 
paid attention to physical, mental and social dimensions of health�� 

The central basis for learning and developing is how students feel about the state 
of their health (Holopainen, 1991, pp�� 35–40; Taipale, 1997, p�� 12; Kemppainen, 
2001)�� The majority of the students found their health good in this research�� The 
results support the findings of Okulov et al. (1998, pp�� 80–81)�� About one third of 
the parents felt fine�� Most teachers regarded their health as good�� 

Health education was conceived by the students in very broad terms that 
included knowledge and understanding, for example, about physical exercise and 
its effect on the body�� Many pupils appreciated topics related to healthy ways of 
living, nutrition, physical exercise, illnesses and diseases�� The results support the 
research of Jakonen et al�� (2001)�� The majority of the parents appreciated teaching 
about the right eating habits and the importance of physical exercise�� They also 
presented the wish that alcohol, drug and tobacco education and the teaching of 
personal hygiene and cleanliness would be covered in school�� This kind of educa-
tion may be important because the results of Okulov et al�� (1998, p�� 89) show that, 
for instance, information about healthy food and smoking has positive effects on 
students at the primary level�� Almost all the students and teachers emphasised the 
significance of preconditions to a healthy life and the teaching of healthy ways of 
living�� They thought that teaching about health education should include coverage 
of a wide range of health-related topics, including healthy and many-sided food, 
the grounds of nutrition, taking care of physical condition as a result of sufficient 
physical exercise and rest and things connected with clothing, hygiene and clean-
liness are necessary�� The result supports the results of Turner et al. (1999)�� The 
teachers also stressed that pupils should learn facts related to physical, mental, and 
social welfare (cf�� Downie et al��, 2000, pp�� 23–25)�� 
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Conclusion
It is important to realise that the physical, mental and social dimensions of 

environment and health are interlinked with each other�� Based on the survey we 
can say that students, teachers and parents do appreciate their environment and 
health education�� We argue that education aimed at health promotion is one of 
children’s basic rights�� Health education should support students’ holistic growth 
and development and health-promoting behaviour�� Therefore students should have 
possibilities to participate not only in carrying out processes of health education 
but also in planning and evaluation of studying and learning processes�� By this way 
it is also easier to link health education with the development phase of students�� 

Primary and lower secondary teachers have favourable views on the prospect of 
health education; their views are grounded in pedagogical, social and professional 
reasons�� The views of teachers are shaped also by their knowledge and experience 
and by the training they have received�� Based on our long-term experiences as 
teacher educators the conceptions of teachers are characterized by contradictions 
that highlight the complexity of the relationships between teachers´ expectations, 
decisions and practice�� To get a more holistic understanding of the aims and 
content of the modern health education, teachers need multi-scientific in-service 
education especially that concerning medical and didactic areas�� 

To be efficient, health education requires also parents to participate and work 
together with the members of school society for the development of school envi-
ronment and a curriculum�� Consequently, students’ ability to make healthy selec-
tions and care of their own health in everyday life will improve step by step��

This paper has reported on the findings of conceptions of students, teachers and 
parents on environment, health and health education at a general level�� The number 
of respondents is small and it would be interesting to see if a larger number of 
answers would give different views on questions�� A way forward is also to focus on 
views about health education as part of different subjects e��g�� biology and chemis-
try�� The issue of students’ and parents’ ideas about health education is interesting 
and merits further exploration�� In the context of this study, the main importance 
of exploring students’ ideas is in helping teachers to develop greater understanding 
of these ideas�� There is some evidence from earlier studies that this greater aware-
ness can help teachers in the development of teaching strategies that recognize and 
build upon student ideas (Turner et al�� 1999)�� 

As results from this study, important topics to be included in curricula seem to 
be those which are related to physical, mental, and social welfare�� In addition, the 
significance of rest, sleep, personal hygiene and physical exercise should be studied�� 
Based on this study, we argue that the development of senses and emotions is 
crucial in Health Education if students have such aims as recognizing abilities and 
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reflecting on knowledge and attitudes of their own�� We also argue that the develop-
ment of health awareness should be based on conscious experiences, ideas, beliefs, 
and knowledge�� Knowledge, in this connection, does not mean only facts and 
concepts but also understanding of phenomena and their relations while besides 
theoretical knowledge students also construct new knowledge through action��
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“Bad News Travels Faster”:  
The Role of Word of Mouth in Innovation Propagation 

in Rural Areas

Abstract

The introduction of innovation and its implementation both at the company 
and territorial levels are linked to many variables among which Word of Mouth 
(WOM) can play a critical role�� In particular for small communities WOM can act 
as a privileged source of information determining, in many circumstances, the 
innovation diffusion or rejection and heavily influencing the related training and 
extension programmes and learning processes�� This paper attempts to outline some 
guidelines for those operators concerned with innovation diffusion particularly in 
rural areas�� After a synthetic review about some theoretical indications about 
WOM as relevant foundations for the understanding of this phenomenon, the 
paper develops an operational approach mainly based on some contributions 
deriving from the complex systems theory in the definition of the architecture and 
dynamics of social networks with particular regard for small communities�� On the 
basis of a survey conducted in a rural area in Central Italy, the paper illustrates the 
modalities through which WOM flows are concretely articulated and proposes 
some suggestions for its diagnosis and practical management�� 

Keywords: word of mouth, innovation, rural areas, imitation, learning and 
knowledge flows

1. Introduction

Innovative processes are usually described as structured into feedback chains 
and loops in which a huge number of different kinds of pressures, variables and 
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factors influence the amount of potential adopters making innovation processes 
difficult to predict, delineate or manage�� They may take place in contexts character-
ized by uncertainty and competition with specific features and traits according to 
the sector, field of knowledge, size of the organizations involved, strategies and 
prior experiences, type of innovation, historical period and geographical location�� 
In addition, innovation – whether cognitive, organisational or economic - inevi-
tably involves processes of learning through either experimentation (trial and 
error) or improved understanding (theory) influencing structures and the inner 
dynamics of the social networks involved�� Through these networks innovation 
develops and propagates with large effects on the extent of an innovation diffusion 
among network agents and on the fate of innovation itself�� In every passage of 
system phase, knowledge can be therefore potentially generated and translated into 
innovation activating variable reactions related to five macro-behavioural patterns: 
a) resistance (the original knowledge context is seen by the agent in contrast with 
the new one); b) change (the new knowledge context completely replaces - substi-
tution - the old one); c) incorporation (the renewed context is adapted in the previ-
ous one); d) trans-mutation (alteration of the previous knowledge context through 
the adoption of the renewed one with the creation of a further new original knowl-
edge context) and e) inertia (a indefinite time prolonging of an agent’s reiterated 
inaction)�� Theories of innovation diffusion often try to explain why certain innova-
tions diffuse extensively, subsequently becoming standards, while others are only 
partially adopted or completely rejected with extremely variable performances in 
those operational strategies directed to overcome resistance and inject innovation 
through Persuasion (modifying perceptions and opinions), Negotiation (modifying 
priorities, generating incentives and/or removing disincentives) and Attenuation 
(making opposition acceptable or not relevant)�� A better understanding of those 
mechanisms able to qualify the relations and information flows among agents and 
the architecture of social networks may provide critical contributions to innovation 
production and propagation within these systems: what role may cooperation 
and/or competition among network agents or the gratification/frustration balances 
play in innovation propagation within a social system? Which mechanisms may 
facilitate learning and positive imitation processes or adversely stimulate resistance 
and opposition able to push innovation rejection? These questions are particularly 
relevant for those immediately concerned with development both at the company 
and territorial levels: often the introduction of innovation in these contexts has to 
cope with many operational and practical issues and questions to which many 
theoretical models seem unable to provide concrete answers to be adopted in the 
real world�� These models often appear essential contributions for the understand-
ing, analysis and description of certain phenomena “on paper” but face remarkable 
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limits when development operators try to implement concretely these models and 
approaches�� The considerations presented in this paper resulted from the authors’ 
experiences within the research activities of the project “Development Dynamics 
and Increases in Competitiveness of Rural Areas” (DICRA) resulting from an 
agreement between the Institute of Chemical Methods (I��M��C��) of the National 
Research Council of Italy (C��N��R��) and the Municipality of Vitorchiano (a 4000-
inhabitant village in the province of Viterbo, about 100 km north of Rome in 
Central Italy)�� One of the main goals of this project is related to the identification 
of methods and approaches for the creation of constantly updated relation net-
works, based on expertise, know how, experiences and capabilities, among territo-
rial agents (individuals, families, communities, firms, public agencies and 
institutions, research centres, associations, other public and private subjects, etc��) 
operating within a given rural area�� The possibilities to funnel different types and 
clusters of innovation and the related information and knowledge flows are strictly 
linked to the identification of appropriate learning processes: the implementation 
of training schemes for farmers and other rural entrepreneurs thus constitute an 
essential step within this strategy which, however, immediately faced several 
problems and difficulties in terms of scarce attendance and involvement even in 
presence of practical, simple and no cost initiatives�� These conditions offered an 

opportunity to investigate in vivo causes and dynamics of these forms of resistance 
and mistrust igniting a number of questions criticizing the initial approach to the 
training design and experimenting alternative models with particular attention to 
participatory methods�� A rather prudent approach mainly based on slow and 
gradual changes with the involvement of large groups of human capital, improving 
the existing resources and the conventional know how thus appeared more suit-
able even if many operational problems arose when defining how to ignite this kind 
of approach: the identification of some pivotal individuals more sensitive to inno-

actions

opposition

PIVOT

Figure 1.   A “pivotal” approach to innovation introduction
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vation represented the first possible step�� These individuals have been directly 
engaged in the seminars planning, design and implementation in order to act as 
“Trojan Horses” among less confident farmers�� This approach design and imple-
mentation (Figure 1) posed, however, several questions about those mechanisms 
able to fundamentally make the related actions work or fail�� 

Among these variables the effect of the Word of Mouth (WOM) process attracted 
particular attention being a critical factor in lubricating the whole mechanism and 
determining the gradation of the information flows among agents able to cause 
innovation rejection, in case of strong pressure of Negative Word of Mouth 
(NWOM), or its success, in case of Positive Word of Mouth (PWOM)�� The under-
standing of the characteristics and dynamics of this effect can provide useful 
contributions in the explanation of several operative issues of innovation imple-
mentation and propagation in particular in case of rural areas where the limited 
dimension of the social networks involved make the impact of WOM particularly 
sensitive�� 

The aim of this study is not linked to the provision of an exhaustive survey of 
literature on this subject, but rather to the identification of some key-elements for 
the understanding of WOM and its critical role for information and knowledge 
circulation as contributions to the definition of some guidelines, developed on the 
basis of the authors’ experience, for those operators concerned with innovation 
diffusion, training and extension programs and learning processes in rural areas�� 
The present study is mainly directed to analyze the relations between WOM and 
innovation propagation within social networks characterized by small communi-
ties�� The paper is thus organized to provide a) some theoretical indications about 
WOM as relevant foundations for the understanding of this phenomenon; b) a 
brief description of some innovation diffusion models; c) some contributions from 
the complex systems theory in the definition of the architecture and dynamics of 
social networks with particular regard for small communities�� In addition, this 
study summarizes the results of a survey conducted in the rural area interested by 
the DICRA project from the discussion of which some conclusions and operative 
contributions and suggestions have been delineated and outlined��

2.  Word of mouth (WOM)

Word of mouth (WOM) is one of the simplest forms of interpersonal transmis-
sion and it can be defined as oral, person-to-person non-commercial communica-
tion regarding objects, subjects, ideas and opinions, brands, products, services, etc�� 
between a receiver and a communicator (Arndt 1967; Rosen, 2000)�� The WOM 
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process requires some physical interactions involving at least two agents: the sender 
of the message and the receiver�� The citation “non commercial” means that the 
sender transmits information, recommendations and suggestions activating 
a “natural” dialogue�� 

WOM phenomena have been deeply analyzed in economic literature, in par-
ticular, in marketing research, for example, to demonstrate the role of personal 
conversations in influencing consumers’ perceptions, expectations, choices and 
purchase decisions (Whyte, 1954; Arndt, 1967; Herr et al., 1991; Bone, 1995; Brown 
et al., 2005; Wojnicki, 2005; Chevalier and Mayzlin, 2006) and their relevant 
influential force in the market deeply determining the fate of the introduction of 
new products/services (Silverman, 1997; Henricks, 1998; Leskovec, Adamic and 
Huberman, 2006)�� Marketing research has also separated two classes of forces 
affecting consumers: internal forces (pressures put on individuals by peer consum-
ers) and external forces (influences upon all consumers equally)�� Empirical analy-
ses evidenced that the WOM effect (one of the key internal forces) may be 10 times 
more profound than marketing efforts (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955; Engel et al. 1969; 
Goldenberg, Libai, and Muller, 2001) confirming to be more influential than TV, 
print or radio advertising�� WOM usually detains some specific features: a) to show 
high reach; b) to be a cheap form of information transmission; c) to be more 
trustworthy than other sources of information�� Marketing literature also separated 
Positive Word of Mouth (PWOM) from Negative Word of Mouth (NWOM) 
demonstrating that the latter may be more informative and more influential than 
the former and thus may produce stronger consequences (Herr, Kardes and Kim, 
1991; Hauser, Urban and Weinberg, 1993)�� NWOM is more contagious and spreads 
quickly independently of exposure to the good/service (Herr, Kardes and Kim, 
1991, Marquis and Filiatrault, 2002) because NWOM requires just a conversation 
while PWOM implies forms of direct experience with the object: satisfaction/dis-
satisfaction are at the base of the distinction of WOM into PWOM and NWOM�� 
To be effective, WOM should accomplish three conditions (Gladwell, 2002): 
1) simplicity of the message – it contributes to making the message more memo-
rable facilitating its diffusion and increasing the contagious effect; 2) quality of the 
senders – some individuals, showing larger and better social networks, are more 
influential in shaping others’ opinions, and 3) context – individuals are particularly 
sensitive to the environment in which they are embedded�� When WOM satisfies 
these principles, it may have a strong influence on individual and group behaviour, 
awareness, expectations, visions, opinions, perceptions and attitudes�� WOM, when 
positive (PWOM), can accelerate innovative and change processes and increase 
their impacts, but when negative (NWOM), it may determine blocking effects, 
damage and alter the processes involved, increase costs, introduce delays, etc�� The 
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identification of the causes and motivations in the determination of PWOM and 
NWOM is thus the core of the entire issue linked to the motivations of the sender 
in how/what to transmit and the motivations/reactions of the receiver in listening�� 
The process may be initiated by either the sender or the receiver: in the first case 
(Richins, 1987) many factors may motivate the sender’s transmission (personality 
traits, attitude to communication, involvement in the object transmitted, situational 
factors, etc��)�� In the second case the receiver solicits advice, for example, in presence 
of scarce information or perception of a risk�� In both cases, homophily (or similar-
ity between the sender and receiver), the sender’s expertise and prestige, and type 
of risk that the receiver perceives play a relevant role in WOM quality and in the 
degree of the receiver’s risk perception�� A brief review of these motivations is 
presented in Table 1��

Table 1. Motivations of WOM

Agent Motivation Description

Sender Involvement
(PWOM/NWOM)

The agent has strong concern about the object (product/
service, etc��) able to create high internal pressures; he/she 
recommends the object to others and tries to reduce the ten-
sion experienced by the relation with the object�� 

Sender Personal engagement 
(PWOM/NWOM)

The object of WOM acts as a tool through which the sender 
may find gratifications for certain emotional needs��

Sender Commitment towards 
others
(PWOM/NWOM)

WOM induces the need to give information to the receiver��

Sender Involvement in the 
message
(PWOM/NWOM)

Discussion stimulated by public relations, announcement or 
commercials��

Sender Personal improvement
(PWOM/NWOM)

WOM allows the sender to gain attention, increase personal 
status, give the impression to have a large social network, 
expertise, etc��

Sender Altruism
(PWOM/NWOM)

Genuine desire to help others in taking the right decisions��

Sender Dissonance reduction
(NWOM)

The sender creates WOM and pretexts to justify the conse-
quences of certain personal choices��

Sender Give help/loyalty
(PWOM)

Desire to give help to the product/service provider

Sender Anxiety reduction
(NWOM)

Resentment to moderate anxiety and frustration

Sender Revenge
(NWOM)

Desire to punish the product/service provider associated 
with negative experiences�� 
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Agent Motivation Description

Receiver Need for suggestions WOM is activated to obtain suggestions to take right deci-
sions and solve problems

Receiver Need for information WOM compensates an information deficit
Receiver Complexity reduction WOM contributes to making a complex decision simpler
Receiver Information overload WOM helps to simplify scenarios characterized by too many 

options and too much information
Receiver Risk perception WOM is activated to reduce social and/or financial risks 

linked to uncertainty
Receiver Lack of expertise WOM contributes to reducing the receiver’s actual/per-

ceived lack of expertise

The relation between the sender and receiver highlights the emergence of two 
forms of influence:

a) emotional influence: voluntary decisions to convert others based on passion 
reasons and motivations; 

b) rational influence: voluntary decisions to recommend or resist a good/serv-
ice based on practical motivations and scopes�� 

Also the case of unsolicited WOM communication has to be taken into account, 
that is, communications about a product or service that occur although the receiver 
is not actively seeking information�� 

3. How innovation propagates 

The present section is devoted to a brief description of some critical mechanisms 
related to the introduction of changes within a group/organization or a network 
occurring in particular from the deliberate introduction of a new way of thinking, 
operating and acting with variations in form, quality and status in organizations, 
processes, practices, etc���� This review is likely to be relevant for the present analy-
sis because the injection of innovation and change usually implies a more o less 
profound alteration in individual behaviours, visions and opinions�� Any transfor-
mation process can be encompassed within two extremes moving from a) low 
scope and profile, slow evolutionary and incremental changes which do not 
modify the general framework to b) high scope and profile, radical, strategic and 
disruptive ones�� Innovative processes, being often composed of clusters of innova-
tions, frequently retain a mix of changes between these extremes and, consequently, 
may show a complex spectrum of different forms, degrees and varieties of innova-
tion acceptance or oppositions and reactions from potential adopters which, 
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however, introduce additional costs and delays difficult to predict and quantify in 
advance (Lawrence, 1954; Rumelt, 1995; Maurer, 1996; Waddell and Sohal, 1998; 
Harrisson, Laplante and St-Cyr, 2001; De Jager, 2001; Pavitt, 2003; Castellacci et 
al., 2005; Lapointe and Rivard, 2005; Oreg S��, 2003, 2006)�� 

Behaviours, opinions, visions and reactions of the agents involved in an innova-
tive process highly depend on some intrinsic factors pertaining to the fundamen-
tals and articulations of the process itself such as 

•  correct/incorrect choices in the innovation typology;
•  intrinsic innovation efficiencies/inefficiencies and effectiveness/ineffective-

ness;
•  time-lag when passing from the innovation development period to its concrete 

deployment 
•  organization efficiencies/inefficiencies and capability/incapability in receiving 

innovation;
•  correct/incorrect types and methods of innovation implementation;
•  communication efficiencies/inefficiencies and effectiveness/ineffectiveness��
Many studies (Dewar and Dutton, 1986; Klein and Sorra, 1996; Repenning, 

2002; Chatterjee and Hu, 2004; Dewett T��, Whittier and Williams, 2007; Merchant, 
2007;) evidence, however, that many experiences of innovation failure are not 
always caused by a lack of innovation effectiveness per sé: in particular during the 
phase of innovation implementation, inadequacies in personal commitment, 
engagement and involvement can produce variable performances due to variable 
intention and resolution to achieve a determined goal through the innovation adop-
tion�� This variability frequently results from the specific characteristics of the 
environment for innovation implementation and adoption composed of shared 
visions, the gratification degree deriving from the innovation use, shared experi-
ences, information, discussions with other potential users, etc��, which also deter-
mines the modalities through which disengagement and a lack of commitment are 
diffused among agents��

This condition highlights the role of those mechanisms which allow innovation 
circulation and the related acceptance/rejection behaviours linked to the phenom-
ena of information and cultural transmission within social networks�� Cultural 
transmission and imitation in innovative processes may involve not only pay-off 
information connected with crude rational evaluations of an innovation’s economic 
and technical characteristics and qualities�� Imitation implies that an idea or 
a practice can be copied also on the basis of: 

•  how many individuals have opted for that innovation (conformism) – the ten-
dency in individuals to acquire the most common shared mental representation 
as an element of social learning (Henrich and Boyd, 1998) (quantity bias)��
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•  who has adopted innovation (prestige) – imitation from particularly compe-
tent, successful and prestige subjects (Henrich and Gil-White, 2001) without 
thinking if these behaviours can influence or not the positive outcome of the 
imitative models or the imitator’s praxes�� In general, the critical relevance of 
the opinion leadership is at the basis of the prestige-biased cultural transmis-
sion (quality bias)��

Analyses of conformism and prestige-biased cultural transmission emphasise 
the role of the characteristics of innovators and first adopters within diffusion 
processes (Henrich and Boyd 1998; Henrich 2001; Henrich and Gil-White, 2001; 
Wejnert, 2002)�� These studies evidence that in general all individuals, without any 
regard to economic and social position, have the potentials to be innovators but 
innovation diffusion highly relies on some well-defined characteristics of the first 
adopters; they usually denote a) wider social networks; b) a more elevated social 
status and c) financial resources�� If wider social networks or prominent social 
status may have limited influence on the individual possibility to innovate, they 
become critical factors for innovation diffusion and for the activation of PWOM/
NWOM�� Innovation diffusion dynamics are usually described through the S shaped 
cumulative curve (Rogers, 1995; Henrich, 2001) which draws the most common 
trend in innovation adoption (ideas, opinions, practices, methods, technologies, 
etc��) (Figure 2)��

 The S-shaped curve describes a conventional innovation adoption process and 
the degree through which innovation is distributed throughout the population in 
the time course�� This distribution identifies different social groups on the basis of 
the adoption behaviour:

• �innovators – rather isolated individuals showing the ability to understand and 
apply complex technological/non technological knowledge, to cope with high 
risk and uncertainty about the innovation (very low risk aversion) and to 
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stimulate the flow of innovation into an organization�� They are inclined to 
adopt innovation on the basis of limited evidence;

•  early adopters – better integrated individuals showing the ability to understand 
and apply technological/non technological knowledge, to cope with mid risk 
and uncertainty about the innovation (low risk aversion) and to trigger the 
critical mass when they adopt an innovation;

•  first majority – they adopt innovation just before the average member of the 
group and interconnect the next large group to innovation�� The innovation 
decision period for this group is relatively long but they adopt innovation with 
deliberate willingness�� Mid risk aversion;

•  late majority – they adopt innovation just after the majority by economic 
necessity or through peer pressure�� This group is sceptical and cautious and 
they do not adopt a new idea unless most neighbouring people have done so�� 
This group demands that most of the uncertainty and risk of innovation is 
removed before they are ready to adapt (high risk aversion);

•  stragglers – they take decisions about innovation in terms of what has been 
done previously interacting primarily with others that have traditional values�� 
Stragglers tend to be suspicious of innovation and of change agents�� Their 
inertia and resistance to innovation can appear somehow irrational but it may 
be entirely rational from their point of view, as they must be sure that a new 
idea will not fail before they can adopt it (very high risk aversion)��

The S curve evidences the relevant role of the achievement of a certain “critical 
mass” of adopters (which varies according to contingent conditions), after the 
overcoming of certain bundles of opposition, resistance and inertia, for the inno-
vation propagation�� 

The modalities and the mechanisms through which this critical mass is achieved 
are the key-issue in innovation diffusion: on the one hand, individuals use the 
frequency of innovation adoption as an indicator of its value and, on the other, 
some other elements encourage/discourage innovation adoption�� 

Conformism or prestige may thus facilitate the diffusion of innovation but also 
opposition may be spread through the social networks thanks to the same mecha-
nisms�� 

4. Where WOM operates: the social networks’ architecture

Many critical contributions to the understanding of the modalities and effects 
of information diffusion within social networks may derive from the theoretical 
research on complex systems in particular with regards to the system adaptation 
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phenomena�� The interactions among individuals, through strong or weak ties, 
generate collective and large-scale behaviours being symptoms of these networks’ 
reaction to various forms of internal/external stimulation (Lawrence, 1954; Wad-
dell and Sohal, 1998; Piderit, 2000)�� These physiological phenomena of network 
adaptation during the processes of knowledge flowing and relation re-modulation 
(i��e�� resistances) are extremely difficult to capture and analyze for the occurence of 
a large number of invisible forces difficult to quantify and measure�� The adoption 
of analytical approaches from the complex system theory can provide useful 
contributions about effects, information circulation phenomena and modifications 
within a social network structure: they also contribute to the explanation of the 
dynamics and properties of a large number of web-like structures, some of which 
may be adapted for the descriptions of many concepts adopted in the present 
analysis (Albert and Barabasi, 2002; Hartmann-Sonntag et al., 2004)�� A social 
network can be represented by a graph composed by a finite set of N agents, rep-
resenting the network’s vertices, connected by different forms of interrelations 
(network’s edges)�� Crucial interpretative keys can arise evaluating local vertex 
properties, for example, the number k of edges attached to a vertex (degree of a 
vertex) or the description of a variety of degrees in the network summarized in the 
degree distribution (K)�� This property is extremely important for the description 
and development of dominant hubs within the network with a large number of 
paths passing through these hubs�� These dynamics are essentially expressed by 
“power laws” synthetically expressing the “Pareto law”: these systems in fact are 
not formed by purely random interrelations but they show some “preferential 
attachment” degrees according to which new edges tend to attach preferentially to 
vertices with large degree k�� Simulations confirmed that power laws come from 
networks where there are hubs or vertices with more edges attached than the 
majority of vertices: to a large extent, the processes leading to the formation of 
stably connected networks require some type of “preferential attachment” (Jeong 
et al., 2003; Vazquez, 2003)�� In particular, many studies have been done to analyze 
innovation propagation within social networks (Gore and Lavaraj, 1987; Chat-
terjee and Eliashberg, 1990; Wassrman and Faust��, 1994; Valente, 1996; Abraham-
son and Rosenkopf, 1997; Chwe, 2000; Young 2002, 2007; Cowan and Jonard, 2004; 
Goyal and Vega-Redondo, 2005; Calvó-Armengol and Zenou, 2005; Pintado and 
Watts, 2006) often referring to the description of such phenomena occurring in 
peculiar networks called Small Worlds�� The concept of Small Worlds (SW) (Watts, 
1999; Amaral et al��, 2000; Barrat and Weigt, 2000; Comellas, Ozon, Peters, 2000; 
Newman, 2000; Balakrishnan, Shaikh and Rangaswami, 2002; Baum, Shipilov and 
Rowley, 2003; Wang and Chen, 2003; Goldenberg et al., 2004; Delre, Jager and 
Janssen, 2007) is particularly pertinent to the present analysis and may provide 
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critical contributions to the description of the dynamics occurring within small 
communities in rural areas�� SW are characterized by the shortest path connecting 
agents, large clustering coefficients, the remarkable presence of hubs and power 
laws or the tendency to appear as relatively homogeneous networks�� Another 
relevant analytic contributions can derive from the percolation theory (Stauffer and 
Aharony, 1994; Bunde and Havlin, 1999; Callway et al��, 2000; Chen et al��, 2007), 
which describes the mechanisms of the emergence of connected clusters�� The focal 
issue in the percolation theory is the development of transitions or dramatic 
changes in the qualitative behaviour of the network, triggered by infinitesimal 
modifications in the network parameters�� Percolation models highlight the inter-
action mechanisms among agents across a network essentially based on influenc-
ing forces which may modify the state of a neighbour agent which can drive to sets 
of affection of macroscopic sizes�� The percolation theory can thus provide important 
indications about the mechanisms allowing or impeding “global” diffusions and the 
fractions from which diffusion may (or may not) take place evidencing some 
“critical values” for propagation�� In particular, some studies (Solomon et al., 2000; 
Moore and Newman, 2000; Proykova and Stauffer, 2002; Erez, Moldovan and 
Solomon, 2004) proposed the concept of “Social Percolation” which considers 
society as a network through which a social phenomenon (information, values, 
opinions, beliefs, products, services, visions, behaviours) may, or may not, percolate�� 
The complex networks theory defines innovation as any process able to alter a 
network’s composition determining a network transition from a stable and station-
ary status to another (Ahuja, 2000; Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani,2001 (a); Strogatz, 
2001; Albert and Barabási, 2002; Wang, 2002; Newman, 2003; Boccaletti et al., 
2006)�� Innovation is thus linked to network instability and de-stabilizing processes 
acting as stabilization damage: each network may show varying sensibility to dif-
ferent types of innovations also according to types and quality of the agents and the 
links involved and to the modalities and mechanisms through which innovation 
(and the related information and knowledge basis) is spread and shared within the 
network in the time course�� The network sensibility to innovation can be seriously 
limited by some network pathologies which can determine innovation abandon and 
non-use (Cannarella and Piccioni, 2006)�� In particular Crystallization may reduce 
the network flexibility limiting the network capabilities in coping with changes; 
crystallization is characterized by the introduction of rigidities capable of degrading 
the network performances�� These rigidities result from the presence of incentives 
rewarding agents for conforming to prevailing behaviours, caused by one agent in 
the network, who can improve his/her performance imposing his/her supremacy 
and other agents can improve their performances by conforming to this agent’s 
beliefs or operational praxes�� When crystallization propagates over the whole sys-
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tem, for example, thanks to WOM, it works as “social pressure” in particular when 
it becomes an incentive to conform�� This can lead to local advantages (benefits 
concentrated only on network agents/vertices) but lower system performances and 
network innovation rejection when this rejection, initially characterizing one agent’s 
behaviour, can easily cast upon the network being adopted by all network agents�� 

5. WOM and innovation diffusion

Marketing analyses have widely highlighted the importance of WOM in deter-
mining consumers’ pre-purchase and post-purchase choices and opinions with 
relevant consequences for the fate of product/service in the market on the basis of 
information flows among agents�� The same mechanisms can be adapted for the 
circulation of the information base related to any kind of innovation (modifications 
in a product/service, new organizational or management configurations, new ideas 
and practices injected through learning processes, etc����) (Bala and Goyal, 1998; 
Banerjee and Fudenberg, 2004)�� Certain phenomena of positive/negative opinion 
diffusions (at the base of innovation propagation) are linked to PWOM/NWOM 
and cultural transmission capable of making economic incentives, designed to 
facilitate innovation adoption, ineffective for the presence of strong extra-economic 
and emotional factors�� To describe such phenomena, we assume that a social 
network coping with a change process induced by innovation may be characterized 
by the presence of some “innovators” or “pioneers” (conventionally identified as 
individuals who accepted innovation and reported communication with more than 
five friends trying to change the status quo), “opponents” (individuals who rejected 
innovation and reported communication with more than five friends defending 
the existing values and visions) and a number of hesitant not informed individuals 
placed in the middle�� Both pioneers and resistant leaders denote multiple social 
networks, high persuasiveness, influential power, expertise and familiarity with 
the issues involved, sensibility to external forces�� They act as “hubs” within the 
network and show some central position in the social system but while pioneers 
tend to spread PWOM, resistant leaders will spread NWOM to inhibit innovation 
diffusion�� To understand how WOM operates within a social network and influence 
the information and knowledge base for the innovation propagation, we identify 
some parameters related to the intrinsic WOM structure the WOM process is 
actually composed of feedback chains in which each agent may receive and even-
tually send WOM flows�� We assume also that in a given network the state of each 
individual and its probability for innovation adoption in an initial period t may be 
indicated by a value: in normal conditions individuals, being also exposed to 
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internal/external pressures, can be identified by a 0 value (uniformed individual 
spreading no WOM), 1 for individuals gratified by innovation potentially spread-
ing PWOM and –1 for those dissatisfied by innovation and potentially spreading 
NWOM�� At the initial stage innovation pioneers can be identified by 1 because 
they are more inclined to spread PWOM; conversely resistant leaders can be 
identified by –1 for their inclination to spread NWOM�� The WOM process may be 
thus described by: a) input flow from one or more neighbouring agents; b) elabo-
ration and modification by the receiver on the basis of his/her own opinions, 
visions and experiences and c) output flow to other neighbouring agents�� Note that 
this interaction may be symmetric in case of mutual influence between the same 
agents along an undirected edge�� 

a)  Input flow
The network may be characterized by an eventual percent of pioneers (PP) and 

resistant leaders (PRL) and each agent, on the basis of the motivation listed above, 
receives a WOM flow under the following conditions: 

• the probability to be affected by the external forces (ef);
•  the probability to be affected by PWOM imparted by an ordinary individual 

(opw);
•  the probability to be affected by NWOM imparted by an ordinary individual 

(onw);
• the probability to be affected by PWOM imparted by a pioneer (Ppw);
•  the probability to be affected by NWOM imparted by a resistance leader 

(RLnw)��
Each probability is linked to a value: very high (vh); high (h); mid (m); low (l); 

very low (vl)�� Each agent also shows an initial status (0, –1/1) which may eventually 
change according to the above- mentioned conditions��

b)  Elaboration
It could be stated that innovation is propagated as a result of PWOM and exter-

nal forces (i��e�� commercials) and it is rejected in case of diffused NWOM due to 
each individual preference (pi) matured on the basis of an individual’s opinions, 
visions, experiences and choices�� When an innovation is introduced in the network, 
it shows a global quality (Q) and its early adoption depends on the characteristics 
of the innovators and resistant leaders, their distribution in the network (PP and 
PRL), their ability to expose/conceal their neighbours to innovation and the Q 
perceived by the individuals�� It should be noted, however, that each individual 
shows a variable inclination to WOM according to different contingent conditions 
and varying according to each single innovation: in certain conditions and with 
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regard to a given product/service each individual may play the role of a pioneer or 
resistance leader also because any innovation may show a susceptibility to PWOM/
NWOM and an innovation may be more sensitive to PWOM/NWOM than others 
caused by different irruption or communication strategies, the degree of novelty 
(incremental, breakthrough or disruptive innovation), etc���� 

When an agent i is in contact with an innovation pusher and the quality of 
innovation is equal to or higher than the agent’s expectations (Q ≥ pi), then the 
agents’ interaction “strength” and trust are enhanced and the status of the receiver 
agent passes from 0 or –1 to 1 posing this agent in the condition of potentially 
spreading PWOM�� In addition, the potential bundle of innovation adopters consists 
of all the agents whose p is smaller than Q, but as long as this potential bundle 
forms only disconnected clusters, the product cannot reach all “islands” and its 
diffusion is still limited��

If an agent i was exposed to innovation, but has not adopted it or even in case 
of innovation adoption this agent feels his/her expectations frustrated (Q < pi), the 
agent has “resisted” innovation passing from 0 status to – 1�� In the worst circum-
stances, this high level of delusion may turn a potential enthusiastic adopter (initial 
status 1) into a resistant leader or an opponent�� 

Individual gratification level gi in time period t can be expressed by:

gi [t] = f [Σ φi [t] v [t] + Ci]
where φ [t] describes the quantity of a certain number of material/immaterial 

results at a given value v [t] in the time t, C expressing the amount of material/
immaterial “advantages” or “benefits” deriving from these results�� If C > 0 and 
φi [t] v [t] > 0 gratification (g) will be positive as well as when C > φi [t] v [t], that is that is 
in case of higher pay off levels from fewer results�� 

No gratification (gi = 0) causes disappointment which derives from φi [t] v [t] = 0 
(no results and consequently C = 0) or φi [t] v [t] > 0 but C ≤ 0 (disadvantages H)�� 
C < φi [t] v [t] expresses the condition in which the number of results compensates 
their poor performance (potential scarce or low disappointment)�� If H > φi [t] v [t] 
high levels of disappointment will be stimulated because the disadvantages deriv-
ing from the innovation implementation overcome the number of the results 
produced�� The innovation adopter feels a sense of “damage” and this condition 
(scarce results and high disadvantages) is of course the worst condition for the 
innovation circulation for the high probability to trigger consistent NWOM flows 
from this disappointment�� 

The behaviour of an agent i may be encompassed between two extremes linked 
to the combination of the adoption parameter as shown in Table 2�� A number of 
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alternative possible behaviours can be placed between these two extremes charac-
terized by a mix of probabilities, dispositions and inclinations�� Furthermore, in 
some cases Q < p may have no consequences: failing to meet a consumer’s standards 
only, innovation may be ignored and the information about innovation is not 
passed on to the neighbours��

c)  Output flow 
When an agent i positively experiments an innovation (Q ≥ pi), he/she is poten-

tially more inclined to spread PWOM which “percolated” successfully through the 
network and, empirically, can be measured by increases in the size of the innova-
tion adoption cluster�� In case of Q < pi the agent may potentially spread resistance 
to the innovation over the neighbours, generating NWOM�� The effects of such 
negative spreading are dramatically more intense and profound than those of 
PWOM�� The affected neighbours may become less receptive towards the innova-
tion and the chances of adopting it will progressively decrease��

Table 2. WOM parameters
Parameters Result

φ High incidence of pioneers (high PP)
•  the inclination to be affected by the external forces ef is very high
•  the inclination to be affected by PWOM imparted by an ordinary indi-

vidual (opw) is very high
•  the inclination to be affected by PWOM imparted by a pioneer (Ppw) is 

very high
•  the innovation’s quality is higher than the agent’s preference: Q > pi

Adoption
PWOM activation
pj + Di < Q

•  High incidence of resistant leaders (high PRL)
•  the inclination to be affected by the external forces ef is very low
•  the inclination to be affected by NWOM imparted by an ordinary indi-

vidual (onw) is very high
•  the inclination to be affected by NWOM imparted by a resistance leader 

(RLnw) is very high
•  the innovation’s quality is lower than the agent’s preference: Q < pi

Rejection
NWOM activation
pj + Di > Q

In addition, when the pioneer fails to meet the neighbour’s expectations and 
standards, not only the pioneer’s future knowledge flow will be less considered or 
ignored weakening the involved interrelation link, but the related information will 
be passed to the agent’s neighbours: a sense of “disappointment” will be at the root 
of NWOM and disappointment casts a “cloud” of NWOM around it�� In case of Q 
< pi, disappointment (Di) can be identified by pi − Q and by negative gi values 
resulting from the [1]�� The spread of resistance through NWOM is modelled by 
increasing pj by a Di for all agents j that are neighbours of i�� This increase of pj will 
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have no effect if j has already adopted the product or shown scarce inclination to 
NWOM�� Yet, if pj < Q and pj + Di > Q, then this agent is said to have been blocked 
by NWOM�� The increase of pj is additive: if several agents “project” resistance on 
one agent, all their individual NWOM effects add together on top of the original 
pj�� So, even if an agent was blocked, subsequent NWOM events will still make 
things worse for innovation, because the NWOM this agent is prone to spread will 
be bigger (because pj , and consequently Dj , will be bigger)�� 

This allows the spread of NWOM to “block” completely the affected agents�� An 
increase in resistance and mistrust happens instantly, before any further exposures 
of new agents to innovation are considered: if the agent experiences negative rela-
tions with an innovation, his/her disappointment is immediately cast upon all 
his/her non-adopting neighbours because NWOM propagation requires just one 
conversation with one friend (bad news travels faster) while contact with an 
innovation is a unavoidably slower process�� To be effective, a pioneer has to con-
tinually gain trust among his/her neighbours�� 

6. Evaluating WOM dynamics at the empirical level:  
methods and results

An empirical survey was conducted, on the basis of the theoretical framework 
previously described, to verify the validity and the pioneer group composed of 10 
individuals organized in a relation network of colleagues of the same organization�� 
The first block of questions was directed to evaluate the presence and distribution 
of pioneers (PP), resistant leaders (PRL) and ordinary individuals in the network, 
to define the tendency towards inertia and risk aversion among agents, their visions 
and opinions about the context in which they live and the organization in which 
they work and the sensibility to external forces�� 

Then the respondents were asked to describe, both as receivers and senders, their 
WOM experiences and flows related to three situational cases:

a) Not experienced innovation
b) Experienced innovation with positive outcome (Q > pi)
c) Experienced innovation with negative outcome (Q < pi)
Case a) was aimed at quantification of the individual exposition to others’ 

PWOM/NWOM while cases b) and c) were adopted to evaluate the creation of 
potential PWOM and NWOM flows respectively on the basis of the parameters 
previously described including individual inclination to be affected by the external 
forces (ef), to be affected by WOM imparted by an ordinary individual and the 
tendency to be affected by WOM imparted by an innovator/resistant leader�� 
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The attempt to analyze and quantify WOM processes and chains faced some 
difficulties and limitations: information collection about communications occurred 
after several months or years may be subjected to wrong interpretations of the facts 
or erroneous considerations�� In other circumstances, respondents may be inclined 
to describe WOM episodes with no or little influence making it difficult to assess 
the effective role of WOM�� Bearing these precautions in mind, the survey was 
arranged to evaluate WOM canalization on the basis of the following parameters: 

•  Closeness – combination of the emotional intensity, the intimacy and the 
agreement/disagreement balance in the relation between the sender and the 
recipient; 

•  Statistical homophily – similarity between the sender and the recipient meas-
ured by gender, level of education, age and occupation;

•  Personal homophily – a person’s similarity based on values and experiences 
with innovations; 

•  Nature of the relationship – to evaluate the WOM range;
•  Expertise – the degree of capability in managing the innovation��
The adoption of conventional statistical procedures appeared unsuitable in the 

elaboration of the survey results due to the limited dimension of the sample group 
and the high incidence of verbal expressions and personal consideration; for this 
reason we opted to organize the resulting information to articulate some empiric-
based observations and deductions rather than to develop rigorous statistical 
conclusions�� In particular, the survey was focused on the evaluation of the impor-
tance of WOM in innovation diffusion and adoption/rejection as privileged source 
of information and the role of personal contact and personal trust for information 
authenticity and reliance�� In addition, the survey tended to assess the role of WOM 
in influencing choices when individuals had to cope with difficult decisions (inno-
vation risk and uncertainty) and the relations between strength/weakness in social 
links and quantity/quality in knowledge sources�� 

a)  Context and work environment
By the majority of the respondents, the context is seen as rather “close” with 

a high tendency to prejudice�� This condition highlights the dynamics of social 
networks in a rural area based on Small World properties and a relevant role of 
conformism in cultural transmission within the context�� Furthermore, everyday 
life is considered rather complex and risky requiring time and effort for its under-
standing and management�� It implies the agents’ sensitive inclination to find tools 
and strategies to reduce complexity and information overload and the related 
anxiety, to obtain suggestions to take the right decisions and solve problems, to 
compensate information deficits and reduce the actual/perceived lack of expertise�� 
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All this acts as a favourable precondition to notably increase the values for all the 
parameters stimulating WOM: the probability to be affected by the external forces 
(ef), the probability to be affected by PWOM imparted by an ordinary individual 
(opw), the probability to be affected by NWOM imparted by an ordinary indi-
vidual (onw), the probability to be affected by PWOM imparted by a pioneer (Ppw), 
the probability to be affected by NWOM imparted by a resistance leader (RLnw)��

The same characteristics are reported, in the respondents’ opinions, with regard 
to the characteristics of the work environment and organization dynamics: all this 
contributes to an increase in the role of conformism forces, to determine favour-
able conditions for resistance to innovation and inertia, the emergence of network 
pathologies (individualism, crystallization, rotation, working against) and a wide-
spread reliance on routines�� 

b)  Inertia
The analysis of the tendency to inertia (reiterated inaction) evidences scarce 

disposition among agents to be involved (low engagement), the propensity to throw 
responsibility to others (responsibility diffusion and weakening of personal respon-
sibility), high incidence of prejudices in blocking decisions (embarrassment for a 
common negative judgement about one’s actions, option for inertia within groups 
highly oriented to judge the others’ behaviour) and a widespread lack of concern 
limiting the responsibility bearing through the “spectator effect”: in particular, the 
most emerging trait is linked to the “enthusiast spectator” implying disengagement 
with others’ incitement�� This inertia scenario poses several questions about the 
possibilities to develop innovative attitudes and behaviours within the case study 
network: the scarce involvement degree and the commonly shared strategy of 
“doing nothing” constitute a barrier for the presence of not only pioneers but also 
resistance leaders�� The case study network thus appears highly characterized by 
sceptical and cautious agents mainly showing the features of late majority and 
stragglers who generally opt for inaction (neither innovation adoption nor its 
rejection) unless most neighbouring people have done so through peer pressure��

c)  PP and PRL distribution
On the basis of these premises, the subsequent group of questions confirmed 

the very limited presence of innovators and pioneers within the sample group as 
well as resistant leaders�� A high percentage of respondents highlighted their incli-
nation to routines, to security rather than autonomy and to conformism�� In addi-
tion, the respondents showed a particularly long time reaction towards innovation 
and change looking for information, confronting ‘for’ and ‘against’ and trying to 
reduce risk linked to the uncertainties generated by innovation�� This condition 
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denounces the scarce relevance of a culture of innovation among agents evidenced 
by this long time of adjustment (advantages and benefits from the implementation 
of innovations tend to reduce when adjustment time advances and the bases and 
the credibility of the innovative process itself are eroded in the time course), scarce 
sensibility to problems (problems are usually hidden, ignored, underestimated and 
faced in extremis with emergency remedies, responsibility and faults are thrown 
to others) and low involvement��

d)  Risk aversion
A limited culture of innovation is confirmed and enforced by a high risk aversion 

degree among agents: innovation is generally perceived as something risky and 
uncertain, with a high percentage of agents inclined to prefer immediate small 
short-term results to managing forms of uncertainty in the mid-long run�� Status 
quo is generally preferred because knowledge about innovation is seen as incom-
plete and its impact and consequences are difficult to predict�� Any changeover from 
old to new involves uncertainty (related to unknown probabilities), risk (related 
to known probabilities) and psychological discomfort�� A high level of risk aversion 
operates as a favourable precondition to opt for stable and repetitive routines, 
resistance to innovation and change and potential inertia��

e)  WOM 
The first block of questions about WOM was aimed at assessing how a WOM 

flow may influence a decision making process�� When asking the disposition to test 
a product/service after receiving positive information by an oral communication, 
77��8% of the respondents answered affirmatively while 88��9% replied negatively 
when asked about their disposition to test a product/service after a negative oral 

Figure 3: (left) number of people contacted after a positive experience with a product/service (% of 
respondents) and (right) number of people contacted after a negative experience with a product/
service (% of respondents)
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communication�� These results confirmed not only the relevant role of WOM in 
decision making but also the bigger influence and intensity of NWOM than 
PWOM�� The wider range of NWOM is also confirmed by the number of people 
reached after experiencing a product/service (Figure 3) 

The results of the survey about WOM related to a not experienced, negatively 
and positively experienced innovation have been condensed in Table 3 also to 
describe the correlations among WOM parameters�� 

Table 3. Correlation levels in WOM parameters

Not experienced 
innovation

Positively experienced 
innovation

Negatively experi-
enced innovation

Statistical homophily
 Gender
 Age
 Level of education
 Occupation

Low
Medium
High
High

High
High
Medium
Very high

Medium
High
Medium
Medium

WOM Range
 Closeness
 Nature of the 
relationship (% of 
respondents)

Sender Expertise
Receiver Expertise

Very high
Friends (44%), spouse 
(11%), relatives (11%)

Low
Low

High
Formal relationships 
(33%), friends (17%)

High
Medium

Low
Informal relationships 
(50%)

Medium
Low

Further WOM phase 
activation

Range (number of 
individual contacted)

Yes

Limited

Yes

Wide

Yes

Extremely wide

Motivations for WOM 
process activation
(% of respondents)

•  Need for informa-
tion (30%)

•  Lack of expertise 
(20%)

•  Simplification (10%)

•  Need for informa-
tion (57%)

•  Need for informa-
tion (25%)

•  Risk reduction 
(25%)

•  Lack of expertise 
(12%)

•  Revenge against 
the product/service 
(12%)

•  Revenge against 
the product/service 
provider (12%)
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Potential Outcome
INDIFFERENCE

Potential Outcome
ADOPTION

Agent A
Initial Status 

0

Friend
Initial Status 

1
PWOM

Agent A
New Status 

1

INPUT PHASE ELABORATION PHASE

ef: m
opw: l
onw: l

Ppw: h
RLnw: l

PWOM
Collegue

Initial Status 
0

ef: m
opw: l
onw: l

Ppw: h
RLnw: l

OUTPUT PHASE

Friend
Initial Status 

0
PWOM

Agent B
Initial Status 

0

Agent B
New Status 

0

ef: l
opw: l
onw: l
Ppw: l

RLnw: l

Figure 4.  WOM �ow chart for a not experienced innovation

7. Discussion: WOM chains at empirical level

The results of the survey have been subsequently implemented and organized 
to reconstruct WOM chains for each class of innovation to draw WOM flows and 
features for some representative network agent�� The WOM flow chart has been 
subdivided into input, elaboration and output phase for not experienced, positively 
and negatively experienced innovations�� 

Not experienced innovation (Figure 4)
In case of a not experienced innovation, we choose a particularly complex 

technological item (photovoltaic solar panels) about which the respondents had 
scarce of no technical expertise: the modalities of innovation transmission sup-
ported by WOM flows according to the theoretical models presented in literature 
have been widely confirmed�� The reactions of the sample network (colleagues in 
the same organization) to induced and spontaneous WOM do not, however, push 
to the generation of a relation web showing Small World properties�� Information 
is mainly obtained by external agents (friends, relatives, parents, etc��) and scarcely 
or not introduced into the network�� Information passes through the network’s 
agents only to a very limited extent and the resulting chains are extremely short 
with scarce or no effect in the network’s configuration (WOM range is limited): in 
particular, for this kind of innovation, a WOM source is located in very strong ties, 
and the closeness parameter shows very high levels, essentially considered more 
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reliable about this innovation, in order to reduce uncertainty clouds around a 
rather unknown object�� External forces (TV, magazines, etc��) seem to have a very 
limited or no effect in potential innovation adoption�� Agents consider themselves 
not informed enough and consider other agents at the same uninformed knowledge 
level in this way making them a not reliable source of information for each other�� 
In this case we did not report phenomena of preventive innovation rejection but 
rather potential adoption (when convincing enough) and indifference�� 

a)  Negatively experienced innovation (Figure 5)
In this case the respondents were free to refer to their experiences with innova-

tions (products or services)�� 
The respondents do not see any benefit from innovation adoption and, in the 

worst cases, instead of benefits, they see “damage”: the core of NWOM flow activa-
tion lies in this sense of damage perceived after having negatively experienced 
innovation initially induced by PWOM�� The agents changed their status from an 
initial 0 to 1: this condition represented the basis from which agents were convinced 
to experiment innovation but their direct contact with innovation generated scarce, 
no gratification (g) or disappointment (D)�� Using [1], when H < φi[t]v[t] (a certain 
number of results compensates their poor performance) the resulting disappoint-
ment is actually limited and NWOM moderate�� But when H > φi[t]v[t] the level of 
disappointment grows and the sense of damage soars often stimulating a desire of 
(sometimes irrational) revenge against the deluding innovation and the perceived 
dishonest innovation producer/promoter: respondents spread massive NWOM 
because they basically feel cheated�� 

The input WOM flow, in case of negatively experienced innovation, mainly 
derives from weak ties and experts or perceived skilled people are contacted to 
cope with complex decisions or scarce information: the resulting NWOM is quickly 
spread everywhere (closeness parameter shows low values and the range is 
extremely wide) in any neighbouring relation network generating vast oversized 
crystallized networks highly characterized by conformism (quantity bias)�� 

These networks are triggered by a hub having negatively experienced an innova-
tion and a cloud of edges of non-adopters propagating further NWOM everywhere�� 
Rather than SW networks the resulting web is likely to assume the configuration of 
a Scale Free (SF) network for the tendency to follow power laws for large degree k 
in distribution links (Pastor-Satorras and Vespignani, 2001(b); Albert and Barabàsi, 
2002; Goh, Kahng and Kim, 2002; Wang and Chen, 2002; Barabási and Bonabeau, 
2003; Krapivsky and Redner, 2005)�� While SW network models are aimed at con-
structing a graph focused on “correct topological” features (path length, limited 
number of agents, etc��), SF network models put major emphasis on capturing the 
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network dynamics and the processes that assembled the network: within this per-
spective, dynamics have the central focus and topology becomes a sort of byproduct 
or a consequence of these dynamics�� SF networks are in fact characterized by rapid 
growth due to the continuing addition of new vertices: starting with a limited 
number of agents, the number of a network’s vertices increases in the time course 
by the subsequent addition of new agents�� Two main elements thus typify SF net-
works: growth (starting with a small number of vertices with the fast addition of 
new nodes) and preferential attachment (new agents are connected to vertices with 
high degree k)�� In case of negatively experienced innovations, we have reported that 
NWOM rapidly propagates well behind the original referring network being emo-
tionally disseminated (sometimes quite irrationally) everywhere like an infection 
with the creation of giant relation systems generated by NWOM�� 

Damage spreading caused by NWOM assumes larger dimensions also because 
each agent tends to act like a hub involving a relevant number of intermediaries 
and quite soon clusters of opinions (mainly suggested by individuals with no direct 
contact with the innovation) are formed which do not necessarily interact with 
each other (Fortunato, 2005)�� In this perspective NWOM tends to stimulate the 
creation of giant clusters through percolation transitions linked to the existence of 
critical probability below which the network is composed by isolated clusters but 
above which a giant cluster reaches over the entire network assuming quasi-fractal 
dynamics�� The main problem is how to concretely predict the quantification of this 
value; it could be stated that, being NWOM the vehicle through which damage is 
spread within the resulting giant network, this damage spreading should occur in 
three phases: zero, partial and total damage�� The evolution of damage (and the 
probability that isolated clusters are interconnecting) firstly depends on the dimen-
sion of the entire community (the smaller the community, the smaller the path 
length among clusters, the faster the damage spreading, the higher the probability 
that clusters will be interconnected): it grows in the time course with the size of 
the community reached and the empirical probability to interrupt the evolution 
process lies essentially in the initial stages when damage is still limited and the 
clusters of agents’ opinions induced by NWOM are rather small and not yet com-
pletely interconnected�� NWOM is thus extremely powerful in small rural com-
munities capable of nourishing prejudices, high levels in social influence, pressures 
and forms of inhibition and embarrassment caused by common negative judge-
ments about one’s actions��

b)  Positively experienced innovation (Figure 6)
Even in this case, the respondents were allowed to freely cite any positive expe-

rience with an innovation (products or services)��
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On the basis of [1], positive gratification resulting from satisfying results and 
the amount of material/immaterial benefits obtained by innovation adoption, 
stimulates rational pushes to recommend innovation on the basis of very practical 
motivations and scopes and on the innovation ability to adequately and properly 
solve a given need or problem (well performing innovation)��

Strong ties (parents, relatives, good friends, etc��) or immediate agents’ neigh-
bours (colleagues) and prestige are critical factors (closeness and sender’s expertise 
both show high values) for PWOM�� From the survey we have reported that PWOM 
resulting from positively experienced innovation tends to create the emergence of 
SW properties among agents (high local clustering of individuals and short paths 
of relationships among individuals): while NWOM is emotionally and quickly 
spread everywhere to any agent (even outside the basic network), PWOM trans-
mits, through a rather slower process, payoff information directed to well-identified 
neighbouring network agents�� 

8. Concluding comments: how to cope with WOM in propagating/
inhibiting innovation at the empirical level

The limited dimension of the sample group and the procedures adopted in this 
survey perhaps do not allow rigorous statistic and scientific conclusions to be 
extended and generalized�� These considerations require further investigations and 
validations according to more rigorous and orthodox procedures�� Bearing these 
precautions in mind, this study offered an opportunity to reflect about concrete 
operational issues about innovation development and introduction, communicat-
ing research results and, above all, the modalities through which change processes 
based on innovation produced in research centres can be implemented producing 
positive impacts for local communities�� 

The survey confirmed the validity of the theoretical model presented highlight-
ing also the role of WOM in activating some peculiar dynamics and possible 
pathologies of social networks (crystallization)�� In detail the study revealed that: 
•   positive and negative information about innovations arrives from friends/

relatives more than from external forces/efforts;
•   more effective and powerful WOM implies sources that involve personal 

contact (face to face communication) rather than weak-tie sources (TV, 
magazines, Internet, etc��);

•   subjects who rejected innovation showed a significantly stronger intention to 
spread NWOM immediately translated into a massive NWOM cloud;
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•   in case of the absence of pioneers/resistance leaders, WOM can convert 
individuals into pioneers/resistance leaders increasing the effects of innova-
tion diffusion/resistance;

•   the number of individuals spreading NWOM is generally higher than the 
number of individuals disseminating PWOM;

•   the number of individuals reached by NWOM is notably higher than the 
number of individuals reached by PWOM;

•   disappointment (Di) retains a relevant role in accelerating and multiplying 
the NWOM effect;

•   complexity stimulates WOM and individuals who perceive greater difficulty 
in the decision making process are most likely to seek advice from strong-tie 
sources (family/friends) even when there are other weak-tie but high-knowl-
edge sources available;

The wider range of NWOM and its major influence compared to PWOM is likely 
to be mainly justified by an attempt to gain satisfaction through forms of revenge 
against the innovation which failed to meet the individual’s expectations: after 
a negative experience individuals tend to communicate their negative opinions in 
a wider range than PWOM also to compensate dissonance phenomena�� The survey 
revealed that NWOM is mainly an emotion based form of influence (voluntary 
decisions to convert others based on passion reasons and motivations) while 
PWOM is more rational (voluntary decisions to recommend a good/service based 
on practical motivations and scopes): this condition seems to cause the ubiquitously 
generalized spreading of NWOM while PWOM has more directed edges�� This 
difference leads to some peculiar conclusions�� In our observations, we can conclude 
that in case of NWOM, its diffusion occurs through Scale Free (SF) networks and 
this condition explains why NWOM propagates massively and quickly within 
rather uncontrolled crystallized giant clusters highly influenced by conformism 
while PWOM is likely to activate fragmented networks having Small World (SW) 
properties (Figure 7)�� The presence of this different nature in propagation implies 
that these two forms of WOM have to be managed as distinct phenomena requir-
ing very different approaches�� 

For example, a dissemination program for technology transfer or innovation 
diffusion, based on training or extension schemes, should be based on a deep 
understanding about the final users and their previous negative/positive experi-
ences of similar schemes and opinions and visions provided by others as a precon-
dition to make a pivotal approach to innovation diffusion effective: this approach 
heavily relies on the possibilities to activate PWOM among the less confident agents 
and overcome and solve opposing behaviours generated by NWOM�� In case of 
PWOM, the essential action is stimulation avoiding at the same time that innova-
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tors are reverted into opponents�� Since PWOM tends to draw SW networks, 
topology is the focal issue: innovation must be convincing and able to generate 
well-identifiable benefits thus enhancing trust�� This implies direct contacts with 
end users and short path relation ties based on strong links (friends, colleagues, 
etc��) rather than external pressures (advertising, promotion, etc��)�� Complexity and 
risk aversion are other critical factors because they tend to expose individuals to 
WOM: while complexity can be reduced through a simplification in procedures or 
communication strategies, risk aversion, being a more culturally perceived pattern, 
requires more complex approach and step-by step initiatives aimed at reducing the 
perceived uncertainty among the less confident individuals�� In case of NWOM, 
the essential action is prevention trying to quickly interrupt NWOM chains once 
activated�� In our limited operational experience, we can conclude that the first 
precondition required to manage this sensitive issue, if the generation of positive 
impacts from innovation introduction is really at stake, is not to generate, with 
inappropriate implementation and communication strategies, unnecessary and 
additional NWOM flows�� Since NWOM tends to draw SF networks, growth, 
preferential attachment and time are the focal issues�� From the literature on the 
complex networks we learn that in general Scale Free networks show high robust-
ness against external attacks and system failure (i��e�� drastic changes in agents’ 
behaviour – node/edge removal): in brief, it is difficult to change their configura-
tion and the state of the agents involved also because they may show high levels of 
redundancy (the existence of alternative paths which can preserve communication 
between nodes even when some vertices are removed) but they are more vulner-
able if the most connected nodes are targeted�� The possibility to block NWOM is 
thus linked to the ability to convert, at the early stages of damage spreading, such 

Figure 7.  SW and SF networks

For PWOM (left) a Small World network is generated within the original 10 nodes network while 
the same network (right) evidences Scale Free and percolation dynamics caused by NWOM��

White dots represent the agents’ original networks
Bold lines represent the link through which WOM is transmitted in time t 
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hubs of NWOM diffusion in order to disconnect clusters�� In addition, the ability 
of NWOM to generate resistance even without any direct contact with the prod-
uct/service, evidences that a possible innovation failure may be not always caused 
by a lack of innovation effectiveness per sé: possible innovation rejection may be 
generated by deficits in types and methods of innovation implementation or 
simple communication problems, able, however, to activate an immediate large 
scale NWOM process creating even higher barriers and obstacles for further 
innovative processes making the context for future similar initiatives even worse�� 
The introduction of innovation and changes and their implementation have to take 
into account WOM phenomena, in particular in case of small communities, as a 
key factor for its more powerful influence when compared to external forces�� It is 
thus essential to clearly identify pioneers and resistant leaders within the network, 
quantify their attitude to act as hubs and define the more suitable paths to make 
innovation flow among the agents avoiding to convert pioneers into resistant leader 
with consequent increases in the network resistance pushes�� Intuitively, in par-
ticular, about the ability of WOM to strengthen/weaken relation links aimed at 
connecting research and society�� We would also like to emphasize the empirical 
nature of this study pointing at some operational guidelines for those concretely 
concerned with local development essentially made on the authors’ practical 
experiences: any observation, comment and criticism concerning our results and 
opinions is thus welcome�� At the current stage, we can however conclude that, in 
our case-study, forms of local development based on innovation diffusion do not 
require new and more sophisticated tools and strategies for technological transfer 
but rather substantial improvements in the understanding of those mechanisms 
governing the operational activities of the existing approaches�� 
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Learning Norwegian for Special Purposes.  
The perspective of a widened understanding 

of language1

The welcome address to the European Year of Languages 2001 in 
Strasbourg, France, states that languages are our glasses for an 
encounter with and an experience of our environment. This article 
focuses on second language acquisition and argues that in language 
learning practice one has to establish a clearer view on the connec-
tion between verbal language and the situational and cultural 
frameworks all language use is embedded in. With language and 
context as a starting point the article presents an extended under-
standing of language, and one suggests that language – in particu-
lar functional language- is more than purely verbal language.

Abstract

The article presents small-scale research work focusing on how workers from 
Poland experience their second language ability (SLA) when they meet their 
workplace community in the country of the second language (Norway)�� “Finding” 
is based on a collection and analysis of data carried out as semi-structured inter-
views with four nurses (introduced below) that, before coming to Norway, had 
received a three-month intensive course in the Norwegian language as a prerequi-
site for a contract at a health care institution�� One concludes that the loss in verbal 
skill gave rise to compensating communicative strategies to match the workplace 
challenges�� One may sketch out a holistic competence profile made of cognitive 
based strategies, socialy based and finally based on sensitivity to the workplace 
culture�� 

1 The article was printed for the first time in the Educational magazine Norsklæreren, 3/2005, 
pp�� 17–24�� This rewritten English version is revised�� 

Harald Nilsen
Norway
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Facts of the informants (authentic names have been changed)

Monika, 24 years old, nursing education at a college in Poland, one year of 
experience�� She took her final Norwegian exam in November 2001, and three weeks 
later started work at a Norwegian hospital�� All of my four informants work at the 
same hospital��

Ewa, 28 years old, university nursing education in her home country, three years 
of experience�� She took her Norwegian language exam in November 2001, and 
started work at a hospital three weeks later��

Ella, 50 years old, has a master’s degree in nursing, she has worked as a teacher, 
nurse, and head of (a) health care institution(s)�� She took her second language 
exam in fall 2001, and started work at a hospital in Norway in January 2002��

Halina, 31 years old, has a master’s degree in nursing from a university in her 
homeland and has 7 years of experience�� She took her Norwegian exam in Septem-
ber/October 2001 and has worked in Norway since November 2001��

Theory of communication

Study language as a “tool” to match work-place situations one takes for granted 
language as a tool for communication, i��e�� the workplace community is – in fact 
– communication�� In this perspective one assumes language as social and cultural 
practice�� For this occasion we refer to the theory of socio-interactional literacy 
well-introduced by Nystrand (1986, 1989), Rommetveit (1974, 1997); cf�� also Hal-
liday (1978) and Billet (2000)�� The socio-interactional language theory includes 
language teaching and learning in a triadic, communicative model; i��e�� the refer-
ential aspect (the WHAT), the form aspect (GENRE) and the receiver aspect (for 
WHOM), and those three framed in a social and cultural context (the conventional 
aspect of communication)�� Taking into account this conventional dimension we 
may expand the socio-interactional theory to include the Bakhtinian dialogism 
claiming that every individual utterance (written or oral) is supported by and 
constructs meaning from social and cultural language norms in which most lan-
guage practice is framed (Bakhtin, in Wertsch 1991)�� 

Classification of study – methodological view

The study is related to an important and little researched field; the dynamics 
and diversity of adult second language acquisition/learning in a holistic perspec-
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tive; i��e�� linguistic eco-system (cf�� “ecolinguistic”, Fill??)�� In this perspective one 
normally does not distinguish sharply between language learning (formal struc-
tured education) and language acquisition (learning in informal situations (cf�� 
”language learning” and “language acquisition”, Edmondson 1999)�� Hillestad 
(2003) writes that these processes are parallel and therefore the terms are used as 
synonyms��

Principally the study is qualitative phenomenological, based on the principle 
that data are recorded in a non-numerical form (Nunan 1992: pp�� 53 and 231), 
and it accepts knowledge that is based on the informants’ perception of the real-
ity they encounter and comment on�� It is a generally accepted that our private 
view of the living world is (actually) the real world for those it concerns�� One 
should bear in mind that the informants’ (subjective) experiences of their own 
situation concerns the reliability of the study (cf�� Rismark & Stenøien 2002 and 
Lundgren 2002)�� Finally one may add one more step of subjectivity, that of the 
researcher´s contribution�� With regard to the researcher´s procedure of treating 
the data, the study is hermeneutic so far it acknowledges the researcher’s inter-
pretation, i��e�� subjective perspective, cf�� the subject – object circle (Føllesdal, 
Walløe & Elster 1990: p�� 105)��

With regard to reliability one should add some comments to conversation/inter-
view as a research tool in survey research�� One practical way to obtain access to an 
individual’s judgment of events where he or she is involved is the interview�� The 
interview is, paraphrasing Kvale, the method of choice if we want to understand 
the environment of the individual from his or her own perspective (referred to in 
Lundgren 2002)��

In my case one may define the communication between me and the informants 
a semi-structured interview�� That means that the verbal interaction between me and 
the informants was partly free, however guided by the interviewer´s general idea 
where to go, and what should come out of it�� The main topic and not list of prede-
termined questions determined the course of the interview�� This form of “in-depth” 
interview with a small number of informants may give valuable knowledge not 
easy to pick up in quantitative research and a strictly structured questionnaire (cf�� 
Fog 1982; Grønmo 1982; Kruuse 1989; Kvale referred to in Nilsen 2005)�� One may 
add that the relevance of a semistructured interview is strictly linked to what the 
goal of the survey should be�� In my case it was convenient to call for relation 
between a defined focus – i��e�� insufficient second language competence in meeting 
with the workplace�� For this occasion – the asking for understanding of relations 
- semi-structured interviews are in advance of strictly organized ones, because 
semi-structured interviews(i) give the verbal interaction between interviewer and 
the interviewee a great deal of flexibility, and (ii) they give the interviewee a degree 
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of power and control over the course of the conversation, and (iii) one replaces the 
subject (i��e�� interviewer) – object relation (i��e�� interview object) with the subject 
– subject relation, i��e�� symmetrical role relations�� 

Safety in the intercourse

Before the actual interview – the one to one dialogue – I met the four informants 
in a collective setting�� The main consideration in the so-called initial talk was to 
establish a feeling of safety, and with me and the informants in equal role relations��
This conversation was conducted in an almost lively but first of all safe atmosphere�� 
Although I had initiated the conversation I kept a low profile and emphasized an 
unstructured form of the talk, convincing the group that they managed Norwegian 
well enough to make themselves understood, i��e�� to communicate�� 

The conversation had a clear framework, and inside this framework I thought 
it was important that the interviewees sensed equality in the dialogue�� If the foreign 
language speakers had the impression that they “led” the conversation, I assumed 
that they would talk about things that were meaningful for them and things related 
to their real life experience�� 

Intensive course – Gdańsk

The primary aim of the intensive course consisted in preparation for the work-
place in Norway, this means strengthening of work mobility�� This aim corresponds 
to this relatively new branch of foreign language learning that is to learning a 
language for a special purpose (LSP)��2 Naturally the course furthermore consisted 
in an encounter with the Norwegian language as a system and in general prepara-
tion for a social and cultural encounter in a foreign country�� The manifold aims 
are reflected in the teaching program that contains four modules: Norwegian 
grammar, a textbook, Norwegian culture and health care texts�� The superordinate 
aim here is to prepare and equip the work immigrants with a functional language, 
language as a “tool” for adequate activity��

2 About LSP and the term “workplace language”, in Arnbjornsdottir 2002, cf�� also A�� Stu-
denska and I�� Rudzinska in The New Educational Review, 2007, Vol�� 11, No�� 1��
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In order to understand how the immigrants with their variable and unfinished 
Norwegian language competence experienced the encounter of the workplace, it 
is necessary to add the experiences they had had during the intensive course�� The 
four agreed, though with different intensity and clarity, that the three-month course 
had been stressful, sometimes very stressful; “new words,” “grammar,” “an enor-
mous amount of teaching material at once” were some of the statements�� Ella made 
the strongest statements; everything went too fast, too much at once … there was 
never time for repetition. We worked and worked mechanically without understand-
ing the meaning�� Halina points out her preconception of the language course as 
something that I am never going to learn�� The background was that she had over-
heard a conversation between two Norwegians just two weeks before the course 
started�� Ewa thought that she was predestined to have difficulties with the new 
language because, as she points out, had not been studying for several years�� 
Monika thought that she managed well because she spoke other languages and had 
experience with language studies��

One common characteristic for the four was that they were not convinced that 
what they had learned in terms of language was sufficiently adapted to the work-
place reality they were about to encounter�� Linguistic readiness in an encounter 
with Norwegian workplace and society is discussed in Rismark & Stenøien (2002)�� 
However, in my informants´ general attitude there were nuances that could be 
connected with social roles, self-image, and language experiences that they had 
taken with them to the first encounter with the intensive course�� Ella with her long 
and varied work experience felt least safe in her own role in relation to her first 
meeting with Norway, but Halina believed that her nursing competence would 
compensate what would lack in the second language��

One particularly interesting aspect is that two of the four said that the overwhelm-
ingly intense language period had influenced their self-image�� Coming from a situ-
ation of safe roles in their homeland, i��e�� work status and social roles where language 
competence is taken for granted, they are now exposed to a new language situation 
where they are “losers,” not only linguistic losers, but having a general feeling of 
incompetence (cf�� Studenska 2007 about anxiety related to foreign language learn-
ing)��The feeling of inability is similar to that in Lundgren (2002) who presents an 
immigrant woman saying “I go to the stupid group��” Lundgren furthermore indicates 
that for second language learning both identity and roles have a considerable influ-
ence on communicative competence�� Lower self-image linked to language disabil-
ities is a phenomenon linked to our knowledge that we experience our living world 
mostly through language, i��e�� we live symbolically, and the language influences our 
thoughts and feelings and self-confidence�� This knowledge is implemented by 
coaches in the so-called Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)��
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Generally about workplace language

Monika interpreted her meeting of the workplace in a comparative perspective, 
and what she emphasized was the symmetrical structure among physicians and 
nurses in Norway, in comparison with the more hierarchical structure in their 
homeland�� They [the physicians, my addition] talked to us … in such an ordinary 
way … they were completely ordinary, she said�� In a similar way she said that her 
nursing colleagues were patient from the first moment�� When I asked about how 
this patience manifested itself, she stated that she referred both to practical work 
routines and to incomplete language abilities, because of which she had to “ask 
more than usual,” as she expressed it�� Monika made another important statement, 
namely that we had to jump in at the deep end at once�� This experience related first 
of all to practical work routines, but the challenge also includes how they experi-
enced their second language (in)abilities in this context�� 

Ewa experienced, as she expressed it, that the people who were important to her 
(particularly the head nurse) took her language abilities into consideration and 
consciously talked to her slowly and clearly�� Furthermore, she felt that both her 
superiors and her equals accepted the fact that she “was asking much��”

Halina described, as the first two informants, a supportive and accepting envi-
ronment�� She explained that her department had ample experience with foreigners, 
and this fact had changed the way new colleagues were met, she thought�� She 
furthermore indicated that her workmates met her with a certain culturally deter-
mined curiosity, for example like: Is she able to do that? or We will see what she can 
do�� When Halina talks about the relation between her and the job environment, 
she points out that she has a good self-image and wants to keep it, but how? I 
thought I should manage that, just wait until I can show them … if only I could be 
patient and get some more words …as she expresses it�� 

Ella met, as mentioned above, the workplace with considerably more experience 
than the three others�� In general she experienced the environment as accepting 
and supportive�� Such signals she had received from the superiors, colleagues and 
patients�� She experienced it as positive that the head nurse had talked to her as a 
“pupil” i��e�� particularly clearly�� She had not experienced the same in verbal 
exchanges and conversations with her other colleagues�� Ella recounted an episode 
from the beginning of her practice�� A patient had addressed a Norwegian nurse 
and stated that now you do it as well as the new Polish one�� Ewa received a similar 
supportive comment after her superiors had confirmed her language abilities, that 
she knew enough to deal with the patients (Halina had overheard a similar remark 
about herself)�� As mentioned, Ella was not used to being in a training situation 
and being the one that needed to ask for help�� In other words, she had to redefine 
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her role, she needed support and dare to (verbally) articulate the need for help�� She 
said that she had felt it as a victory when she had come forward in her role as a 
“pupil” and dared to ask for help (cf�� NLP above)��

Ella’s competence in the language of her second country both inhibited and 
fostered her total “being” in a new working environment�� On the one hand, a lack 
of language competence enhanced her general feeling of being a learner at work, 
but on the other she had sufficient language abilities in the second language to use 
it as a “tool,” to articulate and support technical competence in important situa-
tions�� The second language was a good enough resource for presenting herself in 
an accepted way�� We may code Ella’s experience this way: “I actually can express 
myself through language, and my language is stimulated by the environment��”

A common denominator for what these four said about their first encounter 
with the workplace is acceptance and esteem; esteem of meaningful others (”col-
lective scaffolding”, Donato 1994, in Jansson 2002)�� Behind this esteem there is a 
pattern called cooperation, here particularly work related and materialized in the 
“lucky” way that strangers meet a workplace community, the way they present 
themselves in and present themselves as (about ”presentation of self ” as a link in 
an activity pattern, in Wertsch 1991)�� This was true about Monika who both 
grasped and understood that she had had to jump in at the deep end immediately, 
Ewa who dared to expose that she did not feel ready by asking much, Halina who 
steadfastly should manage once she got more words, and Ella who despite her 
status in her homeland liked to be treated as a pupil�� The esteem furthermore was 
noted through an experience of equality��

It is my impression that the work immigrants experienced their actual first 
meeting more positively than they had imagined, an example is Monika’s experi-
ence of symmetrical social structures�� One has to assume that the generally positive 
atmosphere at their welcome transferred positively to the linguistic domain; the 
answer “you know enough to deal with the patients” represents the positive and 
inviting context the language was framed into�� We should link this finding to 
Billet´s point of view that the workplace is an important arena for learning, and he 
claims there is reciprocity and interdependence which underpins thinking, acting 
and learning through work (Billett 2000 and 2001)�� 

Experiences from different language practice situations

1.  Structured one-to-one orientation (conversation)
For all the four informants the first meeting with the workplace consisted in a 

conversation with the head nurse�� The language practice can be called a structured 
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dialogue that mostly contained information and guidance from a superior to a new 
employee�� 

Monika remembers the situation as a common conversation … and I was like 
everybody else�� Upon my inquiry she explained that her last remark meant that the 
fact that I was from abroad, I do not think made any difference with … well … I don’t 
know … what she said as such… I understood what she meant…. Monika did not 
think the head nurse spoke particularly clearly to her�� 

Ewa said that she had not said so much in this first meeting, that the conversa-
tion had been mostly structured as one-way communication from the head nurse 
to her about the department and general instructions for new employees�� Ewa 
thought that the head nurse had spoken particularly slowly to her, but added that 
I am not quite sure about that�� 

Halina talks about the same as Ewa�� Upon my question of whether the head 
nurse had spoken particularly slowly to her she replied that she did not know 
because of her lack of knowledge about Norwegian “talking habits,” and stated that 
I do not know, I don’t think so�� 

Ella, however, thought that the head nurse had spoken particularly slowly to 
her��

In summary it can be said that none of my informants gave the impression to 
have experienced the first encounter with the new language as problematic; we 
knew much about that from before,� referred from Halina and Ella, and this concep-
tion appears to be representative for the other two too�� The first formal language 
practice therefore was experienced in an atmosphere of (i) “being made common” 
and of equality, and (ii) where a lack of language competence was compensated 
with knowledge and experience of the field that the second language learners had 
from their work experience in their homeland��

2.  Structured information from one to a group 
Only two of the four, Monika and Halina, mentioned the formal morning meet-

ings where the head nurse had given orientation, instructions, etc�� to a group of 5 
- 7 nurses in the department�� The social structure was, as far as I understood, one 
meaningful person in a guiding position and the group in a listening position, 
although it was possible for the group to ask questions, make comments and/or 
inquire�� 

� ”that” in this context means the field of health care.
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Monika said that there had been “much”� there that she had not understood�� 
However, somebody must have noticed that I …yes, that I…(“did not understand 
well the briefing”, my support to Monica), and I got some help from someone stand-
ing close to me, she further explains (cf�� supporting structure, Jansson 2002)�� 
Monika experienced this type of anonymous unsolicited “here and now” backing 
as positive�� Her alternative interpretation could have been that she had interpreted 
it as a signal from her environment that she had been insufficient, and the like�� 

Let us stop for a moment and ask: “backing” for what? Of course, backing linked 
to language, but in this case one cannot separate language from backing the actual 
situation and workplace affairs as such, a backing for the newcomer to be included 
in shared social work, place reality (cf�� Rommetveit below)�� 

Halina says something about a similar situation, that she knew her field, and 
even if there was something she did not get, she “grasped” what was important�� In 
other words, she managed the situation, including the language, with her under-
standing of the field as a context, and used a strategy to separate clear and relevant 
material from less relevant�� This strategy of choosing and dismissing in order to 
keep something that is meaningful can be seen as an example of an act of “com-
pensatory language strategy” (loan from prof�� Hagen, conference speech, MONS 
10, Nov�� 2003)��

3.  The less structured language practice at the workplace
Like the two above-described language practices, also the third one is contex-

tualized, however less structured because it is linked to ongoing work operations 
and related to and influenced by spontaneous and unpredictable total communica-
tion with others�� 

Monika says that she experienced the “others” (i��e�� her nursing colleagues) as 
supportive and understanding in a way that made her feel safe, and the sum of the 
signals meant positive feedback for her most important challenge: will we manage 
the job in a way that we are accepted? She said here that her doubt about whether 
she was able to manage her job was primarily a doubt about her language abilities�� 
The practical work operations with their respective language practice both con-
firmed and remodeled Monika’s self-image�� The confirmation in relation to the 
self-image could be paraphrased insuch a way: I am I, I learn easily, and I will surely 
manage�� The remodeling must be understood in relation to previously felt and 

� The quantitative term “much” in this context is surely charged individually in case of 
Monika as it would be for anybody else too. The degree of “much” could vary from “very 
much” (almost everything) to “a considerable part” to “something” (a little bit). I did not 
ask Monika to elaborate on the term “much.”
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reflected insecurity about coming to a new country and a new job (see below about 
the synergy effect of communication)�� Both subjectively and objectively she was 
in a “minus” situation both as a user of Norwegian and possibly also in the job-
related context�� However, in these surely many and manifold situations Monika 
had nevertheless had the impression of managing in a satisfying way�� This calls for 
an interpretation��

Monika shows, as she expresses it to me, that she, if she does not master the 
Norwegian language as the most important tool for the situations, more or less 
consciously uses alternative tools, alternative functional sign systems in order to 
communicate and to manage the work situation�� It is possible that she possesses a 
communicative awareness (”complying with the norm”, Wertsch 1991) that has 
been productive in the understanding of social function and constructive in work-
related situations�� For her total situation as an individual related to meaningful 
others and incorporated into both explicitly stated routines and into “mute” ones, 
Monika’s tools have been a synthesis of communicative remedies�� Verbal language, 
other symbolic behavior (gestures), and actual work operations form a mutually 
supportive symbiosis (”reciprocity and interdependence,” Billett 2000)�� 

Ewa says that on her first day at the department she received useful support from 
another nurse, without this having been organized beforehand; I do not think … 
I don’t know whether she should help me particularly … I …I am not sure. Of my …? 
She that should help me got me to learn the names of things … and what we should 
do. That was important, Ewa stresses�� Ewa points out, as mentioned before, that 
she asked a lot about things that she saw as highly relevant: I thought it was impor-
tant not to make mistakes concerning the important things�� When I mentioned the 
importance of language, she connected the question to self-image and self-value�� 
I can do it, we do similar things in my country, and therefore it is not a big problem 
if I don’t understand everything (here she referred to Norwegian names of “things” 
and terms for work operations)�� Ewa stresses with a smile that the patients under-
stood me and I understood the patients�� 

As I understood Ewa, she had experienced something similar as Monika, that 
the interpretation and following up of workplace norms in combination with trust-
ing her own competence in the practical field functioned as support for the 
incomplete second language (cf�� ”operational context”, Halliday 1978)�� The three 
combined factors of following up norms, competence in the field, and language 
can be examples of what Rommetveit (1974) calls “communication in a temporar-
ily shared social reality” (TSSR)�� 

Halina answers my question about the first meeting with the department: I do 
not remember specific things … but … I remember that I was very, very satisfied, she 
adds�� Satisfied with what particularly? Her answer was that she was able to work 
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independently; I was like common, yes … and it was much to put on names on many 
things�� She pointed out that it was important to grasp what was necessary to do 
carefully, things like that and that…work that count. She reports that in important 
situations she had to confirm what she understood by asking questions (linguistic 
negotiation), so I could be sure that I had understood (“reciprocity” as a principle 
of conversation, Nystrand 1986, 51–2)�� 

Ella had the most work experience from her home country, and possibly was 
the one who had the strongest positive self-image�� More pronounced than my other 
three informants Ella expressed doubts about her ability to speak Norwegian�� Like 
Halina, Ella says that it is important for her to express herself verbally when she 
does not fully understand the kind of situations where mistakes would pose a risk�� 
In other words, she constructed a strategy of her own where she differentiated 
between highly relevant and less relevant work processes, and she signalled a wish 
for new (verbal) guiding where she deemed it necessary�� Ella had a clear picture 
that the patients supported her, and this picture was confirmed in the head nurse’s 
phrase “she knew enough to deal with the patients��” The fact that she meant some-
thing to the patients was the most important aspect for her�� As I understood Ella’s 
meeting with the workplace, she internalized norms and qualities that were mean-
ingful and furthermore constructed with her verbal language and alternative 
“signs” (visible gestures) an activity pattern that supported her self-image�� She 
practised a complex communicative register that in some ways compensated for 
the defects of her second language (cf�� also Monika above)�� In a lecture, MONS 
conference 2003, prof�� Hagen stated that the contextual register of the second 
language was assumed to be larger and more complex – “prismatic” in Hagen’s 
terminology – than the one of the native language learning��

Summary

The basic situation was the following: Polish, formally educated nurses with job 
experience ranging from 2 to 20 years in Poland, participated in an intensive 
Norwegian course before going to Norway and working in a similar work environ-
ment as they did in their homeland�� In general there was a disparity between their 
actual Norwegian language skills and the skills that others think they should have�� 
In spite of the felt disparity between language skills and the job reality that they 
should meet and match, three of my four informants signalled that they were 
somewhat optimistic about their work in Norway which could be paraphrased as: 
We were able to do it (i��e�� the job, my addition) before, and should thus be able to 
manage (similar in Rismark & Stenøien 2003)�� As I understood my informants´ 
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meeting of the workplace, their positive view of the work, place should become an 
important component in their total experience of mastering and meaning��

Finally, it is this last element that is most important: to create meaning for 
oneself and for others, and this is valid even more in a meaningful workplace 
community as represented by a health care institution�� The conversation with the 
four from Poland leads, among other things, to the following result: The verbal 
language (here referring to the second language) became a functional, however 
(objectively seen) not complete tool for many important workplace operations�� 
However, the loss in the area of verbal communication gave rise to compensating 
strategies�� In my opinion there has been additional communication parallel to the 
verbal language, namely communication with other “signs” than the purely verbal 
ones�� From a synthesis of two different but still combined communicative registers 
(the purely verbal and the non-verbal one) a new register representing an integrated 
interaction is created�� This extended register represents something highly meaning-
ful for the workplace community (cf�� Billett 2000 and 2001)�� Here we have a model 
of communication where the verbal (symbolically based ) interactional dimension 
is accompanied by and supported with the interactional sequences of the workplace 
community, the socio-cultural institutional dimension�� Such a model provides 
a wider sense of what it means to be competent in one’s second language (cf�� 
Lundgren 2002)�� 

If we use the term “competence profile” for the second language, this profile 
should entail a more pronounced and extended understanding of what language 
is: Language is a multivalent network of interpersonal activities and negotiations 
(the term ”interpersonal negotiation” is used by Bruner, referred to in Horsdal 
1999) – an integrated system of meaning that generates meaning from at least (i) 
a cognitive register such as pride in one’s work and positive self-image in general, 
(ii) a social register of having mutually inviting codes and (iii) all over conception 
of the relationship between language and culture of a country�� Halliday – one of 
the most famous proponents in the field of language and culture – pinpoints that 
language of use is deeply rooted in culture, and language is a bearer of culture�� 
Accordingly (he claims) language and cultural learning are intertwined (Halliday 
1978)��

This article does not underestimate the importance of pure verbal language 
competence�� However, despite thin empirical data, it spreads a relevant view on 
the conception of language – language (i��e�� meaningmaking) as a synthesis of dif-
ferent communicative registers��The article gives a few answers only, however 
hopefully – it gives rise to further research into the field of human communication 
in general and in particular what is the relation between language competence and 
success/failure in workplace tasks? 
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Information and Communication Technologies 
in the Process of Adult Education – Possible Benefits 

and Threats

Abstract

The following article constitutes a presentation of the occurrence of the media 
in the process of education and its consequences�� A great stress has been put on 
applying the new information and communication technologies (ICT), such as the 
Internet, in the process of educating adults�� It draws attention to the great impor-
tance of the media in human functioning in the physical, psychic and social sphere�� 
It underlines the possibilities that are enabled by the new technologies in the area 
of breaking the boundaries of time and space in the education of an adult�� It also 
points out the potential threats accompanying man in their existence in the media 
reality�� 

Key words: Information and communication technologies (ICT), Internet, 
distance learning, lifelong education, threats of information technologies.

The development of social communication techniques

A significant factor stimulating the development of distance learning is the 
necessity to improve or change the qualifications of individual employees or among 
numerous working groups, such as: doctors, lawyers or teachers�� The application 
of the Distance Learning conception is facilitated by the optimization of the uni-
versity’s inner reserves – human and material�� It concerns e��g�� functioning of a 
library in the on-online system, the availability of the virtual education – of the 
computers, the Internet and e-mail��

Monika Pilch, Jerzy Stochmiałek
Poland
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The fact that the Internet has become such a global system, allowing the flow of 
information beyond national and territorial boundaries, can mean that its being 
global may in the end lead to the birth of authoritarianism and anarchy�� The ongo-
ing discussion and attempts to legally regulate the functioning (production, sales, 
authorship rights) of the electronic media and means of communication (Hetmański 
M�� 1998) make a thesis that in the times of increasing globalization and offensive 
of the new technologies, the conception concerning open and distant education 
should be redefined (Lea M��R��, Nicoll K��, 2002)�� The wide spectrum of using the 
information technology in administration, education, mass media and at work 
means that direct contacts between people will be machine-performed�� Maybe it 
is only an illusion that arouse due to the underestimation of modern societies’ 
resistance, new conflicts and battles in the information society�� The information 
technology at the same time constitutes a powerful tool of control over human 
activity (Pachociński R�� 2002)��

The changes dynamics in the human surrounding favours the necessity of learn-
ing during the whole life�� The concept of lifelong education (Life1ong Education, 
L,Education Permanente, Lebenslanges Lernen), with its centuries-old tradition, 
exhibits the many-sided development of man in the period of his ontogenesis�� This 
educational activity is realized as part of the learning society�� On the basis of 
pluralistically formed adult education, the processes of lifelong education have got 
a formal (school and beyond school) and informal character�� Beside the institu-
tional solutions, adult education is also favoured by informal conversations, 
observations, meetings in private and professional life�� In this way lifelong educa-
tion concerns also various citizen initiatives and the realization of individual 
education projects resulting from fulfilling the needs and realizing the development 
transgressions��

The development of the social communication techniques supports the evolution 
of correspondence education using the traditional circulation of written informa-
tion towards the multimedia learning, relying on the radio, television and compu-
ter programs and telephone conversations�� Beside such didactic aids as textbooks, 
audio-video cassettes, CD Interactive Discs, computer software and Internet usage 
have become more significant�� The tele-educational model includes applying audio 
and video conferences, while the virtual one covers the interactive multimedia and 
the communication (picture, text, sound) via Internet�� Synchronic teaching pro-
vides live exchange of information at the same, real time, e��g�� in the form of a video 
conference or IRC - Internet Relay Chat�� Meanwhile the exchange of information 
at different time, as part of asynchronous teaching, gives access to education 
materials on the web sites or FTP servers at any time – in an educational institution 
or at home�� Teaching in the web using the LMS platform (Learning Management 
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System) – having a definite technical structure – allows the activity of a virtual 
institution: access to lectures, tests, and interactive games��

The establishment of the integrated information networks binds with the inven-
tion and improvement of computers, since on them today’s multimedia and widely 
available Internet is based�� In 1993 for the first time the experts connected with 
one of the most influential institutions in the network – Internet Engineering Task 
Force – made an attempt to define the Internet�� It was supposed to be “a computer 
network based on the TCP/IP protocol, the resources available at the computers 
connected with the network (so-called hosts) and society – a community using 
this network and developing it��” The technical definition of the Internet was intro-
duced in 1995 by the American Federal Networking Council�� It says the Internet 
is a global system of information that:

•  is logically connected through the global, homogeneous address space based 
on the transmission protocol IP – Internet Protocol – or its extensions;

•  is able to provide communication by using the Transmission Control Proto-
col/Internet Protocol or its extensions, and also other protocols;

•  provides, uses and publicly or privately makes high level services, based on 
communication and bound with it infrastructure, available (Kryszczuk M�� 
2002)��

Nowadays while talking about the Internet, what is also taken into consideration 
is: the worldwide computer network consisting of smaller networks, the ways of 
using it and the information as such�� Therefore, every local computer network, 
which is connected to other networks – no matter if of a government department 
or a university - is part of the worldwide Internet, to which everyone, who has got 
the software enabling network connection has got the access��

Telecommunication, computer networks, multimedia technologies and the 
World Wide Web created a brand new way of teaching and learning for various 
institutions (not only for educational and academic, but also business ones), placed 
physically in different areas, countries, continents and time zones�� Learners spread 
across the whole world can work and communicate with the virtual society with 
no obstacles�� Academic programs of education do not have to be worked out by 
only single institutions; they can be constructed by organizations working online, 
such as: virtual universities or virtual departments�� The best programs are made 
on the Internet due to the cooperation of the best specialists from many different 
schools as part of a shared virtual program (Juszczyk S�� 2002)��

However, the basic changes occurred in the conception of organization, pro-
gramme and methodological education, on the basis of which lays the change in 
the teacher-students relation�� The main issue in adult education is therefore the 
process of learning�� So as part of distant learning adults can gain knowledge on 
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their own, supported by prepared educational packages, adapted module units, if 
need be consulting with a teacher (tutor)�� What undergoes development are the 
independent study and home studies�� The information technologies let us also 
increase the availability of the best lecturers, enabling the educational institutions 
to enlarge the number of students��

The specific role of distant education shows itself in the realization of educational 
needs of adults, for whom, because of the specificity of their career, it is difficult to 
participate in organized training courses; who live far away from the educational 
institution; who are disabled and have diverse difficulties, e��g�� communicative ones 
(cf���� e��g�� Błeszyńska K�� 1995; Gorajewska D�� red��, 2005; Szymko D�� 2002)��

The transformations, which the education realized in adult training educational 
institutions undergoes, are a major element of the significant changes in the whole 
education�� The dynamic development of informatics and telecommunication 
gradually breaks the barriers, which a couple of years ago seemed undefeatable�� 
Computers give important possibilities of gathering, processing and searching 
information�� The multimedia technique providing text, sound, graphic and anima-
tion is a great tool of presenting knowledge�� Thanks to it the didactic process 
becomes vivid and colourful, and the gained knowledge corresponds to reality�� 
This way of conducting a class is intriguing and stimulating to independent 
study��

The threats of information technologies in the social dimension

The huge number of possibilities, which the Internet gives in the range of adult 
education, is a source of euphoria and optimistic prognoses, formulated with refer-
ence to the developing community of knowledge�� However, a shadow is cast on those 
visions of the future by the research results, suggesting the percentage of people 
taking part in the Internet’s advantages of education is still quite low�� From the 
researches published by the Internet Word Stats (www��internetworldstats��com) it 
appears that currently the Internet is used by 1,114,274,426 which, that is 16��9% of 
the world’s population (data from 2007)�� What about the remaining 83��1%? For the 
time being, this question stays unanswered�� It is worth adding that the variation 
between certain countries – or even regions of the world – in the range of possibili-
ties of using the web resources, is enormous�� A thorough analysis of the mentioned 
data lets us observe, that 35��8% of the population using the Internet, live in Asia, 28% 
in Europe, and 20��9% in North America�� In contrast, in Africa only 3% of the inter-
nauts can be found, in the Middle East only 1��7%, while in Latin America 8��7% of 
the Internet users�� Information on this subject is presented in Figure 1��
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Source: www��internetworldstats��com

The above information is not as optimistic as it is seen in the forecasts�� In reality 
we have got to deal with occurrences that are qualified in the literature as “informa-
tion apartheid” or also “geography of inequality”�� The first means “total exclusion 
of some major parts of the globe from the technological changes and the economic 
and civilization-connected benefits deriving from them��” (Porębski L��, 2003, p�� 123)�� 
The second one concerns the unequal division of information and communication 
technologies on the world map (Porębski L��, 2003, p�� 123)�� This situation is very 
important for education for the reason of the consequences which come from 
distance learning that uses the Internet technology�� The detailed data on this 
subject are included in Figure 2��

Source: www��internetworldstats��com 
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It turns out that the on-line education (beyond some exceptions) not only does 
not contribute to giving people equal opportunities, but also is conducive to the 
creation of new groups of social exclusion�� Paradoxically, such a division overlaps 
the general differences of civilization and the development of certain regions of 
the world�� The predictions concerning the global ability of the web in the range of 
eliminating the poor regions and giving equal opportunities, among them the 
educational ones, do not come true�� The access to the Internet constitutes a source 
of new social divisions (proceeding by the traditional axis that divide the poverty 
and wealth), and also supports the negative tendencies of the ever-changing 
economy (Porębski L��, 2003, p�� 143)�� On-line education makes educated people 
broaden their knowledge, whereas the situation of people belonging to the impaired 
groups is not changing – seemingly�� For it is worth remembering that the relative 
distance between the privileged and the impaired groups, in terms of the accessibil-
ity to the new forms of education, is still growing��

There is no doubt that depriving people of the access to the latest technologies 
would result in deepening of the civilization gap between the developed countries 
and the rest of the world�� “Not-being on-line”, described as a new form of social 
exclusion, can constitute a threat for the development of civilization of many 
modern world countries�� The lack of access to the global network may be the 
reason for being excluded from the occurring transformations (Regiewicz A��, 2003, 
p�� 208)�� It is impossible not to relate the described situation to the area of education�� 
While the countries that have actual access to the ICT are equipped with a new 
form of fighting with the illiteracy and other pathologies, and they are also creating 
platforms for lifelong education, the countries that are backward in these terms 
will be getting further away from this ideal��

By this fact, the problem of “actual access” to the new information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) is worth mentioning�� There are many conditions 
that have an impact on whether a human will have access to the latest technical 
achievements or not�� Among them we can also find personality determinants of 
certain people�� W�� Osmańska-Furmanek and M�� Furmanek indicate the main 
virtues of using the media in education�� But they have also observed that “There 
are however some limitations too, such as the ability to convey all kinds of contents, 
the inability to participate in lab classes (operations, activities), the requirements 
of owning expensive equipment and the necessity of possessing computer and 
network skills��” (Osmańska-Furmanek W��, Furmanek M��, 2004, p�� 57)

The problem of lacking technical abilities to handle the computer with Internet 
access meets with the level of media illiteracy, as well as with the level of media 
competences possessed by contemporary man�� There is no doubt that by entering 
the field of media environment man has to display a sense of criticism�� In the 
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virtual reality he/she meets the phenomena which demand continuous vigilance 
and readiness to make right decisions�� The media environment is prone to 
manipulation and it demands from the media recipients who convey messages to 
assume the attitude of resistance, in contrast to the attitude of submissiveness 
towards the negative phenomena (Lepa A��, 2001, p�� 37)��

In the context of the threats, the source of which may be distance learning, it is 
worth asking a question about the aims which are to be achieved in terms of it�� 
Simultaneously, a problem concerning the possibilities of shaping the principal 
features of human personality in on-line education, needs solving�� It is well to 
consider which role a teacher should play in the strategy of education��

According to a few researches, we can state that virtual reality does not favour 
a teacher at forming “human” relationships with their student�� It also does not 
create a platform for authentic meeting of people, during which the fulfilment of 
their subjectivity could be realized�� What is also challenged is the possibility of 
a dialogue which, as we all know, is a two-person meeting domain�� The boundaries 
presented by on-line education, in terms of effective and undisturbed communica-
tion, do not let us perceive this strategy of education as a developing one for human 
personality�� A large deficiency here is eliminating the aspects of nonverbal com-
munication, which are hard to substitute by even most refined technologies�� As is 
known, knowledge is the only one of the message aspects that is transmitted by 
a teacher to their student in mutual communication�� It is, at the same time, the 
only one that was possible to introduce to the electronic education�� Meanwhile the 
actual meeting of educational subjects – a master and his/her adept – ought to be 
a source of “stimuli” constituting the basis of pedagogical interaction�� In an inter-
action with the teacher a pupil “achieves not only information in the form of “that” 
type message, but what is more important, by observing their master they learn 
how to create their own knowledge or art��” (Suwara M��, 1994, p�� 227)

In the context of the previous observations it is worth noticing that electronic 
education, by moving the school closer to man, at the same time moves them away 
from the teacher (Morbitzer J��, 2002)�� This fact cannot remain without influence 
on the process of educating an individual�� There is no doubt that the technologiz-
ing of educational processes influences the elimination of educational actions from 
the human educational processes��

A phenomenon that arouses anxiety, concerning distant learning and using the 
latest communication technologies, is the continuously growing process called the 
commercialization of education�� In some points of view the fact that knowledge 
has become a high value on the job market, influences the quality of education�� 
The still imperfect methods of distant learning, as well as the lack of refined ways 
to control the progress of the educational strategy’s participants, results in dealing 
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with the mass “production” of graduates, on whose education minimal expenses 
have been incurred�� Some talk here about the “macdonaldization of education”�� 
The content of education becomes shallow�� Very often the low quality of the mate-
rials offered in web is a problem�� The didactic possibilities given by the multimedia 
are hardly exploited, limiting to the digitalization of scripts and spreading them in 
the Internet�� (Kwiatkowska I��, 2003, p�� 34)

The threats of information technology to the mental 
and physical health

The intensively developing range of courses, directed to employees of various 
specialties, moves us certainly closer to the ideal knowledge society�� As noted 
before, the appearance of technologies which allow us to teach and learn regardless 
of the barriers of time and space, is accompanied by extraordinary optimism�� There 
is no doubt that thanks to it, the vision of a fully developed information society 
becomes more real�� However, by the development of new information technologies, 
e��g�� of the Internet, some opinions arose suggesting that those technologies may 
be the source of some serious threats for a human associating with them��

The Internet is often regarded as another medium, by means of which achieving 
one’s ambitions in various fields of life – also the educational ones – is easier and 
more efficient�� However, the words of Neil Postman are worth remembering, who 
stresses that “a new technology does not add and does not take away anything�� 
A new technology changes everything��” (Postman N��, 2004, p�� 31) The Internet, as 
a global network of unlimited possibilities, enlarges the areas of risk facing con-
temporary man�� By being the source of changes, it creates new spheres of uncer-
tainty��

The global network creates a new environment of human life, which is stressed 
by the authors of the Internet definition quoted at the beginning�� They indicate 
that it constitutes a computer network which includes, besides the resources, also 
(or maybe mainly) the society of users�� This fact is followed by some significant 
implications for the way of perceiving this new medium�� The so-called ‘cyberspace’ 
may undoubtedly become regarded as a new environment in modern man’s life�� 
Man enters it without participating in electronic education��

With no doubt it can be said that the threats connected with using the Internet 
in education derive from the specificity of the new medium�� On the other hand, 
however, they are the consequence of the fact that living man takes active part in 
this act�� Researchers discovered that some features of the cyber-world influence 
the changes in our behaviour, and what follows, they can constitute a threat for 
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human health and life�� Those features include: contacting with virtual reality by 
means of technology, the distance between interacting people and their relative 
anonymity and the feeling of impunity, etc�� (Wallace P��, 2004, pp�� 147-176)�� A 
distant learning participant, who uses the Internet technology, is prone to frustra-
tion deriving from the technical imperfection of the network functioning (e��g�� 
some communication delays or failure of various kind)��

Like every sphere of the human presence, the Internet also has its “dark side” 
(Tadeusiewicz R��, 1999)�� It is connected with the emerging of new areas, especially 
prone to the appearing of some new forms of pathologies�� One of the key charges 
leveled against the global network is the strengthening of some worrying tenden-
cies of the modern world�� They are expressed in such terms as: culture of exhibi-
tionism, consumerist culture or civilization of violence�� Those expressions are the 
effect of the observed, enhanced entering of the sex category, aggression and 
economy into life and work of contemporary man�� The Internet is undoubtedly 
attacking the formal and moral principles of codes by its attachment to exceeding 
the boundaries of censorship and opposing all kinds of limits�� We should not 
forget that by accustoming a human with education via the Internet, at the same 
time we lead them to the world of unreserved freedom – let us add freedom spe-
cifically understood�� Bearing in mind the above observations, we should always 
remember about the fact that man who participates in e-learning not only uses the 
medium, which is the Internet�� The necessary condition is entering the new life 
environment – a space not fully known or defined by the researchers��

In literature attempts are made to classify various educational and mental threats 
of new information technologies�� Among them the most commonly enumerated 
are (cf�� Tanaś M�� 1993):

a) cognitive functions disorders leading to disability to continue education:
•  perception disorders, flow of attention, limitation or loss of logical think-

ing, a feeling of being lost, persistent thoughts, compulsive behaviour, 
memory disorders;

•  inability to continue education as a consequence of the aforementioned 
disorders and their accompanying symptoms, connected, for example, 
with mental discomfort occurring after drastic intervention i��e�� the so-
called ‘discontinuation syndrome’ having sometimes a drastic course;

b) escape from the real world to the artificial, virtual one: 
•  illusory feeling of strength and belonging (compensatory function), 

pathological rivalry (records in computer games and the network) with-
out respect for ethical rules and code (the rules of computer games have 
little to do with aspiring to the truth, justice and admiration of another 
human being’s dignity; computer games shape the awareness of a new 
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place and the place of virtual enemies, often resulting in acceptance of 
aggression and fierce fight as a norm in the real world);

•  illusory feeling of freedom, being irreplaceable, compulsion to be online, 
the need for auto-presentation and feeling of one’s presence (one’s own 
web page); 

c) specific types of social pathology:
•  unjustified individual or collective aggression or auto-aggression and 

frustrations;
•  imitation of pathological and destructive models – aggression from the 

screen is reflected in certain norms accepted by children of the same age 
and local communities (subcultures, local nationalisms, regions of higher 
risk);

•  access to pathological groups characterized by shady aims, functioning 
on the verge of, or outside the law�� Entering such groups is tantamount 
to engaging in or being a victim (prostitution, children pornography, 
paedophilia, white slavery, trafficking in living organs etc��);

•  access to ‘toxic’ cultural, para-religious, pseudo-therapeutic, crypto or 
openly satanic groups propagating the ideology of destruction, evil, 
aggression and nihilism; 

d) addictions: 
•  Internet Addiction Disorder syndrome – a heterogeneous in its essence 

internet addiction phenomenon i��e�� interior compulsion to be online, 
techno-hypnosis syndrome – getting into trance by children during the 
emission of advertisement or playing a computer game; 

•  ASC syndrome – an intensive use of computers can lead to altered states 
of consciousness, similar in terms of physiology and psychology to certain 
states of pharmacological, alcohol or drug intoxication�� This syndrome 
makes it easier to accept various orders and bans, including those ide-
ologies that can be a menace towards society; 

•  addiction to virtual reality – escape from the real world e��g�� thanks to 
virtual techniques; 

•  addictions to programmes containing elements of psycho-manipula-
tion, persuasion techniques, addiction to subliminal messages based 
on NLP procedures (neuro-linguistic programming), mind-control 
techniques, bioneuromanipulation techniques influencing the central 
nervous system�� 

The information technologies which have been used for many years shape 
diverse mechanisms and human behaviour�� They mostly relate to ailments and 
illnesses connected with staying in front of a computer screen for several hours (cf�� 
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e��g�� Dziekańska E�� 1997b; Lippmann Ch�� 1993)�� Among the health threatening 
factors the most common are: x-ray radiation of a computer screen; very low fre-
quency electrostatic and electromagnetic field; ultraviolet radiation; the contrast 
between the light emitted by the screen and the background; screen flickering and 
a lack of picture (colour) sharpness; exterior light sources reflected in the screen��

Using the most up-to-date information technology equipment is onerous espe-
cially on account of: a forced, motionless body position; changeability of the picture 
on a monitor screen; influence of the electromagnetic field; low concentration of 
positive ions present in the air; high mental tension; skin irritation caused by 
positively charged dust particles pushed back by the computer screen (Dziekańska 
E�� 1997b; Juszczyk S�� 1999, p�� 348)�� 

It is worth noting at this point that certain negative influences cannot be elimi-
nated and there are the so-called computer illnesses�� While working with a com-
puter, especially when it takes a dozen or so hours, its user can feel negative effects 
of overlong straining certain parts of the body�� From the analysis of the conducted 
research it appears that the most frequent ailments are connected with all the 
human senses and most of all (Chlebińska J�� 1990; Lippmann Ch��,red, 1993):

1�� Sight organ, whose ailments manifest itself especially in: eyes fatigue, colour 
perception and sight sharpness disorders; double vision; eye dryness and 
other problems��

2�� Headaches taking various forms�� They can partially be caused by overloading 
the sight organ�� Radiation has, however, the greatest influence on such 
problems��

3�� Neckaches and backaches usually appear when people maintain a sitting 
position, when they do not assume a proper and healthy posture and during 
constant staring at the screen while moving their hands (as it is in case of 
working with a computer)��

Backaches result from the sitting position during work�� Permanent posture with 
hands reaching forward above the keyboard and the spine bent forward can 
increase the pressure on intervertebral discs and encumber tendons, muscles 
and nerves��

4�� Tailbone injuries are ailments encountered in case of people who work with 
a computer for several hours, sitting on chairs which are not adapted to fit 
such specific conditions��

5�� Pains in arms and wrists resulting in different ailments connected with arms, 
shoulders, wrists and hands�� These parts of the body are subject to great 
strain because they do the main work��

6�� Tendon inflammation manifesting itself in oversensitivity, swelling, piercing 
pain and the pain accompanying the movement of arms��
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7�� Muscles, whose pains result from a lack of movement typical of working in 
front of a computer, can often cause cramp seizure and taut muscles�� Thus, 
making muscles maintain their tense position for several hours can lead to 
their overall fatigue��

8�� Allergic reactions provoked by the polarisation of electrostatic tension 
between a computer user and the computer screen, which can result in 
various skin and mucous membrane irritation�� 

The threats presented in this article constitute a complex of interconnected 
factors which can - directly or indirectly - significantly decrease the quality of 
healthy functioning characterizing the subjects of media education�� The above 
analyses suggest that the Internet bears a certain spectrum of threats in both the 
individual and social dimension�� The seriousness of fears provoked by those threats 
is aggravated by a lack of proper knowledge on negative virtual reality phenomena 
and their possible consequences for life of both single units and society in a global 
scale�� It should be, however, borne in mind that this potential can but does not 
have to be realised, since it all depends upon proper reactions to the sole awareness 
of the risk��
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The Need for Reflection on Self-education of Students

Abstract

Profound transformations of civilization create new needs for the generating, 
processing, storing and transmitting of knowledge�� New objectives arise due to 
these needs in various areas of social life�� One of the important aspects of the 
undergoing transformations is the increasing significance of non-institutional 
processes of education, including the process of self-education, which still does 
not have the right position in the teaching theory and practice�� There is a need to 
analyse the process from different perspectives, diverse contexts and on the grounds 
of various theories�� The present article emphasizes the concept of the analysis of 
student self-education from the perspective of the subject undertaking the process 
in the context of the effects of university and the changes of reality�� The presenta-
tion of the proposed analysis is of a teaching character based on cognitive theories 
of the development of personality��

Key words: self-education, students, university, development of civilization, 
knowledge-based society, Knowledge-based Europe, globalization, labour mar-
ket, metacognition, cognitive theories of human development, autonomy, 
empowerment, multilevel development.

The first decade of the 21st century is a period of various social, political, eco-
nomic and other changes in our country and the whole world�� The progressive 
changes are a significant challenge to the education and self-education of man��

Self-education can be understood by analysing the term in the light of the lit-
erature on the subject� as a process of multilevel development of the personality of 

� Digressions on the term self-education are presented in the book Autoedukacja studen-
tów w uniwersytecie, (submitted for printing in the publishing company Trans Humana in 
Białystok)��

Walentyna Wróblewska
Poland
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an individual, in which the individual sets goals, contents, methods of work and 
means and the individual carries out self-check and self-assessment��

Self-education is a phenomenon poorly known or marked in theoretical teach-
ing knowledge and practice�� There is a need for reflection and study of the process�� 
The present paper points out the premises which emphasize the increasing sig-
nificance of self-education in human life and outline the pluralism of theoretical 
context for the analysis of the process as well as the need for presenting the analy-
sis of the process in the context of teaching and social effects��

The development of civilization, the transition from industrial society to infor-
mation society (knowledge), learning society, in which continuing education 
appears as the global goal and self-education becomes its main process, determines 
the right position of the process�� In learning society there is a demand for innova-
tive, active, creative man with rich competences who can process rich sources of 
information, create knowledge and use it wisely, in other words transform and 
create the surrounding reality�� The creation of cognitive personality � becomes the 
essence of learning society�� Since knowledge “is a peculiar potential of energy 
serving the intelligence and reasoning as well as strengthening the awareness and 
wisdom of man��”�

World globalization, the creating of global village whose all members know 
about each other, owing to the improvement of communication, fast flow of infor-
mation (mobile communications, Internet, etc��) determines the need for continu-
ing self-education��

The creation of Knowledge-based Europe as the main goal of the European 
Union and some difficulty still noticed in accomplishing it, i��e�� insufficient par-
ticipation of the Europeans in education during their lifetime,� encourages a re-
flection on self-education of man��

The necessity to enrich general and specialist education during the lifetime is a 
requirement for contemporary man�� These days a university degree is not sufficient 
to be successful in the labour market and work till retirement�� On the global scale 
man frequently has to retrain six times during their life in order to find a job�� The 
development of science and technology makes it necessary for man to keep improv-

� J�� Boćkowski, K��M�� Machowska (2004)�� Społeczeństwo wiedzy a społeczeństwo informaty-
czne, In B�� Chyrowicz (ed��) Społeczeństwo informatyczne: szansa czy zagrożenie�� Lublin: Tow�� 
Naukowe KUL��

� S�� Juszczuk (2002)�� Edukacja w społeczeństwie ery informatycznej i komunikacyjnej�� In 
A�� Karpińska (ed��), Edukacja w dialogu i reformie�� Białystok: Trans Humana (p�� 155)�� 

� W�� Rabczuk (2004)�� Czy strategia unii europejskiej jest zagrożona? Nowa Szkoła, 1��
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ing their qualifications, frequently as part of self-education�� The quality of personal 
and social life of man depends to a large degree on their self-education���

All these premises point out the increasing significance of self-education in the 
life of every man and the necessity of taking the process throughout their life��

The lack of the right position of self-education in the subject of research and 
theoretical investigations of teaching indicates the need for thinking, studying 
literature and undertaking research into self-education��

The assumptions of cognitive psychology, according to which man is perceived 
as the subject of learning, as the main actor of the art (self-education), distinguish 
three forms of mental engagement of the learning person: 1) formulating and/or 
specifying the aim of learning; 2) starting cognitive strategies and putting them 
into effect; 3/ using control strategies which enable the assessment of the degree of 
realizing the aim and possible correction of conduct,� induce the analysis of proc-
ess of student self-education��

The changes developing in psychology induce the need for reflection and 
research into self-education of man�� At the turn of the 60s and 70s of the 20th 
century in the USA a new research trend called life-span developmental psychology � 
developed in psychology�� The new trend developed on the basis of questioning two 
key theses in developmental psychology stating that:

a) psychological development of man takes place only in the first third of their 
life;

b) developmental psychology should not be interested in changes other than 
the ones which are called progressive���

The presented evolution leads to a new understanding of the research subject in 
psychology�� It is not the subject of activities,� but the subject of biography under-
stood as a process and at the same time as special superior integrity but not as a 
description of the course of life�� Biography as a unique course of life is a superior 

� W�� Kojs,W�� Kojs, Autoedukacja jako wyznacznik osobowego i społecznego rozwoju, paper presented 
at IV Augustów Scientific Meeting in Augustów (18–20 September 2004) organised by the 
Division of  Art of Teaching of the University of Białystok under the academic supervision of 
Professor Anna Karpińska��

� M�� Ledzińska (2000)�� Uczenie się wykraczające poza warunków�� In J�� Strelau (ed��), Psycho-
logia. Podręcznik akademicki, vol�� 2�� Gdańsk: Gdańskie Wyd�� Psychologiczne (p�� 121)��

� L��R�� Goulet, P��B�� Baltes (ed��) (1970)��1970)�� Life-span developmental psychology: Research and 
theory�� New York: Academic Press��

� Z�� Pietrasiński (1988)�� Rozwój z perspektywy jego podmiotu, in: M�� Tyszkowa (ed��), Rozwój 
psychiczny człowieka w ciągu życia. Zagadnienia teoretyczne i metodologiczne�� Warszawa: PWN,  
(p�� 80)��

� J�� Tomaszewski (ed��) (1975)�� Psychologia, Warszawa: PWN, ��
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value in relation to all needs�� It is also a controlling structure constantly present in 
man, an extra-functional system controlling behaviours��

The awareness of potential influence on the way of life and development is gained 
by the individual at the adolescent age and complete intentional self-creation 
reveals in mature years���0 In the period of maturity man is capable of self-reflection, 
creation of “ideal I” and planning their own long-wave activities and man becomes 
capable of mature intentional self-creation���� In psychology controlling one’s own 
development is connected with self-cognition as a particularly essential condi-
tion��

Reflection of students (individual) on self-education can be considered as the 
development of metacognitive competences which in the contemporary reality 
constitute an essential element of mind, central link of intelligence and determinant 
of effectiveness of activities����

Learning consists in conceptualization of the world and oneself but not in pas-
sive memorizing of facts���� According to cognitive psychologists, learning is the 
acquisition of new representation of knowledge as well as more and more effective 
strategies of access to it, enabling its effective use in different situations����14 This 
life-long process of better self-understanding and understanding of one’s own place 
in the world takes place gradually thanks to cognitive activity which can be control-
led by man�� The control takes the shape of planning the process of learning, using 
adequate cognitive activities, supervising the made progress, maintaining (or 
changing) the taken course of activities depending on the achieved results�� The 
mentioned group of skills along with the knowledge on one’s own memory is 
defined as metacognition����

Nowadays metacognition is considered as an essential element of mind, central 
link of intelligence, determinant of the effectiveness of activities���� A thorough 
examination of mental processes and controlling them is tantamount to self-con-
trol and self-regulation of behaviour, that is the presence of cognitive self-steerabil-
ity���� One of the chief challenges and objectives of contemporary education is 

�0 Z�� Pietrasiński, op.cit., p�� 98 and further��
�� Ibidem, p�� 98��
�� H�� Gardner (2002)�� Inteligencje wielorakie. Teoria w praktyce�� Poznań: Media Rodzina��
�� Z�� Włodarski (1990)�� Psychologia uczenia się, vol�� 1�� Warszawa: PWN�� G�� Dryden, J�� Vos 

(2000)�� Rewolucja w uczeniu się�� Poznań: Moderski i Spółka��
�� R��S�� Siegler (1983)�� How knowledge influences learning��R��S�� Siegler (1983)�� How knowledge influences learning�� American Psychologist, 71��
�� M�� Ledzinska (2004)�� Informacja i wiedza w dobie globalizacji: perspektywa edukacyjna�� 

Ruch Pedagogiczny, 1–2, 5–15��
�� H�� Gardner (2002)�� Inteligencje wielorakie. Teoria w praktyce�� Poznań: Media Rodzina��
�� M�� Ledzinska, op.cit., p�� 10��
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shaping metacognitive competences�� The lack of the competences leads to false 
beliefs that an excess of data cannot be comprehended and transformed into 
personal knowledge, man cannot cope with cognitive stress�� 

Implications arising for self-education from the assumptions of the concept of 
human development determine the need for presenting the process extensively�� 
Supporters of the psychological cognitive theory view man as a harmoniously 
functioning integrity: knowing, feeling, acting, aware of their own “I” and con-
nected with society and culture by many ties�� In the view of representatives of 
humanistic psychology, man is unique integrity whose basic characteristic is 
development conditioned by internal factors�� The main tendency which determines 
the activity of man is striving for self-realization, actualization of their own poten-
tial chances���� According to the assumptions of the transgression conception, man 
is an independent integrity whose activities are largely determined by personal 
reasons and who always has much freedom of choice�� The effectiveness of human 
action depends on intellectual (creative) and instrumental (realizational) activity 
which is based on transgression, i��e�� the ability of going beyond the marked limits 
of behaviour���� A new insight into personality is presented by the supporters of 
psychotransgressionism�� According to them, personality is composed of five 
components (psychons): cognitive, instrumental, motivating, emotional, and 
personal��

The idea of man empowered to autonomy and responsibility in civic society can 
serve as a theoretical basis for the analysis of the process of self-education�� In 
democratic (civic) society the ideal is the person empowered to autonomy and 
responsibility, which enable to reach the stage of independent learning in the 
society of learning people, and to gaining democratic goods���0 According to 
R�� Pring, empowerment means forming in learners intellectual forms of reflection, 
reasoning and argumentation for solving problems�� It means developing charac-
teristics which enable understanding oneself, people and the surrounding world, 
in other words, it means certain control over one’s own life����

Theoretical bases for the analysis of self-education of students can be searched 
in philosophic theories of education�� The new way of thinking about education 
and in education opens social reconstructionism as an anthropological and philo-
sophical trend in pedagogy, according to which education is understood as the 

�� J�� Kozielecki (ed��) (1995)�� Koncepcje psychologiczne człowieka�� Warszawa: Znak��
�� J�� Kozielecki (1987)�� Koncepcja transgresyjna człowieka�� Warszawa: PWN (p�� 13–17)��
�0 S�� Ranson (1993)��S�� Ranson (1993)�� From an entitlement to an empowerment curriculum�� In M�� Barber, 

D�� Graham (eds��), Sense, Nonsense and the National Curriculum�� London (p�� 99–100)��
�� R�� Pring (1989)��R�� Pring (1989)�� The new curriculum�� London (p�� 98–99)��
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means of social change�� A basic aim of the trend is to work out innovative contents 
as well as educational strategies which would lead to shaping in teachers and pupils 
and through them in all society “a new level of awareness as for the need for and 
possibility of collective cooperation within the local and global range”���� Recon-
structionism is a novel concept which is placed on the side of change and eman-
cipation, but not adaptation and adjustment�� The most outstanding representative 
of reconstructionism Theodore Brameld emphasizes that change is possible through 
familiarity with culture which we want to change�� Education in the process of the 
change of the world cannot be detached from culture�� In the view of the support-
ers of reconstructionism, the effective change of culture through education is 
possible when democratic proceedings are observed��

The personalistic trend of philosophic concepts of the development of a human 
individual focuses on the individual dimension of human existence�� According to 
the trend, man is presented as an individual, as a subject aware of themselves, 
a self-defining being, controlled from the inside, creating themselves����

In the course of the pluralism of the contexts of theoretical deliberations on 
self-education of students the primacy of psychological cognitive theories of human 
development should be recognized, assuming that the typically teaching presenta-
tion of the exploration of self-education cannot be deprived of the psychological 
basis��

In the context of indicated changes and theoretical assumptions, the process of 
self-education together with its components (objectives, contents, methods, means 
and conditions) should be put through an analysis in the light of the classical and 
recent, domestic and foreign literature as well as research��

Realizing that self-education accompanies man at every stage of their life, signs 
of self-education in a young child, a child of pre-school and school age can be 
pointed out�� Self-education takes a different dimension and form at every stage of 
human education�� In the higher education institution self-education should 
dominate controlled education so that after the completion of institutionalized 
education its graduate could continuously take and carry out the process in the 
course of their life��

Self-education as a complex, multi-faceted process can be analysed from differ-
ent perspectives�� The presentation of the analysis of the process from the subject’s 

�� H�� Zielińska-Kostyło (2005)�� Rekonstrukcjonalistyczne koncepcje zmiany społecznej poprzez 
edukację. Antropologia pedagogiczna Theodore’a Bramelda�� Toruń: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu 
Mikołaja Kopernika (p�� 11)��

�� R�� Schulz (2007)�� Wykłady z pedagogiki ogólnej. O integralną wizję człowieka i jego rozwoju, 
vol�� 2�� Toruń: Wyd�� UMK (pp�� 193–204)�� J�� Homplewicz (1997)�� (ed��)1997)�� (ed��)�� (ed��) Gdy osobowość horyzontem 
wychowania�� Rzeszów: Wyd�� WSP, ��Rzeszów: Wyd�� WSP, ��Wyd�� WSP, ��WSP, ��
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(student’s) point of view seems to be interesting�� The presentation of self-education 
from the teacher’s (academic teacher’s) point of view is not of a lesser value��

Research into the process of self-education of university students can be placed 
in the course of discussion on the mission of university and its position in the 
higher education system (in the situation of the establishment of many higher 
education vocational schools)�� Assuming that in the university of constitutive 
features�� (higher education institution with centuries-old traditions) optimal 
conditions for self-education of students are created�� The university is a basic type 
of higher education institution whose objectives include conducting scientific 
research, training and educating students as well as training research workers and 
conferring academic degrees���� The university has to comply with the highest 
academic requirements (at least 12 organizational units entitled to confer a doctor’s 
academic degree) in comparison with technical universities (at least 6 organiza-
tional units) or academies (at least 2 organizational units)����

Research into the process of self-education of students requires a presentation 
in the context of changes which are taking place (creation of knowledge-based 
society, integration, world globalization and requirements of the labour market)��

The diagnosis of the course and the results of self-education of students and the 
explanation of the effects of certain factors (situated in the university and changing 
reality) at the level of the undertaken process make it possible to work out practical 
recommendations for the improvement of the effectiveness of self-education, and 
also the development and intensification of the process as well as the shaping of an 
internal need for continuing learning of the individual�� The proposed analyses can 
lead to working out changes in the university (in the process of university education) 
aiming at inspiring and creating conditions for self-education of students��

Summing up, the proposed analyses can be treated as an inspiration of the 
respondents for self-reflection on their own self-education and aspiration to 
modify and raise the effectiveness and a suggestion for academic teachers who have 
a big influence and opportunities to release the need for independent learning and 
accustom to efficient independent work of students�� The proposed analyses are 
particularly important among students – future teachers who are obliged to con-
tinue self-education and are expected to arouse the need for and inspire their pupils 
to self-education as well as to shape in them the capability of independent work��

�� The author of the present article wrote about the essence of university, expressed in itsThe author of the present article wrote about the essence of university, expressed in its 
constitutive features and performed functions in the book: Dynamika aspiracji edukacyjnych… 
(pp�� 35–46)��

�� W�� Okoń (1992)�� Słownik pedagogiczny�� Warszawa: PWN (p�� 222)��
�� Prawo o szkolnictwie wyższym, Act of 27 July 2005, Section I�� System of higher education, 

Chapter I�� General regulations, article 3��



The Metaphors in Primary Education

Abstract

The text1 describes the idea of a part of integrated education within which it is 
possible to solve the problem of supporting the development of interpretative 
abilities used in 9–10 year-old children education on the basis of metaphors�� The 
idea results from widening theoretical interests of a pedagogue and is related to an 
alternative shape of primary education�� The contexts are: 

a) the styles of perception – the arts corresponding to the integration dimen-
sion,

b) philosophical reflections – hermeneutic ideas of Paul Ricoeur and Wilhelm 
Dilthey’s interpretation, which characterise the specified humanistic inter-
pretation; about sign reading (Charles Sanders Peirce’s semiotics and phe-
nomenology of Maurice Merleau Ponty) – non-co-existence category of 
Michail Bachtin and decentration of Jean Piaget (stressed and brought nearer 
for educational purposes by Lech Witkowski)��

c) psychological theories of playing by Erik H�� Erikson, Lew S�� Wygotski and 
the vision of decentration by Jean Piaget (L�� Witkowski)��

Experimental studies, their interpretation�� Conclusions�� Further scientific per-
spectives��

Key words: integrated primary education, metaphors in primary education, 
styles of perception, philosophical reflections, psychological theories.

1 The text is a synthesis of Muszyńska’s book titled’ The metaphors in primary education. The 
idea of educating which supports the development in interpretative abilities of 9–10 year-old 
children�� Edition UMK, Toruń, 1999��

Małgorzata Muszyńska
Poland
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Introduction

I try to find the answer to the question – how to help a child to gain competence 
in giving meanings, to enable it to use the right of individual world interpreta-
tion�� The variety of culture presents unlimited space to an adult person, in which 
they are able to choose�� In case of a child, that priceless variety and first of all 
ambiguity is unclear, it constitutes condensation of ideas and values not identical 
in meaning�� The danger is that a child can lose its identity�� Supporting the devel-
opment of interpretative abilities (as well as imagination and sensitivity) is the 
main problem, which made me work on the idea of 9–10 year-old children 
proper education. The interpretation of metaphors, although they clearly suggest 
the perception of art masterpieces (artistic works) in their broad meaning, is 
treated as a sign of developing interpretative abilities, which are used by man in 
different life situations�� We find metaphors in poetry, painting, interactive human 
relations�� “The body language”, which has metaphorical meaning is legible as well�� 
So the metaphor is a kind of statement, a thought expressed with the help of signs�� 
I suggest the name “quasi text” for what is metaphorical, what is the subject of 
interpretation��

The style of text perception as a style of integration 

The description of the style of text (artistic work) perception understood in such 
a way that its material is made of signs, requires a broader perspective than the 
theory of literature only and goes far beyond traditional problems of teaching the 
language�� In many projects of aesthetic education, which includes literary educa-
tion, one can observe a trend towards integrated education, which in turn enables 
gaining language and non language competence�� The knowledge about language 
and literature is […��] “more and more clearly directed anthropologically “ (Z�� Uryga, 
1996, pp�� 104–110), semiologically (the remark of M��M), so it is close to everyday 
experience and it can influence the form of that experience in the area of learning 
– knowing and feeling (ibidem, p�� 146)�� An education which makes correspondence 
of art and literature possible is a sign of an integrated view on artistic phenomena�� 
It inspires to problem thinking, i��e�� literature and painting,2 in education depends 
mostly on the context derived from literary, scientific, philosophical and artistic 
aesthetics�� Trying to interpret the works coming from various sign systems, but 
having the so-called “common places” (the definition by E�� Balcerzan, 1985) is 

2 i��e�� the works of Polish poetical and painting vanguard of the 20s (ibidem pp�� 69–70)
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clearly a semiotic action�� The material for finding analogies are signs��� The men-
tioned comparative analysis is possible particularly owing to semiotics language� 
(ibidem, p�� 567)�� 

What conditions must be satisfied to work out the rules5 of a reader’s perception�� 
One of the perspectives is shown by Michał Głowiński�� It is sociology of literature 
understood as a knowledge of a work of art and its social functioning, the work 
which contacts the reader in various social situations (ibidem, pp��114–15) “ Here 
[…] the borderlines between poetics and literature sociology disappear, although 
they once seemed to be not to overcome”�� (ibidem, p��115)�� So pulling down those 
borders is a basic condition for defining the general rule of perception, which is to 
create social interaction, outside the text and its author, which makes objective 
thinking possible�� That generalised shape of the rule can be translated into a lan-
guage of educational practice, i��e�� a particular paratheatrical and artistic technique, 
owing to which we are able to construct a sign�� That one in turn is a mate-
rial, basing on which active text readers create their own meaning�� Their 
attitude is non – coexistence towards the author and the text (Bachtin’s category 
meaning out – emphatic understanding), and they also make decentration of their 
own schedules of knowing�� One can say that nothing but receivers’ interactions 
cause mutuality of points of view or reference systems of actions and intuitions of 
various subjects (observers)�� Here appears an obligation of mutuality in perspec-
tives’ relations, both as a condition of deepening their subjective character (e��g�� 
quality of articulation and one’s own intuition and convictions), as well as strength-
ening their objectivity (L�� Witkowski, 1997 b��, p�� 50)��

Using signs implies such a style of their perception, which can be regarded as 
“[…] open to new cognitive and aesthetic values” so it enables reception of differ-

� Word deformations and their provoking arrangement in poetry have their counterparts in 
geometric deformation of a human figure in painting�� 

� Stefan Żółkiewski gives an example of P�� Francastelo’s sketch “ La Fête mythologique au 
Quattrocento’ in which” The author not using semiotic terms, indicates that the same sign 
systems in the 14th-century Florence were accomplished in different semiotic material […] not 
only in words (poetry), […] icons (pictures), custom gestures (mythological, folk processions)�� 
The comparative description of that aesthetic event requires a language, which would be […] 
different from the subject language and rich enough, more than they are” (S�� Żółkiewski, KSS, 
1979, p��567) 

5 Michał Głowiński remarks that the styles of perception do not generally appear in their 
clear shape, so they should be regarded not as a set of rules arbitrarily and strictly obeyed, but 
as a stream of trends directing the reading processes (1977, p�� 132)�� Edward Balczerzan uses the 
idea of poetry of perception, i��e�� the theory of art work directed towards its perception (cf�� B�� 
Chrząstowska, 1977, p�� 138)�� 
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ent kinds of literary phenomena […]’ (M�� Głowiński, ibidem p�� 135)�� Its openness 
can be decided by readers’ abilities connected with using semiotic material�� 

A kind of style satisfying the conditions of openness and respecting possibilities 
of many meanings is a symbolic style, which according to Michał Głowiński’ […] 
assumes a two – dimensional structure of literary work […]’�� It accepts that rela-
tions between dimensions are unclear and undefined�� The first dimension is not 
transparent and does not open the view to a domain of bright senses and coagulated 
ones (in my paper I accepted, after M�� Bachtin, that meanings are created and 
persons are their carriers)�� That style imposes a more active role to the reader, 
leaves much more freedom to their imitative (M�� Głowiński, ibidem, p�� 129)�� 
Coexistence of the described style with an aesthetizing style of playing 
shape, suggested by Michał Głowiński, can be very useful in educational prac-
tice��

Playing freedom, as I suppose, is one of the conditions of the existence of a “non 
– coexistence” attitude towards the author and the text itself�� “Non – coexistence”, 
meaning the distance from the author’s intentions starts with the act of construct-
ing signs and creating their meaning�� Creating the meaning or discovering the 
other dimension of an artistic work, which Michał Głowiński describes, charac-
terising the symbolic style of perception, suggests clearly the relationship with that 
style�� It is worth extending the characteristics of artistic work perception using 
Piaget’s category of decentration (L�� Witkowski, 1997 b��)�� It enables us to under-
stand the creative aspect of the reader’s participation in creating the text meaning 
which is an effect of displacement of our own limited look at the world into the 
field of experiences unknown till now, the unaccepted, strange cultures��

Philosophical context

I would be very satisfied if the designed and verified idea of artistic work percep-
tion played a role, introducing to future aware activity in our own chosen style�� It 
is also very important for early education to accept the playing activity as a natural 
aesthetic quality�� Therefore the perception process earns that value�� Interpretation, 
as Maria Gołaszewska stated, becomes a narration concerning substantiation nar-
ration concerning our own activity, it becomes a “quasi text”6 (after H�� Starzec, 
1980, p�� 246)�� How to explain then, the process of metaphor interpretation under-
stood as a quasi – text? 

6 (remark by M��M��)
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The hermeneutic theory of Paul Ricoeur delivers important thoughts and 
develops intuitions concerning the life of signs given by Foucault; ”Let us give the 
name of hermeneutics to a set of recognition and techniques, owing to which signs 
can speak and we can discover their meaning, let us give the name of semiology 
to a set of recognition and techniques, owing to which we can establish where signs 
are, what makes them signs, we can learn their links and the rights which connect 
them […] “(quotation after P�� Guirand, 1974, p�� 48)�� Semiotics of culture broadly 
understood suggests where signs are, while semiotics of Charles Sanders Peirce 
explains the ways of their existence and the rights which rule their links�� The touch 
of both perspectives – the hermeneutic and the semiotic makes it possible to take 
up interpretation of metaphor as a “quasi text”�� The phonomenon of metaphor 
speaks for itself�� The metaphoric expression has been defined as a “poem in mini-
ature” (M�� Beardslay, quoted after P�� Ricoeur, 1988 p�� 234)�� Its reference dimension 
as a claim “to say something about something” was studied (P�� Ricoeur, 1988, 
p�� 251)�� I am interested first of all in such a way of metaphor interpretation which 
would be fulfilled in acting7��

The theory of acting formed by Paul Ricoeur presents human acting as a quasi 
text, which can be a reference for any kinds of text (P�� Ricoeur, 1992, p��26)�� If we 
assume that sequences of designed experimental actions, emerging from the 
complexity of a sign (metaphor), are one meaningful sum, one can call it a quasi 
text�� Therefore a hypothesis can be put forward that metaphor interpretation ful-
filled by acting (semiotics expression) seems to be a quasi text��

Paul Ricoeur reveals identity, which appears between a text theory and acting 
theory�� There are deep reasons which justify transpositions from text theories to 
acting theories and vice versa (ibidem, p�� 26)�� He underlines clearly that […] ”they 
constitute an important problem for philosophical anthropology” (ibidem p�� 26)�� 
It is justified by…[…] “Aristotle’s remark included in “ Poetics’: mythos of a tragedy, 
[…]�� The thread taken up by Ricoeur connected with philosophical anthropology 
stresses human activity, which obtains its autonomy similar to semantic autonomy 
of the text�� The philosopher says: “[…] the acting itself, the acting bearing meaning, 
can be a science object not losing a meaningful character, owing to a kind 
of objectivization, similar to consolidation, which appears in writing […]”��

7 Experimental activities were submitted to that idea�� It is dictated first: by the need for 
making a particular method enabling understanding poetic metaphors by 9–10 year-old chil-
dren, second: the problem interesting for me and connected with substantiation of a complex 
sign (metaphor) and its influence on the course and the result of the interpretation, third: 
defining general and particular aims of educating, considering category of acting�� 
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“That objectivization is possible owing to internal features of acting, similar to 
the structure of speech action and thanks to which “the doing activity” becomes 
a kind of expression (1984, p�� 336)�� The action, similarly to an artistic work, is an 
open text directed to an unlimited group of “readers” (after P�� Ricoeur, 1992, p�� 26)�� 
It is “open to everybody who can read�� In such a way in which the event meaning 
is a meaning of its future interpretation” […]�� (P�� Ricoeur, 1984, p�� 341)�� Paul 
Ricoeur considers a possibility of building an original paradigm of reading�� Phe-
nomenology of the body by Maurice Merleau – Ponty sketches the same perspec-
tive and uses the philosopher’s idea, which sees such gestures in human way of 
behaving that their mysterious speech can be analysed on the basis of the so-called 
interpretation bows’ (cf�� Migasiński,1995)��

The particular kind of acting concerning an interpretation of poetic metaphor, 
seems to have much in common with Ricoeur’s theory8�� It is inseparable from the 
existence of the interpreting person�� Creating signs is equal to our own, the only 
kind of the world representation�� The interpretation happening that way creates a 
possibility of self-knowledge and self-education�� Because of this it is worth con-
centrating not only on the determinants of interpretation (explanation and 
understanding) in the sense of their connection with the process of metaphorical-
ness and ethical values, which are brought by the contact with poetry�� Metaphors 
often reveal problems in a unique way, the way which cannot be achieved by any 
text (particularly didactic reading)�� The created sign, a symptom of children’s 
sensitivity touches, provokes reflection, opens to problems of others�� It also hap-
pens that it reveals carelessness, indifference�� The dissonances, tensions between 
what is known and unknown, important and unimportant, serious and funny, 
non-conformable and conformable are kinds of experience, which are not to be 
described by the didactic language�� Emotional experiences seem to have a signifi-
cant contribution to deepening understanding of what is metaphoric, indirectly 
said�� Co-operation of persons engaged in sign creating is also important�� It requires 
attention not only from didactic profits’ point view�� Sensibilizing existence beside 
another person, more human, are more often styles of behaviour observed in act-
ing, being a quasi text, a personal story about what I feel, how I express and 
understand it (cf�� W�� Dilthey)�� 

8 This association is not accidental, because Paul Ricoeur worked on metaphor�� 
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The semiotic method in didactics

The method called semiotic was described in the trichotomy of C�� S�� Peirce�� Its 
sequence is a counterpart of the following sign creation�� “ A sign is something 
which for someone replaces something else in some way” (C�� S�� Peirce, quotation 
after H�� Buczyńska-Garewicz, 1994, p�� 43)�� The scripts of the lessons were treated 
in the way to expose three following signs: iconic – the one which refers to the 
object, denoting it owing to its own features, identical to features of the object�� It 
is an iconic sign of anything, provided it is similar to it and it is used as a sign; an 
index sign9, the one which is a determinant, a real connection of the two things, 
where one sends to the other on the basis of their real links (an example of that 
subjective reference is smoke and fire); a symbolic one – referred to a denoted 
object according to a right; it is usually a connection of general ideas, which causes 
the interpretation of a symbol as the one referring to a given object (H�� B��-G�� 1994, 
p�� 66)�� The sign creation was made by means of paratheatrical techniques of gesture 
expression or plastic art techniques, using different material�� The actions arranged 
like that, according to the original idea, were to ease a metaphor interpretation�� Let 
us remind that interpretation according to Paul Ricoeur (1992, p�� 25) is a process 
in which explanation and understanding are determinants�� Semiosa process 
released by a sign is equal to explanation (with one condition that semiosa is an 
indefinite process and can be stopped the moment the sense appears)�� Expression 
exposed consciously tightly connected with the sign system implies the other, 
besides explanation, a determinant of interpretation, which is understanding�� Both 
of those elements are linked dialectally according to Paul Ricoeur (ibidem, 
pp�� 19, 25)�� Understanding is mediated by explaining�� It can be realised in 
the way of a structural analysis e��g�� in relating (ibidem, p�� 19) or, as it was 
in an experiment, as a result of sign – creating activities analysis, which are 
a quasi text in some way��10 In the designed conception category of understanding 
is related to a need for creating meaning, which in case of metaphor interpretation 
is equal to answering the question what that metaphoric statement means�� Under-
standing is a crown not a closing stage of some semiosa phase, where the emerging 
sense can be generalised�� The semiotic and hermeneutic perspective enabled us to 
call and bring determinants of metaphor interpretation, which are explaining and 
understanding��

 9 The other idea which depicts that relationship is a symptom (H�� B��-G�� 1994, p�� 65)�� Tomasz 
Komendziński explains that it is a mark (1996, p�� 94)��

10 The acting theory of Paul Ricoeur presents human activity as a quasi text, which can be 
a reference to any kind of texts (1992, p�� 26)
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Semiotic method – psychological context.

Visual sphere11 is analysed by Lew S�� Wygotski12 in a very interesting aspect of 
giving a sense to what is seen (1995, pp�� 56, 57)�� Giving a sense to something is 
equal to generalising thinking, and the situations which provoke experiences to 
undergo the so-called affective generalising and they determine consciousness 
(L��S�� Wygotski, ibidem, pp�� 59, 63)�� The situational perception at the level of gen-
eralising contributes to creating the logic of feelings (L�� S�� Wygotski, ibidem p�� 59, 
compare to P�� Ricoeur, 1984)�� We can read in the text by Lew S�� Wygotski1� how an 
internal analysis of a child’s experience is possible, and at the same time reading 
a child’s environment, which to a significant degree penetrates and shapes it (ibi-
dem, p�� 64)�� So we can assume that what has been presented visually by a child 
while playing (or interpreted what is visual) has a particular sense emerging 
from the context of a child’s own experience�� The playing (e��g�� drama)1� can 
fulfil its stimulating role in a child’s development only when as a result of it a child 
discovers new senses, makes another logic of feeling – generally speaking – changes 
something inside it, something which narrowed or pathologized their behaviour 
before�� It is possible when a child co-operates with other people presenting other 
points of view�� Mutuality of those points of view or configurations of actions and 
intuitions of various subjects (observers) is a decentration (Piaget’s category 
adapted for educational needs by Lech Witkowski, 1997b)�� The decentration effect 

11 Eric H�� Erikson stresses the clear coexistence of playing with the climate of visual spheres�� 
He wonders if Michaelangelo’s creation can be regarded in an aspect of ontological links with 
sight field, which forms itself in early childhood repleted with games (A child in playing and in 
the world of a language, edited A�� Brzezińska, p�� 242)�� The training in perception, associating 
and impulse integration have the aim to sensibilize and provide a kind of sensorial material, 
necessary in imagination development (cf�� B�� Way, 1990)�� 

12 The text of Lew S�� Wygotski – Crisis of 7th year of age is placed in A child in playing and 
in the world of a language edited by A�� Brzezińska, T�� Czuba, G�� Lutowski, B�� Smykowski, Zysk 
i s –ka Edition, Poznań, 1995, pp�� 54–66�� 

1� The text of L�� S�� Wygotski – Playing and its role in psychical development in the above 
volume, pp�� 61 – 88�� 

1� While working on the semiotic method some of the drama techniques, which coexisted 
with artistic activities, were used�� The source of “drama” expression according to Peter Slade 
was connected with the Greek word “drao”, which means, that”�� Man discovers everything that 
is beyond him, as well as, what is inside him, using his emotional and physical efforts (after 
K�� Pankowska, 1990, p��13)�� Krystyna Pankowska writes that” The basis of drama is fiction, 
imagined situation which happens when a few persons existing in common space perform 
something, which is not present at that time, using their voices and bodies as means of expres-
sion�� Participants must be fully engaged both with their feelings and emotions in performing 
the situation (ibidem, p�� 113) 
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obtained that way, whose idea is to strengthen the level of objectiveness, is equal 
to fulfilling the goal of playing (drama) in its didactic aspect, educational one and 
even a therapeutic one�� Lew S�� Wygotski claims that’ During playing a child is 
always “higher” than its average level of behaviour, is as if a head higher than it 
itself�� The play in its condensed shape concentrates in itself, just like in a lens of 
a magnifying glass, all developing trends�� 

A child in such a situation tries to make a jump over an average level of its 
behaviour’ (ibidem, p�� 86)�� Further, I suggest an association of Piaget’s category 
of decentration with Erikson’s category of topicality of play�� Eric H�� Erikson 
writes: We know at present, and the studies on the subject of playing confirm that 
conviction, that understanding […] must exceed one of the meanings of that term, 
it is over the idea “reality”, and it must include also the idea of topicality�� If reality 
is a structure consisting of facts, where there is a consensus about the present state 
of knowledge, topicality is a possibility of free acting created by new forms of 
co-operation (explanation by M�� M��)�� Without topicality reality becomes confined 
by the limits of stereotypes, at the same time topicality must always try to preserve 
reality’s character of playing” (ibidem, p�� 267)�� In the context of the quoted 
analysis the idea of playing (cf�� Wincenty Okoń, 1987) is enlarged by topicality 
and decentration categories�� It gets a name of method – play�� Here is the defini-
tion: 

Method – play is an activity based on semiotic expression whose idea 
is to co – operate leading to topicality of experience created by decen-
tration

The above definition refers to organised activities with clearly defined structure 
of didactic task (I mentioned it above)�� The idea of supporting the development of 
interpretative abilities designed and verified by me contains the definition which 
describes the main essence of changes existing under the influence of semiotic 
expression�� The value of the topicality of experience obtained by decentration is 
connected, which is worth mentioning, with metaepistemological activities�� 

Exercising of those abilities can influence the creative attitude development in 
the later years, if of course “ the mature element of playing” (decentration) has been 
appreciated and enlarges the dignity of the work (cf�� L�� Witkowski 1989, p�� 34)��

Experimental studies

The problem of studying concerns defining the conditions, which could exist in 
education supporting the development of metaphorical interpretation abilities in 
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case of 9 – 10 year-old children�� The following questions appear because of the 
problem:

1�� Will, and if so to what degree, using the semiotic method as training in an 
experimental group support the development of abilities of metaphor inter-
pretation?

2�� Will the post – test surveys indicate significant differences between the level 
of achievements in the control group and the experimental one?

The theoretical analysis included in the paper enabled me to form a work 
hypothesis as follows:

Using the semiotic method in early education supports the development of 
metaphor interpretation in case of 9-10 year-old children.15

The above hypothesis was verified on the basis of experimental research – the 
statistic results are included in the figures below�� The experiment was carried out 
as follows – the initial survey (pre-test), completing groups: an experimental and 
control one, the proper experiment, the final survey (post-test)�� The tools were 
made by me and were checked in the initial research�� The material collected in the 
pre-tests and post-tests was the quality part of the data�� It consisted of 3 parts, 
where the first one concerned measuring the level of painting metaphor under-
standing, the second one poetic metaphor while the third the metaphor in task 
situations��

Further, the quality results were worked out statistically�� Let us remember that 
the general task of my studies was to empirically verify the hypothesis of essential 
and casual dependence of supporting the development of interpretative abilities 
on examples of metaphors used in the 9-10 year-old children education by the 
semiotic method�� Statistical tests used in quantity survey indicated a significance 
of differences between achievements of pupils of both groups as far as metaphor 
interpretations are concerned�� It means that the experimental group made great 
progress�� The quality results were presented in my PhD dissertation in the order 
of pre-tests and post-tests research�� First of all, I analysed picture material in the 
following versions: in general (all the groups) and separately girls and boys, next 
the language material and the situational one according to that schedule�� Now I 
limit my observations to presenting only the final and the most important analysis 
of the results��

15 To verify the above hypothesis a pedagogical experiment was carried out in one of the 
primary schools in Toruń�� The technique of 2 parallel groups was used during the time from 
March to June 1995�� The survey included 2 groups E and C-25 people each�� The experiment 
lasted 22 hours��
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The analysis of quantity results

(The difference between the achievements of the experimental group and the 
control one in the range of metaphor interpretation)

The results in the following diagrams:

Difference Test Picture material Language material Task situation

Fs E Fs K median 31��781 49��30667 42��59259
Fs E Fs K χ2 42��8308 57��24703 14��56217

Figure 1�� The difference between the achievements of the groups: the experi-
mental and the control one in the range of mataphor interpretation on the basis of 
median test and χ2 test (final result – in general)��

Study F(factual) B(fairytale) R(reflexive) S(symbolic)

i l s i l s i l s i l s

Is E 49��3 73��3 12 26��7 9��3 28 13��3 8 36 10��7 9��3 24
Fs E 18��7 16 8 10��7 4 4 16 25��3 32 54.7 54.7 56

Is C 48 74��7 44 26��7 0��0 12 13��3 10��7 20 12 14��7 24
Fs C 64 77��3 44 12 1��3 16 14��7 9,3 4 9.3 12 36

Figure 2�� The difference between the achievement of the group: the experimen-
tal and the control one indicated on the basis of percentage score measurements 
(initial studies and the final studies in general)��

Description: letters F,B,R,S mean the levels of metaphor interpretation; i – icono-
graphic material, l – linguistic material, s – task situation, Is – initial study, Fs – final 
study, E – experimental group, C – control group, p��p�� – percentage scores (points)�� 

Study F(factual) B(fairytale) R(reflexive) S(symbolic)

Is E 12 p��p�� 28 p��p�� 36 p��p�� 24 p.p.

Fs E  8 p��p��  4 p��p�� 32 p.p 56 p.p.

Is C 44 p��p�� 12 p��p�� 20 p��p�� 24 p.p.

Fs C 44 p��p�� 16 p��p��  4 p.p. 36 p.p.

Figure 3�� The achievements of the experimental and the control groups in the 
range of metaphor interpretation (initial studies and final studies, task situation 
– in general)��

The basic purpose of my studies was to empirically verify the hypothesis of 
essential and causal dependence of supporting the development of interpretative 
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abilities on the basis of metaphors used in the 9–10 year-old children education in 
the semiotic method�� Let us remember that tests (median, χ2 – figure 1) indicated 
significance in differences between achievements of the pupils from both groups 
as far as metaphor interpretation was concerned�� That means very big progress in 
the experimental group (picture and language material)�� The median test places 
the results of that group in task situation also higher, at the level of importance of 
differences�� It is not the same, however, in case of test χ2�� It is caused by difference 
in tests’ strength�� Is there, therefore, any basis to regard the achievements of E group 
at the level of statistical difference? The figures of percentage scores (Figure 2 and 
3) which turn out to be very useful in this situation, let us analyse the progress of 
both studied groups�� In the final studies, concerning the third controversial stage 
(interpretation of metaphor in task situation – Figure 3) the following results were 
obtained:

•  in the experimental group – 56 p��p�� interpretations were qualified to the high-
est symbolic level, and 32 p��p�� to the reflexive level appearing just before: it 
gives 88 p��p�� interpretations regarded in the hierarchy as the highest ones as 
far as quality is concerned

•   in the control group – 36 p��p�� interpretations were regarded as a symbolic 
level and 4 p��p�� as a reflexive one; the sum of p��p�� from both highest levels 
amounts to 40, so there are as far as half of statements fewer at the highest 
interpretative level than in the experimental group�� 

The occurence of as many as 36 p��p�� statements at a symbolic level in the final 
studies of the control group (task situation) poses a question – why it happened, 
considering the fact, that final studies of that group using iconographic and linguis-
tic material did not indicate any significant statistical differences�� The result is not 
surprising any more because it is an effect of task situation similar to those which 
were designed in the experiment�� The studied persons were in conditions enabling 
them the interpretation�� They also had possibilities of common group acting�� Iconic 
and index sequences whose task was to make a picture and present the metaphors 
using gestures, were the factors provoking to create their meaning: Effectiveness of 
such a way of acting confirms my observations made during the experimental 
classes�� The relatively high result in the final studies indicated progress of the control 
group within the metaphor interpretation in a task situation�� The fact can be 
regarded as one of the conditions entitling to verifying the hypothesis put forward�� 
In the light of the obtained arguments it is a condition concerning, first of all, the 
causal dependence of supporting the development of interpretative abilities on the 
example of metaphor depended on semiotic method used in education�� The above 
interpretation finds its justification because as I proved above, the way of methodo-
logical acting similar to the experiment was designed in the task situation�� 
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After establishing significant statistic differences between the achievements of 
both groups: the experimental and the control ones (in general) within the meta-
phor interpretations presented in picture language and task situations one can state 
being directed by the logical basis of experiment (canon of one difference by Mill), 
that the only reason for changes indicating the support of interpretative abilities 
of 9–10 year-old children is a method used as an experimental factor (independent 
variable)�� On that basis one can state that the work hypothesis formed in the fol-
lowing shape:

Using the semiotic method in early education supports the development of 
abilities to interpret metaphors in case of 9–10 year-old children – was con-
firmed�� 

The analysis of the pre-test studies of both groups: the experimental and the 
control ones regarding the sex division did not indicate differences within the 
development of study abilities between boys and girls�� The post-test studies in 
group E did not show that difference, either�� 

The final conclusions

The results of the studies presented in the work enable us to form the following 
conclusions:

•  there is a high probability that the semiotic method introduced in the educa-
tional process influences the support of the development of interpretative 
abilities in case of 9–10 year- olds, whose level was studied on the basis of the 
interpreted metaphors presented in the picture, language and situational 
material��

•  the factors supporting the development of interpretative abilities are charac-
teristic of semiotic method sign-creative activities and meaning-creative ones 
whose idea is to construct iconic signs, index and symbolic ones and create 
their meaning�� The operations appear whether the same mechanism lies at 
the bottom of their interpretation�� The next question is whether the activities, 
which are training classes (the experimental factors), favour creating the habit 
of the brain to use signs in the metaphor interpretation process�� The range of 
the carried out studies does not entitle me to put univocal answers to the 
above questions�� They have a suggestion character, giving the title to psycho-
logical studies�� The analysis of interpretative effects made considering judge-
ment of variety of life experience of the children an interesting material of 
separate studies of their changing personalities�� The pupils’ surprisingly 
mature behaviour, which was a reaction to the explained poetic texts of e��g�� 
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Tadeusz Różewicz, observed during the experimental classes makes us divert 
the optics from a childish picture of a child�� We realise that a child, just like 
an adult, is bound to existence in the shocking civilizational and customs 
changes�� We know that it is a witness of events and phenomena, which were 
unknown to its peers some decades ago�� We are aware that children’s interests 
are broadened by outside school factors to a high degree�� It is worth consider-
ing, therefore, if in the light of those facts, it is not necessary to make changes 
within those contexts and educational methods, to fulfil the new cognitive 
and emotional needs�� My observations indicate that a child crosses the border 
of childhood as early as in the third form of primary school�� It is connected, 
in the aspect of education lying within my interests, with the text choice, 
which, as I proved in my studies, unnecessarily belongs to the so-called sepa-
rate literature, the children literature�� 

Early experience in ambiguity of the sense of metaphorical expression is a kind 
of cognitive discoveries’ laboratory in children’s acting (the known mirror meta-
phor16 formed by Lech Witkowski), nearly philosophical debates, arguments about 
values and senses, which only seemingly seem to be too serious and difficult�� The 
microworld of educational situation asks for interpretation from the outside, 
considered traditionally – therefore the threads reaching for semiotic, phenomenol-
ogy, hermeneutics appear�� All of them were touched to define the importance of 
the complex sign-creative activities in the educational process, which have a sig-
nificant influence on explanation, understanding and verbalisation in consequence�� 
We can say that metaphor concretisation by appreciating its sign function enabled 
interesting interpretation, in which we see an intuition of cognition of secrets�� The 
latter is an important imperative of creativity and a foundation of intuition (after 
A�� Nalaskowski, there, p�� 9)�� The problem requires separate studies��

The results of the experimental studies indicate a gap in Polish primary educa-
tion, interested only in basic abilities concerning reading and understanding the 
text�� Polish educational programme for forms I-III does not include any educational 
goals directing towards deeper sense searching or symbolic meanings of the read 
texts�� That purpose is located in the distant prospect of early education (not sug-
gesting any particular method) – at the final stage of reading comprehension�� 
Therefore, if we agreed with the opinion that competence concerning the reading 

16 Education open to borderline effect starts where, at least for a moment, thinking opera-
tions are started laboratorically and to try only on texture vision of the stranger’s world in such 
a way to create a possibility, to look at yourself from the other side of the mirror – Lech 
Witkowski (Universalism of the borderline. About Bachtin’s semiotics of culture in educational 
context, Toruń 1991, pp�� 222–223) 
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techniques is necessary for understanding the text at a symbolic level the logic of 
educational goals hierarchy should be justified�� Simultaneously, the opinions of 
Eve Malmqist, a Swedish pedagogue a specialist on the theory and practice of 
reading, should be accepted with greater attention�� “Different kinds of reading […], 
as he says, should be planned as early as possible […] considering reaching more 
than one goal” (1987, p�� 31)�� Reading and understanding of the text at a symbolic 
level is linked with the ability to think and we should remember about it planning 
the aims rather coexisting than hierarchised��

Treating the development, generally speaking, as a goal of educating directs our 
attention towards theories and empirical studies proving that “natural or universal 
stages of development are not inevitable, but depend on experience” (Kuhn, Langer, 
Kohlberg, 1971, after Kohlberg and Mayer, 1993, p�� 86)��

Research perspectives

•  Studies concerning using the metaphor in transgressive actions can be fruit-
ful�� 

•  It is worth considering the problem of emerging foundations of paidoaesthet-
ics which was mentioned by Maria Gołaszewska (1995, pp�� 138–39)�� In my 
opinion studies on learning children’s personality should be included in the 
sphere of its studies�� Playing as a factor of building “the aesthetics culture” in 
its wide meaning, suggested by Lech Witkowski17 could be very helpful��

•  The theory of playing should be enlarged by the semiotic aspect because in 
spite of the rich literature on the subject it belongs to the so-called “nobody’s 
space”�� Therefore, there appears a perspective essential for early educational 
pedagogy presenting the possibility of obtaining the knowledge about 
a child�� 

Translated by Ewa Józefowicz

17 The idea of developing the dialogue on education, in its dimension enriched with philo-
sophical reflection, (L�� Witkowski – the author of aesthetics of educational situations), is first 
of all “to consequent searching for tangent to its disputes? That kind of education existence is 
named borderline by Lech Witkowski (1990, p�� 32)�� The life – giving points in culture are the 
ones which penetrate the borders, but not the ones which belong to arrogantly isolating inside, 
built up with borders rejecting possibilities of doubts, dilemas, crisises, looking at yourself “from 
the other side” (ibidem, p�� 32)��
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A Six-Year-Old in Polish Education Law

Abstract

We present an outline of the schooling obligation history of six-year-old children 
in Poland from 1919 to the present days�� We emphasize those moments in Polish 
history when such an obligation was possible�� In particular, we describe cases of 
moving the schooling obligation to the age of six�� Finally, six-year-olds entered 
compulsory year-long pre-school preparation in the school year 2004/2005�� We 
present law conditions and educational problems related to this obligation��

Key words: schooling obligation, pre-school education, compulsory pre-school 
preparation, six-year-old children.

Introduction

The choice of the right early education model remains an open issue�� The intro-
duction of obligatory one-year-long preschool preparation of six-year old children 
is just the beginning of certain procedures leading to lowering the school entering 
age of six-year-olds�� 

Preschool education includes children between the ages of three and six�� For 
years it had an optional character and depended on parents’ decision�� Together 
with the 2003 education system bill amendment, however, preschool education 
became obligatory for the oldest children at preschool age�� Six-year-olds entered 
compulsory one-year preschool preparation for the first time in the school year 
2004/2005 (Ustawa 2003)�� The changes have been introduced to meet the actual 
social expectations and take into consideration the new socio-economic conditions 
and transformations in Poland resulting from the change of the political system�� 
Preschool education in Poland is gaining popularity�� On the one, hand this popu-
larity reflects changes within contemporary family, on the other, it signifies 
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a growing social awareness of the value of early education – below the age of 
compulsory school education��

The diversity of solutions in six-year-olds’ education and its place in the educa-
tion system in Europe shows the complexity of this issue�� While in many countries 
(e��g�� Belgium, France, Spain, Italy) six-year old children enter obligatory school 
education, in other (e��g�� Scandinavian) countries until recently six-year old children 
have not been obliged to enter compulsory education�� In Poland, like in Denmark, 
children under the age of seven in the structure of the education system may enter 
only preschool education�� However, in Polish history compulsory education was 
once, by law, entered by six-year-olds�� 

A six-year-old and compulsory school education 

In Polish educational legislation records concerning compulsory school educa-
tion of six-year-olds, introduced especially in the Prussian partition, did not disap-
pear with the decree on compulsory education of 1919 (Dekret 1919)�� A child’s 
school age, which starts in the year in which s/he reaches the seventh birthday, 
according to the decree, was binding only in the area of the former Russian parti-
tion�� Therefore, the decree sanctioned also compulsory school education of six-
year-old children in selected areas of the Second Republic�� Slowly, however, legal 
regulations imposing schooling obligation on six-year-olds started to be limited 
(regulation issued by the minister of the former Prussian district of 1920)�� 

Regulations concerning the realization of schooling obligation by six-year-old 
children were maintained the longest in the Silesian area�� Preserved in the times 
of the Second Republic, legal acts concerning the realization of schooling obligation 
dating back to the times of the Prussian partition – due to Silesian autonomy – 
maintained the child schooling age at six years�� According to the bill of 1763 
schooling obligation started in the year when the child had his/her sixth birthday 
(Ł�� Kurdybacha 1967, p�� 103)�� Thus, the moment of entering compulsory education 
by a six-year-old did not undergo any changes for years�� Even the bill of 1932 on 
educational organisation did not introduce significant changes in this respect, as it 
was not binding in the Silesian area (Ustawa 1932)�� However, the formal schooling 
obligation of six-year-old children, under the influence of an increasing tendency 
for equalizing the school age in the country, resulted in moving the lower age limit 
for entering compulsory education to seven�� 

At the same time, in accordance with a statement included in the bill of 1932 
(par�� 52), the then minister of religion and public enlightenment was given the 
right to move schooling obligation forward by one year, i��e�� to give consent for 
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entering compulsory education by six-year-olds ‘in certain areas or particular 
towns’�� This law, however, excluded children who did not have their sixth birthday 
before the beginning of the year�� The above right was abolished by the decree of 
1956 about schooling obligation which unequivocally described the age of entering 
compulsory education as seven�� 

Moving the schooling obligation to the age of six 

The decree on schooling obligation of 1919 prohibited accepting to school children 
who did not reach the school age (seven)�� In the bill on education structure of 1932 
a regulation was introduced concerning the so-called advancing of schooling 
obligation realization which allowed to accept (apart from the Silesian region) six-
year-old children to state schools, if there were enough places, provided that they 
show an appropriate level of physical and mental development�� Thus, there still 
existed a legal way of entering compulsory education by six-year-old children�� 

Records similar in content concerning lowering the age of entering compulsory 
education to six may be found in educational legislation after 1945�� The decree on 
schooling education of 1956 included a statement claiming that ‘in exceptional 
cases, justified by physical and mental development of the child, a permission may 
be issued to start compulsory education one year earlier” (Dekret 1956, art�� 2)��

The bill on education and nurture system development of 1961 did not introduce 
any changes in this respect�� It was not until 1969 that regulations concerning the 
change in age of entering compulsory education were completed when the minis-
ter of education and nurture issued a directive regarding the application of some 
of the regulations of the decree on schooling obligation (Zarządzenie 1969)�� At that 
time the powers of education authorities in terms of issuing permissions for earlier 
entering of compulsory education by six-year-olds were becoming more and more 
extended�� The condition remained that the child had reached appropriate level of 
physical and mental maturity allowing to fulfil duties of a pupil without causing 
any damage to health and mental development�� However, an appropriate level of 
the child’s development was to be confirmed be a doctor’s report (Cf�� K�� Kamińska 
1981)��

It was also possible to accept a six-year old child for school education in case 
when the parents had no other possibility of providing care (Zarządzenie 1969, 
§2��1)�� However, every time consent for acceptance of a six-year-old to school (based 
on an application presented by a child’s representative) was issued by the primary 
school head teacher in the country and by public administration in the city 
(Zarządzenie 1969, §4, §5, §6)��
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Further extension of local administrative representatives’ powers, in accordance 
with the ministry of education and nurture regulation of 1973 on fulfilling some of 
the regulations included in the decree on schooling obligation, confirmed the earlier 
regulations concerning earlier introduction of six-year-old children into compul-
sory education (Zarządzenie 1973)�� However, a six-year-old who started school 
education one year earlier was treated as a seven-year-old (J�� Homplewicz 1984, 
pp�� 115-141)�� This situation could not constitute a problem in the realization of 
schooling obligation by seven-year-olds (e��g�� overloading of the class in terms of 
an excessive number of students)��

The regulation, giving the right to advance schooling obligation only in case of 
six-year-old children whose sixth birthday falls before September 1 of the given 
year, reappeared in the bill on education system of 1991�� At present only the head 
teacher of the primary school the child is going to attend is eligible to take the 
decision on the realization of schooling obligation of the six-year-old�� The child’s 
psycho-physical maturity should be confirmed by an opinion issued by a local 
SENCO centre prior to making the decision��

Eligibility for a year-long pre-school preparation of six-year-olds 

In the bill on education structure of 1932 six-year-old children were described 
as being at the pre-school age and, therefore, below the schooling obligation age�� 
Thus, in the structure of the education system they have been for years assigned to 
pre-school education�� A regulation introduced into the bill on education system of 
1991 giving a six-year-old the right to one-year pre-school preparation (reception 
class) marked a breakthrough in educational legislation concerning six-year-old 
children (Ustawa 1991, art�� 14, par�� 3)�� This power obtained then by children gave 
them “the privilege of year-long pre-school preparation”�� Refusal to follow this 
regulation was, however, allowed on the part of the parents, who had the right not 
to send their child to a reception class (pre-school education remained optional) 
as well as on the part of the community authorities who were responsible for the 
realization of this privilege�� The community authorities had the right to refuse its 
realization in an administrative way due to the lack of appropriate conditions, e��g�� 
insufficiently developed network of pre-school units in their area��

The new organization of pre-school units by primary schools – a parallel form of 
pre-school education – and nursery schools in the 70s of the previous century con-
tributed to an increased popularity of pre-school education of six-year-old children�� 
Long-term favouring of six-year-olds was also reflected in regulations concerning 
their priority in being accepted by pre-school units�� Priority given to children of this 
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age group at being accepted in nursery schools in the country was even confirmed 
by a regulation in the nursery school charter of 1982 (Statut 1982)��

It was not until 2003 that together with the amendment to the education system 
bill of 1991 compulsory year-long pre-school preparation of six-year-old children 
in nursery schools or nursery units by primary schools was introduced�� Thus, the 
right for pre-school preparation of six-year-olds was not only granted but found a 
legal guarantee of realization�� At the same time Poland made a major step towards 
such legal and organizational solutions as are made by countries of the highest 
achievements in the field of early education prior to compulsory schooling�� Poland 
is the second country in Europe – after Luxemburg – which has introduced 
obligatory pre-school education��

Compulsory year-long pre-school preparation 

A six-year-old child is, by Polish law, expected to fulfil year-long obligatory 
pre-school preparation�� The regulation concerning compulsory pre-school prepa-
ration of six-year-olds became binding in the school year 2004/2005 together with 
the amendment to the education system bill (Ustawa 2003)�� The realization of this 
right by a child may take place, depending on its parents’ decision, in a state 
nursery school or a nursery unit by a primary school or in a non-state education 
unit�� All education units, especially state ones, attended by six-year-old children 
should provide free education of 5 hours a day covering the teaching content 
contained in the four education sectors described in the pre-school curriculum 
approved by the Ministry of National Education (Rozporządzenie 2002)�� One of 
the main aims realized within the framework of the compulsory year-long pre-
school preparation is to help children adapt to the role of a pupil�� Moreover, this 
period should be devoted to leveling any developmental disharmony and eliminat-
ing detected developmental deficits��

The compulsory year-long pre-school preparation starts at the beginning of the 
school year in the year when the child reaches the sixth birthday�� The regulations 
concerning obligatory one-year pre-school preparation refer to all six-year-olds 
with the exception of those who started compulsory school education at the age 
of six�� Advancing schooling obligation, in case of children who reached the age of 
6 before September 1 of a given year and started education in the first grade of 
primary school, causes their automatic exemption from compulsory year-long 
pre-school education��

In case of other six-year-old children, including those with disabilities, exemp-
tion from compulsory one-year pre-school preparation is not possible�� Disabled 
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children follow the same legal regulations as their healthy peers. Compulsory one-
year pre-school education concerns all children regardless of the kind of recognized 
disability and special educational needs�� Because it is allowed to realize the obliga-
tion outside the nursery school or pre-school unit by a primary school�� Due to this 
fact, the completion of a year-long pre-school education is permitted in the form 
of individual tuition as well as in the form of education and revalidation activities 
organized in special education units�� Only in justified cases, when a six-year-old 
holds an opinion stating special educational requirements, is it allowed to postpone 
the start of compulsory education – until the age of 9 (Ustawa 2003, art�� 14, par�� 
1a, 3a)��

Compulsory year-long pre-school preparation of six-year-old children is a form 
of popularizing pre-school education in the group of the oldest nursery school 
pupils�� The children fulfil the obligation themselves but the legal responsibility 
concerning its realization lies not only upon parents or legal guardians but also 
upon the representatives of local authorities, who are responsible for providing 
appropriate conditions for its realization��( D�� Kurzyna-Chmiel 2006, pp�� 61–64)D�� Kurzyna-Chmiel 2006, pp�� 61–64)

Parents are obliged to report their child aged six to a nursery school or a pre-
school unit by a primary school and to control the realization of compulsory 
pre-school preparation�� Failure to fulfil the obligation undergoes execution ruled 
by due regulations on administrative (executive) procedure�� The execution is 
undertaken by a local authority upon the motion issued by the head teacher of the 
child’s local school�� However, legal regulations lack a clear definition of the period 
of unjustified absence in nursery school or a pre-school unit by a primary 
school��

Local authorities, within their responsibilities concerning the realization of 
compulsory year-long pre-school preparation by six-year-olds, are obliged to 
provide an appropriate network of state nursery schools or pre-school units by 
state primary schools and enrolment on common rights as well as employ qualified 
staff for these institutions�� If the children’s way from home to educational unit is 
longer than 3 kilometres, the local authorities should provide them and their 
guardians with free transportation or refund travel costs��
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Teacher’s Work Evaluation as an Element 
of Education Quality

Abstract

One of the basic requirements of a successful quality transformation in educa-
tion is striving for an increase in the value of the teacher’s work quality, being 
a subject of continuous internal and external interpretation�� An increase of the 
quality of teaching and education is becoming an important issue of pedagogical 
theory and practice�� The article presents an important facet of this issue – inevita-
ble process, the teacher’s work evaluation�� 

Key words: evaluation, teacher’s work quality. 

The history of evaluation reaches the beginning of the 20th cent�� (E�� Potulicka, 
2003, p��17)�� The recent years of its quick development made it substantially difficult, 
even to the experts of the subject, to present and analyse modern evaluation as 
a whole (L�� Korporowicz, 1997, p�� 7)�� Such a state of affairs results from, among 
other things, the fact that evaluation is a very heterogenous creation which originates 
from the borderland of scientific-research and administrative activities, incorporated 
in varied strategies of social intervention, planning and supervising actions together 
with their cultural and political context (R�� Parzęcki, 2003, p�� 149)��

The literature presents many definitions of evaluation�� One of the best known 
was proposed by Ralph Tyler and formulates evaluation as a process aiming at the 
statement to what degree projected educational goals are in fact realized�� Anther 
widely accepted definition of evaluation concentrates on delivery of information 
needed to make a decision�� However, in the recent years many evaluators accepted 
the view that evaluation is the estimation of the advantages or values, or activity 
which consist of both description and estimation (D�� Nevo, 1997, p�� 52)��
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The term “evaluation” is defined in different ways�� The analysis of various defini-
tions shows that:

•  evaluation is not synonymous with assessment and supervision, or their new 
form, the following descriptions refer to it: research, collection of information, 
analysing, checking, communicating (reporting);

•  an indispensable element of evaluation is its valuing actions, i��e��, research on 
whether the actions and their results are valuable, useful; the criteria of value 
are established by the people programming the actions and its participants 
(B�� Woynarowska, 2007, p�� 150)

According to Woynarowska (1995, pp�� 70–75) evaluation checks what actually 
happened during the execution of a plan and why, as well as if, actions were suc-
cessful, i��e�� whether the chosen goal has been reached, and planned tasks have been 
performed�� In this meaning the evaluation consists of two parts: the evaluation of 
the process – course of actions, what happened and why and the evaluation of the 
results – whether the goal was reached, whether it was successful or not��

Colin Robson, distinguishing different kinds of evaluation, pointed out that they 
concentrate on different questions and different aspects of evaluation�� In 1980 the 
American Evaluation Association made categorisation of evaluation types, taking 
into consideration both the aim and the type of undertaken actions:

•  Front-end analysis, the aim is advisory in the phase of planning and imple-
menting of a programme��

•  Estimation of the feasibility of evaluation�� The subject of estimation are pos-
sibilities of implementing various methods and ways of evaluation

•  Formative evaluation (development, process)�� Gives information needed to 
make amendments to a programme, to modify it and to control it��

•  Results evaluation (conclusions, result, effectiveness)�� Describes results and 
effectiveness of a programme, especially from the point of making the deci-
sions concerning its continuation, development, reducing and financing it��

•  Programme monitoring�� Enquires about the agreement with established goals, 
analyses services performed, counts customers��

•  Evaluation of evaluation (derivative evaluation, metaevaluation, control of 
evaluation)�� Criticism of evaluation reports, re-analysis of data, external 
estimation of internal evaluation (C�� Robson, 1997, pp�� 154–155)��

Evaluation can be comprehended twofold: subjectively as an important aspect 
of self-regulative process especially when it is performed by a subject in reference 
to their own actions since the beginning, as well as objectively where the process 
of evaluation can be also performed by an external subject in reference to the 
subject performing the action�� In case of evaluation performed in educational 
institutions, the first of the above-mentioned types could be called internal evalu-
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ation, so such an evaluation which is connected with obtaining feedback informa-
tion by the authority managing and responsible for the performance of educational 
actions carried out by it�� External evaluation refers to the second of the above-
mentioned types of evaluation, as it is performed by an institution especially 
designed to do so�� The aim of evaluation in reference to educational activities is 
increasing and/or maintaining a high quality of education of the people studying 
in a given institution (A�� Brzezińska, T�� Czub, p�� 218)

In the modern society reformed school should provide education of the highest 
quality�� In education most often Edward Deming’s assumption is accepted, accord-
ing to which quality is the way of thinking which causes continuous application of 
searching for the best solutions (E�� Polańska, 2003, pp�� 81–82)

Standards are applied as the basis for the assessment of the course of evaluation�� 
It needs to be highlighted, following M�� Frazer, that the idea of quality as such is 
often mistaken and identified with standard�� However, establishment of standards 
as such does not define quality (E�� Polańska, 2003, p�� 82)�� They provide optimal 
equilibrium between: usefulness – possibility to use evaluation and its practicality: 
reliability – evaluation should reveal and pass adequate technical information; 
feasibility – realism and thoughtfulness of evaluation, decency – evaluation should 
be performed in a legal and ethical way (K�� Denek, D�� Hyżak, 2003, p�� 126)��

The most difficult type of evaluation is self-evaluation, the most valuable and 
mobilising form, properly carried out it is also a test of human professional matu-
rity�� Continuous insight into one’s own work, analysing successes and failures, 
identifying their causes, observation of the direction of changes, facilitates increas-
ingly stronger connection with the occupation�� A valuable tool facilitating self-
evaluation should be mentioned, namely a competence balance�� The balance 
carried out by the people who are not personally interested in the result of such 
a balance, the people who may be objective, can show to a person who wants to 
perform self-evaluation those weak points which are not visible or are possibly 
unwanted to be seen by this person�� Self-evaluation enables a person to become 
self-critical and is a factor motivating for work over their professional development 
(W�� Rachalska, 2003, pp�� 119–120)��

Henryk Mizerak (2002, p�� 85) gives three models of evaluation�� Specified by 
B�� MacDonald and shaped within the last quarter century it differentiates mostly 
the role of an evaluator and the function of evaluation in the process of social 
change:

•  Bureaucratic evaluation – is imposed from the outside – it is a legal obligation, 
formed in education by pedagogical supervision institutions�� In the result its 
role is limited in practice to making documents (reports), which are useful in 
case of external control��
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•  Autocratic evaluation – limits the evaluator to the role of an expert�� He/she is 
not a consultant, as in the case of the bureaucratic evaluation, but rather 
academic researcher of a community�� He/she must be an expert on the subject 
of evaluation and,

•  Democratic evaluation – the role of the evaluator and meaning of the effects 
of his/her work are described in a diametrically opposite way than in other 
models�� The evaluator appears here as a medium in the process of communi-
cation of many groups interested in the quality of education�� The term 
“medium” means that their mission is to facilitate the process of information 
exchange�� The role of the evaluation is also different, information is used in 
the process of school work development due to inner motives�� Thanks to 
evaluation the school learns something new about itself and finds motivation 
in undertaking pro-quality actions��

Evaluating the quality of the teacher’s work we need to establish the kind of 
function which is to be performed�� Evaluation can perform many functions:

•  formative, to improve and develop the current actions,
•  conclusive, to select, give certificates or report,
•  psychological or social-political, to motivate and shape awareness, and,
•  administrative, to exercise power (D�� Nevo, 1997, pp�� 53–54)��
Authorized to carry out evaluation are competent and trustworthy evaluators�� 

They are the members of teams which possess: technical competence in the subject 
of the performed measurements, research methodology and data analysis tech-
niques; ability to understand the social context of evaluation; organisational skills, 
features of objectivity and responsibility; ability to establish good interpersonal 
relationships and communicate with people and groups included in evaluation as 
well as individualistic integrity (K�� Denek, D�� Hyżak, 2003, pp�� 126–127)�� Although, 
as Barbara Woynarowska contends, many people think that evaluation is a difficult 
and complicated task, they become discouraged by specialist terms and statistics 
and consider the evaluation as necessary to be made by experts, they should not 
assume so, as the author maintains�� People can perform their work evaluation on 
their own, if they gain simple skills and follow basic rules concerning acquiring of 
certain skills indispensable to perform evaluation, i��e�� a large portion of common 
sense, often asking the question “why”, honesty towards oneself and others, asking 
the others and getting answers, observing and listening to the comments of the 
people taking part in the performance of the tasks, regularity in collection of 
information and an ability to choose what is really useful (B�� Woynarowska, 
M�� Sokołowska, 2000, p�� 64)��

However, while considering who can evaluate, Henryk Mizerak (2002, pp�� 80–82) 
declares that everyone can evaluate, one better, other worse, depending on how they 
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define evaluation�� But not everyone can perform evaluation�� To do this you need to 
have specialist knowledge and skills, which you acquire for years��

In the teacher’s work evaluation can bring profits which cannot be overestimated, 
as it can be a process of continuous development, modifications in various, concrete 
situations and giving optimal parameters�� It can release critical reflection on what 
the teacher does (Z�� Wołk, 2003, p�� 59)��

In reference to the teacher’s work evaluation is of the character of perspective, 
system view of all participants of an educational situation and a process integrating 
them around educational tasks�� Evaluation mobilises for wide system approach to 
education�� It enables you to select often indiscernible elements of “a hidden pro-
gramme” and to take them into account in following stages of didactic proceedings�� 
It also enables you to ascertain, how the aims and means of their realisation are 
seen by the particular recipients, i��e�� students themselves, who have different 
expectations, abilities, and interests�� Those opinions give chance to optimise work 
from the position of a student (Z�� Wołk, 2003, p��67)

The evaluation of the teacher’s work gives them enormous chance to develop 
their actions, increase their quality�� It inspires to improve effort to realize under-
taken goals�� It activates the teachers themselves but also activates the whole edu-
cational space, the students in particular�� Ipso facto it assigns to the student an 
active role in the process, which in fact concerns them the most�� Due to this the 
student becomes a co-moderator of the educational process�� It has educational 
value in itself�� On the other hand, as a result of evaluation the teacher realises their 
own opinion on their actions�� It facilitates limiting the danger of loss of contact 
with reality, and increasing efficiency of their own work (Z�� Wołk, 2003, p�� 68)��
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The Nonethical Aspect of Childhood and Youth. 
A Theoretical and Praxeological Study of the Atmosphere 

of Upbringing

Abstract

The article points at the sense-productive meaning of the life affirming attitude 
in the development of a young person�� It argues that the true respect for life and its 
essential mysteries is a natural way of counteracting criminality as well as different 
forms of life negation, such as self-destruction in neuroses, psychological disorders 
or suicidal attempts�� Upbringing in the affirmation of life – in a global scale – may 
be a preventing measure against human degeneration, which takes place as a result 
of uncontrolled genetic and molecular experiments and deterioration of natural 
environment�� In the praxeological part of the article, which discusses selected 
aspects of the system of the upbringing of children and teenagers in a life-affirming 
atmosphere, life is predominantly understood as a factor moulding the world to 
preserve traditional human values�� It is an attractive proposition for primary school 
teachers as well as junior high and senior high school educators�� Teachers’ reflection 
on the moral perfection criteria, personality patterns and upbringing ideals makes 
it possible to revive the authority of the teacher as a promoter of axiologically mature 
forms of life affirmation in the educational environment��

Key words: eudaimonology, atmosphere of upbringing, life affirming attitude, 
life negation, nonethical values. 

Introduction

Theoretical assumptions of edaimonology in the contemporary social and sci-
entific understanding often constitute an appealing illusion about bringing happi-
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ness to the masses, well known from such works as Utopia by Thomas Moore, 
Jeremiah Bentham’s eudaimonics and the literary output of other utilitarian 
authors�� The ancient epicurean hedonism, James Mill and John Stuart Mill’s phi-
losophy represent hedonistic utilitarism where the highest value is attached to 
common happiness, i��e�� the greatest happiness for as many individuals as possible 
(Hostyński, 1998: 22)�� 

In order to resist the wave of individualism, not only ethics but also pedagogy 
should put in order their relations with the ancient eudaimonism, hedonistic and 
utilitarian schools and especially with ethical and psychological hedonism�� It 
should also redefine utilitarism and utilitarian ideas and, most of all, change the 
way it perceives eudaimonology itself�� Theoretical and methodological premises 
of upbringing in the affirmation of life should include verification of modern 
nihilistic and existential tendencies��

If upbringing in the affirmation of life is to function as an efficient educational 
system, it needs to re-discuss the question of decreasing the meaning of the joyful 
aspect of life, focusing on appreciating moral obligation, including the privilege to 
enjoy life�� In fact, the term “pleasure” is incidental and only supplementary to terms 
like e��g�� the axiological meaning, from which the ethically justified life affirming 
attitude stems��

The proposition of upbringing in the affirmation of life should be introduced 
into contemporary society, which can be referred to as “neo-utilitarian”, with 
special care and responsibility, as nothing causes more life negation than the very 
hedonistic utilitarianism, especially when it demonizes the significance of material 
goods (hedonistic materialism)�� Affirmation of life, in human axiological experi-
ence, does not remain carefree happiness or a kind of bliss�� It rather becomes 
a conscious movement from the painful hardship of life, through overcoming 
existential anxieties and back again to attachment to life with accepting kindness 
for its specificity�� Maintaining cheerfulness in the face of the worst fate reveals the 
true axiological maturity of a human being and the strength of his or her personal 
values, which lie at the basis of human dignity��

The true affirmation of life, in my opinion, elevates human life beyond any 
temporality of existence�� It is something which, in essence, transgresses regular 
“smile of fate” as well as nihilism that requires no effort at all�� Happiness must be 
reached through determined albeit still ethically justified action�� Only then will 
true affirmation of life become the “Promethean Flame of Mankind”, the art of life 
that has the power to genuinely satisfy all human beings��
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Special rights of a human being to affirm moral values

First of all, an individual has a right to affirm moral values, simply speaking, to 
enjoy “meaningful life” or “meaning-generating life”�� It must be borne in mind that 
it is the humanist values, especially the ones which find their fulfilment in the 
process of life, that are an eternal source of fascination for a human being�� There 
is a certain set of values characteristic of each epoch, which matters not because 
of the values themselves, but because the values are carefully selected as regards 
their fundamental categories�� It is not the fundamental characteristics of this set 
of values, however, that are essential for the nature of man�� It is rather the fact that 
an individual feels the need, or even obligation, to hold or learn about values, and 
sometimes, if at all practicable, to introduce them into their own surroundings��

Whenever experiencing the values directly and intuitively proves impossible, 
any time satisfaction related to this experience eludes us, we may become extremely 
unhappy�� What makes us happy is the realisation of the values, as if we remained 
under their peculiar charm�� Interestingly, the values related to our vital needs (e��g�� 
food) or pleasures (e��g�� good health) are not of paramount importance here�� What 
really matters are the values of immanent and absolute quality, even though their 
realisation depends on the creative power of a human being; briefly speaking: 
moral and aesthetic values (Ingarden, 1987; pp�� 22, 23)�� A human being feels happy 
when aware of the presence of values created by themseves or by their relatives�� 
This peculiarly human reality is more permanent than the life of an individual and 
constitutes a certain kind of heritage for every one of us�� This heritage, an heirloom 
from our ancestors, also manifests itself as the revival of certain historical epochs�� 
Nevertheless, complete satisfaction derives from the fact that we succeeded in 
creating values that bear the mark of our personality (Adamski 1993; pp�� 40, 41)��

The values that secure humanity may be considered potentially happiness-gen-
erating�� Good, justice, wisdom, responsibility, they seem to have immanent felici-
tological power�� It means that a human being finds unparalleled joy in good, justice 
and responsibility as well as in courage, authenticity or generosity�� These axiolog-
ical entities make human life definitely affirmative due to their sense-generating 
characteristics��

“Kindness and charity form two pillars of virtuous minds and characters, pos-
sessing the sense of duty�� Those qualities are more than direct joy connected with 
activity�� It becomes clear that it is the nobleness that makes us happy” (Garwe, 
2002; pp�� 90, 91)�� The idea of enlightenment proposed by the philosopher Christian 
Garwe seems to be similar to Wladysław Tatarkiewicz’s idea of happiness�� Tatarkie-
wicz suggests that we should not try directly to obtain happiness��
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Happiness results from the realisation of other values: moral, cognitive and 
aesthetical, all of which constitute the qualities forming the idea of perfection�� 
Happiness is resultant in relation to yet other values, namely vital and natural ones, 
as well as material values, the significance of which we do not, just like other 
ethicists, overestimate�� Happy life is something more than a good or perfect life�� 
For the author of the treaty About happiness, morality seems to be a factor of 
special importance, though not the only one, for obtaining happiness�� Moreover, 
morality is not tantamount to happiness (Wiśniewski, 1989; p�� 310)��

 The belief that happiness is a side-effect of affirming other values (Styczeń, 1980) 
is similar to the conviction that moral flawlessness automatically brings happiness�� 
Human experience does not support such a relation at all�� Furthermore, such 
a belief might result in the underestimating of the upbringing in the affirmation 
of life�� It is not about turning it into a fetish but about the recognition of its axio-
logical range and certain praxeological importance��

Antinomy of affirmation and negation in the existence and 
upbringing of an individual

Experiencing happiness is characterized by a special kind of dynamics�� As the 
experience progresses it seeks new forms of fulfilment, it is a force with a tendency 
to push forward, deprived of clearly marked limits�� At the same time, it is constantly 
opposed by different kinds of frustration��

Reciprocal proportions of experiencing happiness and frustration are different 
when experienced by certain individuals�� Human life is a constant fluctuation 
between happy and miserable moments�� Even particular successes or general well-
being do not save us from the tormenting feelings of discouragement, suffering, 
disappointment or sadness�� Meanwhile, regardless of the general balance of our 
life, i��e�� whether we are close to some optimal state, in which the feeling of frustra-
tion has been sufficiently suppressed to be of negligible significance or whether 
quite the opposite is the case and we seem utterly incapable of recovering from 
a series of traumatic experiences, the desire to be happy is lost in the existential 
finale in non-existence (Ślipko 1984; pp�� 77, 78)�� The grandeur of human personal-
ity is then manifested in the “drawing of the final curtain on one’s life” with “royal 
mood and cheerfulness” (Stróżewski, 2002; p�� 25), without anticipating the irrevo-
cable existential facts, such as death, with a desperate act of self-termination��

What position should we then assume on the antinomy of happiness and frustra-
tion that is a burden of human existence? This question poses one of the formulas 
of eudaimonological issues�� Unfortunately, more often than not philosophy ignores 
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this problem, thus giving us an indirect proof of being separated from an indi-
vidual human being and of being incapable of addressing our fundamental anxi-
eties�� Immanuel Kant was not the only one who claimed that the problem of 
happiness should be discussed beyond pure ethics; anyone desiring to delve into 
ethics should consciously disregard the issue of happiness��

All varieties of eudaimonism may deform the essence of morality because moral-
ity is mainly an affirmation of our dignity for its own sake�� Eudaimonism, treating 
pleasure or one’s own perfection as the only subject for morality, allows for a pos-
sibility to manipulate with human dignity�� A discipline defined this way, being 
rather a psychology of human aspirations or a technology of a happy life, has 
nothing in common with ethics, which is based on a fact considered in a given 
moral experience��

Upbringing in the affirmation of life is an attempt to emancipate important 
humanist categories, such as: amazement and astonishment with life, delight and 
joy of life, cheerfulness, enthusiasm from “pillory” of ethical and psychological 
hedonism�� The moral and educational strength of the aforementioned ideas requires 
that the affirmation of life be recognized as an important personality-developing 
and therapeutic factor and the basis for individual and social transgression��

Affirmation of life – a criterion of moral perfection, personality 
pattern and the ideal of upbringing

A model of a human being and an ideal of upbringing worth aiming at cannot 
exist without such an axiological quality as affirmation��

Maria Ossowska describes the personality pattern of an individual living in 
a democratic society by means of, among other things, felicitological terminology�� 
A sense of humour is described as ubiquitous in the process of creating ethics on 
good co-existence among people�� “May our new future man possess this ability by 
means of which Aristotle tried to define man: may man be able to laugh” 
(Smoczyński, 1987; p�� 349)�� The Club of Rome report suggests that we should take 
joy of life as a criterion of authenticity and usefulness in upbringing��

It is hard to deny that the joy of life is, by the same token, a result of a well- 
implemented process of upbringing and a manifestation of emotional and social 
maturity of a human being�� As a matter of fact, only a mentally mature individual 
is able to experience ethically correct and relatively permanent affirmation of life�� 
As a criterion of perfect personality, joy of life constitutes substantial proof of partial 
or complete success achieved in the “art of life”, the greatest and true achievement 
of a human being, a response on the part of human personality to productive ori-
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entation to the world and oneself (Fromm 1996; p�� 157)�� Positive upbringing of 
young generations evokes interest in introception of felicitological values, i��e�� turn-
ing of the declared values into behavioural patterns and life affirmation, which 
greatly enhance our ability to successfully seek the meaning and fullness of life��

I am fully convinced that modern upbringing in the affirmation of life as 
a conception of shaping a dignified, and thus happy life, may greatly contribute to 
theoretical resources of pedagogy�� The pedagogy of the affirmation of life demon-
strates that a contemporary human being makes a mistake seeking pleasure before 
caring for other people and disregarding the common wisdom of life�� Because of 
that, in my research�� I explore the problem of creating a moral basis as a core for 
the foundation of the attitude of the affirmation of life�� I discuss the problem of the 
ontological and epistemological meaning of positive life inclination as well as 
threats to the affirmation of life in the techno-centric civilisation�� I also explore the 
quality of the mentioned emotional and moral phenomena in various educational 
environments as well as the phenomena from the field of felicitological scholiology, 
pedeutology and axiological auto-therapy�� The syntony between these terms from 
the borderline between pedagogy and philosophy allows both the disciplines to 
develop dynamically and maintain continuity of the centuries-old roots of science�� 
The unity of science, as the beyond-division rule of all scientific inquiries, is 
revealed by this kind of partnership�� Interdisciplinary unity may also apply to 
a certain kind of scientists’ alliance formed to facilitate the task of creating auspi-
cious human history and preserving humanist values��

Lying at the very foundation of human existence is the affirmation of the proc-
ess of existence and the ability to save oneself from susceptibility to nihilism�� 
Because of our love of human entity, we adore and protect our love of life by means 
of a proper process of upbringing��

Ecoethics of the affimation of life – natural prevention 
of decadent attitudes

The proecological attitude towards respect for life constitutes human dedication 
to all living existence with which a person may come into contact�� Only a human 
being can be truly ethical, as Albert Schweitzer suggestively convinces�� He argues 
that one should help every life form one can support and he shrinks from doing 
harm to any living being�� Life as such is sacred for him so he experiences the desire 
to show respect to any will of life, such as one’s own�� He follows the rule of support-
ing physical and spiritual human life and working for the development of its great-
est values�� If he works by lamp-light in the summer, he would rather close the 
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window and breathe the stuffy indoor air than look as one insect after another falls 
onto the table with its wings burnt�� If he walks by an insect drowning in a puddle, 
he will sacrifice a minute to give it a blade of grass to help it out�� He is not afraid of 
being laughed at for being sentimental�� The time will come, however, when an 
individual will be amazed that mankind needed such a long time to understand that 
ethics will never come to terms with such mindless destruction of life�� Compassion 
is too narrow a term to be considered the essence of being ethical; it only pertains 
to co-experiencing suffering with another being�� Ethics is a widely understood 
responsibility for everything that is alive, it is dedicating oneself to life motivated 
by love and reverence towards life (Lazari-Pawłowska, 1976; pp�� 184, 185)��

In the Polish education system the biological understanding of life has come to 
dominate over all of its other aspects�� The contemporary youth is shaped in order 
to be able to name as many animal and plant species as possible, to know the 
biological characteristics of life or even theories about the origin of life on the 
Earth�� However, neither school nor family life teaches them how to be able to 
notice the phenomenal quality or how to experience the feeling of respect, aston-
ishment, amazement or gratitude connected with e��g�� charming places��

Even though the science of man being included in a Darwinian fashion in a long 
chain of living beings promises an optimistic unity of man and lesser organisms, 
it still does not incorporate any aspects of “phenomenology of humanity”�� Equally 
ignored are the essential qualities of human beings, the very qualities that have 
made it possible for us to exist in relatively high quality over thousands of years 
and that have guided us through the greatest inner and historical troubles�� The 
crucial task of “phenomenology of humanity” would not be to explain the way the 
human being dominates over other life forms but to show how great responsibility 
we have been entrusted with as regards the life of other beings��

Practising the idea of the affirmation of life in pedagogy

The escalation of such social threats as: suicidal attempts, escapism into addictions 
as a form of deceptive substitutes of the true youthful joy of life, the orphan’s disease 
as a result of a seriously hurt childhood, depression that is a problem of a constantly 
growing number of children and teenagers are all important global problems�� Their 
effects can be noticed not only as rising criminality rates but also as very disturbing 
disorders in mental health of the contemporary school teenagers��

 Experiencing satisfaction that stems from doing good and assuming the right 
life attitudes becomes an essential factor in upbringing in the affirmation of life�� 
Significant reinforcement coming from the natural environment and other people 
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constitutes a factor that improves the implementation of positive evaluating incli-
nation among children and teenagers�� Only truly cheerful school education, fully 
approved by children, can neutralise the shortage of human life acceptance in the 
family and peer environments��

It is not our intention to suggest that school children should be lectured on how 
to procure joy of life; rather, a type of therapeutic contact between an educator and 
the youth in the Socratic or Korczak-like fashion should be established�� One needs 
a bit of creativity in building the right atmosphere for education and the form of 
lesson that will not be associated by students with conventional classes�� The cur-
riculum itself or the knowledge about generally human values should not become 
the highest priority�� The teacher’s individual and personalized attitude towards 
students, similar to academic relations, combined with faith in the student’s integ-
rity and deeply embedded attachment to the democratic values of social norms of 
cooperation, can bear promising educational fruit�� The axiological development 
of students, inspired by experiencing a great many positive educational situations, 
heralds a surprising bloom of their intellectual life and, most of all, enhances their 
aspirations of creativity��

The promoters of the idea of the upbringing in the affirmation of life do not have 
to avoid innovative ideas of scholiology, nor do they have to avoid experimenting 
in the field of individual creativity�� Teachers can be encouraged not to hesitate to 
teach outside the school’s walls in the so-called educational network (cultural 
objects) and in the natural environment�� I assume that constructive recreation, 
bringing relaxation to the human nervous system, paves the way for assimilation 
of knowledge and obtaining the aims of education�� Activating methodology, 
improving children’s and teenagers’ intellectual and emotional self-dependence, 
will undoubtedly lead them to feel satisfaction from their own successes�� It will 
also stimulate transgressive communicative tendencies��

 This is a list of several ideas or topics presented generally in the classroom:
•  In small groups students make a film (using a small camera) on a certain topic, 

e��g�� “Having a decent life – the most important of human careers”, “Youth and 
eternity – like husband and wife”, “Life, moving upward or forward?”, “To have 
or to live, to live or to be?”,

•  NA drama – playing one scene from the book chosen by the students (the 
exercise includes preparation of the scenario, props, costumes and creating 
the appropriate atmosphere),

•  Simulation entitled “shop with what you cannot buy” (probing the students’ 
demand for humanist values)

•  Symbolism of life: discussing and explaining the symbols of life (water, the 
Sun, light, candle, tree, the colour green, an infant, mother)�� A literature 
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workshop that would focus on a chosen symbol can be suggested�� The task of 
the students will be to find and present or interpret the works on a given topic 
from using a poem or a novel��

•  A competition/didactic game: “the reasons for and consequences of life” (the 
students are given a month to prepare any kind of artwork about a given topic�� 
It could be: a piece of poetry, a song, a satire, a sculpture, a poster, a picture, 
a fresco, any self-made object associated with the topic, a school newspaper 
article, a costume, something embroidered or knitted, tapestry, a photography, 
pantomime etc��),

•  “This life is worth living” – presenting an optimal number of arguments to 
support such a thesis�� Students try to convince their teacher who personalises 
a person in despair and tries to give counterarguments��

•  “I am worthy of life” – a metaplan,
•  “Life – a sanctuary” – working in order to improve the condition of the natu-

ral environment, using the ideas suggested by the students (e��g�� a report on 
the condition of a nearby river, a presentation about every-day ecology for the 
local community, tidying up the neighbourhood),

•  Workshops: “The paper universe” – using only large sheets of soft grey paper 
the students have to express their own feelings they experience when the 
teacher says: fulfilled and unfulfilled life, my own and somebody else’s life , 
inner and external life, happy and miserable life etc��,

•  Discussion�� Sitting in circle, students talk about the topics chosen from the 
following: life as: a task, a process, a phenomenon, a gift, a miracle, an obliga-
tion, a value, a mystery, a challenge, a stage, an idea, a fact, strength, hope,

•  Propositions of topics to discuss: “Life, what should one do with it?”, What 
does it mean to live life, to experience life, to accept life, to use life, to curse 
life, to learn life, to tame life, to reform life, to change life, to enjoy life, to waste 
life, to be delighted with life, to rectify life, to lose life, to be bored with life, 
to be tired of life, to embrace life, to give life,

•  “The gallery of the world’s wisdom” – the attitude of the affirmation of life as 
emanation and absorption of good and beauty of the world – students’ texts 
and “golden thoughts” presented as a gallery (for example in a school’s cor-
ridor),

•  “The three generations fairground” – summertime meeting of teachers, stu-
dents, their parents and grandparents – celebrating together they may collect 
money for charity or support the school’s educational role,

•  Excursions to places with especially charming scenery�� The slogan is “to dis-
cover the genius of life”�� Demonstration that reflection and silence give not 
only relaxation but also inner strength,
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•  “Every wall may become a gate” – individual reflection and optional sharing 
of one’s own thoughts in groups��

The core of the proposition of the life affirming upbringing is to show and 
remind the youth of the essential qualities of a human being (e��g�� in a comparative 
way: “humane” and “inhumane” dispositions), leading to understanding of the 
phenomenon of life (in the phenomenological, not mechanical meaning)�� There-
fore, people, animals, plants and objects should not be treated as existentially equal�� 
All of them, however, should be given proper respect�� Criticism of a human being’s 
destructive activity is advisable here�� Human beings, though predestined to possess 
“higher” feelings and values, can learn a lot from animals or even plants, too�� 
Genuine optimism of the teacher evaluating all “human things” is expressed in the 
following attitude: to affirm good and derive happiness from what is good – this 
is the deepest meaning of ethics and affirmative upbringing��

Conclusions

The proper presentation of the essence of life (as antinomy of affirmation and 
negation) to a young person leads straight to one’s natural acceptance�� Acceptance 
with which every healthy person is born and which is creatively developed into 
secondary affirmation, earned with one’s own effort in the existence of one’s own 
personality�� At the same time, the affirmation of life must be considered a human 
privilege, especially for individuals going through a formative phase of life as well 
as the moral obligation of the axiologically mature person�� Noticing the peculiar-
ity of all living things will be supportive to human beings in the process of life, 
giving them appropriate “shape”�� Human beings have special privileges to affirm 
moral values and to use them to create a satisfactory “niche” for themselves�� Affir-
mation of life, together with other humanist values such as: dignity, love, freedom, 
authenticity and responsibility, constitutes the perfect pedagogical alternative for 
nihilistic tendencies that are present in some aspects of social and civilised life��
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Challenges in the Norwegian School System 
and the Road Ahead as Seen from a Didactic Perspective

Abstract

Two in-depth research projects on Norwegian teachers’ didactic thinking and 
planning reveal that there can be pitfalls when trying to reach the many good but 
complex goals for education�� The first research project is doctoral theses about 
teachers’ teaching and planning in social studies�� The second research project is 
part of a nationally supported research project about teachers’ and school-leaders’ 
sense and sensibility in achieving schools accountability in practice�� The article 
states that as we strive to create good schools for everybody, we must accept that 
there are many challenges connected with that goal fulfilment�� 

Key words: teachers’ thinking, pupils influence, teaching, planning

Throughout the years, new goals for Norwegian education have been presented 
in national curriculums�� Some national curriculums have emphasized certain goals 
more than others�� When the new goals have been interpreted, it has often been the 
case that certain aspects of teaching have dominated as the means toward contin-
ued development in schools�� The problem is that when one aspect of teaching is 
emphasized, this entails a one-sided focus on one area without gradual adaptation 
within the already existing education system�� If the implicit goals of the new 
focused area are not compatible with other prioritized areas, this can thwart the 
development of a good learning environment�� This is the concern of this article 
which is based on the research on teaching practices in Norway (Löfsnes, 2002) as 
well as further research (Löfsnes, 2007)�� Both projects are conducted within the 
framework of the socio-cultural theory (Schutz, 1972, 1982) and knowledge theory 
(Fenstermacher, 1994), and built on teacher interviews after being present in the 
classroom�� The conclusion of this article is that there is a need for more awareness 
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at all levels in the education system as to what consequences the one-sided-focus 
on certain areas has on the learning environment�� Furthermore, it is suggested that 
there is a lot of existing valuable experience to draw from and that future progress 
requires a goal-oriented study on many of the ideals in the curriculum�� 

Introduction and Background

As in many northern European countries, Norway is heavily influenced by Ger-
man didactic traditions in pedagogical planning and analysis�� In addition, and 
similarly to other Scandinavian countries, curriculums in Norway are considered 
to be forerunners of, or part of, the planning of teaching�� 

Until 1965 Norwegian schools were predominately state-controlled (Telhaug, 
1986)�� At the time the primary focus was the acquisition of factual knowledge�� 
When it came to teaching methods, Dewey’s idea about the active pupil was already 
emphasized in the national curriculum of 1939�� However, in practice, the average 
school day did not reflect this idea�� Transfer of knowledge and an extensive use of 
textbooks dominated teaching�� In fact, these teaching methods were so extensive 
that teachers had difficulties in meeting the demands of the active pupil�� 

Teaching forms were best suited for pupils who had a preference for auditory 
and analytical learning styles, i��e�� pupils who learned new material best through 
step by step learning (Dunn and Griggs 2004, Dunn 2006)�� Pupils who had 
a preference for global learning, i��e�� those who learned best through an understand-
ing of the context, had more problems given the learning context�� A global approach 
to learning is a top down strategy in which associations and connections are 
emphasized, in contrast to the analytical approach to learning that is a bottom up 
strategy in which knowledge acquisition is built step by step�� Dunn (2006) refers 
to the fact that 80–85% of pupils at the elementary school age have a global prefer-
ence for learning, and that a global approach to learning of new material eases 
future learning processes for these pupils�� Pupils for whom the auditory and 
analytical teaching methods are best suited, are most successful in the traditional 
school, and often become teachers in the school system�� This perpetuates this 
learning tradition and textbook practices (ibid��)�� Teaching can be easily influenced 
by teacher’s preferential learning style�� 

After 1965, there was a breakthrough for school democracy in Norwegian 
schools (Telhaug, 1986)�� One of the pedagogical reasons behind this break was that 
if pupils were to be raised to carry out democracy, self rule, and independence, 
then school should not be content with teaching democracy through a theoretical 
study of it (ibid��)�� The national curriculums of 1974 and 1987 showed an increasing 
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emphasis on pupil-active teaching forms and pupil influence�� These curriculums 
opened up for more local adaptation in curriculum planning, and emphasized the 
school’s role in the community�� In the 1987 curriculum it says that (p�� 47) a good 
learning environment is characterized as being inclusive, in which both adults and 
children are shown care and respect�� The curriculum emphasizes that (p�� 53) teach-
ing must be dominated by a holistic perspective and that learning in one subject area 
must support learning within other subject areas�� It is also emphasized that (p��54) 
by giving pupils influence and responsibility in the learning process, the school 
provides an example of democratic processes�� It is also said that (p�� 55) aesthetic 
expression and experience and different forms for creative activity must be a natural 
part of teaching�� 

With the advent of the 1997 curriculum we find a return to the emphasis on 
factual knowledge (content)�� At the same time, the general principles are summed 
up in seven human characteristics that the education system is meant to develop; 
the spiritual, the creative, the working, the liberally-educated, the social, the 
environmentally-aware, and the integrated human being�� The plan also required 
the development of scientific thinking through using project work�� This teaching 
form was to be gradually mastered through experiencing theme-based teaching 
that opened up for more and more pupil influence�� 

The same general principles found in the 1997 plan are continued in the cur-
riculum of 2006, but with an increased focus on the restricted teaching goals that 
can be measured by national testing�� It is now up to individual schools to choose 
which methodology will be used to reach the goals for each subject�� At the same 
time, schools are given the opportunity to choose up to 25% of the content of 
teaching�� 

In the wake of goal setting, which required more pupil-active work forms and 
pupils’ influence, we have, through courses and textbooks, conveyed various forms 
of progressive methods that should promote the goals of pupil-activating work 
forms�� Even though there are still schools in which teaching is heavily influenced 
by auditory and analytical teaching, there has been a change in schools, especially 
during the past few years (Löfsnes, 2002, 2007)�� One-sided prioritizing of different 
didactic relations or different elements in the settings has, however, hindered 
opportunities for fulfilling the curriculum’s complex goals and intentions of 
increased pupil-influence�� 

Schutz (1982) uses the term “patterns of action” to refer to the phenomeno-
logical-sociological preparation of actions in social settings�� “Patterns of action” 
refer to realization and response, the reciprocal expectations and the reactions that 
are created between people in social situations and how these influence people’s 
behaviour�� Teaching situations that set out to achieve complex goals are dependent 
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on good patterns of action, and a clear leader who maintains and develops good 
patterns of action�� 

In my research into the teaching reality, (Löfsnes, 2002, 2007) I experienced how 
many teachers strive to realize work methods in which pupils are active and influ-
ential�� The national curriculum from 1997 caused many schools to really make an 
effort to use project work in an attempt to develop pupils’ responsibility and influ-
ence�� Closely related to these attempts, many schools worked diligently to make 
teaching non-abstract and experienced-based�� Outdoor education, theme teaching, 
group work, workshop pedagogy, activation pedagogy, dramatization, and sto-
ryline-dominated lessons were used�� 

Furniture arrangements in classrooms have, naturally enough, changed in 
accordance with the changes that have occurred in the organization of teaching�� 
Instead of being placed primarily in groups around tables, pupils are now often 
given their own work spaces along the walls (Löfsnes, 2007)�� A group table in the 
middle of the room is used when pupils are gathered for class discussion or for 
group work�� 

A closer analysis of the differences that exist between teachers and teaching 
situations in today’s school system reveals that many requirements for development 
are tied to the goal of pupils having influence�� These requirements are necessary 
in order to achieve the complex goals that are emphasized in the national curricu-
lum�� This analysis also says something about which conditions are necessary in 
order for a teacher to create a good learning environment�� 

Challenges found in the schools

Some teachers gave up early in their attempts at developing pupils’ influence and 
responsibility, and continued with a one-sided auditory and analytical teaching 
style�� While others gave pupils more influence in some parts of their teaching than 
they had previously been given, but maintained less pupils’ influence in other parts 
of their teaching�� This represented a challenge for pupils who had little experience 
with being presented with choices and hampered development of the learning 
environment and patterns of action�� 

Often pupils did not have enough experience to carry out project work that 
would enable them to manage tasks such as formulating main questions or goals, 
dividing the work load appropriately and supporting each other, writing journals, 
and evaluating their work�� In addition, teachers can give too much responsibility 
to pupils, by not organizing the work in phases or by not following up sufficiently 
enough during the learning process�� Individual pupils can easily dominate and 
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take control, while other pupils more or less check out�� Situations such as these, as 
well as numerous other conditions and emphases on the overall teaching experi-
ence, can easily influence the development of unfortunate “patterns of action” and 
less successful achievement of goals than anticipated�� 

Pupils cannot be given more responsibility and influence than they have capac-
ity to handle�� If teaching does not build in a gradual manner on the pupil’s influence 
and self control, then it is easy to develop bad collaboration between all parts in 
the learning environment�� The requirement in our national curriculum of 1997 
that everyone is to use project work, created more chaos than it created responsi-
bility for one’s own learning (Löfsnes, 2002, 2007)�� 

In general, group work that entails more than pair work demands that pupils 
have a meta-awareness of what is required for a good group process�� This type of 
understanding is developed when cooperation becomes the learning goal, and 
when teachers involve pupils in the definition of goals and evaluation of group 
processes�� When pupils are given the opportunity to choose cooperation as a learn-
ing form, this strengthens the ability to cooperate�� This also makes the group 
process more meaningful (ibid)��

On the other hand, it is disastrous for the development of a good learning 
environment when teachers do not dare to give pupils responsibility�� In non-divided 
schools, we find a rather large resource in that teachers use pupils as tutor aids for 
their peers�� This can strengthen the learning process for all sides (Anderson and 
Pavan, 1993)�� In Norway there are many such schools that utilize their own cultural 
qualities and special resources (Löfsnes, 2002)�� The need for a combination of clear 
teacher leadership with the pupils’ influence and responsibility is not, however, less 
significant in these schools (ibid)��

Some teachers are able to create variation in teaching that retains different 
preferences for learning and complex goal-settings simultaneously (Löfsnes, 2002, 
2007)�� For example, these teachers are able to incorporate the project work meth-
odology into a successive development process�� Closely related to mastering the 
project work methodology is the ability to master storyline-dominated lessons, 
dramatization, group work, just to name a few�� In situations such as these, pupils’ 
influence is emphasized in various ways�� They should be able to, for example, 
express themselves orally as well as evaluate their own learning process through 
writing logs and other forms of reporting�� Such global teaching forms are easily 
combined with analytical and step by step explanations when it is required�� Pupils’ 
activity and influence become a natural part of teaching��

The teacher’s role involves a desire to influence development, whether it is 
dominated by teacher-controlled teaching or progressive method use�� Goals in the 
teacher-dominated and fact dominated teaching, however, cannot deviate too 
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much from the goals that contribute to the development of the learning environ-
ment in the progressive method use�� Method use that is to promote pupils’ influ-
ence and responsibility must build on successive development of pupils’ influence 
and responsibility�� Clear intensions for work and adapted teacher control must be 
combined with various forms of influence and responsibility from pupils�� There 
must be a clear focus on goals in which awareness of goals can, in among other 
ways, be developed through participation in the definition of goals and evaluation 
of goal fulfillment�� How a teacher is able to unite the goal-oriented development 
of expectations of pupils’ influence with the progressive method use is crucial to 
how the teaching functions generally�� There are many balancing acts between what 
appears to be conflicting goals, which was the case in the 1997 curriculum and is 
also the case in the 2006 curriculum, as it is realized in the description of ‘the 
integrated human being’�� 

To be able to create a good learning environment, in which harmony between 
many underlying goals exists, has been the greatest challenge for fulfilling the 
intentions of our national curriculums (Löfsnes, 2002, 2007)�� The teacher can, for 
example, emphasize differentiation in teaching to get pupils to work actively 
(Carlgren and Marton, 2000)�� However, pupils working on differentiated activities 
can easily lean towards quantity instead of quality (ibid)�� Exaggerated use of 
individual work plans can lead to a ‘get-away-with-it’ attitude where the goal is to 
be finished with the activities instead of developing a consciousness of what is 
actually supposed to be learned�� Such an exaggerated emphasis on work programs 
can lead to the depreciation of experience and cooperation��

In teaching which focuses somewhat one-sidedly on the acquisition of factual 
knowledge, combined with substantially less interest for teaching organization and 
teaching forms, textbooks easily become the central starting point for planning�� 
The result can easily be that pupils work out of a sense of duty more than of inter-
est, and do not get much time to take initiative and responsibility�� In other contexts, 
the goal of pupils’ organization and experience-dominated teaching overshadows 
the focus on what is meant to be learned�� The teacher can emphasize outdoor 
education and other variations of locally-based teaching�� The goal is for pupils to 
be more motivated, but it is not always the case that pupils have a clear picture of 
what they are doing and what they are supposed to be learning (Melander, 1998)�� 

The goals are often not made distinct enough�� If the teacher emphasizes experi-
ence-oriented teaching without making pupils aware of the subject’s goals, and how 
they should relate to them during this work, it can be difficult to engage pupils in 
a goal-oriented learning process�� Outdoor education and experience-based teach-
ing require a focus on the goals that get them there and processing of the experience 
afterwards, so that learning becomes conceptually fastened�� 
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Some teachers emphasize variation within a familiar repertoire of methods�� Play, 
group work, class discussion, and workshop-dominated activities are emphasized 
as variation in which pupils are active in the learning processes�� However, the 
methods are not used to their full potential as a medium for learning�� Method use 
can be more of a goal in itself than a mere medium�� 

Other teachers are able to work towards complex goals�� They are able to use 
variation within a familiar, but limited, repertoire of work forms that are used as 
mediums and not as goals�� There can, however, be limitations on pupils’ influence 
and opportunity for the pupil’s own initiative�� Following the well-known path and 
not taking chances provides for a feeling of security, but can also hinder achieving 
part of the goals�� 

It is not only factual knowledge (content) and teaching organization (form) that 
can be overemphasized in a teaching context�� Pupils’ influence can be given 
a dominating focus in relation to the pupil’s ability to be influential and to take 
responsibility�� Method use can focus one-sidedly and independently on how it can, 
in the best possible way, promote pupils’ learning�� Teacher control can be exagger-
ated, even though it is necessary in order to create a learning environment and 
promote the many goals of teaching�� 

Teaching requires focus on several mediums that can fulfill several goals at once�� 
Exaggerated emphasis on one area can easily weaken the emphasis on other areas 
and implicated goals, and hinder the realization of curriculums’ many goals and 
intentions (Löfsnes, 2002, 2007)��

As previously mentioned, there are teachers who are able to do experience-based 
and project-based teaching work well (ibid)�� These teachers successfully follow up 
many of the learning goals through the more teacher-controlled part of teaching�� 
They thereby form the foundation for pupils’ influence and responsibility�� These 
teachers are clear leaders of teaching, and are able to maintain several different 
dimensions of goals as guiding for all activities and method use�� Often, this group 
have a thorough and long-term teaching plan�� They emphasize interactive and 
communication exercises, so that pupils should feel safe and develop a positive 
self-image�� These teachers can free themselves from textbooks when they think it 
is necessary, in order to make teaching more realistic or adapted to a specific group 
of pupils�� They often include a pupil evaluation process about what they have 
learned and have different ways to carry out the evaluation so that all pupils can 
become familiar with forming their own opinions�� Through these evaluations 
teachers think that pupils will become more aware of learning goals and will learn 
to participate in planning of a work area�� Teachers plan the rough outline, while 
pupils can participate in planning within the outline�� 
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These good teachers balance many different idealistic goals at the same time, 
and have the ability to analyze and adjust their course as needed�� They love their 
work and are active in both the school as a growing environment as well as the 
individual pupil’s holistic development�� They dare to make mistakes and try new 
things, think independently and evaluate mediums in relation to the desired fulfill-
ment of goals�� These teachers often work in schools that have clear, development-
oriented and active pedagogical leadership�� 

Pupils will experience different realizations of the curriculum with different 
teachers�� In the initial phases of learning it is crucial that language is used to write 
the correct answer, write a text, communicate a thought, evaluate and explain in a 
report or argue for a conclusion (Carlgren and Marton, 2000)�� As a basis for the 
development of social context, it is, for example, of great consequence whether 
something is done to avoid punishment or to gain a reward, to help others, or as 
part of making existence better�� In this way, the structure of the context determines 
learning in a wider perspective, but also which action-orientation pupils develop 
(ibid)�� Teaching that seeks to promote holistic goals will, in varying degrees, suc-
ceed in this in relation to the national curriculum’s broader goals�� Some pupils will 
gain more self-confidence and motivation to learn than others, some will become 
working human beings, some creative human beings, some social human beings 
more than others, etc��

Schools are to affect pupils in a holistic manner (Löfsnes, 2002, 2007)�� This fits 
with Rutter et al�� (1997) conclusion that school is a social organization and molds 
pupils’ total learning and developmental environment�� A number of the schools 
that have had problems fulfilling many of the goals in our national curriculum have 
often developed a ‘we-culture’ and an active strategy for development�� This provides 
an important foundation for further development�� 

With the recent adjustment to the goals in the national curriculum, we find 
‘school owners’, or the local community level, are given central responsibility for 
checking and following up on individual schools�� School owners strive to create 
cooperation between schools and to find ways towards prioritizing focused-areas 
that, in many places, have created innovative developments�� The challenge, how-
ever, is that these developments must be realized in harmony with each individual 
school’s existing foundation�� This harmony is not always in place (Löfsnes, 2007)�� 
Too many changes can be easily a kind of trend that does not provide the desired 
influence on the learning environment�� 

The greatest danger for a one-sided focus in relation to the complex and holistic 
goals that should form the basis for teaching is found, today, in the incessant fixa-
tion on test results�� With the correlations that are made today, between the cur-
riculum and national tests, there is a very real danger that teaching material can 
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be limited, and that teaching will be solely focused on national test results�� This 
could restrict holistic pedagogical development in relation to the curriculum’s 
holistic goal perspectives�� Schools that have a strong vision regarding their devel-
opment and feel successful do not let themselves easily be influenced with respect 
to development (O’Day, 2002, Löfsnes, 2007)�� They manage to utilize the national 
tests in a positive manner (ibid)�� However, schools that have a weaker vision can 
have a tendency to retreat towards a more one-sided content focus within a nar-
rower perspective�� The fact that a strong focus on test results often leads to weak-
ening of other goals is well-documented in other countries (Linn, 2000, 2003; 
Hanushek, 2002; O’Day, 2002; Gipps, 2003)�� As mentioned earlier, this applies 
especially to schools that have not developed a systematic approach to reach their 
goals (O’Day, 2002)�� But a one-sided focus on test results can also, especially related 
to shifts of leadership, unstable staffing together with time used to focus on new 
curriculum, create disturbances for good learning environments (Löfsnes, 2007)�� 

On the other hand, in schools that have worked towards a common vision, but 
have not succeeded overwhelmingly, the leadership and teachers are most often 
aware that adjustment is necessary�� Their existing experience-foundation in 
experimenting and cooperation will most probably benefit them in their further 
development��

At the same time, test results can, where it is possible to compare with the learn-
ing that happens in other cultural learning contexts, tell us something about our 
teaching reality�� The fact that many Norwegian pupils scored low on the PISA-test 
on problem solving and self-regulated learning can be a result that teachers have 
attempted to fulfill the goals that do not harmonize with the goals that already 
formed the basis in their existing learning environment�� Work forms that demand 
more of pupils than they have an established basis to master, hamper effective work, 
cooperation, and learning�� The clever and dutiful girls who often take responsibil-
ity when project work or group work does not function properly, are perhaps the 
same girls that in the PISA-test scored relatively high on tasks that required reflec-
tion and evaluation�� They are used to working independently and showing initia-
tive, while the ones who are not able to function become passive and have a bad 
learning experience�� 

The feeling of unrest in Norwegian schools (Kjærnsli et al��, 2004) is caused by, 
at least in part by, the fact that many teachers are not able to keep a balance that is 
implicit in making the progressive method function properly�� Some teachers have 
lost some of their hold and control in their attempts at development�� When the 
dialogue between teachers and pupils does not function, this is often a sign that 
other aspects are not functioning well enough either, such as mastering method 
use, clarifying the framework for the activity, and consistently following up on 
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pupils’ work�� Pupils who are not included in the involvement process and pupils 
who are included, but who do not master the responsibility, have been reported to 
exhibit a middle level of motivation and little influence on their own learning, such 
as is documented by Helland and Næss (2005)�� Pupils do not feel that they have 
any influence over the subject matter when they do not master the activities/tasks/
exercises and method�� When teachers are able to maintain a dialogue with pupils 
and retain their authority and clear leadership role, and at the same time are able 
to develop goals which reflect the pupils’ expectations for being able to master 
challenges, then a good learning environment is within reach�� 

Several studies show that pupils have a tendency to evaluate the conditions they 
work under when they evaluate teaching (Packer, 1985; Hundeide, 1989)�� Teaching 
is primarily considered to be a collaboration in which all actions and cooperation 
determine how the work is carried out regardless whether pupils work individually 
or in groups�� Turmo and Lie (2004) show in their analysis of PISA 2000 that good 
schools are more successful than other schools when it comes to motivating pupils 
to learn through collaboration�� 

There are many teachers who practise involvement pedagogy principles, and 
pupils are good at debating and participating in decision making processes�� This 
type of participation comprises an important resource in our school experience 
(Löfsnes, 2002, 2007)�� The fact that Norwegian pupils appreciate participation is 
also supported by Mikkelsen et al�� (2001)�� When the principles of involvement 
pedagogy are put into practice and combined with clear leadership, the negative 
effects of not having a suitable method use is decreased�� A positive atmosphere is 
created�� 

School reflects society

We cannot view school independently of responsibility which must be viewed 
in the context or the general setting we have in society with regard to raising 
children (Ziehe, 2000)�� In order to be able to develop responsibility in a teaching 
context, there must exist a certain sense of obligational effort�� Sometimes we take 
for granted the bonds that hold our teaching context together�� Many visions have 
existed in the wake of the curriculum’s goals, visions that, for example, teachers 
must dare to give pupils more freedom�� The underlying assumption can be inter-
preted as ‘just give them freedom to decide themselves and they will take respon-
sibility’�� The concept ‘take responsibility for one’s own learning’ has partially been 
understood in this light�� 
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Pupils’ efforts and endurance in school are also reflected in the effort and endur-
ance that is required of them outside school�� There are many children and youth 
in our society today that have easy access to material goods without applying much 
effort (Naper, 2004)�� School reflects society, and thus necessarily has it limitations 
with respect to creating a restorative pedagogy across the trends of post-modern 
society (Foros, 2006)��

At the same time we must acknowledge that parallel to the trends of post-mod-
ern society, we are creating a tougher and tougher society�� Many people have 
problems handling the demands for efficiency�� Teachers are therefore required to 
create an ideal learning environment that preserves the balance between care and 
demands�� My experience has also been that most teachers show a great deal of care 
for their pupils (Löfsnes, 2002, 2007)�� Pupils are used to being listened to and 
having responsibility for general questions that affect their everyday school life�� 
The results of PISA indicate that Norwegian pupils feel generally safe and accepted 
in school (Kjaernsli et al��, 2004)��

New trends in didactics

In Norway many schools are concerned with learning strategies in relation to 
pupils’ learning styles, in other words in relation to pupils’ preferences for learning�� 
When teaching new material, teachers attempt to meet pupils’ learning preferences�� 
Teachers can, for example, emphasize that pupils can choose their tasks from 
several ones, and thereby can choose a task that is suitable for their learning styles�� 
But pupils can use several ways of learning in further work�� Tasks such as these 
give room for cooperation, for example, pupils can tell other pupils about the 
subject-matter they have learned about�� Underlying this consciousness about 
learning styles are the goals for developing pupils’ meta-awareness of responsibil-
ity for one’s own learning�� ‘Meta’ stands for ‘at the same time as’ or ‘about’�� In 
connection with working with subject-matter, they will develop an awareness of 
goals, approaches and what they have learned��

An increasing awareness among both teachers and pupils regarding learning 
goals and how these can be fulfilled is quickly spreading into the classroom (Löf-
snes, 2007)�� Many teachers utilize the so-called ‘goal sheets’ on which learning goals 
are specified and can be checked�� Others use the so-called ‘plan-book’ in which 
pupils define and evaluate their goal fulfillment, and parents can follow their child’s 
learning process�� At the same time, criteria for goal fulfillment are often part of the 
lesson planning process�� The fact that pupils set themselves goals, evaluate their 
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collaborative processes, etc provides valuable experience for working with progres-
sive method use��

Additionally, there is much focus on pupils’ ability as they grow older to be able 
to evaluate their learning processes that they have in individual work, more and 
more they are to evaluate their group work with respect to cooperation, and the 
teacher’s teaching�� This is done through conversation, writing logs or answering 
an evaluation form�� At the same time, pupils are learning subject-matter, they are 
developing awareness about both method use and various aspects of the learning 
process��

Teaching is dependent on the choices made by both pupils and the teacher�� The 
teacher can facilitate the learning process, but learning is dependent on active 
pupils�� The notions that pupils define goals and evaluate are part of a goal that 
pupils are to develop meta-awareness about their own and general learning proc-
esses and take more responsibility for their own learning�� Hansen (2000) says in a 
reference to Bateson that development of this type of meta-awareness is just as 
important for pupils’ learning as trying to make them motivated�� Meta-awareness 
is a pre-condition for pupils’ influence, and contributes to a meaningful experience 
of the learning process�� 

The many attempts that have been made with method use and varied goal-set-
tings have given us experience that is valuable to build upon�� It is positive that our 
new national curriculum opens up for local implementation and development of 
method use, and that there is more focus on what is to be learned�� It is not the case 
that every goal fits the same way for every group of pupils�� Creating opportunities 
for developing responsibility for one’s own learning must be adapted for each group 
of pupils�� Teachers must provide a foundation for broad goal fulfillment and pupils’ 
influence through successive development, and view the changes as a whole�� This 
requires the teacher to practise analyzing contexts��

An important factor as to how teaching is experienced by the pupil is how the 
various goals are realized at the same time�� There must be a safe and good learning 
environment, pupils must master a method, and the method must function as a 
positive tool in the learning processes�� Pupils must be allowed to show initiative 
and cooperation, and teaching must be experienced as meaningful and motivating�� 
At the same time, these goals must be realized so that it can be possible to measure 
their fulfillment�� Such an evaluation can be realized through tests and other meas-
urement without putting too much one-sided focus on testing in the complex 
teaching reality��

We must be able to realize several goals at the same time�� Teaching is about 
holistic development�� Many human characteristics that are to be developed involve 
much more than what can be measured in written tests�� In order to succeed in a 
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development process, it is necessary to see how the individual goal affects the 
holistic learning context�� Even if teachers are often aware of what needs to be 
adjusted, they are not always able to analyze the learning environment with respect 
to further innovations�� Therefore, they need support to analyze, and encourage-
ment to take the small steps that the development of the existing learning environ-
ment requires�� 

Summary

We have many and ambitious goals for our education system�� Even if focusing 
on simple and limited goals can lead to the weakening of other goals, we cannot 
give up our ideals of good teaching�� 

As we strive to create a good school for everybody, we must accept that there 
are many challenges connected with goal fulfillment�� Development does not come 
easily, but we cannot afford to give up our ideals for future generations and the 
development of society�� Norwegian teachers have many valuable experiences to 
draw from, experience that can be used in creating good learning environments��

It is not only teachers in the classroom that must be aware of the holistic nature 
of teaching�� More awareness is needed at all levels of the education system regard-
ing how the focus on individual goals can affect the holistic learning environ-
ment��

School is where all pupils can get an education that contains different types of 
goals�� The future school must promote the holistic development of pupils�� It is our 
next generation and future that is at stake�� 
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Shyness and Gender. 
Physical, Emotional, Cognitive, Behavioural 

Consequences and Strategies of Coping with Shyness by 
Women and Men of Different Gender Identity

Abstract

This article presents research into shyness from the perspective of gender and 
gender identity�� The research comprised a group of 240 Polish women and men 
(120 women and 120 men) in the period of early adulthood (20–25 years of age)�� 

The Stanford Shyness Questionnaire (Zimbardo, 1994) and Bem Sex Role Inven-
tory (Polish version, Kuczyńska, 1992) were used�� Gender differences and differ-
ences between people of different gender identity in experiencing shyness were 
found, including: frequency, causes, consequences (physical, emotional, cognitive, 
behavioural) and strategies of coping with shyness��

Key words: shyness, gender, gender identity, early adulthood

Introduction

Shyness is a phenomenon that has been of great interest for a long time�� The 
oldest documented use of the concept of shyness was noted as long ago as in the 
10th century in the Anglo-Saxon language, where it meant “easy to frighten”�� Shyness 
is a common and acute personal problem and nearly everybody has felt shy in 
a certain situation, trying to fight this unwanted emotion, usually not too effectively�� 
It is a characteristic that makes satisfying social contact considerably difficult��

As Philip Zimbardo (1994) claims, nowadays shyness becomes a problem that 
reaches epidemic proportions and its increasing tendency in our society inclines 
one to draw the conclusion that the situation will get worse in the coming years as 
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our isolation, competition, and loneliness increase�� If we do not do something 
soon, a lot of our children and grand-children will become “prisoners” of their own 
shyness��

The importance of the experiences of shyness, shame, or embarassment is 
exceptionally great in the educational practice because many socializational inter-
actions refer to them and use them in an intentional way, although usually negative 
( by means of putting to shame, derision, scoffing, etc��) At the same time, those 
emotions become significant barriers in the development and social functioning 
of an individual�� 

In psychology studies on shyness have a long tradition in many schools and 
research trends�� In behaviourism shyness is defined in terms of not learning the 
proper social skills, negative experiences connected with certain social situations, 
and acquired self-underestimation�� In psychoanalysis it is a manifestation of uncon-
scious conflicts, and in social psychology its origin is the subject’s approval of the 
label “shy” received a priori from other people (1994; Harwas-Napierała, 1995)��

Nowadays, shyness is understood as a complex syndrome of symptoms con-
nected with changes in the cognitive, emotional, motivational, and behavioural 
spheres�� Public shyness becomes a basic cause and source of behaviour disturbance 
in the conditions of social exposure or evaluation, while private shyness includes 
experiencing psychical discomfort in the aspect of self-orientation consisting in 
undervaluation and a lack of self-confidence and haunting anxiety that one cannot 
cope with the situation (Tyszkowa, 1978, Zimbardo, 1994, Schroeder, 1995, Har-
was-Napierała, 1995, Paulhus, Morgan, 1997)�� Shyness, like shame or embarass-
ment, belongs to a group of behaviours whose basis is social fear as a basic emotion�� 
It is a peculiar mixture of a strong fear, sometimes adopting the form of a social 
phobia, and a behaviour resulting from a low self-evaluation, a lack of self-confi-
dence, a conviction of low social skills and a habit of pessimistic thinking (Miller, 
1995, 1999)��

Among numerous predictors of shyness the central ones prove to be the char-
acteristics connected with the low self-evaluation of interpersonal competences 
and fear of social rejection (Schmidt, Robinson, 1992)�� Contemporary research 
(Jackson, Towson, Narduzzi, 1997) does not confirm the previous thesis that shy 
people are too perfectionist and have unrealistic, high standards, aspirations, 
expectations towards themselves, and the dominance of “ideal self ” over “real self��” 
(Tyszkowa, 1978)�� At the same time, Flett, Hewitt and DeRosa (1996) note that 
there are different dimensions of perfectionism, which can be self-oriented or 
other-oriented�� It appears that not self-oriented perfectionism, but its social dimen-
sion becomes a source of numerous interpersonal problems, ill adjustment, loneli-
ness, a fear of a negative evaluation, a low social self-evaluation, and shyness�� 
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People of high other-oriented perfectionism are characterized by a lower level of 
social skills and a lower self-evaluation��

The latest models of the shyness syndrome emphasize not so much the impor-
tance of personality variables but the significance of the ability to regulate emotions 
experienced in social situations�� Shy people cannot cope mainly with negative 
emotions, which they experience more intensively than non-shy people (Eisenberg, 
Fabes, Murphy, 1995, Miller, 1995)�� Shyness correlates with low social skills (Creed, 
Funder, 1998), with a tendency to keep negative emotions in, a lack of impulsive-
ness, evasive and passive coping strategies (Eisenberg et al��, 1998)�� In shy people 
the indicators of neuroticism, introversion (Kamath, Kanekar, 1993, Kentle, 1995), 
general fear, interpersonal sensitivity, shame, social avoidance (Henderson, 1997), 
depression and a lack of life satisfaction ( Romney, Bynner, 1997) are higher��

Nowadays, the cognitive basis of the shyness syndrome is also emphasized�� The 
cognitive model assumes that shyness results mainly from negative atribution styles 
of problems connected with social interactions�� Shy people make internal attribu-
tions of social failure, including situations in which they experience shyness, 
whereas non-shy people explain troublesome situations by external causes (Alfano, 
Joiner, Perry, 1994, Bruch, Pearl, 1995, Bruch et al��, 1995, Romney, Brynner, 1997, 
Aim, Lindberg, 1999, Anderson, 1999)�� Among the conditions of shyness, also 
social factors are emphasized : parents’ features (e��g�� dependence, passivity, appre-
hensiveness) and socializing influences consisting in “modesty training” and 
“dependence training” and a lack of “training in being in the centre” (Harwas-
Napierała, 1995)�� 

Despite there being mainly differences in individual vulnerability to shyness, 
numerous data from the psychology of gender differences suggest that it is more 
frequently and intensively experienced by women�� On the one hand, what indicates 
that are the differences in the image of “self ” in women and men�� This is women 
who are characterized by a lower self-evaluation, a lower sense of self-confidence, 
a stronger social fear, lower assertiveness, learnt helplessness, passive, evasive-
emotional coping styles, external locus of control, and women’s atribution styles 
are of a less egotistic character (Feingold, 1994, Cross, Madson, 1997)�� On the other 
hand, gender differences in experiencing emotions also show that women, as 
generally more emotional, experience more strongly not only shame and embarass-
ment (Miller, 1999), but also shyness�� Similarly, the structure of social forces and 
socialization of women include “modesty training” more frequently than training 
in “being in the centre,” and in the hierarchy of importance interpersonal relation-
ships are more important for them than for men (Markus et al��, 1982, Cross, 
Madson, 1997, Dabul et al��, 1997)�� Thus, it is possible to assume that women, as 
more dependent on others and having “dependent self ” (“connected self ”) are 
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more afraid of social disapproval and they are characterized by a stronger tendency 
towards social perfectionism��

Only the data concerning women’s higher communication skills seem to suggest 
conversely that women may experience shyness less intensely�� However, women’s 
high skills in the accurate interpretation of other people’s reactions may paradoxi-
cally increase their sensitivity to even slight, imperceptible for men, signs of threat 
and social disapproval, which increases their disposition to experience shyness��

Thus, the shyness syndrome is probably experienced in a different way by the 
representatives of different genders and presumably not only the certified gender 
but also its psychical duplicate – gender identity determine the different faces of 
shyness�� Sparse, up till now, research shows that, e��g��, mental masculinity, high 
physical attractiveness, and a positive evaluation of interpersonal competences 
prove to be important predictors decreasing the occurrence and intensity of the 
shyness syndrome in men (Bruch, Berko, Haase, 1998)�� In order to learn gender 
differences in experiencing shyness more closely, research was conducted��

Method

The study comprised 240 people: young adults at the age of 20-25, 120 women 
and 120 men, students of Silesian University�� The choice of the research group was 
justified by the fact that young (early) adulthood is a developmental period when 
an individual has to make exceptionally important life decisions: the choice of a job 
and a partner, realizing adulthood tasks (professional work, starting a family, etc) 
and undertaking those tasks, as connected with social contact, is essentially 
impeded in the situation of the shyness syndrome�� At the same time, research 
shows that developmentally shyness increases just in early adulthood (as it increases 
in 6–7-year-olds starting their school activity) (Aspendorpf, 1992)�� 

The Stanford Questionnaire of Shyness (Zimbardo, 1994), which investigates 
the frequency, causes, consequences, and ways of coping with shyness, and the Bem 
Sex Role Inventory; Polish version: Psychological Gender Inventory (IPP) 
(Kuczyńska, 1992) were used�� Barbara Siekierka conducted the research under my 
guidance��

Results

The statistical analyses did not find significant gender differences in the declared 
frequency of experiencing shyness�� In the studied women (57%) and men (54��4%) 
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shyness occurred only sometimes, in certain situations, often – in 7��9% of the 
women and 6��0% of the men, and rarely – in 35��1% of the women and 39��6% of the 
men (cf�� Table 1)�� 

Whereas gender indentity is a factor significantly differentiating the occurrence 
frequency of the shyness syndrome�� The undifferentiated (14%) and feminine 
(7��7%) persons most numerously indicated that they often experienced shyness, 
whereas the androgynous (51��5%) and masculine (48%) persons most numerously 
claimed that they rarely experienced that emotion (Table1)�� Significant differences 
occurred in the comparisons of the androgynous persons with feminine (androg-
ynous – feminine rarely: U = 2��79, p < 0��01, often: U = 2��20, p <  0��05) and undif-
ferentiated (androgynous – undifferentiated rarely: U = 2��86, p < 0��01, often: U = 
2��28, p < 0��05) (cf�� Table 1)��

Table 1. Frequency of the occurrence of shyness, gender and gender identity

Frequency Gender Gender identity

Men Women Masculine Feminine Androgynous Undifferentiated

Often 6��0 7��9 2��5 7��7 2��9 14��0
Sometimes 54��4 57��0 52��5 64��6 45��6 59��7
Rarely 39��6 35��1 48��0 27��7 51��5 26��3

Data in %

The most frequently mentioned emotional cause of shyness was a fear of 
a negative social evaluation (men 60��3%, women 55��3%, p irrelevant)�� Gender 
differences concerned a lack of self-confidence, more often indicated by the women 
(55��3%) than the men (38��8%) (U = 2��50, p < 0��01), a fear of rejection, also more 
frequent in the women (36,0%) than in the men (12��9%) ( U = 4��03, p < 0��01), and 
a sense of lack of concrete social skills, conversely, more often declared by the men 
(23��3%) than the women (12��3%) ( U = 2��20, p < 0��05) (cf�� Table 2)��

Gender identity also proved to be a factor differentiating the perception of the 
emotional causes of shyness�� A fear of rejection and lack of self-confidence were 
significantly more often indicated by the feminine persons (36��9% – fear of rejec-
tion, 64��6% – lack of self-confidence) and undifferentiated ones (35��1% – fear of 
rejection, 52��6% – lack of self-confidence) (masculine-feminine U = 2��71, p < 0��01, 
undifferentiated-androgynous U = 2��02, p < 0��05, androgynous-feminine U = 2��29, 
p < 0��05)�� Moreover, the undifferentiated persons (35��1%) significantly more often 
than the masculine ones (12��5%) ( U = 2��50, p < 0��01) and androgynous ones 
(17��6%) ( U = 2��22, p < 0��05) indicated a fear of intimacy as a cause of their own 
shyness (cf�� Table 2)��
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Table 2. Emotional causes of shyness, gender, and gender identity

Cause
Gender Gender identity

Men Women Masculine Feminine Androgynous Undifferentiated

Fear of negative 
social evaluation 60��3 55��3 50��0 60��0 60��3 57��9

Fear of rejection 12��9 36��0 20��0 36��9 19��1 35��1

Lack of 
self-confidence 38��8 55��3 37,5 64��6 30��9 52��0

Lack of social 
skills 23��3 12��3 15��0 13��8  8��8 17��s

Fear of intimacy 20��7 22��8 12��5 20��0 17��6 35��1

Data in %�� The majority of studied men and women indicated a few causes��

Gender differences connected with the kind of situations triggering off shyness 
were not found, whereas there occurred differences between the persons of differ-
ent gender identity�� The feminine (90��8%) and undifferentiated persons (84��2%) 
emphasized significantly more often than others that the situation triggering off 
shyness is being in the centre of attention (masculine-feminine U = 3��52, mascu-
line- undifferentiated U = 2��44, undifferentiated -androgynous U = 3��25, androg-
ynous-feminine U= 4��37, p < 0��01)�� The feminine persons (46��2%) indicated 
situations requiring assertiveness significantly more often than the masculine ones 
(25��0%) (U = 2��17, p < 0��05) and they also indiated erotic situations significantly 
more often (33��8%) than the androgynous persons (17��6%) ( U = 2��14, p < 0��05)�� 
Moreover, the undifferentiated (49��1%) and feminine persons (41��5%) indicated 
situations of being in a small group significantly more often than others ( mascu-
line-feminine U = 2��56, masculine- undifferentiated U = 3��19, undifferentiated –
androgynous U=3��17, p < 0��01) and social situations in general as causes of shyness: 
undifferentiated – 42��1%, feminine – 40��0% (M–I U = 3��22, A–F U = 3��06, p < 0��01, 
M–F U=2��13, M–I U=2��28, p < 0��05) (cf�� Table 3)��

 Table 3. Situations triggering off shyness, gender and gender identity

Situation
Gender Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Social situations in 
general 27��6 32��5 20��0 40��0 16��2 42��1

Being in big groups 30��2 28��1 20��0 36��9 25��0 31��6
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Situation
Gender Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Being in small groups 37��1 29��8 17��5 41��5 22��1 49��1

Contact with a person 
of the same sex 3��4 5��3 2��5 4��6 4��4 5��3

Contact with a person 
of the opposite sex 36��2 25��4 30��0 27��7 26��s 40��4

Situations of asking 
for help 31��9 37��7 42��5 35��4 33��8 28��1

Situations requiring 
assertiveness 38��8 35��1 25��0 46��2 35��3 36��8

Situations of being in 
the centre of attention 74��1 78��1 62��5 90��8 57��4 84��2

Situations of evaluation 37��1 48��2 35��0 52��3 38��2 42��1

Erotic situations 19��8 27��2 20��0 33��8 17��6 211

Data in %�� The majority of the studied men and women indicated a few situations��

Gender differences were found concerning persons in contact with whom the 
studied group experienced shyness�� The women (93��0%) felt shy in the presence of 
people having power or prestige significantly more often than the men (82��8%) 
(U = 2��35, p < 0��01), whereas the men (28��4%) were shy towards members of their 
family more often than the women (16��7%) (U = 2��13, p < 0��05) (cf�� Table 4)��

Table 4. Persons in the presence of whom the shyness syndrome occurs, 
gender, and gender identity 

Person evoking 
shyness

Gender Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Family members 28��4 16��7 35��0 15��4 19��1 26��3
Friends 9��5 s��3 12��5 9��2 4��4 5��3
Strangers 46��6 56,1 35��0 70��8 33��8 61��4
Persons having power 
or prestige 82��8 93��0 87��5 87��7 85��3 91��2

Elderly people 4��3 7��0 10��0 4��6 4��4 5��3
Persons of the opposite 
sex 39��7 37��7 27��5 44��6 30��9 49��1
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Person evoking 
shyness

Gender Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Persons of the same 
sex 11��0 7��0 0��0 12��3 8��8 12��3

Data in %�� The majority of studied men and women indicated a few persons��

Differences between persons of different gender identity were also found�� The 
feminine (87��7%) and undifferentiated persons (91��2%) felt shy significantly more 
often in the company of strangers (masculine-feminine U = 3��59, masculine-undif-
ferentiated U = 2��56, undifferentiated-androgynous U = 3��08, androgynous-femi-
nine U = 4��26, p < 0��01)�� The undifferentiated persons (49��1%) experienced shyness 
towards people of the opposite sex significantly more often than the masculine 
ones (27��5%) (U = 2��14, p < 0��05) and androgynous ones (30��9%) (U = 2��32, 
p < 0��05), whereas the masculine persons felt shy in the presence of family mem-
bers (35��0%) significantly more often than the feminine ones (15��4%) (U = 2��32, 
p < 0��05) (Table 4)��

Gender differences were revealed also in physical reactions and the ways of 
experiencing shyness�� The women (49��1%) blushed more often than the men 
(36��2%) (U = 1��89, p < 0��05)�� The women (30��7%) trembled as a physical reaction 
to a situation of shyness more often than the men (17��2%) (U = 2��41, p < 0��01) 
(Table 5)��

Table 5. Physical reactions accompanying shyness, gender and gender identity

Physical reaction
Gender Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Blush 36��2 49��1 40��0 50��8 41��2 36��8
Increased pulse 56��0 49��1 52��5 56��9 52��9 47��4
Butterflies in the 
stomach 22��4 30��7 12��5 33��8 33��8 19��3

Trembling 17��2 30��7 12��5 32��3 27��9 17��5
Violent heartbeat 50��0 50��9 47��5 58��5 41��2 54��4
Dry mouth 19��0 17��5 22��5 16��9 14��7 21��1

Sweating 30��2 23��7 40��0 20��0 23��5 29��8

Tiredness 4��3 7��0 2��5 10��8 2��9 s��3

Data in %�� The majority of the studied men and women indicated a few physical reactions��
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Significant differences comprised also persons of different identity�� In the femi-
nine persons (58��5%) a violent heartbeat occurred more often than in the 
androgynous ones (41��2%) (U = 1��99, p < 0��05) and trembling of muscles occurred 
in them more often (32��3%) than in the masculine ones (12��5%) (U = 2��28, p < 0��05)�� 
The masculine persons (40��0%) reacted by increased sweating more often than the 
feminine ones (20��0%) (U = 2��23, p < 0��05)�� The feminine (33��8%) and androgynous 
persons (33��8%) had butterflies in their stomachs significantly more often than the 
masculine ones (12��5%) (Table 5)��

While experiencing shyness, the women and men had different emotional and 
cognitive reactions�� The women (50��9%) had negative thoughts about themselves 
significantly more often than the men (31��9%) (U = 2��92, p < 0��01) and they (46��5%) 
thought about how they were evaluated by others more often than the men (33��6%) 
(U = 1��98, p < 0��05)�� Whereas the men (19��0%) thought generally about the situation 
and shyness significantly more often than the women (8��8%) (U = 2��19, p < 0��05) 
(cf�� Table 6)�� 

Table 6. Cognitive reactions accompanying shyness, gender 
and gender identity

Cognitive reaction
Gender Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Embarrassment 32��8 41��2 22��5 46��2 32��4 40��0
Thoughts about negative 
aspects of situation 30��2 42��2  15��0 47��7 33��8 40��4

Thoughts diverting at-
tention from shyness   19��8 15��8 15��0 20��0 17��6 15��8

Negative thoughts about 
oneself 31��9 50��9 27��5 53��8 36��8 42��1

Thoughts about evalua-
tion by others 33��6 46��5 27��5 47��7 36��8 43��9

Thoughts about impres-
sion made on others 36��2 43��0 35��0 43��1 44��1 33��3

General thoughts about 
situation and shyness 19��0 8��8 15��0 15��4 13��2 12��3

Positive thoughts and 
feelings 9��5 7��0 12��5 6��2 8��8 7��0

Data in %�� The majority of the studied men and women indicated a few cognitive reactions��
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Similarly, persons of different gender identity had different thoughts and feelings 
while experiencing shyness�� The feminine persons (53��8%) had negative thoughts 
about themselves significantly more often than the masculine ones (27��5%) 
(U = 2��64, p < 0��01) and the androgynous ones (36��8%) (U = 1��98, p < 0��05), and they 
thought about the evaluations made by others (U = 2��05, p < 0��05) more often 
(47��7%) than the masculine ones (27��5%), and they felt embarassed more often 
(46��2%) than the masculine ones (22��5%) (U = 2��44, p < 0��01)�� Similarly, the undif-
ferentiated persons (42��1%) felt embarassed while experiencing shyness more often 
than the masculine ones (22��5%) (U = 2��01, p < 0��05)�� The masculine persons (15%) 
thought about the unpleasant aspects of shyness significantly more rarely than the 
feminine (47��7%), undifferentiated (40��4%), and androgynous ones (33��8%) (mas-
culine-feminine U = 3��41, masculine-undifferentiated U = 2��68, p < 0��01, masculine-
androgynous U = 2��13, p < 0��05) (Table 6)��

The women and men had slightly different behavioural reactions while experi-
encing the shyness syndrome�� The women (64��9%) fell silent while expriencing 
shyness significantly more often than the men (37��1%) (U = 4��21, p < 0��01) (cf�� Table 
7)�� The differences between persons of different identity concerned the masculine 
persons (27��5%) in whom incongruous speech occurred significantly more often 
(U = 2��21, p < 0��01) than in the feminine ones (10��8%), and in the undifferentiated 
ones who used the strategy of avoiding people, were silent (63��2%) (undifferenti-
ated -androgynous U = 1��96, p < 0��05) or spoke in a low voice (26��3%) (masculine- 
undifferentiated U = 1��99, p < 0��05) more often (29��8%) than the masculine ones 
(12��5) and the androgynous ones (13��2%)�� 

Table 7. Behavioural reations accompanying shyness, gender 
and gender identity 

Behavioural reaction
Gender  Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Speaking in low voice 22��4 18��4 10��0 24��6 17��6 26��3
Avoiding people 18��1 18��4 12��5 16��9 13��2 29��8
Inability to make eye 
contact 31��9 34��2 32��5 35��4 38��2 24��6

Silence 37��1 64��9 50��0 51��5 45��6 63��2
Stammering 9��5 7��0 12��5 9��2 5��9 7��0
Incongruous speech 19��0 16��7 27��5 10��8 17��6 19��3
Hunched posture 17��2 9��6 20��0 12��3 13��2 10��3
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Behavioural reaction
Gender  Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Avoidance of action 21��6 21��1 25��0 24��6 17��6 19��3
Escape from the situ-
ation 13��8 15��8 12��5 12��3 19��1 14��0

Data in %�� The majority of the studied men and women indicated a few behavioural reactions��

The most frequent stretegies of coping with shyness are: convincing oneself that 
there are no reasons for feeling shy (women 63��2%, men 66��4%, p irrelevant) and 
continuing the activity despite shyness ( women 50%, men 45��7%, p irrelevant)�� 
The gender differences consisted in posing as a non-shy person more frequently 
by the women (39��5%) than by the men (25��0%) (cf�� Table 8)�� 

Gender identity proved to be a factor differentiating the strategies of coping with 
shyness�� The feminine persons (73��8%) tried to make themselves believe that there 
were no reasons for feeling shy significantly more often than the masculine ones 
(55��0%) (U = 2��05, p < 0��05) and they continued acting more often (60��0%) than the 
undifferentiated ones (31��6%) (U = 3��14, p < 0��01) (Table 8)��

Table 8. Strategies of coping with shyness, gender and gender identity

Coping strategy
Gender Gender identity

Men Women Mascu-
line Feminine Androgy-

nous
Undiffer-
entiated

Diverting attention from 
causes of shyness 19��8 13��2 20��0 13��8 19��1 14��0

Convincing oneself that 
there are no reasons for 
being shy

66��4 63��2 55��0 73��8 69��1 56��1

Posing as a non-shy 
person 25��0 39��5 37��5 32��3 32��4 28��1

Seeking help in others 7��8 9��6 10��0 6��2 7��4 12��3
Withdrawing from situ-
ation 16��4 8��8 15��0 13��8 13��2 8��8

Continuing the action 
despite shyness 45��7 50��0 50��0 60��0 48��5 31��6

Using stimulants or 
pharmaceuticals 6��0 6��1 2��5 0��0 2��9 3��5

Data in %�� The majority of the studied men and women indicated a few coping strategies��
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Conclusions

The conducted research shows that the frequency of experiencing the shyness 
syndrome is similar in young women and men�� Thus, contemporary women are 
not stereotypically very shy and men, in turn, more often admit to experiencing 
shyness, which is contradictory to the traditional image of masculinity�� Therefore, 
it is possible to suppose that the emancipation and customary changes have resulted 
in the uniformization of the behaviours of both sexes�� However, a thorough 
analysis of the manifestation of the shyness syndrome shows that women’s and 
men’s behaviour still remains under a strong influence of gender stereotypes��

The fear of social rejection and a lack of self-confidence prove to be emotional 
causes of shyness in women much more frequently, whereas in men it is a sense of  
lack of necessary skills in a given situation�� Hence, “masculine” shyness seems to 
be of a more pragmatic character and more justified by circumstances, whereas 
“feminine” shyness results from great sensitivity and emotionality in experiencing 
some social situations��

According to the stereotypical division of social competences, women feel shy 
in the presence of people having power and prestige more often, and men in some 
family life situations�� More noticeable physical reactions connected with shyness, 
like blushing and trembling, more often occur in women (which may be the cause 
of the popular opinion about women’s greater shyness)��

Women and men have different emotional, cognitive, and behavioural reactions 
connected with shyness�� Women concentrate on their own feelings more often, 
they think negatively about themselves and about how they are evaluated by others�� 
In contrast, men do not concentrate on themselves but on the external aspects of 
the situation more often�� According to gender stereotypes, they realize the dictate 
of masculine concreteness and instrumentality�� The gender differences in behav-
ioural reactions concern being silent and in the coping strategies they concern 
attempts at concealing one’s state by posing as a non-shy person, which occurs in 
women more often�� Those “feminine” strategies have a passive character and are 
less effective than the “masculine” ones concentrated on the task and situation in 
the coping styles��

Gender identity proved to be a characteristic differentiating the shyness syn-
drome to a greater extent than gender (biological sex)�� The research showed that 
persons of feminine and undifferentiated identity experienced shyness in a more 
“painful” way�� As the reason for their shyness, they indicate the fear of rejection 
and lack of self-confidence more often, and indeterminate persons – even the fear 
of intimacy�� The conditions of social exposure, being in the centre of attention, 
situations requiring assertiveness, and also erotic situations or, especially for undif-
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ferentiated persons, being in a small social group are especially difficult for them�� 
Feminine and undifferentiated persons feel shy in the company of people of the 
opposite sex and strangers�� They experience more intense physical reactions: 
violent heartbeat and trembling�� They think negatively about themselves, concen-
trate on the opinions of others, and feel embarassed more often�� While coping with 
shyness, undifferentiated persons use the strategy of avoiding people, they speak 
in a low voice, they are silent and try to convince themselves that there are no 
reasons for being shy�� 

Whereas high intensity of the features of mental masculinity is a factor decreas-
ing the negative consequences of shyness�� Masculine and androgynous persons 
experience shyness more rarely�� They feel shy in situations of social exposure, the 
threat of a negative evaluation, and in the presence of people having power and 
prestige, and masculine persons – in the presence of important members of their 
family�� In situations of shyness, the physical reaction of increased sweating occurs 
in masculine persons�� Masculine persons think positively about themselves more 
often and about the unpleasant aspects of shyness more rarely�� 

In the context of the obtained empirical data it appears that in the analysis of 
the phenomenon of shyness it is impossible to omit the regulatory effect of bio-
logical and psychological gender�� At the same time, the knowledge concerning 
different ways of experiencing shyness by women and men, as well as persons of 
different gender identity, broadens the general area of the knowledge about the 
faces of shyness giving a basis for parents, educators and therapists to create more 
penetrating, individual methods of proceeding and ensuring adequate support to 
shy persons��
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Achievement Motivation in Adolescents

Abstract

The paper deals with the issue of achievement motivation in adolescents and 
with the research into the level of the structure of this motivation�� The LMI method 
was used to carry out a side study of a randomly selected sample of students at 
secondary commercial schools, branch management�� Achievement motivation is 
used as a concept to explain the differences in individual behaviour in various parts 
of life�� Our investigation was focused on finding out the total and partial scores in 
achievement motivation, including the description of each dimension both in boys 
and girls��

Key words: motivation, achievement, adolescence, competence, achievement 
motivation dimensions

The motivation process can be considered to be one of the decisive factors in 
the educational process�� The period we live in puts emphasis on one’s independ-
ence, personality and individuality, self-sufficiency, achievement and success�� The 
more civilised and mature a society is, the more demanding the preparation for 
adulthood becomes because adolescents must cope with demanding tasks, both in 
their self-experience as well as in their experience of relations with other people��

All people long for achievement because it is connected with success, prestige 
and admiration from other people�� Positive acceptance from other people is also 
reflected in individual’s self-concept and self-confidence and, in this way, it 
increases their ego-value�� The need for positive acceptance from others, mainly 
from their peers, is important especially in adolescents�� Adolescents start to think 
about their possibilities and prospects for the future and realize that with respect 
to their age potential failures and dissatisfaction with their current performance 
can be compensated in the future��

Ivan Pavlas
Czech Republic
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1. Achievement Motivation and Efficiency

H�� A�� Murray mentions the need for achievement in the second place in his 
classification of psychogenic needs�� In his taxonomy of needs it is regarded as one 
of the basic life and growth needs�� According to M�� Nakonečný (1995), psycho-
logical needs are distinguished in a similar way by A�� H�� Maslow��

Perseverance, endurance and stamina (effort) are the focus of attention in 
a number of approaches advocated by other important and recognised authors�� 
Hence, apart from cognitive abilities, which are regarded as the decisive ones, 
“generally” conceived achievement motivation can be regarded as the second 
general feature, or a group of features, relevant for success at school or at work�� 
However, only a few validating studies of this topic are available and very little is 
also known about the relation between motivation and abilities, including their 
interdependence�� 

Generally speaking, an achievement is a product of an activity (for example at 
school, at work, in sport, etc��), which can be more or less qualified or quantified��

H�� Schuler and M�� Prochaska (2003) present “the onion model of achievement 
motivation”, in which they distinguish:

a) Central features: goal orientation, perseverance, expectation of success,
b) Peripheral features: independence and status orientation,
c) Background features: conscientiousness, sense of duty, neuroticism��
It is also necessary to distinguish achievement from efficiency; efficiency is an 

internal set of psychophysical dispositions, which does not always have to correlate 
with a real achievement if the person is influenced by unfavourable internal or 
external conditions (for example, by fatigue or a noisy environment)��

According to D�� C�� McClelland (1995), achievement motivation is connected 
with the expectation of affective changes related to achievement or underachieve-
ment�� To be specific, it is a motivating influence of the tendency to succeed and 
the tendency to avoid failure, depending on a person’s experience (for example, on 
their family upbringing, etc��)��

Achievement improves a person’s self-confidence and ego-evaluation�� Undera-
chievement means ego-devaluation, a depressing experience of failure, which can 
lead up to general performance avoidance, on the grounds of the expectation of 
a repeated failure��

For this reason, according to their relations to task performance, we distinguish 
two types of people: achievement-oriented type of people and failure avoiding type 
of people�� Each type has a different relation to tasks and aspirations as early as the 
school age�� Hence, the level of aspirations, the demands put on oneself and belief 
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in one’s own efficiency are higher in people who achieve success than in undera-
chievers�� 

The above-mentioned D�� C�� McClelland also revealed the fact that in the West-
ern culture the differences between the sexes are in case of achievement determined 
by different, culture-bound expectations�� (Men expect leadership and intellectual 
prestige, women are more likely to expect social acceptance��)

The bigger the fear of failure is, the weaker the motive to achieve is, supposing 
the chance to succeed is the same�� Moreover, people motivated by achievement are 
more realistic as for the selection of their own goals than people motivated by 
failure��

J�� W�� Atkinson (1978) compared individuals whose motivation was mainly 
dominated by the need for achievement with individuals whose motivation was 
mainly dominated by failure avoidance and drew general conclusions, which may 
be considered as “motivation laws of achievement”��

1. Aspirations – Individuals motivated by the need for achievement prefer 
middle-level difficulty tasks and seem to persevere longer in performance-
oriented tasks��

2. Perseverance, resistance (persistence) – In case of high-level difficulty tasks, 
individuals motivated by the need for achievement persevere longer than 
individuals motivated by failure avoidance��

3. Success and failure – Individuals motivated by the need for achievement 
seem to increase their aspirations and decrease failure after achieving suc-
cess�� That is different in individuals motivated by failure avoidance��

4. Job preferences – Individuals motivated by the need for achievement have 
realistic job-related aspirations�� They also tend to be flexible at work, while 
individuals motivated by failure avoidance have unrealistic aspirations, either 
too high or low in comparison with their abilities��

5. School performance – If students at schools are grouped according to their 
abilities, the performance and the interest in school tasks are increased in 
students motivated by the need for achievement��

The need for achievement is developed in cultures and families supporting the 
independent development of the individual�� Such individuals tend to be ready to 
assume tasks�� School lessons can be regarded as typical situations challenging for 
achievement; here, learners with the hope for success in school tasks differ from 
those who fear failure�� When learners with a strong need for achievement encoun-
ter a new task, they seem to use more adequate solutions, they distinguish between 
relevant and irrelevant issues faster, use more verbal information, which they 
remember more easily, and they also learn from their mistakes sooner��
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2. Adolescence

Adolescence is a period of transition from childhood to adult life and it is con-
nected with the transition from not being self-sufficient to being self-sufficient, 
from dependence on adults to independence from them, of irresponsibility to 
moral responsibility and from the consumption of social products to their produc-
tion��

The process of adolescence presents a considerable intraindividual variability in 
the differences between physical, mental and social changes�� Adolescence is char-
acteristed by emotional lability (emotional unstableness)�� A considerable internal 
tension and uncertainty are the causes of unbalanced behaviour, noisiness, exhibi-
tion, impulsiveness, feelings of inferiority, increased tiredness and worse concen-
tration�� In spite of the fact that more mature levels of behaviour have been 
developed, young people occasionally return to the regressive reactions common 
in childhood�� Such regressions are the way of defence against new events and 
changes�� The need and ability to contemplate what the world could be like are 
typical of adolescents��

Abstract and hypothetical thinking enables the adolescent to predict and plan 
events that could occur�� The future is becoming more and more important, how-
ever, the process of searching for one’s own identity and position in society is not 
completed yet�� That results in a psychosocial moratorium, in postponing the basic 
life goals and tasks of adulthood to a later time��

At the very beginning of this period a learner’s roles change, school results are 
perceived as adults’ values and they lose the importance they had�� Due to the 
physiological changes there are tendencies not to make an excessive effort and the 
attempts to avoid unpleasant situations become stronger�� For this reason most 
learners prepare for lessons only if they expect to be examined and marked�� There 
are attitudes doubting the importance and the purpose of the subject matter��

Learners tend to be negative to their formal authority, to the teacher, and accept 
only such aspects they find imposing and only what they really respect�� Emphasis 
is put on reducing asymmetry in the teacher-learner relation��

2.1.  Competence and Achievement as Part of Identity
Great flexibility and the ability to use new ways of solving problems are typical 

of the adolescent�� The fact that at the beginning of adolescence the adolescent is 
accepted by some school establishment representing their future professional and, 
in this way, social status, confirms such intellectual competences�� However, the 
importance of success at school is different for the adolescent and for the pupil at 
primary school�� At the end of primary education every learner is motivated to work 
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hard to enter a particular secondary school or a training institution, but after they 
are accepted, this kind of motivation stops to be effective��

Students realize that their higher social status and their good economic position 
in the future will not depend only on their success at school�� Finishing a secondary 
school does not immediately bring a very large profit�� Consequently, there does 
not seem to be any reason to try to excel��

The adolescent mainly uses their competences to avoid problems and to keep a 
certain standard so that their performance can be acceptable from the viewpoint 
of their personal identity and does not impair their self-esteem and so that it can 
be achieved with as little effort as possible�� In fact, they try to achieve such a per-
formance that does not cause conflicts with their classmates and adults�� In this way, 
the value of achievement becomes relative for the adolescent and it corresponds 
with the attached social importance��

Nevertheless, the adolescent can work and can become enthusiastic about the 
activity whose subjective value is for them bigger than school, for example achieve-
ments in technology, arts or sports and games��

In the period of adolescence the relation to achievement is completed, at first to 
the achievement at school, later to the achievement at work�� On the basis of their 
own experience, the adolescent selects the strategy focused on success and risk, or 
conversely, on certainty�� It is important what values they identify with, how much 
success is important for them, what success enables and under what circumstances 
it is achieved in society�� If this type of success is valueless or if its achievement is 
connected with overcoming too big an obstacle, the individual can refuse it and be 
content with an average but certain level of performance��

In some cases, when the pressure by the authority (school, parents) is strong, it 
may happen that the adolescents defend themselves by conformist behaviour and 
uncommittedness or by generalized negativism and revolt against the values and 
demands of such authorities�� In this way, the adolescents lose part of their identity 
and the enforced professional role is taken as a necessary evil�� They realize their 
mediocrity, put up with it and so choose the strategy of compromise and adaptation 
to the external pressures�� In connection with this, E�� H�� Erikson talks about ego 
restriction as part of defence by the absence of commitment��

Every adolescent must give up his or her individuality to be able to 
become part of society and to be adequately accepted. What is important 
is to find a necessary degree of compromise. It is necessary for the adolescent 
to make a realistic judgement of his or her competences and to choose such 
a variant that is achievable for him or her in real life. (J�� Langmeier – D��(J�� Langmeier – D�� 
Krejčířová, 1998, p�� 262)
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3. The Description of the Investigated Method

 The research was based on the standardized questionnaire for achievement 
motivation - LMI by H�� Schuler and M�� Prochaska (2003)�� This questionnaire is a 
widely conceived diagnostic method containing in total 17 dimensions, which 
serve as a basis for achievement motivation�� 

The method can be used in those areas of life, in which it is possible to experi-
ence effort to achieve something and where its manifestations can be observed�� 
The questionnaire consists of 170 items attached to the mentioned dimensions of 
achievement motivation - the mean value of all the items is 4��55, the minimum 
2��61 and the maximum 6��32�� A seven-degree scale answer is attached to each item�� 
Each item relates mostly to work, but its validity is not necessarily limited to the 
professional context��

Achievement motivation dimensions in the professional context:
Perseverance (PE), Dominance (DO), Commitment (CO), Belief in success (BS), 

Flexibility (FX), Flow (FL), Fearlessness (FE), Internality (IN), Compensation effort 
(CE), Pride in the achievement (PA), Willingness to learn (WL), Preference for dif-
ficulty (PD), Independence (IND), Self-control (SC), Status orientation (SO), Com-
petitiveness (COM) and Goal orientation (GO).

The LMI questionnaire can be used for the purposes of personnel selection, in 
counselling, in psychology of sport, in school and pedagogic psychology as well as 
in the research into personality structure and personality dynamism��

The described method can be used especially:
– in pedagogical counselling at school and in vocational counselling;
– to diagnose problems in underachievers (in individuals with insufficient 

motivation);
– to discover the causes of school failure;
– to find out the level of one’s self-control, commitment and perseverance��
On the basis of the test profile it is also possible to develop a goal-directed 

programme, which can remove the problems with achievement and motivation�� 
The following aspects can be analysed as well: the striking parts of the LMI profile, 
the dimensions in which the research subject deviates from the norm and the 
subject’s associations concerning the results of the questionnaire��

4. Research Results

On the basis of a random selection 500 students of the fourth grades at second-
ary commercial schools were involved in the research (the average age of the 
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subjects was 19)�� From the viewpoint of the sexes, the sample is not balanced - 170 
boys (34 %) and 330 girls (66 %)�� In the long run, this fact confirms that more girls 
are interested in studying at the type of school under research�� The total rough 
score (RS) for each achievement motivation dimension was obtained by adding 
the scores of each question�� With the help of norms, the rough score was further 
converted into stanine values�� At the same time it was possible to design a graphic 
test profile of achievement motivation dimensions for each subject of the 
research��

The following table shows the arithmetic means, standard deviations, minimal 
and maximal values of the rough scores for the whole sample��

Table 1. The means of the rough scores of the research subjects according to 
the basic dimensions

Whole sample (N=500) Boys (N=170) Girls (N=330)

Mean SD Min Max Mean SD Min Max Mean SD Min Max

PE 40 9��2 19 56 43 8 31 56 39 9��5 19 57
DO 46 11 21 67 50 8 37 60 44 12 15 67
CO 33 11 14 67 33 9 22 56 34 12 14 67
BS 45 8��6 27 63 46 6��9 34 59 44 9��3 27 61
FX 50 7��1 34 65 50 6��9 39 60 49 7��2 34 65
FL 45 9��6 22 64 44 8��1 29 60 46 10 22 64
FE 38 9��8 18 60 41 7��6 28 59 36 10 18 60
IN 47 7��4 30 62 46 8��1 30 60 47 6��9 37 62
CE 47 9��4 28 70 44 7��2 32 60 48 10 31 70
PA 54 8��6 32 70 51 7��7 34 65 55 8��7 32 70
WL 41 7��3 21 56 43 6��2 33 52 40 7��6 21 56
PD 38 8��7 16 59 39 5��8 31 48 38 9��8 16 59

IND 43 8 27 58 46 6��8 36 57 42 8��3 27 50
SC 38 7��7 20 56 37 8��5 20 51 39 7��2 23 56
SO 51 13 23 70 47 11 23 69 52 12 24 70

COM 42 11 22 64 41 11 28 58 43 11 22 64
GO 43 8��6 19 61 43 7 30 59 44 9��3 19 61

Total
RS 741 105 562 990 742 85 577 876 740 114 560 929
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Table 2. Total achievement motivation

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

Stanine
values

Whole sample Boys Girls

Frequency % Frequency % Frequency %

1 140 28 20 11 120 37
2 100 20 50 30 40 12
3 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 50 10 10 6 30 9
5 70 14 30 18 30 9
6 30 6 30 18 20 6
7 30 6 10 6 30 9
8 50 10 20 11 30 9
9 30 6 0 0 30 9
Σ 500 100 170 100 330 100

After being converted into stanines, the obtained data acquired low values in 
the whole sample�� 48 % of the subjects acquired below-average stanine values 1-3�� 
16 % of the subjects acquired high and above-average stanine values�� As far as 
frequency is concerned, the score obtained by the boys is a bit higher than the score 
obtained by the girls, nevertheless, both the girls and the boys are on the bottom 
band of the total achievement motivation norm��

If we have a look at the obtained results according to each dimension, we can 
come to the following findings:
•  As for central features, perseverance is low in comparison with belief in success 

and goal orientation�� On the other hand, the dimension of dominance is 
relatively high��

•	 Commitment is disappointing – it is placed on the bottom band of the stanine 
values, together with the dimensions of flow and fearlessness�� Higher values 
can be observed only in flexibility��

•  The dimensions of internality and compensation effort have more even dis-
tributions both on the bottom and the top band of the stanine values�� The 
dimensions of pride in the achievement and preference for difficulty are gener-
ally low��

•  A serious finding is that the dimension of willingness to learn was shifted to 
the bottom band by almost 60 % of the subjects��

•  The dimension of independence shows average and below-average values (76 
% of all the subjects) as well as self-control (96 % of all the subjects)��
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•  Only the dimensions of status orientation and dominance have higher values 
in comparison with the previous dimensions��

•  Only 22 % of the subjects are placed on the top band of the stanine values��

6. Summary

The total achievement motivation of the research subjects was low because from 
the viewpoint of frequency the lowest values were obtained in stanines�� From the 
viewpoint of frequency, in comparison with the girls, the boys obtained a higher 
score in achievement motivation, nevertheless, this result does not have to neces-
sarily correlate with school marks, not even with the students’ abilities�� It is neces-
sary to take into consideration the above- mentioned fact that adolescents largely 
prefer such a performance that can be achieved with little effort and which does 
not impair their self-esteem and does not lead to any conflicts with their social 
environment�� Comparing the subjects’ test profile and their school marks would 
also be worthwhile��

Low values were ascertained for the dimensions of perseverance, flow, fearlessness, 
pride in the achievement and preference for difficulty. The very low values for the 
dimensions of willingness to learn, independence and goal orientation can be consid-
ered serious because the authors of the questionnaire regard them together with the 
dimension of perseverance as key dimensions for total achievement motivation��

As far as the sexes are concerned, in comparison with the boys, the girls obtained 
slightly higher values in the dimensions of commitment, pride in the achievement 
and status orientation�� On the contrary, the boys obtained higher values in the 
dimensions of perseverance and preference for difficulty�� This result can be explained 
by parents’ approaches in family upbringing and by the influence of the sociocul-
tural stereotype, leading girls to higher conformity and meeting their duties, and 
boys to focusing on achievement and preference for difficulty, which should be at 
the same time reinforced by a necessary level of perseverance�� 

The average values in the whole sample were calculated for the dimensions of 
belief in success, compensation effort and internality�� Above-average values were 
ascertained in the dimensions of dominance, flexibility and status orientation��

7. Conclusion

From the obtained data and the results we can conclude that the subjects of the 
research generally show a little interest in work at school, which is the main part 
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of their current lives, although they feel higher needs for recognition, prestige and 
power�� The total achievement motivation that has been ascertained shows that 
achievement motivation is lower than failure avoidance��

The process in which the individual incorporates in society is not easy�� Achieve-
ment motivation, which is today required from young people too, plays a key role 
in coping with all the demands��

Although we want to avoid any overgeneralizations of the obtained results, the 
processed data make us think that as far as school performance is concerned, the 
subjects at the secondary schools under study fear potential failure more than they 
try to make an effort and to achieve success at school�� In other words, their fear is 
higher than their success orientation��

The acquired data are encouraging neither for the teachers, nor for the students 
themselves�� They make us think not only about teaching and assessing school 
performance, but also about family upbringing, which can significantly encourage 
the development of the qualities important for achievement motivation��

Achievement motivation is so complex that it cannot be understood or investi-
gated as a demarcated homogeneous construct but as global orientation of an 
individual’s behaviour, as the focus of a considerable part of our personality struc-
ture in the sense of reinforcing and increasing the value of our achievement, which 
will consequently lead to the ego enhancement��
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The Qualitative Determinants 
of Intellectual Functioning in Adolescents

Abstract

In the present paper a triad of intelligence – task solving strategies – cognitive 
styles is taken into account�� Rather than renouncing the traditional methods of 
studying intelligence, it was decided that separate qualitative ways of information 
processing, constituting the underlying cause in solving test tasks, shall be explained 
with the example of the Wechsler`s WAIS-R Scale of Intelligence in order to show 
their relationship with interindividual diversification of adolescents within the 
scope of the level of cognitive tasks performance�� From the research it follows that 
the intellectual functioning of adolescents while solving a certain type of cognitive 
tasks (called psychometric intelligence) should be estimated both on the basis of 
quantitative ratings (the level of task performance difficulty) and qualitative ratings 
(the identified manners of task performance)�� The effectiveness of the intellectual 
functioning of an individual is defined by the choice of such task solving strategies 
which are determined by an interactive influence of many variables, among which 
one can find cognitive tasks, psychometric intelligence and the preferred style of 
thinking�� The less intelligent subjects functioned effectively in the research only 
when they applied a strategy in line with their cognitive style�� The analysis con-
ducted among highly intelligent subjects showed that they solved the tasks consist-
ing in inferring similarities with the same effectiveness, applying both strategies, 
regardless of their preferred style of cognitive functioning��

Key words: intelligence, task solving strategies, cognitive styles, adolescent
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Introduction

With reference to the concept of intelligence, it is widely accepted that intelli-
gence is a “tool” which enables a human being to adapt to the requirements of the 
environment and a wide range of tasks�� Intellectual functioning consists in, among 
other things, perceiving abstract relations among individual elements of a given 
situation, in making use of previously gained experience with a view to plan current 
cognitive activities as well as controlling one’s own cognitive processes (Sternberg 
and Determan, 1986)�� In their quest for the underlying factors of individual dif-
ferences within the scope of intellectual functioning of an individual, psychologists 
focused mainly on developing the theory and practice of the application of psy-
chometric tests, which enable the measurement of a superior mental faculty (called 
a general factor ’g’), or a group of mental faculties, laying emphasis on the role of 
the quantitative determinants of those measures�� The common criticism of the 
psychometric approach in the study on intelligence resulted in a new theoretical 
paradigm – the so-called cognitive paradigm, which has been adopted for the 
purpose of the present work�� In order to avoid a lengthy discussion on the whole 
spectrum of objections concerning psychometric tests, I shall limit myself only to 
those which have become a point of departure for the research into the qualitative 
determinants of intellectual functioning�� Intelligence tests measure the effects of 
human activities, referring to such indicators as the number of correct answers or 
the time needed to solve the tasks, yet they do not explain the nature of the phe-
nomenon itself studied with the application of psychometrics test, i��e�� mental 
processes being the underlying cause of effective functioning�� Cognitive psycholo-
gists try to prove that the advantage intelligent people have in their functioning 
over less intelligent individuals shows not only in quantitative ratings (task per-
formance level), but also in qualitative ratings associated with various ways of 
processing information while solving tasks (with cognitive strategies) and preferred 
styles of intellectual functioning��

The relationships of intelligence, strategies and cognitive styles

A cognitive strategy is defined as a unique qualitatively diversified way of making 
use of basic cognitive operations (referred to as components) in solving problems, 
concluding, reasoning, organizing or categorizing of information (Baron, 1978; 
Sternberg and Ritkin, 1979; Kirby, 1987; Nęcka, 1994, 2000; Kossowska, 2000)�� A 
cognitive style, however, is a relatively constant individual preference or a habitual 
strategy individually diversified and conditioning information organization and 
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processing (cf�� Matczak, 2000)�� Cognitive strategies resemble cognitive styles in that 
they concern the way tasks are performed, yet are less permanent (Nosal, 1992) and 
more specific, that is to say, tailored to the task requirements (Nęcka, 2003)�� In this 
context intelligence is defined as an ability to choose the components of a mental 
process in line with the preferred style of intellectual functioning, and to order those 
components as the task requires (cf�� Strelau, 1997)��

Among researchers who take into account the relationship between the level of 
intelligence and cognitive strategies, no clear empirical decision has yet been made 
concerning the nature of this relationship�� Some emphasize that it is intelligence 
that determines the choice of a particular strategy (Alderton and Larson, 1994) 
and point to the relation between fluid intelligence and the use of a suitable strat-
egy within a given task�� Others, however, suggest that there may exist qualitatively 
different (“more and less intelligent”) strategies ensuring effectiveness of the 
undertaken actions��

It was also found that certain tasks require spatial strategy (Neubauer and 
Freudenthaler, 1994), while others require verbal strategy (Roberts, Gilmore and 
Wood, 1997) and the choice and the use of the two is connected with individual 
cognitive preferences of a given person�� It was also discovered that incoherence, 
among other things, considerably lowers the level of task performance, and, by the 
same token, general intelligence of an individual�� In this case a relation between 
intelligence and the choice of a strategy tailored to situational requirements and 
dependent on individual cognitive preferences was shown�� 

A lack of clear explanations concerning the role of these strategies within the 
structures of intelligence has influenced the formulation and empirical verification 
of the hypothesis about the relations between intelligence and the cognitive tasks 
solving strategies (intuitive vs rational) in adolescents�� The choice and the use of a 
particular cognitive functioning manner (information processing strategy) tailored 
to situational conditions and the predispositions of an individual determine intel-
lectual functioning�� According to this hypothesis, intelligence is understood as a 
situational conditioned result of a task solving process, when a person chooses 
strategies in line with the task’s requirements and personal preferences, when a 
person processes information in line with their own preferences within the scope 
of solving tasks�� It means that high scores (indicating a high level of intelligence) 
in tasks requiring rational thinking, i��e�� a sequential analysis of a problematic situ-
ation and analytical information processing, will be achieved by those individuals 
who will more often use a strategy suitable for this kind of tasks, which is a rational 
strategy or a strategy in line with their preferred functioning style; in other words, 
people rationally oriented, using rational strategy�� Whereas in tasks allowing for a 
holistic reflection of a situation and simultaneous information processing, intuitive 
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strategy – for the sake of the test score – will be more effective, especially in people 
who prefer the intuitive style of intellectual functioning�� Researchers studying 
individual preferences emphasize that this preferred functioning within the scope 
of cognitive activities is intersituationally constant and best from the point of view 
of an individual, not from the point of view of the requirements this individual has 
to face (cf��Matczak, 1982, 2000)�� Hence the inference that people who habitually 
use a given task solving strategy, resulting from the cognitive preferences will do 
worse in tasks requiring such a manner of thinking which contradicts their pre-
ferred style of functioning, and as a consequence will demonstrate a lower intel-
ligence level�� Baron (1978), Sternberg (1985, 1994b) and Nęcka (1994) et al�� pointed 
to such relations, but they have not been empirically verified��

The Research Method

The subject sample�� The selection research included 328 students attending 
post-primary schools in Bydgoszcz, aged between 17 and 18�� The J��C�� Raven`s 
Matrix scale was used to select 40 people with a high IQ (20 boys and 20 girls) and 
40 people with a low IQ (20 boys and 20 girls)�� After rejecting cases lacking in 
complete results of the actual research, eventually the sample was composed of 71 
subjects, with 37 people with a high IQ (19 boys and 18 girls) and 34 people with 
a low IQ (18 boys and 16 girls)��

The task material�� In the research a computer version of 14 tasks was used�� These 
tasks belonged to the “Similarities” subtest of the Wechsler`s Scale of Intelligence�� 
The point of the tasks was to decode the semantic meaning of the concepts appear-
ing on the screen and to establish the similarity relation between those concepts�� 
In order to eliminate the transfer effect, 6 additional tasks were used, which did 
not belong to the Wechsler`s test, yet in their structure resembled the other tasks�� 
Having decoded the meanings of the concepts, the test-taker had to identify the 
differences between the concepts�� The sequence in which the additional tasks 
appeared in-between the “ Similarity “ test tasks was random in nature�� As assumed 
by the author of the test (D�� Wechsler – cf�� Brzeziński, Hornowska,1993), the 
“Similarity” subtest tasks varied in the level of difficulty�� On the basis of the tasks 
difficulty level analysis, the tasks were divided into 4 series with an increasing level 
of difficulty�� The assumption was that the difficulty of a given task, caused by a) a 
psychological distance between the concepts (near – far), b) a kind of relation 
between the concepts (a simple categorial affiliation, e��g�� regarding features or 
functions – complex, e��g�� regarding abstract relations, requiring the understanding 
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of social or natural phenomena), c) the nature of the concepts ( specific, perceptual 
– abstract ) will influence the application of effective task solving strategies��

The measurement of variables�� The measurement of task solving strategies 
(intuitive vs�� rational) was carried out by means of two methods:

1�� The SRP questionnaire – the measurement was carried out four times, after 
a subject had completed the tasks from a given series (cf�� Kolańczyk, 1995; 
Wójtowicz –Dacka, 2003)��

2�� The computer analysis of reaction time task performance at individual stages�� 
On the basis of the component analysis by Sternberg (1985), it was assumed 
that in the process of solving these kinds of tasks three stages can be singled 
out: decoding the meaning of the concepts, inferring relations between the 
concepts and giving the answer, and reaction time differences at the said 
stages of task performance will allow one to distinguish various task solving 
strategies (Wójtowicz-Dacka, 2003)��

The reaction time was measured by a computer, from the time information 
appeared on the screen until the subject reacted by pressing a particular button�� 
The measurement concerned three reaction times of the test-subject:

• decoding the first concept  – RT 1
when the concept appeared on the screen: e��g�� apple

• decoding the meaning of the second concept  – RT 2
when the next concept appeared on the screen: e��g�� pear

• inferring the relation between the two concepts and reacting  – RT 3
when a word appeared on the screen: e��g�� similarity

Answers – a variable computed on the basis of the results averaged across 
individual tasks of a given series; the variable concerns task performance effective-
ness�� The analyses of the subjects’ answers and the accuracy assessing methods of 
those answers were carried out in line with the rules of the instruction manual for 
the “Similarities” subtest printed in the Wechsler`s WAIS-R Scale of Intelligence 
manual (Brzeziński, Hornowska, 1993 – cf�� enclosure 3)��

A preferred style of cognitive functioning was measured with the IR question-
naire (cf�� Kolańczyk, 1991)

The research procedure�� The research was conducted in a psychophysiological 
laboratory of the Institute of Psychology at Kazimierz Wielki University in 
Bydgoszcz, Poland in a single session�� The research opened with measurement (by 
questionnaire) of individual cognitive preferences (intuitive vs�� rational) for solving 
tasks in a specific manner�� Next, having received a detailed instruction on solving 
computerized version tasks, the subject performed a series of trials in order to 
master computer skills�� After each series the subject received feedback on the task 
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performance�� The number of examples depended on the computer skills of a test-
taker and could be regulated by the subjects themselves�� After the trials, the subjects 
set about solving research tasks, followed by no feedback on their task performance�� 
The tasks were divided into 4 series (according to the level of difficulty) and after 
completing the tasks from a given series the subject filled out the SRP questionnaire, 
which aimed to examine intuitive vs�� rational thinking while solving the test tasks�� 
Having completed the questionnaire the subject set about solving tasks from the 
next series�� The research ended with the fourth, after the last series of the completed 
tasks, measurement of a strategy with a questionnaire method��

Results

1.  Task solving strategies
On the basis of the subjects reaction time analysis at individual task performance 

stages, 2 task solving strategies from the “Similarities“ subtest of the Wechsler`s 
Scale of Intelligence WAIS-R were distinguished�� Those strategies, previously 
referred to as the intuitive and rational strategy, were connected with a different 
pace of conducting a sequence of operations involved in the process of inferring 
similarity relations�� The differences in information processing were revealed (as 
assumed) in reaction times of the subjects in the preparation phase, in the course 
of which the content of semantic concepts was decoded and in the inference phase, 
connected with identifying similarity relations between those concepts�� The rational 
strategy was marked by a slow increase of reaction times RT1 and RT2, connected 
with decoding the appearing concepts and a long RT3 connected with inferring 
relations between the concepts�� Whereas the intuitive strategy involved longer RT2 
(decoding the second concept) and a relatively short RT3 (significantly shorter 
than in the rational strategy) connected with inferring similarities between the 
concepts�� 

The differences in the average reaction times at individual task solving stages 
among people applying the rational strategy and those applying the intuitive 
strategy have been presented in Figure 1��

It is very risky to conclude about mental processes solely on the basis of the 
reaction times of the subjects�� Therefore, further calculations concerning the rela-
tions between the reaction times at individual task performance stages and the SRP 
questionnaire results were conducted�� The contribution of RT1, RT2 and RT3 to 
the strategy structure (singled out by the SRP questionnaire), tested on the basis 
of the regression analysis, showed a different manner of information processing 
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Figure 1. Reaction time differences at individual task performance stages for the 
distinguished strategies 

when intuitive and rational strategies were applied respectively�� Regression analy-
sis results (repeated and progressive) for individual task series revealed that the 
intuitive strategy involves significantly shorter RT3 in all the series (β = -.61, p < .001 
for series 1; β = -.60, p < ��001 for series 2; β = -.52, p < ��001 for series 3 and β = -.55, 
p < .001 for series 4) and a significantly longer RT2 in series 2,3,4 (β = .19, p < .05 
for series 2; β = .268, p < .05 for series3; β = .313, p < .01 for series 4) and also con-
siderably longer RT1 in the task series 1 and 2 (β = .348, p < .01 for series 1 and 
β = .517, p < .001 for series 2)��

2.  The relationship of a strategy, cognitive style and the level of 
intelligence measured on the basis of task performance effectiveness. 
The research analysis successfully proved the hypothesis that in order to effec-

tively function within tasks (involving inferring similarities) the choice and use of 
the distinguished task solving strategies is of vital importance in the interaction 
with the preferred IR orientation style, though this relation slightly differs in 
people with a high and low level of general intelligence – Table 1��

The analysis presented in Table 1 concerning the influence of various factors 
on the effectiveness of functioning, showed that, among other things, effective 
task solving is dependent on an interactive influence of the strategies and cogni-
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tive preferences of the test-subjects�� It was observed that the said relations are 
connected with the kinds of tasks that are their level of difficulty�� The most inter-
esting results in this group of subjects concerned task series 1 and 3�� Task series 
1, the easiest one, in which the similarity relation was determined by a close 
proximity of simple perceptual designate and categorization based on simple 
characteristic features of the objects, showed that high scores depend on choosing 
a strategy different from the preferred style of functioning within the scope of 
solving cognitive tasks�� It means that those subjects who were able to make use 
of information processing strategies different from their cognitive styles scored 
better��

After including the sex variable in the analysis, it turned out that there are dif-
ferences between the effectiveness of intellectual functioning in task series 1 
between the two sexes�� The MANOVA analysis results in the three-way interaction, 
namely: strategies, IR cognitive style and sex allowed one to notice that the effects 
presented in Figure 2 concern mainly women�� Among intuitively-oriented women 
the effectiveness of intellectual functioning, related to solving tasks in this series, 
depended on the choice of a strategy opposite to one`s cognitive preferences 
(p	<	.05)�� It means that the rational strategy of solving this kind of tasks is particu-
larly advisable for intuitively-oriented women within the style of intellectual 
functioning�� While the choice of intuitive strategy is less effective in intuitively-
oriented women (p	<	.01)�� Surprisingly, no analogous patterns were observed in 
men, which means that men, irrespective of a chosen strategy, or a preferred style 
of functioning, achieved similar results in task series 1 (figure 3)��

In task series 2 a strategy major effect close to statistical importance was 
observed, which was tested with the NIR test�� Post hoc comparisons revealed that 
the differences in the task performance effectiveness in this series were consider-

Table 1. Components determining task solving effectiveness with a different 
level of difficulty in a group of a high and low IQ.

High IQ Low IQ
task series 

1
task series 

2
task series 

3
task series 

4
task series 

1
task series 

2
Preferences IR F = ��07

p < ��78
F = ��64
p < ��42

F = 1��56
p < ��22

F = ��91
p < ��34

F = ��06
p < ��81

F = 1��61
p < ��21

Strategy F = ��01
p < ��90

F = 3��23
p < 0��08

F = 3��12
p < ��09

F = ��08
p < ��77

F = 2��74
p < ��11

F = ��09
p < ��75

IR x strategy F = 4.35
p < .05*

F = 2��06
p < 0��1

F = 4.56
p < 0.04*

F = ��93
p < ��34

F = 3��58
p < 0��07

F = 3��62
p < 0��06

* statistically significant levels
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Figure 2. Result dependence on the strategy and cognitive preferences in a group 
of highly intelligent people in series 1 tasks
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ably connected with the use of the intuitive strategy (p	<	.05) – Figure 4�� In other 
words, those subjects who chose the intuitive strategy in task series 2, requiring a 
shorter time of inferring relations between particular concepts, achieved far better 
results than those who at the inferring stage needed more time to make such 
inferences��

The most interesting results were produced in task series 3, where a similarity 
relation between concepts was of a more complex nature, as concerned abstract 
characteristics of the concepts and required referring to deeper knowledge struc-
tures�� It turned out that the rational strategy, involving a longer inference time, 
ensures better results in this task series than the intuitive strategy (this particular 
result – as of little statistical significance – required a verification on the basis of 
the post hoc comparison calculations with the NIR test) – Figure 5 (2��15)�� Moreo-
ver, a statistically significant effect of the interaction between the style and the 
strategy was obtained, which influenced the results in test series 3�� In those tasks 
the rational approach to solving tasks was more effective only in case of rationalists, 
i��e�� the IR rationally oriented subjects (the IR rational style subjects)�� Among 
intuitively-oriented subjects the choice of a strategy did not influence the task 
results�� The use of the intuitive strategy by people with particular cognitive prefer-
ences is also important�� The choice of the intuitive strategy by intuitively-oriented 
subjects brought about far better results than the choice of the same strategy by 
rationalists (p	<	.05)��

To sum up, one may say that the people with a high IQ were able to choose the 
effective strategy while solving the test task regardless of their preferred style of 
intellectual functioning (both in easier as well as more difficult tasks)�� It is impor-
tant to notice, as far as easy tasks are concerned, that a change of a strategy in 
relation to the preferred cognitive functioning style turned out to be more effective 
especially in female subjects�� The explanation of the fact may be found in the brain 
functions being less lateralized in the female brain�� In women as opposed to men, 
certain functions are more evenly represented in both hemispheres (Kimura, 1992; 
Bem, 2000; Brannon, 2002)�� Hence, probably, women are equally effective in task 
solving while applying either the rational or the intuitive strategy��

Moreover, it turned out that in easy tasks (e��g�� task series 2), in which the simi-
larity between the concepts was determined by a simple categorial affiliation of 
perceptual designate, the intuitive strategy proved more effective�� Most probably 
because the structure of this task allows one to use already existing knowledge 
patterns, based on the subject`s prior experience�� Whereas in more difficult tasks 
the rational strategy based on a detailed analysis of individual elements of a task 
situation proved more effective�� This strategy is characterized by the intensity of 
exploration of a narrow but deeply processed and sequentially controlled data field�� 
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Figure 4. Result dependence on the task solving strategy in a group of highly intelligent 
people in series 2 tasks
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Such information processing takes more time, but it ensures the analysis of hidden 
relations between abstract concepts, which in turn contributes to better effects��

3.  Components determining task solving effectiveness with a different 
level of difficulty in the group of a low IQ.
In the group of people with a low IQ, singled out in the course of the selection 

research with the Raven`s test, comparing the reaction times at particular task 
performance stages with the data from the SRP questionnaire, only strategies for 
solving task series 1 and 2 were distinguished�� The regression analysis conducted 
for task series 3 and 4 showed no significant relations concerning RT1, RT2, RT3 
input to the structure of the strategies�� The lack of vital differences in the times of 
performing individual task stages, consisting in inferring similarities, is interesting 
because it concerns tasks of a higher level of complexity�� It may be the case that the 
subjects with a low IQ appointed to the task, in a situation where their intellectual 
abilities could not meet the requirements of a given task, approached the experi-
mental tasks chaotically and randomly and without any coherent strategy�� Apply-
ing qualitatively different task solving manners by the less gifted individuals was 
only possible in case of easier tasks�� According to some researchers (Kapteijns, 
Mohr, 1981; Belmont, Mitchell, 1987) this phenomenon may be related to some 
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deficit in strategic thinking in situations beyond the operational abilities of an 
individual�� The comparison of the times from task series 3 and 4 with the data from 
the SRP questionnaire might also indicate low accessibility to one`s own thinking 
processes while solving difficult tasks�� Perhaps those individuals had to engage all 
possible operational abilities in solving difficult tasks, instead of making use of 
different strategies as it was in case of easier tasks�� 

As shown in Table 1 for less intelligent individuals in task series 1 and 2 neither 
statistically important major effects nor any interactive effects associated with the 
effectiveness of solving these tasks were observed�� However, because of the relations 
close to the statistical significance, further analysis was conducted by means of the 
NIR test (Figure 5)��

As Figure 5 shows, further post hoc analysis of task series 1 showed that in the 
group of intuitively-oriented subjects with a low IQ there is a dependence between 
the strategy applied to solving this kind of tasks and the cognitive style (p < .04)�� It 
means that people who prefer the intuitive functioning style in solving cognitive 
tasks achieved better results when applying a strategy in line with their style (i��e�� 
the intuitive one) than when applying a different strategy (i��e�� the rational one)�� In 
rationally-oriented subjects no similar dependences were observed, which means 
that they achieved similar effects irrespective of the strategies applied��

Similarly to task series 1, no distinct relations were observed in relation to task 
series 2�� Neither statistically significant main effects nor interactive effects influenc-
ing the effectiveness of solving these tasks were observed�� Only the post hoc 
comparisons conducted in order to study the interactive influence of strategies and 
cognitive preferences (close to being statistically significant F(1��25) = 3��62, p	<	.06) 
showed that there were differences in applying an effective task solving strategy, 
statistically significant (p	<	.05) only for rationalists with a low IQ (Figure 6)�� For 
those individuals a strategy in line with their preferred style of functioning within 
a cognitive task performance (p	<	.05) turned out to be important for the effective-
ness of functioning in task series 2�� In the group of intuitively-oriented subjects no 
analogous relations were observed, yet applying the intuitive strategy in line with 
the IR preferences resulted in much better scores of intuitively-oriented individu-
als (p	<	.05) than in the group of rationally-oriented ones�� 

Moreover, as shown in Figure 6, for the subjects with a low IQ the choice of a 
strategy in line with a cognitive style, i��e�� the intuitive style for intuitively-oriented 
individuals and the rational one for the rationally oriented ones, proved to be the 
most effective one�� It was found that less intelligent people demonstrate not only 
a limited ability in the scope of strategic thinking, but also a limited flexibility in 
the scope of changing a strategy to account for their individual preferences��
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Figure 5. Result dependence on the strategies and cognitive preferences in a group 
of highly intelligent people in series 3 tasks
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Figure 6. Result dependence on the strategies and cognitive preferences in a group 
of less intelligent individuals in series 1 tasks
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4. Conclusions

The intellectual functioning of adolescents while solving a certain type of cogni-
tive tasks (called psychometric intelligence) should be estimated both on the basis 
of quantitative ratings (the level of task performance difficulty) and qualitative 
ratings (the identified manners of task performance)�� From the research it follows 
that the observed inter- and intraindividual differences are related to both the level 
and the manner of intellectual functioning while solving tasks�� They are extremely 
important for the psychological diagnosis of an individual intellectual functioning�� 
They also explain and predict a future performance level of a person within the 
range of various activities

The effectiveness of an individual’s intellectual functioning is defined by the 
choice of such task solving strategies which are determined by an interactive influ-
ence of many variables, among which one can find cognitive tasks, psychometric 
intelligence and the preferred style of thinking�� The research findings show that 
effectiveness of functioning in tasks perceived by the subjects as not difficult (for 
people with a high IQ these were task series 1 and 2, for the less intelligent ones 
these were only task series 1) depends on quick but superficial detection of a given 
similarity relation between the elements of a single task (characteristic of intuitive 

Figure 7. Result dependence on the strategies and cognitive preferences in a group 
of less intelligent individuals in series 2 tasks
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strategy)�� However, in more difficult tasks, requiring referring to deeper knowledge 
structures, the rational strategy, based on sequential and analytical information 
processing, is more effective�� It allows in-depth scanning of semantic memory, due 
to which inferring very complex similarity relations between very distant and 
abstract concepts is possible��

High intelligence is associated with the ability to choose and apply strategies most 
favourable for an individual and at the same time to take into consideration the 
character of a given task (the level of difficulty or the manner of information 
processing within the task) as well as the preferred style of cognitive functioning�� It 
should be noted that in the group of highly intelligent subjects the application of a 
certain cognitive strategy (intuitive vs rational) did not have such an important 
effect on the task performance as it did in the group of less intelligent subjects�� The 
less intelligent subjects functioned effectively in the research only when they applied 
a strategy in line with their cognitive style�� The analysis conducted among highly 
intelligent subjects showed that they solved the tasks consisting in inferring simi-
larities with the same effectiveness, applying both strategies, regardless of their 
preferred style of cognitive functioning�� In fact, it means that highly intelligent 
people are characterized by greater flexibility in reasoning (also referred to as 
mental mobility), that is the ability to easily control mental operations in problem 
solving situations�� Most probably the said characteristics of highly intelligent people, 
manifesting itself in a quick and flexible change of a mental strategy in different 
problematic situations, is of an adaptive nature and ensures far better results than 
the stiffness of functioning, resulting from certain intellectual preferences�� 
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Review of  
Upbringing. Concepts–Processes–Contexts. 

Interdisciplinary approach.  
Gdańskie Wydawnictwo Pedagogiczne, Gdańsk 2007, Vol. 1–3

UPBRINGING – concepts, processes, contexts and their interdisciplinary 
interpretations�� The editors of the three volumes are two well-known professors 
Maria Dudzikowska from the University of Adam Mickiewicz in Poznań and Maria 
Czerepaniak-Walczak from the University of Szczecin��

M�� Dudzikowska is especially interested in educational system�� Not only does 
she consider the institution of school and its changes, school as a place for learners’ 
progress, everyday school life, but also autocreation in school, upbringing and 
acculturation��

M�� Czerepaniak-Walczak’s scientific interests are focused on emancipation of 
individuals and groups as much as on the respect of children’s rights and pedeu-
tology��

The main aim of the series is to answer a few significant questions such as:
What is upbringing? What does it mean nowadays? Is it possible today? What 

kind of processes should be used during the process of upbringing? Who and what 
is a potential person to behave like? Who is a possible educator or who may or who 
should he/she be etc��?

Upbringing consists of interesting essays that can provide grounds for educa-
tional reflection that exceeds the traditional knowledge about upbringing�� These 
essays perform a vital role due to the fact they were written by people of various 
professional interests such as psychology, sociology, philosophy, law, ethnography, 
etc�� They all have either theoretical or practical knowledge�� They present different 
points of view, which makes them even more valuable�� They show different catego-
ries and reflections for upbringing�� These specialists of different fields notice the 
strength of new places and mechanisms for upbringing��

These three books (already published and the fourth will be published soon) are 
especially useful in today’s world which is changing so quickly and so much day by 

Milena Gucma
Poland
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day therefore the traditional approach to upbringing does not work in every case�� 
That is why scientists wanted to seek new ways of perception and interpretation of 
divergent reality�� All of them realize that upbringing involves many people from 
different backgrounds – they are parents, teachers, relatives, neighbours, etc�� They 
all have an enormous influence on the young person�� What is more, the number of 
these people is growing rapidly thanks to new technology and systems of commu-
nication�� In such a situation many educators, parents and relatives who want to 
achieve success simply fail since they are not up to date�� Not all of them are prepared 
for making an effort to adjust to the new reality�� Perhaps they are not ready to discover 
the world themselves or they are not courageous enough�� Sometimes there are so 
many alternative concepts of upbringing that make them only more confused��

Division of work in the social system has made school responsible for upbring-
ing and that made a big fuss in the educational environments�� The most important 
reasons of such a situation are organizational and financial limitations�� Nowadays, 
schools are focused on preparing the students for passing tests (e��g�� Matura Exam), 
having good results and they do not have time for upbringing�� Although there is 
a great need to shape the good name of the young generation as much as their 
morality, but the truth is that the moral values have collapsed�� This situation is 
extremely precarious and complicated and it should be cured immediately�� It is a 
global problem which is caused by the development of new technologies, revolution 
of communication and other changes that are happening at a rapid pace�� No one 
can cope easily with such a situation – either teachers or students�� No matter how 
hard this state is schools must look for other places to shape young people’s moral-
ity, their social and aesthetic aspects�� Unfortunately, there is a tendency to remain 
silent as far as problems with upbringing at school are concerned�� As editors state, 
cited of�� Prof�� Rutkowiak, the reason for that is the origin of totalitarian system�� It 
is a kind of mythical thinking as an expression of “longing for too ideal a state of 
culture in the complex situation, uncertainty and individuality”�� According to 
anthropologists they are three basic characteristics of information and multicultural 
society in which we exist��

The editors pay attention to three most popular myths: the myth of constant 
return to the myth of the promised land�� She shows a great danger connected with 
mythical thinking in the education and the need for restraining it�� Regrettably, as 
the editors notice, there is an instability in our society since the teacher is educated 
to be a specialist for teaching one discipline only�� Teachers are helpless because of 
the political system, poverty and unwanted bureaucracy�� In this state teachers try 
to avoid the case of upbringing by different ways or strategies�� One of them – men-
tioned above - is to minimize or to keep away from upbringing problems�� Thanks 
to this strategy they try to excuse themselves by their absence or by saying: there 
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are not any problems in our school with drugs, violence, aggression, poverty, 
wealth, etc�� The outcome is that teachers lack the ability of discerning these proc-
esses and this kind of approach will not be successful�� And what is more, they are 
focused on the past, they still have a tendency to imit behaviour from the former 
years and that is their way of upbringing as well�� That knowledge about upbringing 
is deeply rooted in our society, but the change of it is required promptly�� As the 
editors observe, educators cannot close their minds for options known only by 
them�� They ought to be open-minded for various contexts, situations, upbringing, 
processes, terms, etc�� Knowledge is invaluable and there is even a well-known 
saying connected with it: “the more I learn, the less I know”�� As it is seen the 
educator should realize that it is not enough to know something and that it is not 
good to assume that the teacher can cope with something best because he/she is a 
specialist in his/her field�� In spite of the enthusiasm for an interdisciplinary system 
there is still a division into disciplines and subdisciplines�� Still there is hope of 
combining the disciplines

The aim of the series of “Upbringing” is to help to present the interdisciplinary 
approaches to upbringing�� Teachers will be able to achieve success, providing that 
they can see different perspectives, points of view that exceed conventional borders 
between disciplines�� Many different authors of the essays can help educators 
broaden their experience�� The books are intended for the representatives of numer-
ous disciplines since any kind of problem cannot be solved without exceeding one’s 
own horizons��

The authors paid special attention to language (spoken and written) which plays 
a very significant role connected with upbringing�� Language creates reality so it 
cannot be omitted�� Many different meanings can be constructed thanks to language�� 
The use of language and terms, its wealth, multitude of meanings are visible in 
these essays�� The reader of the series can see new words that authors use in order 
to show different ways of interpreting individual phenomena�� People who will read 
these books will also encounter some well-known terms, but used in an entirely 
diverse meaning�� These endeavours show the dynamics of the educational science 
of upbringing��

The series of Upbringing includes three books�� The reason for that is that the 
editors strongly believe that the issues connected with upbringing are very com-
plicated and need to be explained penetratingly��

There are seven essays in volume 1 written by such authors as for instance 
Z�� Bauman (sociologist), M�� Czerepaniak-Walczak (pedagogue), M�� Dudzikowa 
(pedagogue), B�� Śliwerski (pedagogue), J�� Leoński (sociologist), S�� Symotiuk (phi-
losopher), T�� Buliński (anthropologist), and others�� This volume acquaint the 
readers with the range of meanings of “behaviour”�� Moreover, they unmask today’s 
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dilemmas and the states of suspense that are characteristic of the processes of 
upbringing in our modern world�� The authors show the etymology of the word 
upbringing and its variety of definitions�� Not only do the essays show the expanse 
of upbringing, but also many perspectives and ways of its analyses and interpreta-
tions�� Such essays as: Education: towards, in spite of and for postmodernity (by 
Z�� Bauman), Medicalization of childhood and possibility its re-spell (M�� Jacyno) or 
Stereotypes of youth: necessity and possibility of disenchantment of youth (M�� Cz-
erepaniak – Walczak) just exemplify the contents of volume 1�� That is the back-
ground for the second volume��

Volume 2 includes 11 essays by M�� Czerepaniak-Walczak, M�� Dudzikowa, 
W�� Godzic, J�� Mariański, J�� Mizińska, E�� Potulicka and others�� They try to answer a 
difficult question: What patterns of upbringing do we want to achieve? However, the 
differentiated level of these aims ought to be underlined�� This volume shows there is 
no possibility to pretend that upbringing can be a neutral case�� Various social proceses 
that accompany modern ways of upbringing make trends for it and lead to fundu-
mental changes of values and human behaviours�� This fact makes the aims of 
upbringing and its level of universality require constant analysis�� This belief is also 
supported by one of the most distinguished psychologists Jerome S�� Bruner, whose 
analyses of education overlap many disciplines as for instance: literature studies, 
language studies, history, psychology, etc�� In one of his latest publications he formu-
lates nine (that are close to Polish thinking) rules concerning education�� All the rules 
underline the fact that education is made of culture and habits of the society you live 
in�� It means that education is a complex process of matching culture to its inhabitants 
and its inhabitants and kinds of their knowledge to the needs of culture�� 

The most general rule, as far as the content of volume 2 is concerned, would be 
that the construction of reality is a product shaped by the tradition and cultural 
tools of ways of thinking�� Here, education should be seen as support for young 
people in learning how to use the tools in order to construct reality and help them 
to adapt to real life better and to begin the process of modification of this reality 
according to their own requirements�� But it would be only possible if there is 
a change of the education system with specific aims and beliefs�� The answer to the 
earlier question: What patterns of upbringing do we want to achieve? Is it so 
simple? There is one common thesis for the authors: the presence of the human 
being in the world implies constant relations with and in the world which is made 
of history and culture – not only nature�� It is illustrated in such essays as for exam-
ple: Between paradise and apocalypse. About the necessity of education towards 
values (J�� Mariański), Education for moving pictures: between panopticons and 
demopticons (W�� Godzic) or Learning from the idol. About the essential source of 
common knowledge of pupils (M�� Dudzikowa)��
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The authors, however, indicate directions that we should take in up bringing�� 
The texts show that people using their own different personalities can act to achieve 
specific aims in specific time, but they always do it as a whole�� As a result, it is 
noticed that the aims of one’s activity including upbringing derive from the origins�� 
The assumption that the roots of upbringing are values complicates dealing with 
this term�� Therefore the volume presents a diversity of the term of upbringing and 
makes efforts to look at upbringing from different perspectives�� All in all upbring-
ing and its aims have different origins and that complexity is reflected in the 
essays��

Volume 3 includes 12 essays written by H, Kwiatkowska, W�� Limont, S�� Dylak, 
M��T�� Mendel and others�� It is a continuation in attempting to answer the questions 
asked at the beginning (Who and what is a potential person to behave like? Who 
is a potential educator or who may or who should he or she be, etc��?) The editors 
want the reader to find some clues, suggestions and possible solutions, but the main 
idea is to make the reader ready for independent discovering, constructing new 
categories for description and interpretation of the modern world�� They also want 
to encourage the reader to ask new questions and find ways of discovering�� Volume 
3 focuses on the discussion about upbringing: who realizes the projects of human 
progress and social change in the 21st century? Under what circumstances and by 
what means does it happen?

It is mostly the teacher’s role and responsibility for shaping one’s character�� 
His/Her competences, ways and techniques of upbringing are of great importance 
because they may be contrary to our expectations�� First of all, they can make 
somebody do something at the instruction of the teacher, because “others know 
better” and what is more, there is no responsibility or thinking on the student’s 
part�� Secondly, teachers may teach to take the risk of one’s own decisions and 
finding new solutions to problems etc�� Which is better? Since this problem is 
multifarious the authors pay a lot of attention to the teacher�� They try to construct 
the person of an ideal teacher with his/her competences, qualifications, abilities, 
etc�� They try to create the teacher that would be equal to the task and will meet 
everyone’s expectations in our reality�� Regrettably, the teacher’s job is so compli-
cated that there is no possibility to repeat some behaviours or cases�� 

Despite the fact that Plato, who lived such a long time ago (428/427 BC – 348/347 
BC), made the description of an ideal teacher, it is very vivid today�� According to 
him an ideal teacher is one who can arouse enthusiasm, love and beauty, but it is 
even more important that he/she helps in the realization of these values, in discov-
ering the truth and beauty�� But he/she does not force them to think in the same 
way as he/she does�� It is obvious that every individual is closely related to the 
impressions and influences experienced during their childhood and youth�� If they 
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are brought up in a climate where their enthusiasm is stimulated with higher feel-
ings, they will have vigorous minds and display good morals and virtues��

So far there have been no such books on the topic of upbringing presented in 
such a detailed way and by people of different professions who present various 
views on upbringing�� The series meets the needs of many educators who should 
read them�� They may find many answers to their questions and solutions to their 
problems or at least some clues how to cope with upbringing�� The reader will get 
to know different points of view of individual authors, but at the same time it will 
give a possibility to make a whole from these various opinions�� Undoubtedly, the 
essays will push the reader to find some problematic cases and ways of solving them 
or searching for answers�� They will also induce readers to draw some conclusions 
on many issues��

The intention of the editors was to collect all the essays about upbringing as 
a whole (3 volumes for now) in order to show reflections and opinions on upbring-
ing in one place which will make easier to note the immensity and complexity of 
upbringing�� The volumes are also supposed to raise some arguments against one-
dimensional thinking about human development, social changes and against those 
systems of thinking that confine one’s cognition and independence in making deci-
sions�� Thanks to the multitude of description and interpretations of upbringing by 
people of different experience and professions it is more straightforward to com-
prehend the complexity of the term of upbringing, its processes and contexts��

The reader can approve of some of the authors or may criticize them for differ-
ent attitudes towards upbringing and that is the aim of the editors since it will 
broaden our minds�� The text may be inspiring for critical reflection of pedagogues, 
representatives of other social sciences, academic teachers or students�� The editors’ 
choice of the authors was intentional�� They wanted to make a change in our think-
ing about upbringing and, as a consequence, a change in our educational activity�� 
Although it is highly practical it is hard to realize�� But is it possible? That is the 
question you are supposed to answer after reading the series��
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